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ABSTRACT

This thesis which explores A n-pf

(S;2?) society

from a local viewpoint, is

concerned with: how this locality’s identity is expressed; how the life experience of
individuals reflects the sociality of A n-pf and becomes part of social memory; and
how the A n-pf society is thus produced and reproduced through a process of
unarticulated social creativity. The thesis considers the themes of social memory
and ritual; individual and social collectivity; and transmission and innovation
within a local tradition.

This thesis constitutes of eight chapters. Chapter One considers this
problematic based on my fieldwork experience. Chapter Two offers a sketch of the
field site, An-pf. Chapters Three and Four explore how the issues of locality, social
memory and ritual practice relate to each other. Chapter Three relies on the data
from the Chid ritual to illustrate how A n-pf as a locality is perceived and
reproduced through an exchange of gifts, favours and banquets. Chapter Four
examines the way ritual practice becomes an occasion for different sub-groups to
recall and pass on social memories. Representations of memories are recalled
through temples and deities and in particular in the deity rank orders in the temple,

Miäu-siü-keng
Hong-eng

Chapters Five, Six and Seven focus on the tang-ki
Chapter Five introduces him and his shrine Phek-hoa-si

and shows how the members of this shrine relate to the Kioh-thäu of Miäu-siü-keng
and to the locality of A n-pf. Chapter Six considers the healing rituals and Chapter
Seven the deity’s birthday ritual at this shrine. The description of the writing of a
temple history conducted by another täng-ki, A-käng (Rßt$), which is included in
Chapter Seven, reflects the multiple authorship characteristic of local tradition
including my role as a co-author of this history. Chapter Eight is the concluding
chapter, in which I briefly summarise my main argument.
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Chapter 1: Dialogue in the Field

Chapter One
Introduction: Dialogue in the Field

This thesis which explores An-pf society from a local viewpoint, is concerned
with: how this locality’s identity is expressed; how the life experience of
individuals reflects the sociality of An-pf and becomes part of social memory; and
how the An-pf society is thus produced and reproduced through a process of
unarticulated social creativity. The thesis considers the themes of social memory
and ritual; individual and social collectivity; and transmission and innovation
within a local tradition. In this introductory chapter I will consider this problematic
based on my fieldwork experience, then briefly sketch how I located myself in
An-pf, and finally, outline the sequence and organisation of the various chapters in
the thesis.

Puzzlement and Problematic

I remember when I was in elementary school in Taipei, much of my time was
spent on learning how to speak proper Mandarin. A fine was also imposed if
Taiwanese was spoken even between the breaks at school and on one’s way home.
A clear pronunciation, requiring the tongue to be rolled, was emphasised and
considered aesthetically pleasing, compared to normal ‘Taiwanese-Mandarin’.

I also remember studying history. A student was expected to memorise crucial
events from nearly twenty dynasties of Chinese history, beginning five thousand
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years ago and ending in 1911, when the Republic of China replaced the Qing
dynasty. During the ROC period, the strongest impression was the government had
largely prepared to leave Taiwan for a return to the Mainland. Everyone had to take
this history course for three up to six years.

However, a sense of feeling rootless in Taiwanese society began to develop in
my mind. I became hesitant to identify myself as a Chinese from the Mainland;
neither did I think I was a Taiwanese. This puzzlement initially drove my research
interest in phenomena that could make people feel more at home with their
traditions.

The impression I had of A n -p f was initially filled with change and ambiguity.

A n-pf was one district of a prosperous city, but its general configuration on my first
trip was like that of a small town. However, in addition to its heritage sites, A n -p f' s
location also included the most modernised buildings in the city. By the time I left

A n -p f , the city government had started a number of community constructions,
which, as a result, speeded up the alteration of this configuration.

Beneath these changes, there remained juxtaposed a more stable, local way of
perceiving A n -p f society, reflected in the idea of the Kioh-thäu ( f t H , Comer
Head). I learned from locals that A n -p f was composed of six Kioh-thäu. The name
of each Kioh-thäu was equivalent to a temple name. When I tried to identify the
positions of these Kioh-thäu by drawing a map, the locals’ indications only left me
in more confusion.

I found they tended to substitute the Kioh-thäu position with the temple
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position. The Kioh-thäu boundaries were not always as clear as the administrative
ones. It seemed that, to the locals, the barriers were clear in the residential area, but
became vague and uncertain in the areas that used to be fishponds. Their reaction
toward the boundaries of a specific new Kioh-thäu also gave me a feeling that the
formation of the ‘Six Kioh-thäu was dynamic, and it required long periods of time
to effect any significant change.

The idea of Kioh-thäu or the Six Kioh-thäu carried a sense of sociality. It also
referred to people’s everyday life, and a group’s collective memory. Most
importantly, the idea of Kioh-thäu was expressed in a religious idiom, where
temples and rituals were crucial in transmitting collective memory. These findings
aroused my curiosity.

Situating An-Pf As a Locality
The idea of locality used in this thesis was inspired by reading Arjun
Appadurai’s 1995 essay on ‘The Production of Locality’. His concern in this article
is to explore “what locality might mean in a situation where the nation-state faces
particular sorts of transnational destabilisation” (Appadurai 1995: 204). He
distinguishes between locality, as an aspect of social life, and neighbourhoods, as
substantive social forms, to investigate how the relationship of locality to
neighbourhoods has altered in the context of global cultural flows. For him, locality
has a complex phenomenological quality, expressing itself in certain kinds of
agency, sociality and reproducibility; while neighbourhoods are situated
communities, referring to actually existing social forms in which locality, as a
dimension or value, is variably realised.

3
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When I started research in An-pf, the boundary of the place as an
administrative unit was inconsistent with that of the Six Kioh-thäu. My
map-drawing experience told me that, for the locals, to identify the positions of the
Kioh-thäu temples was much easier than to mark out the boundaries of a Kioh-thäu
or of the Six Kioh-thäu. In other words, the Kioh-thäu implies a way of perceiving
An-pf society that takes the temple as a fixed point. Boundaries are given less
emphasis.

It seemed to me the meaning of A n-pf as a locality made up of six Kioh-thäu
had priority to its neighbourhood meaning. The notion was contextual, relational,
and expressed in a religious idiom. I acquired this understanding based on an
observation of the Chid (H , offering) rituals held by different temples.1The idea of
the Six Kioh-thäu was more categorical than spatial or scalar for An-pf people. It
indicated an aspect of social life, where relations and values were actualised
through various exchange practices.

The Chid ritual, as a locality-producing activity, is both ‘context-driven’ and
‘context-generative’, to use Appadurai’s terms (ibid: 211). Accordingly, A n-pf
society is represented as a multiplex interpretive neighbourhood, to which
individuals as Kioh-thäu members relate themselves as well as acquire varying
understandings of their collective past. This characteristic underlies another
relevant issue in this thesis, that of the ritual practice and social memory.

Ritual Practice and Social Memory

1This specific form o f the Chid (Ü ) ritual is held after a temple has been inaugurated or
refurbished to pray for peace by appeasing malevolent spirits dwelling in the earth. For more
information, see Chapter Three.
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After noticing that locals were accustomed to call certain temples by

Kioh-thäu names, I also found a painting, displayed at an ancestral hall, taking the
temples as its main subjects and thus portraying the idea of An-pi1 as the Six

Kioh-thäu. Afterwards, when conducting a temple survey, I was quite astonished by
the complexity of each temple’s history. Beyond my expectation, even the smallest
temple in terms of the size and devotee numbers had a dazzling past that was filled
with stories centered on different individuals. I wondered if the Chid ritual could be
taken as a practice that maintained the solidarity of the Six Kioh-thäu as a whole. If
this were the case, then by what process did each individual locate himself or
herself as a member of a Kioh-thäu. This issue became particularly pertinent after I
started focusing in detail on various religious practices conducted at a specific
shrine.

The core of the approach in this theme draws on several scholars’ ideas.
Maurice Halbwach’s magnificent book, On Collective Memory , which explores the
social character of memory, was my starting point (Halbwach 1992 [1950]).
Halbwach highlights the importance of seeing individuals as social beings in this
context: “while the collective memory endures and draws strength from its base in a
coherent body of people, it is individuals as group members who remember”
(Halbwach 1992: 48). At the same time, “every collective memory requires the
support of a group delimited in space and time” (ibid: 84). This implies that social
memory always needs to be activated, and that our experience of the present is
dynamically interactive with an understanding of the past. These two points further
reflect theoretical perspectives in the books, How Societies Remember by Paul
Connerton (1989) and How We Think They Think of Maurice Bloch (1998).
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In investigating the production and reproduction of An-pf’s collective past,
my approach was inspired by Paul Connerton’s statement that social memory can
be stored in commemorative ceremonies and bodily practices (Connerton 1989).
According to him, rituals are not merely expressive; they are also formalised as
stylised, stereotyped and repetitive acts. The repetition implies continuity with the
past; while stylised and stereotyped utterances made ritual a formalised and
performative language (ibid: 44-45, 58). This re-enactment or embodiment aspect
of such commemorative ceremonies shapes communal memory.

Connerton further considers habitual memory. He asserts habitual memory,
meaning the capacity to reproduce a certain performance, is located in the body,
“the past is, as it were, sedimented in the body” (ibid: 72). His differentiation
between incorporating and inscribing practices draws particular attention to those
acts that take the human body as an instrument, rather than technical devices for
retaining information. In other words, it is the idea of embodiment rather than the
text that becomes the point of analysis in investigating how rituals transmit social
memory.

Based on his recognition of Halbwach’s main concern, Maurice Bloch’s
approach to the issue of memory is more based on cognitive psychology (Bloch
1998). For Halbwachs, there is no difference between autobiographical memory
and collective memory since both are the product of social contact. But for Bloch,
autobiographical memory exists as well as merges into historical memory.

In contrast to the assumptions that culture is thought and transmitted as a text
through language or is ultimately language-like, the cognitive view he adopts takes
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most knowledge, especially the knowledge involved in everyday practice, as
involving highly complex integrated networks or mental models, where most
elements are connected to each other in a great variety of ways. These “conceptual
clumps are only partly linguistic; they also integrate visual imagery, other sensory
cognition, the cognitive aspects of learned practices, evaluations, memories of
sensations, and memories of typical examples” (ibid: 24-25).

In other words, “memory of what happened cannot be equated with any
particular narrative account” (ibid: ix). The presence of the past in the present is
much more complex since recalling is not the same as remembering. Memory of
the past is no mere collective representation but the multiple representations of the
past, as “the past is an ever-changing resource according to the situations or moods
in which the persons find themselves, situations and moods which will often be due
to organized social contexts” (ibid: 119).

His ideas helped explain some puzzling aspects of fieldwork. One, which
occurred in numerous dialogues, concerned the locals’ general attitude in taking the

täng-ki (U A L spirit medium) as isomorphic with his or her patron deity. Another
one occurred during my year-long assistance on a täng-ki's temple-history writing
project. I did not understand how personal experiences could equate to historical
facts for this specific group of people. In my view Ati-pi1society presents a sense of
unarticulated creativity, whereby

local tradition

undergoes innovation as

individuals’ life experiences arise from and eventually become part of a collective
memory. This rhythm is explicit and repeatedly revealed in experience.
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Being There: Ethnographic Practice

My fieldwork was conducted for eighteen months from 1992 to 1994, and then
another eighteen months, from 1998 to 2000. My status was identified as either an
assistant or a student doing research in An-pi1, but sometimes I was also taken as a
journalist. In spite of some misunderstanding of my status, this view of my being a
researcher helped my fieldwork, since it identified me as a member of an elite class,
respected by ordinary people. This role also masked my gender when approaching
various temple activities conducted mainly by men.

During my research, I was occasionally questioned about the legitimacy of
being a ritual observer, given my gender.23 At one stage, I did become irritated with
this attitude. I once raised this issue with a deity through a täng-ki. This deity
explained to me that most of the deities in An-pi1 were Taoist gods, whose
hierarchical status and abilities were much lower than Buddhist ones; thus they
2 During my first period of fieldwork, I worked as a research assistant at the Institute of
Ethnology, Academia Sinica. Whenever I introduced myself to local people and mentioned
‘Academia Sinica’ (Tiong-iong-giän-kiü-f tf3
they generally misunderstood and
transformed this term into some other similarly sounding term such as ‘central (government)’
(tiong-iong-e
‘research school’ (gian-kiii-T
‘central graduate school’
(Tiong-iong-giän-kiü-sa
or ‘graduate school’ (giän-kiü-sa
Whenever people thought I was a journalist, I would correct them by replying “I am not a
beggar” to amuse them, as the pronunciation of ‘beggar’ (khit-chia'h
is quite close to the
term for ‘journalist’ (ki-chid
in Taiwanese. I would also tell them that “I am from the research
school rather than from the government” to emphasise the difference, as ‘Sinica’ is the translation of
‘central’ in Chinese, so that it was quite easy to be thought of as having connections with the central
government. Though my supplemental explanation was not necessary to help them understand my
work, at least this clarification would not give them any expectations, as government officers or
journalists are thought to have privileges and influence which can change people’s lives.
3 In Chinese folk religion, the time of a female’s menstruation is thought to be unclean
(bo-chheng-khi
Thus it is commonsense that women tend not to enter temples while
having their periods. As a matter of fact, women seldom come to the temple in order to avoid male
suspicion. Whenever there is a ritual going on, women are rarely seen in the crowd near the täng-ki.
Among the several dozen täng-ki I have known, there is only one female, who triggers people’s
prejudices whenever performing in public.
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were easily influenced and made ineffective by menstruation. This explanation
persuaded me to be cautious when facing this situation. After a while, because of
my friendships and my diligence in research, people became less conscious of my
gender. Generally speaking, except for the Chid ritual which is still imbued with
sanctions toward females and those who have just had a death in the family, I was
able to observe rituals at will.4

Since the locals who had connections with were Taiwanese-speakers,
communication was a difficult task for me as a Mandarin speaker who had grown
up in Taipei. Thus, I made a number of faux pas while learning Taiwanese
pronunciation. The funniest one happened during a healing ritual in 1993. When a
patient inquired about his health to the deity by using the term ‘ne'h-hö -soa" ( §
SBS, the prostate gland), I misunderstood and thought they were talking about ‘an
umbrella’ {it-ji-hö -soa —

as the pronunciation sounded quite similar. I

was confused by the conversation that occurred, so after the healing ritual I asked
the tang-kVs assistant how an umbrella could possibly be related to a person’s
health. My question embarrassed him, as the term not only relates to urinary
incontinence but also implies a man’s sexual ability, a topic too sensitive for a
woman to investigate. Some friends teased me about my poor Taiwanese by
explaining it was because I had not paid school fees to learn the language.
Correcting my pronunciation became a game for them, and assisted me in
establishing relationships.

4 My observations on these Chid rituals were done in cooperation with Dr. Pan, Ing-hai ( $ t | |
$§ Pan1 Ying’-hai3). During the ritual period while the temple was closed, about three to five days,
he went inside the temple to observe the Taoist priests’ offering and I stayed outside for any activity
that allowed my observation.
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I have the feeling that much of my understanding of An-pF society was
acquired through dialogue that created an overlapping horizons between my sense
and the locals’ senses of An-pF society. In other words, being an anthropologist did
not involve me purely as an observer recording various social facts but rather as an
active and situated participant in the construction of accounts and representations.
My involvement in assisting a tang-ki to write a book on temple history during
1998 and 1999 was indicative of this process. At the same time, I also considered it
as a good chance to show my thanks and appreciation for the assistance and
numerous favours that I have received from the locals during my research.

In addition to the temple history writing project (in 1998-1999), I also
collected life stories of a randomly-selected sample of over hundred persons (in
1993-1994), and the histories of fifteen locally recognised temples (in 1993). Most
of my time was spent observing various religious activities. They included: 1) Chid
rituals at three different temples; 2) Deity’s birthday rituals on seventy-six
occasions;5 3) ninety-five healing rituals; 4) Inviting Deities, Seeing-off Deities at
the beginning and end of the year, and the annual Universal Salvation in the middle
of the year; and 5) twenty activities, such as processions, boat burnings, and
requests to a deity for favours via the sedan chair. Much of this religious activity
data were collected at a specific shrine, Phek-hoä-sT ( f § w h e r e I conducted
in-depth participant observation during all my research periods in An-pF. Visual
records were as important as written notes in my fieldwork strategy. I thus
accumulated an audiovisual record of nine hundred rolls of film (each of 36
exposures), two hundred and twenty nine tapes (each of 90 minutes), and two
hundred fifty-one videotapes (each of 2 hours).

5 This includes a whole year’s observations of birthday rituals at different temples, and eleven
performances over nine years o f a specific tang-lci.
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Thesis Framework

This thesis is concerned with locality, ritual practice and social memory.
Chapter Two offers a sketch of the field site, A n -pi\ Chapters Three and Four
explore how the issues of locality, social memory and ritual practice relate to each
other. Chapter Three relies on the data from the Chid ritual to illustrate how A n-pf
as a locality is perceived and reproduced through an exchange of gifts, favours and
banquets. Chapter Four examines the way ritual practice becomes an occasion for
different sub-groups to recall and pass on social memories. Representations of
memories are recalled through temples and deities and in particular in the deity
rank orders in the temple, Miäu-siü-keng
focus on the täng-ki Hong-eng

Phek-hoä-sT

(SMfcxf)

Chapters Five, Six and Seven

Chapter Five introduces him and his shrine

and shows how the members of this shrine relate to the

Kioh-thäu of Miäu-siü-keng and to the locality of A n-pf. Chapter Six considers the
healing rituals and Chapter Seven the deity’s birthday ritual at this shrine.

The description of the writing of a temple history conducted by another

täng-ki, A-käng (Mß$), which is included in Chapter Seven, reflects the multiple
authorship characteristic of local tradition including my role as a co-author of this
history. This section represents my tribute to A-käng , who was Hong-eng ’s initial
novice trance training teacher. He served for more than fifty years as a täng-ki of
another temple in the same Kioh-thäu. Citations by A-käng have been used
throughout this thesis to overcome the difficulties caused by Hong-eng's habitual
silence in his role as a täng-ki. A-käng tended to be more open in talking about

ll
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various sensitive religious issues. Many times in the conversations I found that
A-käng's comments provided apt explanation of Hong-eng's performances.
Chapter Eight is the concluding chapter, in which I briefly summarise my main
argument.
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Plate 2-1

On this 18th century map, A n -p f appears as the largest sandbar facing Taiwan Island.
It is where Fort Zeelandia was built during the Dutch period.
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Chapter Two
The Roads to An-Pf'

Soon after I began living in An-pf1, I heard a number o f terms for locations
used by local people in their everyday life. These locations were spoken o f in terms
o f perceived living standards. These phrases were A n -p f ( ^ c 2^ , An'-ping2/
Anping), Inner City ( Chhi-lai TfJl^J), and Countryside ( Chng-kha JEfcijJ). Inner City
is used as a general term to refer to the most prosperous place in town. In this
context it means Tainan City ( Täi-läm-chhi

Tai2-nan2-shi4). Countryside

refers to the least prosperous places. Although these terms do not fit the situation
any more, they still reflect people’s memory o f the past when Tainan was the most
famous city in Taiwan.1 The comparison itself shows how A n -p f people regard, or
used to see, themselves.

Although A n -p f is now one o f the seven Districts (Khu M ) in Tainan city,2 it
has had a unique past that can be traced back to the 17th century when Taiwan used
to be called Formosa, and was colonised by the Dutch. An-pf" s old name, written as
(Da4-yuan2, Täi-oän), ‘ o ' i t ’ (Tai2-yuan2, Täi-oän)* t y k i j l (Da4-wan!,

1 Tainan used to be the highest administrative city o f Taiwan in the Qing ('/jf Qing1,
1644-191 ICE) dynasty. There is an old saying, It-hü-ji-lo1k-sam-böng-kah (—üfT—JUHSüllIfX
indicating the three most prosperous places during that period: the first is Hit-sicT Office,'
Fu3-cheng2), an old term for Tainan City); the second is Lo'k-käng
Lu4-gang3/Lukang), a
place in middle Taiwan; and the third is Böng-kah
MengJ-jiaJ), a place in north Taiwan.
2 These seven Districts (Khu IS) are South District (Ldm-khu j^ lS , Nan2-qu'), North District
(Pak-khu zjtlcm, Bei3-qu'), East District (Tang-khu JillS, Dong'-qu1), West District (Se-khu
Xi'-qu1), Middle District ( Tiong-khu cflE, Zhong'-qu1), Annan District (An-läm-khu
An'-nan2-qu'), and Anping District (An-pf-khu
An'-ping2-qu‘).
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Toa-oan), ‘TzjS Ä ’ (Tai2-w o'-w an1, Täi-o-oan) or ‘iMM’ (Mai2-yuan', Tdi-oan),3

Figure 2-1 The Seven Districts o f Tainan City

Annan Qu

Uci Qu

r—
Dong (Ju

has a very similar pronunciation as ‘Taiwan’ in Taiwanese, Tdi-oan. Geographically,
A n -p f presents different images according to how one enters this area.
JThere are different interpretations of the origin of the name of Taiwan, relating it to an
ancient Chinese myth, to a local custom of Fujian, or to the Dutch occupation. Most of the
explanations are focused on its connection with one of the tribal names of the plain aborigines who
lived in this area before the Han (jH, Han4) Chinese. In a 17th century book Notes on the Foreigners
o f the East (Dong1-fan '-ji4 j^LfflB) by Chen Di
Chen2 Di4), An-pin was written as ‘^ J t ’
( Täi-oän) when the author described the daily life of the aborigines he met in this location. Terms
such as ‘ p i ’ (Tdi-oan),
( Toa-oan) and
( Tai-o-oan) are similarly explained.
The famous historian Lian Heng
Lian2 Heng2, 1878-1936) in his book The General
History o f Taiwan (Taf-wan'-tong'-shi’
explained that the name of Taiwan came from
the word ‘fMIS’ (Tdi-oan), meaning ‘to bury shame’. This was because, in earlier times, a lot of
immigrants from Fujian suffered from diseases in Taiwan and could not return to die in their
hometowns on the Mainland. The term ‘to bury shame’ was at first used to describe this sadness,
and eventually became the name of the location. An official account 'The History o f Taiwan
County’ (Tar-wan1-xian4-zhi4
reprinted at the end of the 18th century relates these two
Chinese characters ‘ cnAT to the environmental setting of Dutch occupation— ‘ (the stand),
describes the configuration of the Dutch Castle; and ‘ ’ (the bay) refer to geographical
characteristic of this area.
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This chapter explores the images of An-pF, its geographical changes that have
occurred in An-pF and historical developments indicated in written texts as well
embedded in individuals’ life stories. Particular attention is paid to the fact that the
local historical reconstruction of An-pF reflects a relation to the present. Local
notions of the past are revealed in which people, place and history all interconnect
and these notions are transmitted through practices in everyday life. Since this
chapter sketches the basic approach of this thesis, which concerns a history,
generated through everyday life practice. I will begin by presenting my
understanding of An-pF, its locality and sociality.

An-PF Image

An-pF is situated in the southwest of Taiwan, and administratively is one of
the seven Districts of Tainan City. Prior to my first period of fieldwork in An-pF
(1992-1994), all I knew of the place was from an old popular song, the Song of
An-pF Memory (An1-ping2-zhui1-xiang3-qu3
4The Song of An-pF Memory (An1-ping2-zhui'-xiang3-qu

which described an
was made available

to the public in 1951, This purely imaginative story was w ritten by C hen Da-ru (PUjUffl C hen2
D a 2-ru2), and co m p osed by Xu Shi ( I T S

X u 3 S h i2). N eith er o f them was local;

h ow ever, I was told this song has lon g been fam iliar in An-pi1. Although the story is said
to be fictional, quite a few outsiders would like to explore its possible historical connections. There
are several people known for their Dutch-Chinese origins in An-pF. However, they do not seem to
be related to the song:

Wearing a long red western dress, missing my lover, the sea breeze blows upon my golden
hair. I am wondering where his ship is sailing. Without any news, I worry he is facing serious
wind and wave. He is deeply in my mind, but this feeling can be told to nobody. I ask the sea
breeze to send my lovesickness to him, but the wind heartlessly teases me for being stupid.
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infatuated woman waiting anxiously for her lover’s return. In this song, the woman
was also filled with, insecurity at the prospect of being abandoned. She was worried
that she would suffer the same fate that her mother had experienced who was
abandoned by a Dutch doctor working on boat while pregnant. This song reminds
people of the city’s antiquity and its harbour image.

With a sense of curiosity, I visited An-pf in June, 1992. The first time I entered

An-pf via a route which I later discovered local people did not normally use. In that
area, the roads were designed in grid style. Numerous multi-storied buildings were
placed everywhere. I found the speed of modernisation quite shocking. After
crossing a bridge, I finally found ‘the An-pf " — a place which was much closer to

Ah! Who can understand how first love will make a person not know what they are doing.

Missing my lover, I also remember how I have not been able to see my father for twenty years.
I miss him and want to see him. He left nothing but a golden cross to my mother as a memento.
My mother said I was born out of wedlock. The more I think of this, the sadder I feel. I do not
know whether he is still alive. Ah! My father is a Dutch doctor working on a ship.

When I think of the fate and the fortune of my mother and myself, I miss my father but also I
blame him. Others all have their own father’s care; whereas I have been raised only by my
mother. Now I am feeling lonely in the time of youth. I am waiting for no one but my
affectionate lover. I wait for his ship to return to An-pf Castle. I am A n - p f 's Golden-haired
lady of pure love. Ah! Waiting for the noise of the brass gong signaling the return of your ship
to the harbour.
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the picture I had in my mind.

From the local viewpoint, the A n -p f District combines three geographical
areas: A n -p f Old Settlement {An-pf-kill-khu
(.Hi-kong-li

M

); ? and

(Gö-ki-tiong-hak-khu

the

Fifth

Fish Light Sub-district
Stage

of

Rescheduled

Land

The landscape o f A n -p f District is a result o f

the Tainan city government’s land policy. A n -p f' s history generally refers to A n-pf
Old Settlement, which is the pioneer place in A n -p f District. People came from
Fujian (jg Ü ) ,56 on the Mainland, more than three hundred years ago to settle in this
place. The ‘front door’ o f the A n -p f District, the Fifth Stage o f Rescheduled Land,
called in abbreviated form the ‘Fifth Stage (Gö-ki

by local people, is a five

hundred hectare area. It used to be fishponds, originally owned by A n -p f people.
These fishponds were sold before the government started land-rescheduling project.
In the 1980s the City Government rescheduled this area for housing. Nowadays the
majority of residents in this area are non -A n-pf people. The Fifth Stage area is
connected to the Old Settlement by seven bridges across the A n -p f canal

(An-pf -ün-hö

The back door o f A n -p f District, Fish Light Sub-district,

originally belonging to the Nan District (Nan2-q u \ Läm-khu

M ),

was

incorporated into A n -p f when the City Government rearranged the District
boundaries in 1972. It takes about five minutes to drive from Fish Light Sub-district
to the Old Settlement; interactions between residents o f these two areas are rare. By
June 1997, within an area of 11.7 square kilometres, there were 35,577 A n-pf
residents.

5 Li (M), an administrative area 'ward’, is the largest subdivision of An-pf-khu. I refer to it as
a Sub-district.
6 Fujian (Fu2-jian4, Hok-kian

is also spelled as ‘Hokkien’.
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A n-P f1Old Settlement

An-pf Road (Anping Road, An’-ping2-lu4

used to be the only road

connecting A n-pf and Tainan City. According to the memories of resident
octogenarians, during the Japanese occupation, A n-pf Road, starting from the local
term Two-Road Intersection Point (Siang-chhe-lo1h-khäu

P), was only a

pathway along the fishponds and the canal. To reach Tainan was a two-hour walk.
There were innumerable fishponds along An-pf Road at this time.
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When I first conducted fieldwork in 1992, An-pf Road had four lanes. The
windbreak trees on the canal had already been replaced by multi-storey buildings in
the Fifth Stage area. Nor were there any fishponds nearby. An-pf Road had been
extended and broadened through the Old Settlement center to the Fish Light
Sub-district. Another road, Anbei Road (.An-pak-lo'h

An'-bei3-lu4), met

A n-pf Road at the Two-Road Intersection Point, then passed north of the Old
Settlement to Fish Light Sub-district. In addition, there were newer branch streets
scattered over the Old Settlement all built within the past twenty years. Along the
named roads within the Old Settlement, the buildings normally had four to five
stories. Within lanes and alleys, the buildings were one-storey houses. An-pf had
the greatest density of temples and heritage sites (ka-chek I ^ ft) in Tainan City. The
majority of these were located in the Old Settlement.

The Fifth Stage Area
The Fifth Stage area is connected to the Old Settlement by seven bridges.7
Except for the west bridge, all are linked to An-pf Road. If entering A n-pf through
this area, one will see the huge Tainan city government hall and mansions. They all
generate a sense of modernisation. On the other hand, there used to be a number of
large hotels, motels and brothels. Local people warned me to stay away from that
area by saying, “Gö-ki [the Fifth Stage] area is a red light district, filled with
dangers. It is better not to go there, especially at night.” In the 1990s, the new City
Government Hall started operations to change the area. Some sociocultural

7 The project o f the Fifth Stage of Rescheduled Land (Gö -ki-tiong-hak-khu SÄ U M ® !® ) was
commenced in 1978. The purpose was to establish this area as the new administrative centre of
Tainan City. When I first started fieldwork in An-pf, the City Government Hall was still being built.
It was not until 1998 that the administrative units were settled there.
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organisations, including the Social Education Bureau, schools, kindergartens,
police stations, and other administrative units, were set up. Gradually, the number
of hotels and brothels decreased.

For tourists, this area is known for its historical value. There is a fort,
originally built in 1874 and called Eternity Golden Fort (Ek-chäi-kim-siä"
J$c), two kilometres away from the Old Settlement on the south. By 2000, just
before I left, the City Government was planning to repair and clean the canal, and
also rebuild the bridges, so people could reach the fort easily. They were also
developing the canal waterway route as a future sightseeing spot. Because the
fishponds of the Fifth Stage were gradually sold to outsiders, nowadays the major
residents of this area are non-An-pf people.

Fish Light Sub-District
After Four Glass Bridge (Si-chho-kio [19

was opened in 1999, there first

was a second road to An-pf. If entering An-pf by this back door, one will see a new
harbour, between An-pf Old Settlement and the Fish Light Sub-district. Near the
harbour, there has been a lot of land redevelopment. The Fish Light Sub-district is
more usually called the Third Sandbar {Sa'-kun-seng H lE äl) by local people. It
used to belong to South District. When the new harbour project was begun in 1972,
the Third Sandbar became a new administrative unit of An-pf. On the way to the
Third Sandbar, on the right (the seaward-side), is a row of windbreak trees, and a
new barbecue area; on the left is a school for deaf-mutes followed by this district’s
main residential area. At the end of the road there is an army barrack, outside of
which is a small temple. This temple gained its reputation by predicting lottery
numbers. Many outsiders visited the temple at midnight in the 1980s when the
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lottery was popular all over Taiwan.

If one turns left after passing over the Four Glass Bridge, there is a transition
area before reaching the Old Settlement. The nucleus of this transition area was a
place called Nine Households (Käu-khoäi-chhü A8&IÜ), which gradually grew
into a larger residential district after the near-by fish ponds were filled. Not far
away is another district inhabited by those working in the military-run rubber
factory (Lian-khin I f R u b b e r Factory) nearby.8 Most residents are soldiers’
dependants, who came to Taiwan with the Kuomintang (KMT, Guo2-min2-dang3 |i§
after 1949.9 Neither of these two places have many A n-pf people living
there.

The different routes into A n-pf show visitors very different areas, both
historical and modem. Although the population of the Old Settlement has declined
in the face of huge out-migration and unemployment, the development in the Fish
Light Sub-district and the Fifth Stage area has attracted a lot of new residents,
including school teachers and city government employees. Despite this, the small
number of relative newcomers have not yet influenced A n -p f's population. The
working class, such as fishermen, carpenters, ironsmiths and cement workers, is
still a majority in the Old Settlement. Compared to Tainan city, A n-pf appears to be
a distant and separate place.

8 This Liän-khin Rubber Factory is normally nicknamed Lam-hoa
by the local people.
This nickname arose during the Japanese occupation when this location used to be an official
chemical-producing factory.
9 Kuomintang is the largest political party in Taiwan, and has been the government of the
Republic of China for more than a century.
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The Sense of a Distant and Separate Location
I remember a conversation I had in 1994 with a friend who owned a stationery
shop in An- pf. He was hoping to hire a person to help with his business but had
been trying unsuccessfully for two months. He told me it was too difficult to ask
someone from A n - p f itself, as the local younger generation would prefer to work
outside, while people from the inner city thought A n - p f was too far away. This idea
of distance has become a common notion for local people. However, the distance is
no longer the ‘two hours’ walk’ described by the aged people; it is only a ten to
twenty minutes ride or drive from Tainan train station. Nevertheless, A n - p f still has
a distant and separate image in people’s social memory, reflecting two aspects:
living standards and geography.

There was another person I met in 1992, who had just moved to A n - p f to run a
photography shop. He criticised A n - p f people: “They tend to have ‘an attitude of
lacking moon’ (qu'-yue4-xin'-tai4

[the moon is better elsewhere].10

Everything made in Tainan is better.” A teenager who studied in Tainan was a good
example of this, “Comparing the living environment here with my classmates’,
A n - p f only can be seen as a backward country. Some of my classmates do not even
know where A n - p f is.” I noticed this ‘the moon is better elsewhere’ was related to
geographical changes in the past. Previously, the fishponds had been an effective
barrier between Tainan and An- pf. For those who are more than thirty years old,
the memories of taking a ferry to cross the fishponds or the canal were still clear.

10 ‘The moon is better elsewhere’, or ‘an attitude of lacking moon’ (qu1-yue4-xin1-tai4^ ^
in Chinese. This is to describe a person who always thinks the moon in other places is better
or larger than the moon in the location where he (or she) lives. This term is written in Mandarin
because it was expressed in thusly by this informant.
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Before this, during the Dutch colonisation, An-pf was actually one of many
sandbars spreading into the southwest sea off Taiwan Island. Between A n-pf and
Taiwan there was a strait, where previously the Dutch warships could shelter. When
a serious flood occurred in 1823, the strait between Tainan and A n-pf was almost
completely filled in with riverbom silt. The two areas have been connected by a
waterway ever since. Afterwards, according to my interview with someone bom in
1904, the strait was transformed into fishponds. This process has taken less than
one hundred years.

Apart from being a fisherman’s harbour, A n-pf has been a naval port,
commercial port and even an international trade centre: roles which are emphasised
strongly in history text books. During my stay, A n-pf was also being lionised as the
‘origin of Taiwanese history’, by some cultural history workers. However, I always
felt that there was a gap between the impression I had of An-pf based on the written
texts and what I experienced from the locality. Before clarifying this, 1 will briefly
sketch what happened in historical An-pf.

Historical An-Pf

To my knowledge, there are more than one hundred and eighty Chinese books
and papers that constitute the core of An-pf studies (1949-1999). Among these
writings, ninety percent are articles published in journals including The Taiwanese
Folkways (Tai2-wan1-feng1-wu4 iA'MWfffi}), Reports on Historiographical Studies
of Taiwan (Tar-wan1-wen2-xian4

jftXHR), and particularly Tainan Culture

(Tai2-nan2-wen2-hua4 cf Si 5C flj )• Quite a few authors are from the Tainan
Historiography Committee (Tai2-nan2-wen2-xian4-hui4 o
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History Department of Cheng-kung University (Cheng2-gun'-da4-xue2
Since the middle of the 1980s, the Architecture Department of the same University
has conducted various research projects as well. In this section, the description of

An-p? history is based on these written references. To put this in context, let me
first briefly sketch the political changes in Taiwan since the 17th century.

In the 17th century many European nations came to Asia by sea to establish
fortified commercial bases. On the southeast side of China, the Spanish, Portuguese
and Dutch used Formosa (Taiwan). They all occupied Taiwan for a while, although
the Dutch stayed the longest (1624-1661). Political power was transferred to the

Te" (Hß) Family empire after the Dutch were defeated by Ten Chhiän-kong (ftßÖc
5fj) in 1661. Te' Chhian-kong was a Ming (Ming2 Hf] Dynasty, 1368-1644 CE)
general. He and his son located themselves in Taiwan to prepare forces to fight
against the rising Qing Dynasty. However, Qing finally won and governed Taiwan
from 1683. The Te1Family empire lasted only for twenty-three years (1661-1683
CE). In 1895, political power switched to Japan. Fifty years later, at the end of
World War II, Taiwan was taken by the Kuomintang as the Republic of China.

There were two reasons for the Dutch colonisation of Taiwan: trade and
military advantage. Taiwan served as the Dutch East India Company’s transit point,
linking together trade between the European maritime nations and Mainland China.
Taiwan’s products included rice, deer leather, cane, and sulfur. Together with
Southeast Asian pepper, spices, and minerals, and Indian opium, these were
transported to Fujian and Guangdong (jftjfC) provinces of China,11 while silk, china
and medicines would be sent to Southeast Asia. Additionally, Taiwanese sugar and

11 Guangdong

Guang3-dong‘) is also spelled Kangtong.
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deer leather were traded in Japan.

A n -p f's role as a naval and commercial port began with the Dutch occupation,
and has continued to the present. To prevent the Portuguese and Spanish from
setting up a trading route nearby, the Dutch spent eight years building a castle, Fort
Zeelandia, on the sandbar. This castle not only threatened enemy commercial
shipping, but also increased Dutch maritime security, and protected the Dutch in
An-pf as well. The Dutch called this sandbar Tayouan Island. In Chinese official
documents, Tayouan Island was written as ‘^ J t ’ (Täi-oän, Da4-yuan2) or ‘p g ’
(Täi-oän, Tai2-yuan2). Afterwards, when Te1Chhiän-kong defeated the Dutch and
stationed hirnself in Taiwan, he renamed Fort Zeelandia as Imperial Castle
(Öng-sia1

and Tayouan Island as An-pf Post (An-pf-tin rSr^PÜH)- An-pf

Post was an important naval base. Thus, ‘An-pf ’ gained its name from the Ten
Family empire.12

In the mid-19th century, the Qing dynasty was defeated by the Anglo French
alliance (in 1856 and 1860). As a result, A n-pf was forced to open and serve as a
merchant harbour for foreign nations, their missionaries and businessmen. Between
1861 and 1874, the Qing Empire had commercial agreements with Germany, the
Netherlands, Italy, Japan, Portugal, Spain, Denmark, Austria, and Peru.
Accordingly, foreign nations were free to set up ‘companies’ (iün-heng

in

An-pf. In 1870, an organisation was established to deal exclusively with foreign

12 It is not certain why Te1 Chhian-kong named A n -pf thusly. Some suspected it was to
remember his home town, Anhai (An-hai
An'-hai3), which was named A n -pf in ancient times,
in Mainland Fujian. However, this explanation became unlikely when new evidence proved that Te1
Chhian-kong actually lived in the next town, Nanan (Lam-an
Nan2-an'), where there was a
very famous bridge, A n -pf Bridge, connected to An-hai. Both explanations indicate that the naming
o f this location had something to do with Te' Chhian-kong's connection with Fujian.
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residential affairs, commercial issues and international business affairs. In 1891,

A n-pf had its own taxation office and beacon. When Japan came to monopolise
most important products and imposed high taxation, this international trade
decreased.

A n-pf might not have been that prosperous had an unexpected natural disaster
not occurred in the year of 1823: a flood caused a river to change its course, which
silted up another harbour opposite A n-pf near the Inland Sea. Thus the ships could
not enter that harbour any more. Nature brought A n-pf luck this time.

During the Japanese period, A n-pf harbour was regularly silted up. After a
serious rainstorm in July 1906, large ships could not enter the harbour. In order to
increase the transport of goods in South Taiwan and also to develop the fishing
industry, the Japanese government firstly built a canal between Tainan and An-pf,
and then spent ten years in dredging a new harbour (1931-40). However, it did not
improve the harbour’s situation— the new waterway still became silted. A n - p f's
role was decided not only by the coastline’s rapid changes, but also by the historical
politics of a wider society. When the new Kaohsiung Harbour (Gao -xiong -gang',

Ko-hiöng-käng i ® ® © was finished in 1924, it supported a greater volume of
trade and was subsequently of more importance in supporting the Japanese
penetration of Southeast Asia. It replaced A n-pf harbour. At this time, the route
from An-pi to Tainan City was a pathway between numerous fishponds and the
canal. After the Japanese left, this path was expanded and given the name A n-pf
Road. When I started conducting fieldwork in this area, A n-pf was one of the seven
Districts of Tainan City, and A n-pf harbour was the fishing harbour of Tainan City.
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Tayouati Image: The Past in the Present

Earlier writings on An-pf history tend to emphasise its roles as a military,
commercial and international harbour. Since the late 1980s, An-pf history has
become a public issue in Tainan. One third of the writings are more focused on its
heritage sites and interpretation. They all argue that ‘A n-pf is the origin of
Taiwanese culture and history.’ These statements actually reflect the authors’
historical concerns in a specific time and space. In a sense, An-pf history is a
history of the past in the present. Let me expand on this point by the following two
examples; one is Ltm long

Lin Yong/or Lin2 Yong3)’s version of An-pf

history,13 and the other is what I have identified as a trend regarding An-pf
historical studies since 1994.

Ltm long was bom and lived in An-pf all his life (1904-92). He gained a high
reputation and was well respected by local people for his work as the Head of the
District (Khu-tiong HrR) in the 1950s. He spent forty years writing various articles
on the history of A n-pf, as well as the history of Taiwan. The earliest article, On
An-pf (Tan2-an’-ping2

was published in the first volume of Tainan

Culture in 1951. All his writings were collected into a two-volume book, A Survey
in Zeelandia of Formosa I (Tai2-wan'-cheng2-huai2-gu3-ji2

1960)

and A Survey in Zeelandia of Formosa II (Tai2-wan'-cheng2-huai2-gu3-xu4-ji2 SEW

mmsmm, 1990).
This book, with thirty-seven articles in two volumes, includes two sections—
13 Lin Yong ( ^ H Lin2-Yong3) writes under several names. But he is known as Ltm long by
the local people. Here I use this name when referring to him.
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A n-pf history and Taiwan studies. Together with the five prefaces and three
afterwords, it shows how A n -p f is situated in the historical context. For instance,

Lim long in his preface indicates, “A n-pf Castle symbolises the origin of
Taiwanese culture.” Shi Zhi-ming’s

Shi1 Zhi4-ming2) preface says,14

“Tainan has always been the cultural capital of Taiwan, and A n-pf is also the origin
of Taiwanese culture.” Lian Jing-chu (S JI-S J Lian2 Jing^-chu1) comments in his
preface:15
The origin of Taiwanese culture is in Tainan, where A n-pf is the pioneer.
A n-pf is geographically connected with Penghu (Ü2ÖJ, Peng2-hu2) and
Kinmen

Jin'-m en2). Thus it is a crucial frontier for diplomatic

reasons. It is also a famous merchant harbour.. .An-pf is the first stop of
imported culture. (Lian Jing-chu)
They thus all make a similar statement: Taiwan is identified as a historical protector
and successor of Chinese orthodoxy; neither the Dutch or Japanese were hailed as
liberators by the locals; the Qing dynasty also represents heterodoxy for the Han
Chinese, as the founders of this dynasty were Tartars, a non-Han ethnic group;
Furthermore, Taiwanese history has proved that a heterodox invader will always be
finally conquered by the orthodox political order. In other words, as long as one
believes this, the Kuomintang’s return to Mainland China is inevitable. Because
many relevant events occurred in A n -p f , reflecting this theory, they give substance
to A n -p f's claim to be first in Taiwan.

Through writing the history of his hometown, Lim long records the memory of
the past, and also builds a connection between A n-pf and the wider society, Taiwan.
14 Shi Zhi-min (Jfö'/pBd Shi1 Zhi4-min2) was Tainan City Mayor between 1990 and 1997.
15 Lian Jing-chu (jllJtTZJ Lian2 Jing^-chu1) was colleague of Lim long. Both were members of
the Tainan Historiography Committee.
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In his argument, to write A n-pf history (and Taiwanese history) is to present an
unbroken chain of legitimate authority from the Three Emperors and Five
Monarchs to the Kuomintang government of the time: Taiwanese history rates
barely a mention. What has been emphasised in this traditional way of historical
writing is the description of a top-down order. By writing the history of orthodox
continuity, the Kuomintang legitimated its regime. This perspective was the trend
in the 1950s-70s, and directed the elite’s mode of thought. In that period, in contrast
to the Mainland’s Cultural Revolution, people in Taiwan were talking about
Chinese ‘cultural revitalisation’ in general, a movement which carried great
national feelings and regarded the transmission of Chinese tradition as an
obligation. Without doubt, it reflected a political concern as well.

While this political concern has gradually switched to an emphasis on the
localisation of consciousness advocated by the Taiwanese government, a
movement towards the exploration of local history as way of ‘tracing roots’ has
developed in various forms all over Taiwan. 16 This has influenced the
reconstruction of A n -p f history. Since the late 1980s, there has been a trend toward
understanding A n -p f history by looking at its heritage sites. But this time historical
writing has emphasised A n -p f ’s uniqueness and its priority in Taiwanese society,
rather than legitimating Taiwanese history as a part of Chinese history. Thus the
following points are often noted: “the name for Taiwan is a transformation of

A n -p f ’s old name, Tayouan”, “the earliest street in A n -p f is also the earliest one in
Taiwan”, and “the A n -p f Castle, the remains of the former-Fort Zeelandria, is also
called Taiwan Castle”.

16 Some scholars perceive the issue of Taiwanese identity as a source for the emergence of
Taiwanese popular culture (Bosco 1994; Gold 1994).
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At the same time that the trend in identifying Taiwanese local cultures
represents a change in overall thinking, the whole representation of history has also
become

more

grass-roots

based,

and

has

become

a

more

bottom-up,

multi-perspective one. For instance, from 1988 to 1993, in order to increase an
understanding of local history, the Tainan city government held a series of six
workshops based on interviews with elderly people in order to record the past
(Zhang 1993). Moreover, the Education Bureau announced in 1993 that a new
course, named ‘Knowing Taiwan’ (Ren4-shi4-tai2-wan' IE 111’□ $ ()> would be
taught in primary schools and in 1998, the Tainan official textbook for teaching
hometown history was completed. Its content varies according to different districts,
and the homework assignments in it are interview-oriented. The topic of An-pi'
District’s reading material I Love A n-pi' District (Wo3-ai4-an'-ping2-qu'
IS) focused on knowing various heritage sites as a crucial part of the learning
process. In addition to an increase in new courses in schools, numerous non profit
making foundations, normally under the name of ‘cultural and educational
foundations’ have been set up all over Taiwan and have attempted to propel a sense
of local identification. In A n -p i\ the first one with this aim, called ‘A n -p f
Cultural-educational Foundation’ (An'-ping2-wei2-jiao4-ji'-jin,-hui4
jfe'H’), was established in the locality in 1999.

In this ‘tracing roots’ movement, the perspective on A n -p i1's history writing,
whether reflected in the interviews of the elderly, in the new course ‘Knowing
Taiwan’, or in the activities initiated by the foundation, stresses ‘everyday life
history’, especially in the matters of geographical landmarks, means of livelihood,
temple activities or the special food products of the locality. The term ‘culture’
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(wen2-hua4 SCft), has extended its original meaning from the sense of cultivation
or civilisation, to include the more ordinary local way of living. A slogan often
mentioned in public, ‘Back to the Country Culture’ (Wen2-hua4-xia4-xiang1
indicates this tendency.

But because this history-making is either conducted in the form of policy from
the city government or promoted by amateur local historical researchers, both
situations limit the actual involvement of most local members of the community.
Only a few persons I know are involved in this kind of activity; whereas the others
often take it as a fashionable issue of concern only to onlookers. What is of
importance to the locality is that the number of snack bars has increased
considerably since the mid 1990s as a result of the tourism. Any new trade name or
shop

signboard

inscribed

(bai3-nian2-lao3-dian4

with

the

phrase

‘over

a

hundred

years’

will definitely generate good business. These new

‘over a hundred year old’ shops confuse the locals but attract the outsiders.
Together with well-known heritage sites, the image of An-pf carries a sense of
nostalgia.

However, on the other hand, those statements regarding An-pf 1s historical
primacy have recently faced challenges.17 It is asserted before further arguing for
17 For instance, the earliest street in Taiwan is now said to be in Tainan rather than in An-pf1
(Jiang 1995). In addition, the place called Tayouan by the Dutch is actually unclear, according to
recent research on the old maps and official documents stored in Archives in The Hague. For the
Dutch, An-pf1referred to an administrative unit rather than a geographical site or even the home of
Han Chinese immigrants. Thus, Tayouan can not be logically taken to mean An-pf1. Meanwhile,
some research on plain aborigines (Pingpu, Ping2-pu3
shows that North Taiwan had already
become a centre for international commercial activity before the Dutch arrived.
The Pingpu tribes of Taiwan were speakers of Austronesian languages who may have
migrated to the island 5,000 to 2,500 years before, and were widely distributed throughout western
Taiwan in the early part of the 17th century. The Pingpu tribes were later assimilated by the large
influx of Chinese immigrants who came during the rule of T e1 Chhian-kong and the Qing Dynasty.
Due to various reasons, the Pingpu gradually became indistinguishable from the local Chinese. A
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A n -p f’s uniqueness and primacy in Taiwanese history, an examination has also had
to be made into how the Han Chinese have deprived local aborigines by controlling
the writing of history. This is not to suggest that the An-pf historical documents are
inaccurate, but to indicate that whether An-pf history is written with a top-down or
a bottom-up approach, it reflects a particular way of writing (and rewriting) history
from the viewpoint of the present. What I experienced of the locality was far from
its image as revealed in written texts or in the recent cultural activities relating to its
local identification.

In the next section, I will describe a scene of An-pf past, based on the
interviews of members of the elder generation on their life experience, to access
another image of An-pi . By asking members of the elder generation how they
had earned their livelihood during the Japanese period (1895-1945), I acquired an
idea of their quality of life in a still traceable past. Shared work experience and their
familiarity with this place made them ‘local’.

A n - P f Past: Here and Now

According to the interviewees, fishing and labouring were the two main
means of livelihood during the Japanese period. Fishing, including sea fishing,
fish- and oyster-farming, was their traditional livelihood, while labouring work was
done in various Japanese factories and projects set up in the locality. The most

lingua franca had even been developed for trading purposes by then.
18 These elderly individuals normally get up very early, around 4:00 am to 5:00 am, and go to
bed by 11:00 pm The best two periods to talk with them are in the morning, between 9:00 am and
11:00 am, and in the afternoon after their naps, between 3:00 pm and 5:00 pm. Quite often they
gather in the shade of trees during the daytime.
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important Japanese factories were involved in salt making and transportation. The
working experience in these factories and projects, such as digging a new harbour
and new canal, all left a deep impression on local people. By the end of the
Japanese colonisation, learning a trade, particularly carpentry or ironworking in
Tainan, had also become popular. It was generally the men who worked outside the
house, while the women took care of the families. The women also made shoes and
bamboo hats, or shelled oysters in order to earn money to supplement male income.
I also heard that some women ran small businesses, such as selling snacks or sweets
in the market or at several specific temple yards.

Out-migration for jobs in Kaohsiung Harbour began in the 1930s, and a
residential area, Little A n - p f was formed there in the 1950s. The convenience of
transportation helped people to work outside A n - p f , as well as to maintain
relationships with emigrants. Geographical conditions and social change increased
the turnover in available jobs. Very few interviewees had only one occupation in
their life. ‘How to survive’ was always a big concern in life. Quite a few used the
expression ‘begging a life’ (tho-chhf-oa'h

to describe their feelings about

the earlier quality of life.

‘To Study or Not, It Did Not Matter,’ Ü-Tüu-Bö-Täu-Bö-läu-Kin
At that time, education was far less popular than at present, when a nine-year
education is required by law. The male interviewees’ education level was not higher
than primary school. Many of them went to school late. C hhf-e

bom in

1912, mentioned this:
To finish primary school education was rare. A lot could not go because
either their families were poor, or they did not want to study. Normally a
person went to school at eight or nine. Seven was counted as an early
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time. Plenty began at eleven or twelve. ( Chhin-e, bom in 1912)

Kok-thai ( H I # ) described the reason he began school late as due to the
environment:
There was no definite time to go to school in the Japanese period. Lots
of people were affected by family affairs. I went to school at ten. It was
because my family lived near the river, When I was small, I could not
cross the river unless I took off my clothes and carried them on my head.
Then I wore them afterwards. So I had to wait until I was bigger. But I
still could not go whenever there was a typhoon. (Kok-thai, bom in
1924)
Despite Japanese encouragement to study, the education system was loosely
operated at that time. Thian-sün (^MJÖ was a rare case in that he had had nine
years’ schooling. He went to Tainan City for another three years of study after
graduating from primary school. His case was quite special as there had been only
seven or eight persons who went to Tainan for further education ( Thian-sün, bom in
1929). The majority stayed and started working nearby. People considered studying
as an extra in their lives. The main issue for living was to earn money. The elder
generation

often

commented,

To

study

( Ü-täu-bö-täu-bö-iäu-km

or

not,

it

did

not

matter’

A-käng (N W ) expressed this idea by

saying:

The Japanese did ask us to study, but everybody wanted to work to be
able to make a living. It did not matter whether one studies or not, the
important thing was that one could fill his stomach and improve life.
The Japanese policemen did visit families whenever there was a child
who did not go to school. But the policemen did not know how to
handle it when the children were hiding all the time. People’s
knowledge was not high then, thus, to study or not did not make any
difference. The most important thing was to earn money and improve
life. Unlike now: without a diploma, a person can not find a job.
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(A-käng, bom in 1931)
Females’ education levels were even lower than males’. A woman hardly had
the chance to gain any education. Only one-fourth of female interviewees went to
primary school, while the others needed to take care of the family, such as caring
for younger sisters and brothers, cooking and doing the laundry. This situation was
related to the social assumption that men were more important than women.
Giö-hoän (3E38), A-hiäm (ßöfj®) and Chiau-ti (ffi'/p) had the following comments:

In the Japanese period, only girls from rich families were able to study.
The others, bom in begging families, were not supposed to. [In
addition,] the daughter in the end would marry and belong as a
member of her husband’s family. It was unnecessary to go to school.
The elder generations would not allow it, either. (Giö-hoän, bom in
1904)
At that time, the Japanese encouraged us to study for free. My mother
always kept me home with a lot of work to do until it was too late, I
therefore was not able to go. (A-hiäm, bom in 1921)
My father did not let us girls study. It happened to my two elder sisters.
I was lucky to have gone to school, though late. It was because a
schoolteacher lived next door. She kept encouraging and persuading
my father. Finally I was able to go at ten. (Chiau-ti, bom in 1926)
It was already near the end of the period of Japanese colonisation when
Chiau-ti went to school. Generally speaking, the woman’s role at that time was
meant to stay and help with household labour. Before marriage, she took care of her
natal family, but afterwards, she cared for her husband’s. It was very popular to
have four children: two boys and two girls. If not, there at least had to be two boys.
It was likely that children would die very young, so most women kept having
babies, as many as they could. People gave their children to others. One of the
reasons for this was because they could not afford large families. Life was not easy
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in large families. As a result, all the family members needed to make money as
early as they could.

Work became the main issue in everyday life. Lots of interviewees had
childhood memories of carrying water, collecting driftwood or ‘charcoal
fragments’ (tha-thoän-säi ib M ® ) from the salt factory,19 sending meals to the
fishponds for the elder generation, driving away the egrets (on the fishponds),
helping parents with a business, or even working as child labourer. According to
Süi-oän ®7C):
I went picking driftwood on the coast when I had just learned how to
walk at the age of four or five. I was still naked at nine, without anything
to wear. My head was often badly burned and turned red. {Süi-oän, bom
in 1924)
The driftwood and the charcoal fragments were important for cooking fuel and for
selling. A-hiam recalled how she sold the charcoal fragments:
I was around seven or eight when I went to the salt factory to pick the
tha-thoän-säi. It was the charcoal left over under the stoves after
making salt. It took time to collect, and was sold when there were
several buckets filled. The buyers liked to bargain. They always started
with ‘how about one cent? ’, I said ‘No, not enough for the labour’,
then they would continue ‘what if 1.2 cent? ’ I would still argue, ‘not
even for one and a half cents. It’s not enough for the labour.. .all right,
let’s say 1.3 cent.’ ‘little monkey child, you know how to make a
bargain.’ ‘you misunderstood! We picked up the charcoal from 5:00
am to 10:00 am It took few days’ efforts to accumulate a couple of
buckets. It was not easy.’ The rich people used proper wood, while the
19 If ha-thoän-säi is translated word by word, it literally means ‘charcoal shits’, a less elegant
term in Taiwanese. These trees were near An-pf Castle (An-pf-ka-pö ^ ZP'S’^ ) 5 and there were
others at several temples or in the resident areas. Between 1992 and 9 3 ,1 interviewed more than one
hundred persons, born between 1904 and 1931, of which half were males. Each interview was
roughly two hours long, and was largely focused on their working experiences.
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poorer people had the tha-thoän-säi to make a fire for cooking. It was
much cheaper. (A-hiäm, bom in 1921)
Actually there were many cases like A-hiäm: people started learning how to make a
living when small.

When speaking of charcoal scavenging, there were two other sidelines often
mentioned as well. One was washing, sewing and mending recycled cloth bags; the
other was making bamboo hats. These cloth bags were used to pack salt for
transportation. The bags were often tom or dirty after use. Therefore, before reuse,
they needed to be washed and the holes fixed if necessary. Usually women took
these jobs. They did the sewing and mending when the bags were clean. Boys
sometimes helped with the washing. Teng-hii © g ) talked about how he used to
wash the bags:
I went to the factory to do the washing at 5:00 am, then came back home
for breakfast around 9:00 am. After the meal, 1 went there again to turn
over the bags, exposed to the sun. Afterwards, I went home near
lunchtime, then once again I went to the factory to pick up the bags.
They were ready for use. (Teng-hü, bom in 1921)
Another woman Sa-e (Jtfp) mentioned sewing and mending the bags,
.. .1 had to go to the salt factory on foot and waited for the door to open
around 5:00 or 6:00 am As soon as the door opened, I rushed to the bags.
In order to get this job, I needed to grab the bags fast as there were many
competitors. I was only ten by then. (Sa-e, bom in 1914)
Making bamboo hats was another common sideline. Females made bamboo
hats at home. According to Sa-e, it normally took three days to finish one, so it was
quite time consuming. I was also told by Siäu-iän (/Jv^) that “the females tended
to gather together in a small group to do this job at someone’s home. And the
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dealers would come to collect the hats regularly” (Siau-ian, bom in 1914).
Although spending three days to make a bamboo hat only earned the same amount
of money as a single day of male labour, just like fixing the cloth bags, these
sidelines were important augmentations to household income.

For those who neither had a fishpond to raise fish nor were adapted to a
fisherman’s life, working at the salt making and packing factories were other ways
to make a living. Besides salt making, there were also jobs such as salt packing,
carrying, and shipping. Khun-hong

who had worked for both the Japanese

and Chinese salt industry companies from the age of eighteen to retirement,
explained to me:
Accordingly the Japanese set up the Täi-oan-che-iäm-hö-siä ( □ " Ä S
Taiwan Salt Making Company). The chief factory was in
An-pf, with a branch in An-sün (^HH, Anshun).20 Selling salt was one
of their monopolies. The salt in An-sün was thian-ji't-iam
sun-evaporated), while in Art-pi1 the salt was refined salt chin-iam (fjf
18, refined salt), the raw material for which came through a pipe
bringing the liquid from An-sün. The refined salt was packed and
delivered to the store rooms, then sent to the ships...By the end of the
Japanese occupation, for the war effort, the government had
established the South Japan Company in Tainan to make industrial salt.
They had a branch in Pa-te
Budai).21 A n-pf did not produce
industrial salt. In addition, there were a couple of salt industry
companies to pack and deliver salt...(Khun-hong, bom in 1920)
‘The Clothes-Removal Company,’ Thrig-San-He-Sifi
Not everyone was like Khun-höng, who had a full understanding of the

20 An-sim ( ^ J [ |I , An'-shunVAnshun) is a place near An-pf 1in Tainan City.
21 Pd-te
, Jiakyi4).

Bu4-dai4/Budai) is a harbour located in the next county to Tainan, Chiayi (
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Japanese salt industry. The majority experienced heavy labour, much harder than
fishing or other kinds of labouring. Salt making was described to me as being like
‘taking care of the rice bowl’ (ka-png-oal Ü tS fK ) which means making a living.
This expression did not only indicate that the job was a means of livelihood, but
also drew a parallel between a group of people standing around a huge pot making
salt and that of cooking rice. A-chhiü-e

talked about the saltwater

evaporation:
To make salt first one had to divert the water to a huge pot and boil it.
The pot was heated with charcoal underneath. We had to wait until the
liquid turned into salt, then pack it for storage. The pot was extremely
hot above and below. Everybody was wet and forced to take off his
upper garments. Thus we became half-naked. There were twenty
groups, five pots for each group, and five to six persons per group. The
work schedule was divided into day shift and night shift. Each time
when we made salt, the process took four to five hours to transform
liquid to solid. (A-chhiü-e, bom in 1920)
Many

still

remembered

( thhg-scT-he-siä

the

vivid

metaphor,

‘clothes-removal

company’

th) which related to this type of work.

The salt then needed packing and carrying to the ships. There were two kinds
of packages, one weighed forty-eight kilograms, and the other seventy-eight
kilograms. The former was also called ‘hemp salt’, because it was packed into bags
made of hemp; and the latter was called ‘black salt’ or ‘cloth-bag salt’, because it
was packed into cloth bags. Beginners normally started carrying hemp salt, then
switched to black salt, because they earned more money from these.
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‘To Marry, the Vessel Driver Does Not Need to Calculate
Eight-Characters,’ Säi-Chün-Ä-Kat-Hun M-Biän-Ha'p-Peh-JJ22

the

Cargo liners came to An-pf to load both hemp salt and black salt. According
to Leng-hoa't (tb§t), they came to three places, Beimen (Bei3-men2, Pak-müg
) 23 A n-pf and Budai, and there were always six or seven thirty-ton freighters
each time. After the mid-Autumn Festival, with the north wind starting, the
freighters could not reach Beimen, so they anchored at A n-pf outer port, and
waited for the packed salt to be sent by carrying vessels (Leng-hoa't, bom in 1916).

There were generally two kinds of transport vessels, one was the junk, called
pa-töng-ä

(^bSÖf?); the other one was the motorised, called sam-pän-ä

The former was used for transportation between outer port and harbour, and the
latter was used on the canal to transport goods between Tainan and An-pf. A person
who wanted to drive the carrying vessel, needed to apply for permission from the
labour leaders. Most of the labour leaders owned vessels, and they preferred to
employ people from among their relatives. Chhong-tiän (ÜtEH) was working as a
‘vessel driver’ (säi-chün-ä SfjJöf?) for a relative from the age of nineteen to
thirty-four (1926-42). He said:
To drive the vessel you had to be strong enough, as the job was not
only to dock the ship, but also to quickly rearrange the packed salt into
order after they were carried on the ship. The faster, the better. So I was
able to carry goods two to three times per day. If I worked like this for
one day, the income was enough for the whole family for one month.
So two to three days’ working would allow my family to live in heaven.
There was a popular saying ‘Säi-chün-ä-kat-hun m-bian-ha'p-peh-jT
22 Eight-characters {peh-ji J \ ^ ) includes the year, month, date and hour of a person’s birth. It
is believed a person’s fate is decided by the Eight-characters. This term and concept will be
discussed more in Chapter Six.

23

Pak-müg

Bei 3-men2/Beimen) is the most northwest Township (Xiang 1 $f>) of Tainan

County.
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(li£ B a ffin £ ff ’

the vessel driver does not need to
calculate his Eight-characters for marriage) To marry a vessel driver
was to guarantee a rich life. It needed five to six people to drive the
junk, but only two for the motor vessel. Driving the motor vessels
could therefore make more money. During the period of the war
[World War II], instead of salt, the cargo liners started transporting
daily necessities everywhere. People preferred to send daily
necessities between A n -p f and Tainan City, so that they could
conveniently take some goods by digging holes in the packages. But I
still felt the income was not enough as I had too many children to raise.
So I switched to the Japanese salt industry companies and drove
vessels for them. After the war, I stayed in Po-te [Budai]’s for nearly
ten years, before coming back to A n-pf. The reason I decided to leave
was the Japanese stopped buying salt from Taiwan after a while. So the
government wanted to send the employees to other relevant enterprises.
I was not used to living too far away from home. So I decided to come
back and worked at the dock until I retired. ( Chhong-tiän, bom in
1907)
From this interview, I found that there were quite a few people who started
working away from A n -p f after the mid-period of Japanese governance, a change
which was influenced by the state’s product transportation policy. One result of this
policy was that when the A n -p f harbour became silted up again, the new
Kaohsiung Harbour, finished in 1924, soon replaced it and became a new merchant
harbour in the south. The whole situation drove A n -p f people to leave home and
work in other places. Some, like Chhong-tiän, chose to work somewhere near the
north of Tainan. Many people worked as dockers at Kaohsiung Harbour.

‘Little An-Pf f Siau-An-Pf
The decline of A n -p f harbour and the prosperity of Kaohsiung Harbour
induced many labourers to go to the new harbour for jobs. According to Japanese
population statistics, in 1906 A n -p f had 6730 persons in all, including 6477
Taiwanese (3623 males and 2854 females). In 1935, the figure had dropped to 6175
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persons, with only 5815 Taiwanese in total (3006 males, 2809 females). A total of
1210 persons moved to Kaohsiung, roughly one fifth of the population.24 There
were migrants from every second household of An-pf. Thian-kheng ( ^ 1 6 ) went to
Kaohsiung when he was nineteen. He had a deep impression of the An-pf1people
heading for the south:

We were working to pack sugar and dried shrimp in the ship’s hold.
This job was much easier than carrying salt in An-pf1. There were at
least two or three among every ten An-pf1 people who chose to go.
Most of them had married before they worked in Ko-hiong
(Kaohsiung). Their homes were still in An-pf1. ( Thian-kheng, bom in
1908)
This was the situation in the beginning. The migration lasted until the 1950s:

When the war had just ended, there was not much work to do in An-pf,
so people thought about trying outside An-pf to see whether they
could improve their life. Ko-hiöng (Kaohsiung) under the Japanese
governance was not that prosperous compared to later on, and what the
An-pf people went there to do was mere labouring work. It was after
the war when Ko-hiong Harbour became prosperous and An-pf
harbour began silting up, that a lot of local people went to the dock to
work. In the beginning it was only men who went there, wives and
children stayed home. But slowly, when people felt it was too much
inconvenient to go between Ko-hiöng and An-pf, they decided to
bring their families with them. Gradually there formed a new area,
called Siau-an-pf (/h ^ c 2!^, Little An-pf), near the dock area. After a
while, some branch temples were established there as well. People
from Siau-an-pf either worked as labourers or had jobs at the dock.
Because there were better opportunities to find jobs there and make

24 Population information is normally kept in the local Household Registry, but not everyone
can access the information as they wish. I did not spend much time checking these data when
staying in An-pf. The population statistics o f An-pf in 1906 and 1935 are cited from Anping
District Topography (An'-pmg^qu’-zhi4
pp. 132-135, published by the Administrative
Office of An-pf District in 1998. Unfortunately, quite a few mistakes have been found in this
Topography so the accuracy of these figures needs to be double-checked in the future.
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good money, whenever they came back to An-pf, they persuaded their
relatives to go and try. (.A-kang, bom in 1931)
Despite the increasing out-migration, the population in An-pf still continued
to grow. Fishing techniques improved during the war, which caused some local
people to choose fishing as their means of livelihood. Traditional fishing in An-pf
includes three kinds, sea-fishing, fish farming and oyster farming. Generally
speaking, those who were healthy and strong went fishing out at sea, the rest
farmed fish or oysters.

‘Begging the Sea,’ Thö-Häi
The local fishing technique was to use a bamboo raft, pulling fishnets. There
were several limitations: fishing needed to follow the currents, the fishing area
could not be too far, and it was strongly influenced by the weather. No wonder
An-pf people (and all other Taiwanese as well) call sea-fishing ‘begging the sea’
(thö-häi fFfifg). My interviewees told me the fisherman’s life was half a year of
work and half a year of rest. The night shift started from 4:00 or 5:00 pm until next
day 4:00 or 5:00 am. And the day shift was the reverse. According to the lunar
calendar, from the 10th month to the 2nd month were the harvest months, Great
Months (toä-go'eh ^ B ) ; after Pure Brightness (Chheng-bin

the 5th solar

term) were Small Months {siau-go'eh /h H ) - Between the 5th and the 8lh was the
typhoon season, the most dangerous period for fishing at sea. Traditional fishing
techniques only caught a limited amount of fish.

During the Japanese period, Kim-kiong’s

father suspected it might be

easier if the raft was propelled by a motor. People thought he was crazy, and did not
take his idea seriously, as a raft with a moving screw would break the fishnet. They
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did not consider that simply turning off the engine while fishing could solve this
problem. The Japanese encouraged people to try this new technique by offering
some money to buy motors. There were few who adopted this idea during the war.
Afterwards, when people realised the benefit, the numbers of powered rafts
dramatically increased. The fishing zone was thus enlarged, and the catch was at
least ten times greater. Hin-öng

(JUTE)

told me, “any person, who did not get

nauseous, would go fishing on the sea” {Hin-öng, bom in 1916). “During the best
time, to go fishing once equaled four days’ labouring work,” according to
Teng-hong © 5§\ bom in 1921). There were roughly two hundred and forty fishing
boats, with a fisher population of 4148 persons in the 1960s— one-fourth of the
total population at the time (Anping District Topography, p. 787). There were even
several relatively new houses built during that period, all called fisherman
households (hi-bin-chhil

$|J^;jjir)

by local people, as the major residents were

fishermen. They were the markers of the fishermen’s wealthy life at that time.

‘Fish-Farming,’ Päng-Ün-Ä
At the time A n -p f became connected to Taiwan, a huge number of fishponds
were slowly being created. Local people made use of the wet lands to raise fish.
Thus, there formed a new means of livelihood— fish-farming (päng-ün-ä

)•

Fish-farming was a year-round job. Apart from raising the fish in the fishpond for
seven months (the 5th to the 11th month of the lunar calendar), this occupation also
included three months’ clean up and two months’ preparation. Quite often the
fishponds also raised crabs and shrimp to increase profits. There were two seasons
each year to sell fish. One began in May, and the other in August. When the fish
were ready for sale, the dealers came and took them to the markets. A-kang's eldest
son Kok-hui ® )® ) remembered this experience:
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I was always the person who had the job to catch fish whenever the
dealers wanted them. I normally went to the fishpond after school, and
did some preparation for the next morning. The water was chilly in the
10th month. There was even frost sometimes. I did not have those
special rubber trousers with shoes to put on, so my feet were always so
frozen that they swelled up. Afterwards when the weather was warmer,
my feet became extremely itchy when walking in the sunshine. I have
been experiencing this symptom ever since then. (Kok-hui, bom in
1959)
Some markets were near An-pf, others were in the north. A-kang talked about his
work experience:
The factor influencing the fishponds most is the weather. If the
weather is unstable and suddenly brings too much wind and rain, the
fishponds might get flooded, and all the fish would either die or escape
to the sea...To check the colour of its water is to see whether a fishpond
functions well. The clearer, the better. Well, it’s hard to describe with
words. One of the most favoured colours is like the colour when rice is
put in a jar. In addition, the fish droppings have to be red. Another
good colour is whiter but with a green oily colour on the surface. It is
still important to have red fish droppings. These two types of water
will benefit the fish most—the larger fish gain about four grammes in
five days, and the smaller will take seven to ten days. The most
nutritious water is also the most dangerous water, as it might cause
another trouble—lack of oxygen. The fish will die in such a situation.
If this happened, all our investments, including our hard work and
money would never return. Otherwise, the fish will grow up well and
fast for sale within thirty to ninety days. If the fishpond is not doing
well, one way to solve the problem is to change the water between the
tide flowing and ebbing again. But nowadays people tend to use
waterwheels. To manage a fishpond, you need to go and check it at
least twice a day...The knowledge is acquired based on experience.
Fifty percent of success depends on a person being diligent and
observant, but for the rest, it will be decided by the weather... It’s hard
to say how long it will take a person to learn the trade. Some take the
whole of their lives but still can not do a good job. Some learn it
quickly by listening to others’ experience, and run a successful
business within two or three years. In brief, it depends on a person’s
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effort. He needs to study the water and fish activities every now and
then. It also depends on a person’s luck, unavoidably. (A-kang, bom in
1931)
Managing a fishpond brought in only an average income. It improved once the
Japanese government took control of daily necessities during the war. Not until
then did people start to envy fishpond owners, as they could sell their fish for a
better price on the black market or keep them for everyday living. However, this
situation did not last long—only six months—then the war finished. When
migration and sea fishing became prevalent, the fishponds began to disappear.
Kok-hui said that this change was quite subtle. He did not even remember when it
actually happened, as the fishponds were filled in slowly, unlike the ones in the
Fifth Stage area. He also talked about his childhood memory of fishponds. He said:
The first time I went to the fishpond, I was six or seven years old. I
went with my father to catch some fish for the next day’s sale. It was
around eight o’clock at night. We took the raft cross the canal to reach
our fishpond. I carried a radio and followed my father. The radio was
broadcasting a program on ghost stories when we were walking into an
area filled with trees. There was no light. I was scared to death, so I
walked very close to my dad. Afterwards, he left me in the shed so he
could go to borrow a fishnet. I was by myself, seeing the candlelight
shaking in the wind, and hearing the house lizard chirping. My brain
was still filled with the ghost stories broadcast by the radio. No one
was around. I was very scared and wanted to find my dad immediately.
But as soon as I ran out of the shed, I could not even tell the directions
in the dark. So I started to cry for a while, not knowing what to do.
Then I went back to the shed and waited for father’s return. He told me
he could hear my cries from far away. So he hurried back. After that, I
never felt afraid to go there any more. {Kok-hui, bom in 1959)
‘Oyster-Farming,’ Chhah-0-Ä
In addition to ‘begging the sea’ and ‘doing the fishpond’, there was another
traditional form of fishery—coastal oyster farming {chhah-ö-ä JSjöffF). The
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seedbed was made of oysters stuck onto bamboo sticks. The oysters were then left
to grow in the coastal waters by inserting the oyster sticks into the seabed. The
mature season was only in the period between the 10th and the 2nd month of the
lunar calendar. The summer time did not suit the oyster’s growth, as they could not
bear heat. In the beginning, the farmer needed to check the sticks in case they had
fallen over, as this would damag the seedbed. When the oysters had grown, they
needed to be moved to places with more fresh water. When they were ready for
harvesting, bunches of oyster shells were sent by raft to the shore. Then women
would ‘shuck the shells’ {phoä-ö-ä pljtfinjf?)- A-käng remembered:
The Japanese did not allow oyster sticks in the harbour. There used to
be a policeman, whom we called ‘baby face’, who went fishing by boat
everyday. He actually kept an eye on this. So we normally did it at
night. (A-käng, bom in 1931)
The oyster-farming area was shared between participants according to the local
custom. Normally people would farm oysters in one place. Stealing was rare,
though it did happen. Süi-oän had experienced this:
I was caught stealing another person’s sticks, and was supposed to give
people cigarettes in public as a punishment. I felt I would lose face by
doing this. As the person [whose stocks I took] was an acquaintance, I
ended up avoiding this punishment. {Süi-oän, bom in 1918)
People told me the canal used to be filled with oyster sticks. But when I visited
A n-pf, the canal was nearly dead, and there was only one group of women
shucking oysters on a street comer. A n -p f's traditional fishery had become a sunset
industry.
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‘Learning a Trade,’ O'h-Säi-Ä
‘Learning a trade’ {o'h-sai-a

became popular during the Second

World War. The two main trades were— carpentry and ironworking. To learn these
trades, according to local custom, took three years and four months, of which three
years were for learning, and four months were for repaying. The pupil needed to
live with the teacher during the process. He learned from observing and practicing.
In addition, he did some extra labouring work for the teacher or his teacher’s family
in everyday life. After his three years of apprenticeship, before he started on his
own, he worked for four months for the teacher as a means of repayment. There was
little or no income during the training period. Most people learned their trades in
Tainan City. Pf-chhai

bom in 1905) told me people of his generation

seldom chose to learn a trade, as it did not bring in any money. Chio'h-teng p E ® )
said:
It took three years and four months to become a tradesman. Normally a
person could not afford the time as he needed an income to support his
family as soon as possible. ( Chio'h-teng, bom in 1925)

Chheng-san (/if [_Lj) also said:
The average skill level was not good in my generation, as quite often a
person was disturbed by family affairs. For example, when the fishing
season came, a person sometimes needed to go home to help other
family members. So very few people became real tradesmen. However,
compared to the previous generation, our skills were better... As far as I
know, only two or three persons learned ironwork in my age group.
Most people were salt labourers, or went to Ko-hiong (Kaohsiung) to
earn more money. ( Chheng-san, bom in 1925)
However, without a fishpond or a strong and healthy constitution, a person
could do nothing but learn a trade, as in the cases of Ma-teh 0S f4|) and Tai-an

^ ) . Sek-lo'k

also talked about the general situation he was facing when he
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decided to learn to be a carpenter at seventeen:
The times and opportunities were so bad then. The fishery income was
quite unstable. And being a labourer only earned the minimum money
to raise a family. [Thus,] to master a special skill seemed to be more
flexible and independent. People were having a very hard life in the past.
They worked to be able to eat. Often we saw the changes in the times
and opportunities, however, we were never able to predict them.
(Sek-lo'k, bom in 1924)
Ironwork and carpentry were the two most common trades for A n-pf people.
Ironworking was also called ‘being black handed’ (chok-a-chhiü

This

occupation became a favourite job in two periods. One was during World War II,
and the other was in 1950s-70s when construction was booming. At these times,
just as marrying a vessel driver might guarantee a rich life, the saying ‘if one
marries a black handed person, one need not calculate the Eight-characters’ was
used to describe a similar attitude.

According to An-pf1people, carpentry was divided into two categories—large
woodwork (toä-ba'k ^ 7 j\), and fine woodwork (se-ba'k

The former

included building and coffin making. Fine woodwork meant furniture making.
Among these, the most common was to make coffins. According to the Japanese
records, coffin makers were in the majority. Some interviewees remembered that
there used to be three large companies making coffins during the Japanese period,
and these companies offered quite a few jobs for the residents. There was a saying,
Ha-bak-rh-koe-an-pf -käng

, meaning ‘good wood never passes

through An-pf1harbour’. This reflected the practice of keeping the best timber for
manufacture in An-pf1.
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‘Being a Conscripted Military Labourer and Selling on the Black Market,’
Chok-Kun-Hu and Chö-lä-Mih
Two other activities were closely related to the interviewees’ lives during the
war. One was ‘being a conscripted military labourer’ (chok-kun-hu
the other was ‘selling on the black market’ (cha-iä-mi'h

and
The Japanese

government conscripted the Taiwanese and sent them to Mainland China as
military labourers. Peh-pa

(AftJ) emphasised A n -p f people’s physical strength by

declaring, “they started to carry the forty-eight-kilogram bags of salt on their
shoulders from the age of fifteen.”25 The Japanese gathered around five hundred
men from A n -p f to construct a field at the airport. That was a big event at the time,
“we thought we would work in Taiwan. Many people went for the job as it was a
rare opportunity to earn some money since the situation was very bad during the
war,” Ma-the said. It ended up with them leaving Taiwan for years. They
remembered the movements from one place to the next, and their work behind the
advancing army, such as carrying ammunition for Japanese soldiers. Kiat-sian (jjf
^c), bom in 1915, wrote a song about A n -p f to express his homesickness, which
was sung among the A n -p f conscripts quite often. Chhong-tiän remembered
secretly supplying food to several elderly Chinese and their children. The
interviewees also remembered the daily salary, one dollar and eighty cents, for
being a conscripted military labourer, which was much higher than being a master
tradesman.

The first time I heard A n -p f people say ‘cha-iä-mi'h’, I felt quite lost, as it was
in Japanese rather than Taiwanese. Afterwards I realised this term related to the
period when the Japanese started to control food distribution in certain areas during
25 He was the last administrative head of An-pf during the Japanese occupation.
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the war, a time when a lot of A n -p f people ran illegal sales. Kiat-chhia1 (pffS)
remembered when he brought some fruit from the country back to sell, the
neighbors knew and swarmed forward to buy: “the space was too crowded, and
each person could only use one hand to grasp the fruit” (Kiat-chhia 1, bom in 1919).
If a person was caught selling on the black market, he would be seriously
punished— not only were all the goods expropriated, but also there was a fine or
even imprisonment. The most risky business was to sell fish, as the police would
always trace the fish providers. But there were quite a few who did it. Siäu-iän
remembered how it went:
Later on, the Japanese had a new policy to control food selling. People
needed to apply for licenses. So we decided to cha-ia-mi'h. One of my
husband’s friends went to get the fish first. To avoid the policemen’s
suspicion, he would stay in someone else’s place to cut the fish into
slices, then wrap it up in paper and mark the weight on top. Then, a
friend’s wife and I would go to sell it in nearby counties. Usually the
policemen only confiscated the food when the seller was female. We
went to the country two or three times per week. We got up around three
in the early morning, walked there and came back by b u s.. .The country
would be a better place to sell illegally, as there tended to be a greater
shortage of food. We made much more money than in peacetime.
( Siäu-iän, bom in 1914)
The distance between Tainan City and A n -p f was not great— locals could
make the round trip in a day. Actually it was quite common for those who ran snack
businesses to get their goods, such as cakes, biscuits and fruits, from Tainan City or
the neighbouring county. The black market even brought more people to
neighbouring areas for commerce. But these good days lasted only half a year. They
finished with the end of the war.
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‘Begging a Life,’ Tho-Chhf-Oa'h

When I first arrived in An-pf in 1992, I rarely saw people working in the
traditional livelihoods described by the interviewees. The fishponds had
disappeared, the canal transportation was silent, and the harbour was seldom used.
People’s occupations had almost nothing to do with fishing. However, the working
class seemed still to be the majority in Old An-pf. The people I contacted were
mostly engaged in ironwork, plastics, carpentry, construction and food selling.
A-käng explained to me his observations on the rise and fall of all the trades and
professions. He said:

During the war, the best occupation was to be a black hand or a
fishpond owner. After the war, in the beginning it was the coffin maker,
but only for a small group for a short period, then followed the
fishermen in the 1950s, while the black hand population was dropping.
In the 1960s, when the construction industry was prosperous, it was
the time for carpenters, black hands, and cement workers. In the 1970s
the plastic toy makers turned out to be the best. Afterwards, a lot of the
(plastic) factories moved to the Mainland. At present, it is a time for
tourism, thanks to the scholars and specialists who have made An-pf
famous. Everybody comes to visit the old streets and heritage sites. A
lot of drink and snack shops are benefiting from this. Once a food shop
is opened, it must be given a name with the image of having been a
shop for at least thirty years in order to attract tourists. Generally
speaking, the periods from the rise to the fall of the various trades and
professions were not long. The peak was very short, only a few years.
Then, soon, another occupation replaced it. (A-käng, bom in 1931)
His observations show that A n-pf society has been in a process of intensive
change, which confirms the impression I acquired through interviewing people.
When Sek-lo'k mentioned, “Often we saw the changes in the times and
opportunities; however, we were never able to predict them,” it suggested to me
that there was a deep uncertainty in his life. This uncertainty seemed to conceal a
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great worry about fate, which the times and opportunities quite often controlled.
Sek-lo'k’s comment was not an isolated one. I also felt a similar uncertainty from
the interviews that I had with other people. I noticed there was a widespread
mentality about how to survive in the interviewees’ minds. This mentality was
called ‘begging a life’ (tho-chhi'1-oa'h

by local people, and is reflected in

the two following cases, which both deeply impressed me.

Chhong-tiän was bom in 1907. When I interviewed him, he was eighty-six
years old. He was the person who told me the saying “if one marries a vessel driver,
one does not need to calculate the Eight-characters”, and showed me his records of
the lists of names of the labour groups, notes he had kept for more than fifty years.
He was also the person who mentioned that during the war when he was
conscripted for military labour, he helped several Chinese people get food covertly.
Chhong-tiän had a very good memory and always expressed his points very clearly.
He was also very humble. The first time 1 met him, I noticed he was hunched over.
He told me it was because he had done too much salt-carrying work. When he
mentioned this, he was trying to explain how a job could be done when driving a
vessel. I remember I stared at his back while listening to his explanation and felt
quite shocked.

Another person, A-soat

(MS), was bom in

1905. When I met her, she was

eighty-eight years old. The first sentence she said to me was, “I have been working
for eighty years since I was bom.” Her grandfather was a betel nut seller, and her
father was a labourer at the salt factory. They were not able to earn enough money
to raise all eight children in the family, so as the eldest daughter, she started to pick
up jobs from the age of five.
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When I was five, I looked for sugar cane sediments for the family to
make the cooking fire. Though the stores did sell cooking fuel, it saved
money if we used the sugar cane sediments. From seven to eight, I
made money by phoä-ö-ä (shucking oysters), but it was not easy as too
many people competed for this job. From eight years old to nine, I
went to the salt factory to work as a child labourer, a job which was
meant to be done by a boy. I also tried to make bamboo hats, but the
wage was not high either, considering it took seven days to finish one.
When I was ten years old, I started going to Tainan to carry back the
polished glutinous rice sediments to sell to the pig raising families.
Sometimes I brought back biscuits from a store in the [Tainan] city to
sell in the yard of Seng-höng-miäu (City God Temple). My father had
no work at the factory when I was thirteen, so I went with him to
Tainan County, and took fruit back to sell. To run a successful small
business, a person needed to pay attention to the things happening in
the market. The goods had to be for everybody.
I did not have a good marriage. My husband fooled around all day. So
after I had my first baby, I started to work as a baby-sitter. I remember
that one of my children died at birth, so I sold my breast milk. In
addition to baby-sitting, I worked as a maid washing clothes. During
the war, I went to Ko-hiong (Kaohsiung) to make a living by selling
meals and washing clothes. I also cha-ia-mi'h (ran illegal sales): I cut
sea fish into slices and hid them well. Then I went to other places by
bus to sell them. The places I went normally had connections with
A n -p f by way of migration or marriage. It was much easier to earn
money by running illegal sales. However, it was better not to do it
every day, otherwise the police might get suspicious. One day,
encumbered by a friend, I was caught and jailed for one week. My
husband did not come to see me though he knew about it.
After the war, I had some money from my aunty. So I used it to buy
cooking fuel from the rural areas in Tainan County and sold them at the
Seng-höng-miäu yard. Afterwards, I sold spring rolls and fish ball soup
in the market. Gradually I began cooking for the ceremonies as well.
After my husband died, I worked as a cook for thirty years. Very
recently, I began to sell fish ball soup in the market again. (.A-soat,
bom in 1905)
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So far, I have depicted an image of A n - p f 's past with a few individuals’ life
histories, the representation of which is totally different from that of the prosperous
past in written texts. My impression of An-pf is filled with uncertainty and
instability in the world of livelihood. People always struggle to survive.

Obviously the history of An-pf exists simultaneously on a number of levels
and this colours the meaning of it in a number of ways. Just as different access
roads give people different images of An-pf, my road to An-pf has been acquired
through the interactions between myself with my own experiences, and the local
people I know in a specific time and space. Regarding the issue of the historical
reconstruction of A n -p f, the question that strikes me most and makes me step in
further is how to clarify what a sense of continuity can be and means to the people I
know in An-pf. The answer has eventually brought me to focuse on temple
organisations and various religious activities, owing to the several fieldwork
experiences described below.

My Roads to An-Pf

There was a period, when I first met local people, when they seemed to be very
keen on discussing things such as where an ancient tunnel or a specific historical
site was, an attitude that initially confused me. Later, I noticed that various
non-professionals came to do research, and news journalists also conducted
interviews every now and then about such topics. In both cases, they tended to ask
similar questions and then left. The local people’s initial reaction to my presence
mirrored this state of affairs. They assumed I had also come to ask about A n -p f’s
past.
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Being an Outsider
Since 1994, there has been a map named A n -p f Sightseeing at the A n-pf
District Administration Office (An-pf-khu-kong-sa

This map was

published by the city government for tourism purposes, and records nearly twenty
historical sites representing An-pi"s military and commercial harbour heritage. The
map also marks fifty temples, of which thirteen are heritage sites. Each historical
site has a plaque nearby with a brief introduction and serial number given by the
city government. The remains of Fort Zeelandia , a wall, is named The Relic of
Taiwan Castle (Tai2-wan1-cheng2-can2-ji1

and the street on which it

stood, Taiwan Street ( Täi-oan-koe □'jltflj, Tai2-wan1-jie1), has a sign at the
entrance. The map also includes some ancestral halls and old houses; however,
these Halls were established only a couple of decades ago, and the old houses were
built less than one hundred years ago. By representing antiquity, the map points to

A n -p f' s historical significance and supports the statement that ‘A n -p f is the origin
of Taiwanese culture (or history)’.

There used to be a network of six museums with different themes exhibiting

A n -p f' s heritage. They not only show the perspectives of ‘Ancient An-pi" (at the
A n-pf Castle Exhibition Museum), ‘Hometown An-pi" (at the A n -p f Hometown
Museum), ‘Historical and Folk An-pi" (at the A n -p f Culture Centre Museum), and
‘Commercial A n -p f ’ (at the A n -p f International Trade Memorial Museum), but
also situate A n -p f in the context of ‘Taiwanese Culture and History’ (Taiwan
Frontier History Wax Statue Museum and Tainan City Yonghan Folk Art Museum).
Four of the six museum buildings are themselves historical sites. As A n -p f Castle
is one of the three most famous tourism spots in Tainan, its exhibition museum
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functions as the first stop of this network, guiding visitors to the other five
museums.26

One afternoon, I visited the museum area in order to survey the exhibition
contents and visitor backgrounds. I met a student who resided at one of the
museums, one that was used later as a background for wedding photographs. He
had volunteered to take care of the museum in exchange for living there. He told me
he enjoyed the surrounding’s quietness very much. Afterwards, I found that local
people rarely went to the museums, nor were they familiar with what the exhibition
contents were. There was clearly a gap between the relics-oriented official history
and the understanding of the past among local people.

Whenever there was any discussion about the protection of A n -p f heritage
sites among the public in Tainan, local voices differed. For instance, in 1995 there
was an argument for a few months as to whether Taiwan Street should be restored,
since it had historical significance. Once the discussion began, other historians
realised the street’s reconstruction would cause significant changes. Generally
speaking, residents living on both sides of the street supported this project, as it
would be more convenient. On the other hand, some researchers from outside

An-pil supported maintaining the street’s present condition for its historical
significance. This issue was discussed by the legislators at Legislative Yuan
(Li4-fa3-yuan4 3

of the central government. Some legislators in Taipei even

came to A n-pf to stop the project. Tempers shortened and, during that period, any

26 The Tainan city government entrusted this museum project to the Institute of Ethnology at
the Academia Sinica in 1984. The project details were written as an article published in the journal
Tainan Culture 25: 101-174. However, due to a lack of good management, this museum network
has not been able to continue into the late 1990s. The museum of A n -pf Castle is now run by a
foundation, called Qi2-mei3
Culture-educational Foundation, in Tainan City.
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outsider walking into this street with a camera was at risk of being beaten up.
Although the redevelopment eventually proceeded as planned, it did provide a
good opportunity for the local government to consider how it should set up a
preservation law that protected historical sites while also benefiting residents.

However, criticism that local people did not value their heritage became a
frequent topic of discussion during the process. This opinion continuously surfaced
in later conference discussions. An elementary schoolteacher, for example, raised
her concern at the local people’s ignorant attitude toward historical sites and asked
about methods to improve the situation. A famous historian, Cao Yong-he
Cao2 Yong3-he2), subtly showed his different opinion by suggesting that this
problem depended on what the local people thought. I was impressed by his words,
as his answer related to the question of whom the history and heritage sites
belonged to. As A-kang said to me:
It is not until now that people call An-pf as Tayouan. The An-pf people
do not refer to it in this way.. .People are struggling for their three meals,
they are too busy to have discussions about whether An-pf was named
by Ten Chhia'-kong in memory of his home town on the Mainland.
These issues are raised by specialists and scholars. {A-kang)

Approaching the Locals
Rather than suggesting that local people do not value their past, I think his
comment could be taken as the basis for exploring a further question,‘through what
perspectives and forms does the past become part of the social memory of people?’
The importance of this question is clearly reflected in the case of An-pf Castle.

An-pf Castle {An-pf-ka-po

$ zp 'S ^ )

is located on the ruins of Fort

Zeelandia. The only relic of Fort Zeelandia is a wall, while An-pf Castle was
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actually built during the Japanese period. It used to be called the Dutch Castle by
the Japanese. The stone stele near the castle entrance bore a Japanese name ‘8IEH
üftÄllff’ (Hamada Yahee) instead of, as today

(A n -p f-ka-pö). This

stone stele commemorates Japanese resistance to Dutch taxation in 1628 and is
framed in Japanese nationalist terms. A n-pf Castle was a popular tourist spot for
Japanese students during the period of Japanese control of Taiwan. These five
characters were replaced by another four

soon after the Kuomintang

government came to Taiwan (Lim, 1967). Meanwhile, the castle itself also became
a crucial symbol for the process of An-pf history-making, as well as evidence to
remind people that An-pf is the origin of Taiwanese history and culture.

For local people, An-pf Castle is an important landmark in their everyday
lives. They are more accustomed to call it Öng-sia1(E&feSc, Imperial Castle), as it
was named by Te" Chhia1-kong. There is a residential area situated to the west,
called Öng-sia1-sai

Imperial Castle West). The castle is built on the

highest point in An-pf, so the castle lighthouse is an important navigational aid for
fishermen. The so-called Taiwan Street starts from the castle, through the street
itself is more often called Market Street (Chhi-ä-koe rfffPftj) by local people.
Before An-pf Road replaced it, Market Street was the most prosperous street in
An-pf. “It will not be counted as a formal wedding or funeral unless a walk down
Chhi-ä-koe has also been arranged during the ceremony. Thus everybody
recognises it,” A-kang said. It is also said that the place near the castle is sometimes
impure, as people died in the fights there between the Japanese and Qing dynasty
Chinese. Therefore, one of the responsibilities of the Tutelary God of the Earth at
the nearby temple is to protect the residents from being attacked by any kind of
invisible impurity from near the castle.
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In addition, a lot of folk proverbs use Öng-sia1 as a metaphor. For example,
‘not seeing the Ong-sia1 for a few days, a person would feel dazzled’

(Küi-ji1t-bö-Ja -öng-sia1 thäu-khak-e-bm

S

I B

’

SSSSlMt)

to express

homesickness; ‘as long as one drinks Ong-sia1'^ water, one would at least become
beautiful, if not fat’ (Chia1h-öng-sia -chüi bö-püi-ä-süi P£3ii$C7jc ’

'/xJJGitLSi) to

describe the water quality in the wells of Ong-sia1’, ‘when the black fish stretch
their heads to see Ong-sia ', they have grown large enough’ ( O-hi-chhut

kT-no-öng-sia -püi-la!p-la!p

to indicate that when the

fish appear in the sea off A n -p f , it is also the best time to catch them. There are
proverbs which use the thickness of Ong-sia1 wall as a metaphor, such as
describing someone as ‘having face skin even thicker than Ong-sia1's wall’

{Bm-phe-pi-ong-sia -piah-kah-käu ®

to denote a shameless

person, and ‘someone’s black mountain is thicker than Ong-sia1's wall’

(Hö -san-khd pi-ong-sia -piah-kah-kiä fUhLfJJ »

to describe a

person who has very strong family support. When I stayed in An-pi ' during the
period from 1992 to 1995, there was a spot made up of ten to fifteen chairs under a
big tree near the Öng-sia1for aged people to gather and play karaoke. Every day
after 3 pm, they came to chat or sing together. Öng-sia1 does give local people a
kind of feeling of home. However, this deep attachment is not caused by those
relevant but remote historical events. Rather, it is generated through those
individual or collective, relatively subjective, and to a certain degree, intimate
experiences, where people sense Öng-sia1 in their daily life practice. Öng-sia"
gives meaning to local people by an attachment that people have to it, rather than by
simply being a historical relic. In other words, it reflects the importance of
everyday life practice in the transmission of local tradition.
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On the 28th September 1992, the fourth day after arriving in An-pf, I decided
to get to know some people by strolling through this area. I stopped by a house next
to a temple, and met a person who was curious about my presence. I took the
chance to introduce myself by saying, “How do you do? My surname is Müi (f§),
from Täi-pak (‘□4L, Taipei). I am here doing research on local customs and
folklore. To increase my understanding, I am taking a walk around this place... ”
Then I asked him some general questions, such as where the An-pf people came
from. In that conversation I learned a new term Kioh-thäu (^IM, Head of A
Comer), generally meaning ‘neighbourhood’, 27 and the idea that ‘A n-pf is
composed of six Kioh-thäu.’

Afterwards, the persons I met for life history interviews always classified the
occupation orientations according to the idea of Kioh-thäu (discussed in Chapter
Three). I also noticed the term Kioh-thäu seemed to have an important connection
with a temple because local people used the temple name as the Kioh-thäu s
nickname. Later on, as long as I could recite the names of six Kioh-thäu and their
connections with the fifteen temples, they thought I knew a lot about this place
already.

The second day, after learning the names of Kioh-thäu, I was brought to attend
a residents’ meeting at the temple of one Kioh-thäu. Later on I realised it was an
unusual gathering, as normally people would not bother to come. However, as the
issue was whether the trees in front of the temple should be cut down, quite a few
residents showed up to object to this, because it was thought the tree removal would
27 Here, I gloss ‘Kioh-thäu as ‘neighbourhood’ temporarily for communication purposes.
The idea of Kioh-thäu will be further illustrated in the next chapter.
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destroy the Kioh-thäu s geomancy and influence the residents’ fortunes. I was
surprised to find six or seven tang-ki

(ItfiL

spirit medium) present at the meeting,

and that these individuals represented only one-fourth of those in the Kioh-thäu. I
was told that this Kioh-thäu was a special case compared to the other five; however,
the importance of täng-ki in religious activities was also quite noticeable.

As an administrative ‘District’, An-pf is represented on the map with
distinctive boundaries, relating to other districts of Tainan city. However, from the
local viewpoint, An-pf is referred to more often by the expression the ‘Six
Kioh-thäu , which is not isomorphic with its image as an administrative unit. This
expression owes its existence to contextualised social interactions in temple
activities. In this sense, the boundaries of An-pf are relatively flexible as they are
continually constructed, through tensions and alliances within and among
Kioh-thäu. In the following chapter, I will explore what An-pf society is like when
it is defined and reproduced through the local sense of Kioh-thäu. Identity and
community are crucial to the basic patterns of local history.
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Plate 3-1

The etiquette of sedan carriage during the last sequence of the Chid ritual, Procession for
Seeing off the Taoist Heavenly Master, conducted in 1993.

The performances of the
Taoist priests outside the
temple (Plate 3-2, 1992)
and inside the temple
(Plate 3-3, taken by Pan,
Ing-hai in 1993) during the
Chid ritual.

Gifts sent by kau-poe units
during the period when the
temple was temporarily
closed (Plate 3-4, 1992) and
during the last sequence
(Plate 3-5, 1993) of the
Chid ritual.
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A performance by a
procession troupe (Plate
3-6, 1992) and carriage of
the deity’s sedan (Plate
3-7, 1993) during the last
sequence of the Chid
ritual.

The Chief Sacrifleer’s
Offering stand used for
the Universal Salvation
at the Chid ritual (Plate
3-8. 1993).
The tang-ki often be
seen participating in
various ritual
discussions during the
ritual process (Plates
3-9-10, 1993).
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Chapter Three
Localising An-Pf

An-pf Old Settlement is such a small area that nearly everybody can travel
between the various neighbourhoods on foot. However, except for another person,
who has the nickname Koäi-jin ®

A> Strange Man), and myself shuttling back and

forth between these neighbourhoods, I seldom saw other people like us. People
were used to me because they knew I was ‘doing research’, no matter whether they
really understood it or not. People were used to Koäi-jin as well, because he was an
exception to usual behaviour.

I was a bit scared the first time I saw him. Soon I realised that he had a minor
mental health problem. Some described him in a humorous way, “Don’t look down
on him. He knows everything that is happening in An-pf.” It was difficult to tell
Koäi-jin s age—he always looked the same and hardly ever changed clothes. He
liked to know what was happening by strolling through different temples, but
unlike me, he never got replies when inquiring after news and information at the
temples. Koäi-jin seemed to be invisible to the people, and he was actually
excluded from attending most of the temple activities. The way people treated him
clearly indicated that he did not have any social position—he was a person who did
not belong to any group.

Unlike Koäi-jin, most of the people I knew seemed to be unwilling to ask
about each other’s business. Quite a few told me, “It is improper to poke one’s nose
into other Kioh-thäu (neighbourhoods)’ affairs.” Once in 1993, when a preparation
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meeting for the Chid ritual was under way, Koäi-jin passed by and heard the
discussion. Afterwards, the temple committee found that the content of their
conversation had been spread to other neighbourhoods by Koäi-jin. They were
quite self-conscious of any outsider knowing about their private matters. From then
on, they got rid of Koäi-jin whenever a C/n’d-related discussion was going on. It is
not hard to understand why Koäi-jin was expelled. He was blamed for his
boundary-crossing and gossiping behaviours.

Many times I met people showing their neighbourhood identity by making
surprisingly consistent comments, “this exists only at our Kioh-thäu, not at any
other”, while on the other hand, and in the same context, they also criticised,
“A n-pf people for being too Kioh-thäu-or\ented. They always think that their

Kioh-thäu is the best.” I was quite puzzled by their contradictory attitude but
understood they were unlikely to change.

In the previous chapter, I have pointed out that a sense of continuity was
transmitted through everyday life practice, and represented in temple organisations
and activities. In this chapter, I investigate this phenomenon by presenting how

Kioh-thäu and temple provide an idiom of fellowship, community and common
identity for A n -p f people, and how this is used to define themselves publicly and
collectively. A n -p f society, in terms of the Six Kioh-thäu, rests largely on fluid,

Kioh-thäu-centred social networks rather than on fixed social institutions. As a
substantive social form, the Six Kioh-thäu is the result of a particular
spatio-temporal configuration, and its boundaries are perceived from within. The

Chid ritual exemplifies these points, and meanwhile, recalls and constitutes a
multi-voiced construction of the past, shaping the identity and solidarity among
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groups. It is through the ritual process that a localised An-pi \ its agency, sociality
and reproducibility is represented.

A Bird’s-Eye View of the Six Kioh-Thdu in An-Pil

One day when I was taking photographs at the Ancestral hall of the Au (|§fc)
family, I saw a painting on the wall of the main hall. The painting showed the
positions of the temples and historical buildings, as well as the Au family’s
Ancestral hall. Compared with a normal administrative map, the Fish Light
Sub-district is not included, and at the bottom of the painting the Fifth Stage is also
presented as a watery fish pond area with the heritage sites of the Eternity Golden
Fort on the left. Obviously, its focus was only on the Old Settlement. The painting
had the title

‘A Bird’s-Eye View of the Six Kioh-Thäu in An-Pi1'

(An1-ping2-li u4-ji a3-tou2-niao3-kan4 5 ^ ^ 7 \ Ä l l l i Ä ) •1

This painting is a selective representation of the past and the present. It does
not mark the other two Ancestral halls of the Tan (ßjfl) and Hong (H ) families, nor
does it show viewers the exact scale of each building: the Au Ancestral hall is likely
to be mistaken as one of the largest.2 The past seems to be condensed into a
spotlight on the Au family. The intention of this painting is obvious—to set up a
social-historical context to display the superiority of the Au family in An-pi\

1 For information, see Plate 3-11, p.72.
2 When I first went to An-pf, there were only these three ancestral halls in the locality. They
were all built very recently, only in the 1980s. When I asked their purpose, I always received a very
similar reply about emphasising the importance of maintaining solidarity and enhancing the
ancestors’ reputations.
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Showing this painting at the Au Ancestral hall makes it a legitimate representation
of the past and thereby gives it a historical significance.

Given its title, the painting also displays a particular configuration of A n-pf
locality by closely connecting the idea of Kioh-thäu and temples. I found in their
everyday usage that An-pf people were accustomed to address some specific
temples by their Kioh-thäu names, and sometimes they could not even recall a
temple’s formal name immediately. This painting suggests that the temples are as
important as other heritage sites—they both transmit a sense of the past and of
place.

Kioh-Thäu and Temple
According to local classification, An-pf old settlement was composed of six
(la'k A) territorial segments, each segment called Kioh-thäu

Head of A

Comer) or Siä (jjtt, society). These six territorial segments are located around the
An-pf Castle and Market Street. Kioh-thäu, the ‘Head of A comer’, means ‘a
residential area’ in spoken Taiwanese. According to The Chinese Dictionary of
Phrases (Zhong’-wen2-da4-ci2-dian3

the Chinese character jjffc (Siä)

originally meant the ‘Tutelary God of the Earth’,3 and its meaning was extended to
include ‘worshipping the Tutelary God of the Earth’, ‘an administrative area unit’,
‘a voluntary group’, and ‘a gathering place for comrades’ (The Chinese Dictionary

3 The Tutelary God of the Earth (or the Earth God) is known as lTha-te-kong ( i f f e A ) ’ in
Taiwanese. The English translation of this deity is quite similar to anther one, which is supposed to
be ‘the territorial chief deity’ for keng-chü (fjüji), but I translate this as ‘the chief territorial deity’ to
tell the difference. The former is a name of a specific deity, who is the most primarlily god of the
earth and found almost anywhere in Taiwan (See D ell’Orto Alessandro 2002). Whereas the later is a
general term, used to indicate a deity whose status is superior to others in a given social context. The
term keng-chü (the chief territorial deity) will be discussed more in Chapter Four.
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o f Phrases pp. 10230-31). This word seems to imply an idea and formation of what
‘a society’ means in Chinese culture by linking a group of people and their worship
to the Tutelary God of the Earth. Compared to the term Kioh-thäu, Siä is a more
formal expression when written, such as in the painting at the Au Ancestral hall. I
was also told Siä sounds more polite than Kioh-thäu.

Figure 3-1 Positions of the Six Kioh-thäu
Annan Qu

Bei Qu

Anping Canal

Nan Qu

The Six Kioh-Thäu \
1. Käng-ä-böe 2. Cha‘p-ji-k^pg
3. Hdi-thdu 4. Ong-sitf-sai
5. Hoe-iö-a-böe 6. Kidn-a-keng

There are three characteristics of Kioh-thäu that the locals like to refer to when
asked. Each Kioh-thäu’s name reflects its geographical position in An-pf. Häi-thäu
Ö gÜ , Sea Head) is said to be the highest inhabited area if seen from the sea;
Kiän-ä-keng

Children Temple) used to be a place filled with playing

children, and Käng-ä-böe
earliest harbour. Öng-siän-sai

fpjÜ, Harbour End) indicates the location of the
Empire Castle West) is situated to the west
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o f An-pin Castle; Cha'p-ji-keng (

Twelve Households) is said to have had

only twelve households in earlier times, and Hoe-io-a-boe (or Hio'h-boe

fPH,,

Limekiln End) used to be a lime-processing area .4

Moreover, when I conducted the life history interviews, people tended to
relate Kioh-thäu differences to the means o f livelihood. For instance, I was often
told that in the Japanese period, the residents o f Häi-thäu took up sea-fishing as
their main occupation; those

o f Kia -ä-keng took up fish-farming and

oyster-farming; those o f Käng-ä-böe or Cha'p-ji-keng were more often carpenters
or coffin-makers; and as for the residents o f O ng-sid1-sai or Hio'h-boe, they
worked in the Japanese Salt-making Company. This image has varied over time
according to the growth and decay o f each vocation. Nevertheless, it still reflects a
prevailing viewpoint—the classification o f Kioh-thäu was often linked to the local
means o f making a living.

I also found that the most important characteristic was that the local people
made a strong connection between their Kioh-thäu and their temple. For them, the
chief temple name o f each Kioh-thäu is often synonymous with the name o f
Kioh-thäu. Basically the number o f temples in each Kioh-thäu varies according to
its size.

Each o f the so-called small Kioh-thäu, including Öng-siän-sai,

Cha!p-ji-keng and Hio'h-boe, has only one temple, while the situation is more
complicated for the three big Kioh-thäu: Häi-thäu has five temples; Kiän-ä-keng
has two temples; and Käng-ä-böe has one which is actually a combination o f four
religious units (three temples and one shrine). But when local people refer to the

4 The local people normally prefer the short term ‘Hio'h-boe' to indicate this Kioh-thäu.
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temple complex by using its Kioh-thäu name, they always indicate the main one,
the

‘chief temple’ (<chü-miäu

i

).

Besides

the

Kioh-thäu

temples

(Kioh-thäu-miäu), there are another four temples as A n - p f*s kong-miäu 0 a j®,
public temples). These fifteen temples are clearly marked on the painting o f the Au
ancestral hall. The following table lists these temples and indicates the year they
were built.
Table 3-1 The Temple Names in A n -P f'
Kong-miäu (public temples):
Seng-höng-miäu or Siöng-miäu

1749)

Thian-hö-kong or Ma-cho-keng

or

Koan-im-teng or Koan-im-pi ( Ü I f

1826)

Täi-chiöng-miäu

1668)

1977)

Kioh-thäu-miau (Kioh-thäu temples):

1755): chief temple

Kief -ä-keng-siä

Miäu-siü-keng

Hdi-thäu-siä

Khg-che-keng or Liöng-hö-keng (j§r$?H' or f

Gö-tek-keng or Öng-iä-koän ({5fB clj or EEfrJ&l, 1747)

|

1743): chief

temple
Bün-chu-tiän or Öng-iä-kong (ACAzffei or

1798)

Chiu-liöng-tiän (jUftf^, 1720s)
Bün-liöng-tiän (>Cf|J^, 1817)
Kim-liöng-tiän

1671)

Käng-ä-böe-siä

Leng-che-tiän (MMMx, 1718)

Cha'p-ji-keng-siä

Sam-leng-tiän

1807)

Hio'h-böe-siä

Höng-che-keng

1668)

Öng-sicf-sai-siä

Se-liöng-tiän

1738)

To my knowledge, there is no documentary evidence that shows when and

3 There are two temple names, ‘Seng-höng-miäu or Siöng-miäu ’ and ‘Koan-im-teng or
Koan-im-pV, whose names are pronounced differntly. Four temples have nicknames: (1)
Thian-hö-kong (^Jn 1§D is also called Ma-cho-keng ($f;fft|=0; (2) Gö-tek-keng
is also
called ‘Öng-iä-koän
(3) Bün-chu-tiän (^7^1$) is also called as Öng-iä-kong
and (4) Khg-che-keng (Ilf$t'J§0 is also called Liöng-hö-keng (flJ^K)-
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how each Kioh-thäu was formed in the past. A n-pf was only used as an
administrative centre by the Dutch in the 17th century, rather than as a settlement

site. During that period, the Chinese population of Tainan and An-pf were
considered to inhabit one place—part of Zeelandia Fortress. Nor is it possible to
determine the date of the formation of each Kioh-thäu by looking at its temple’s
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establishment year. Although the word Siä indicates that there is a connection
between a group of people and their ritual behaviour, a formal temple could not
normally be built unless there was already an established social base to provide
support in terms of population and finance.

In addition, it is still quite common in the beginning for the Tutelary God of
the Earth, with or without a statue, to be worshipped at any form of building, to be
replaced by other deities when a formal temple is built afterwards. Alternatively,
the whole settlement process may have nothing to do with the Tutelary God of the
Earth at all. Thus, tracing the temple establishment date can only give a general
understanding as to when the locality was formed. Nor are these data suitable to
serve as a comparison of Kioh-thäu formation.6

In the Japanese period, the administrative units, Siä, in A n-pf roughly
followed the Kioh-thäu divisions, according to the aged people’s memories. But
this correspondence has gradually broken down after several re-alignments of the
Sub-districts [Li) since 1949. I have the impression that the younger generations
(mostly at school) or new residents of the Fifth Stage area seem to be more familiar
with the names of LX than Kioh-thäu. However, on the other hand, the idea of
Kioh-thäu is still crucial, given the fact that the Kioh-thäu name is equivalent to the
temple name. For the people of A n-pf Old Settlement, they like to use the term
A n-pf ‘La'k-kioh-thau’ (/\^Jgff, the Six Kioh-thäu) to address their ‘imagined’

6 For instance, Cai Zhong-zhi
Cai4 Zhong‘-zhi4 1989) made this controversial
argument in his master thesis on the study of six Kioh-thäu and houses in An-pf.
1 lSiä jjth’ was also a commonly used administrative term during the Japanese colonisation. Its
image might have been emphasised, particularly as a ‘formal’ term, because of this.
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An-pf society. Here the ‘Six Kioh-thäu (La'k-kioh-thäu) particularly indicates a
wholeness, which wholeness comprises several Kioh-thäu-ccx\\.xzä networks
formed by the particular rules of alliance, called kau-pöe

Kau-Poe

Although there is no evidence to prove how long all these six Kioh-thäu have
been in existence, when asked the local people usually answer “a few hundred
years ago”. Compared with the issue of Kioh-thäu formation, An-pf people tend to
be clearer about the various alliances among six Kioh-thäu. These alliances are
called kau-pöe (3cK).8 Each kau-pöe alliance normally includes a pair of direct
and indirect relationships: the first Kioh-thäu has a kau-pöe with a second
Kioh-thäu, which is called the ‘direct’ relationship; additionally, it will take on an
‘indirect’ relationship with a third Kioh-thäu. Basically the involvement of the third
Kioh-thäu as an ‘indirect unit’ is because of its ‘direct’ kau-pöe with the second
Kioh-thäu. Therefore, this indirect relationship does not expand outside A n-pf.9

The following table, based on interviews, describes the kau-pöe alliances
among six Kioh-thäu. It shows that at present there are four pairs of direct and
indirect

kau-pöe

relationships:

Cha'p-jT-keng/Käng-ä-böe/Häi-thäu,

Cha1p-ji-keng/Öng-sm -sai/Kiä1-ä-keng, Käng-ä-böe/Cha1p-ji-keng/Öng-sia1-sai
8 The two characters ‘kau-pöe (3£ßp)\ as a noun, can mean ‘interaction’ (jiao'-wang3
and ‘make a company’ (pei2-ban4 ppfT)- As a general term, it is often used interchangeably with
koaf-he
guan‘-xi4 or guanxi, kuan-hsi), meaning ‘relationships’, a term embedded with
special cultural meanings which has been discussed by quite a few scholars (Bian 1994; Fei 1947
[1992]; Jacobs 1979; Jin 1982, 1991; Kipnis 1996, 1997; Qiao 1982; Smart 1993; Yan 1996; Yang
1994). Here, as a proper noun and used in the context of Kioh-thäu alliances, it means a formal
relationship or alliance built based on reciprocal transactions.
9 Some of the Kioh-thäu also have kau-pöe outside An-pf. But according to the local tradition,
this relationship will not expand to any other Kioh-thäu as an indirect connection.
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and Öng-siä" -sai/Kia -ä-keng/Hio1h-bö. In addition, some remember a previous
alliance of Häi-thäu/Hio'h-böe during the Qing dynasty, which was interrupted
during the period of Japanese colonisation; and some remember another alliance of
Häi-thäu!Kia1-ä-keng that operated in the 1950s.

Table 3-2 Kau-Pöe Alliance among Six Kioh-Thäu
K io h -th ä u N a m e

H ä i-th ä u

H ä i-th ä u
C h a 'p -ji-k e n g

C h a 'p -ji-k e n g
©

©

K ä n g -ä - b ö e

•

•

K id " -d -k en g

★

©

H io 'h -b o e

★

Ö n g -s iä " -sa i

K ä n g -d -b ö e

K iä n-d -k e n g

H io 'h -b o e

•

★

★

•

©

•
©
•

•
•

Ö n g -s iä " -sa i

©

•

•
©

©

• = a direct relationship ; © = an indirect relationship ; ★ = an ex-direct relationship

I was told that the kau-pöe relationship used to be a crucial cooperative
alliance in everyday life. In the past any person’s network of kinship ties from
mother’s side and father’s side was likely to be confined to An-pf but to extend to
several other Kioh-thäu—most of the time, initial preference would be given to
kau-pöe Kioh-thäu. Sometimes, when two Kioh-thäu were in extreme opposition,
residents tended to avoid marriage. There used to be fights between different
Kioh-thäu. Some aged people either remembered these or had heard the stories
from previous generations, ‘Whenever there were fights between individuals from
different Kioh-thäu, they would first extend to battles between two Kioh-thäu, then
the other kau-pöe would naturally get involved later on.’ The following story
illustrates this situation.

A now-defunct kau-pöe relationship existed between Häi-thäu/Hio'h-böe
during Qing dynasty. People from either Kioh-thäu, such as Koän-seng

from

Hio'h-boe) and Chio'h-teng (from Häi-thäu), remembered how both sides broke
their kau-pöe after an event that happened during the period of Japanese
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colonisation. According to their explanation, in the beginning, it was merely an
unpleasantness between two groups working in the Japanese salt company;
however, it soon developed into a Kioh-thäu conflict between Hio'h-boe and
Ong-siä -sai, and afterwards a third Kioh-thäu, Häi-thäu, became involved. When
a few persons left, during the fight, from Ong-sial-sai to Cha'p-ji-keng (its kau-pöe
Kioh-thäu) by passing through Häi-thäu (Häi-thäu is situated between
Ong-sia'-sai and Cha!p-ji-keng), people from Hio'h-boe accused Häi-thäu of not
responding properly—they should have helped to catch the escapees as part of the
kau-pöe responsibility. Ever since then, the kau-pöe relationship has been broken.

Except for this, I was told such fights were actually rare during that period,
“because the policemen did not allow them”, people said. As a matter of fact, I
found the younger generation’s impression of group battles between different
Kioh-thäu had already become very vague, and the cooperative alliances among
Kioh-thäu for solving the problems of daily life had also reduced in number. But the
focus on social sentiment, feelings of intimacy or distance, is still remembered. For
instance, it is commonly known that the relationship between Öng-siä"-sai and
Hio'h-bo has not been good for some time. The previous case is just one of many
instances of this situation. In addition, people also have a similar impression of the
relationship between Häi-thäu and Kiän-ä-keng. I was told their interaction was
ceased by a conflict in a temple activity in 1953—Kia -ä-keng invited one of
Häi-thäu s deities to attend a celebration, but was rejected for some reason. This
made Km -ä-keng suffer a great loss of face.

On the other hand, people feel intimate with their kau-pöe Kioh-thäu. They
will claim their kau-pöe has lasted thousands of years long. There are even stories
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illustrating kau-pöe by describing relationships among deities. For instance,

“Mä-hü-täi-te (HjfT^'Sr) of Cha'p-ji-keng, Chu-M-chhian-sde
Kia'-a-keng, and Chhong-hü-täi-te

(JfJrifyP'Sf) of

}&%) of

Ong-sial-sai are good friends

and came from the same native place.” This supports the relationships of

Cha1p-ji-keng/Öng-sia' -sai/Kia 1-ä-keng. “Li-thäi-pe'h-chhian-söe

Ö

ÜI)

of Kiän-ä-keng and Ti-hü-öng-iä (tfejfTzEft) of Hio'h-boe were appointed to their
official positions in An-pil at the same time” this thus reflects the relationship
between Kia -ä-keng/Hio1h-boe. Since the residents of Kioh-thäu Cha1p-ji-keng
originally came from Kioh-thäu Käng-ä-böe a long time ago, “Cha1p-ji-keng

Kioh-thäu temple’s chief deity Mä-hü-täi-te

(MJLfyP'Sf) was also appointed to the

official position by Hän-thian-chhiul-te (or Hiän-thian-chhiül-te

of the

Käng-ä-böe Kioh-thäu temple.” 10 In addition, “two deities, Chheng-hu-chhian-sde
and Läu-ke1k-sian-te

of Häi-thäu, cultivated the Taoist

Way with another deity Si-hü-täi-te
mountain,”

which

supports

of Käng-ä-böe at the same
the

kau-poe

alliance

among

Cha1p-ji-keng/Käng-ä-böe/Häi-thäu. Generally speaking, each story tends to be
better known among those members who are involved in the particular alliance.

I remember how bewildered I felt the first time some of the local people told
me these stories to illustrate the kau-pöe relationships. They sounded too
mysterious to me. Later on I realised this way of expression is quite common in
some contexts for local people. When I asked further questions, it showed people
were actually quite clear about the differences. A-käng said:
When people talk about a kau-pöe and how to deal with it, they mainly
10 This deity is pronounced as ‘Hän-thian-chhiün-te or ‘Hian-thian-chhiiF-te’.
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indicate relationships among human beings. People can never really
know whether there are kau-pöe among deities. If deities want to have
kau-pöe, it is human beings who go and conduct it. The deities can not
force them if they do not want to. When there is a group of people taking
their kau-pöe seriously and sincerely, it looks like the kau-pöe among
deities also reflects the same situation. But actually no one can prove
this. The public can see when kau-pöe is expressed by both sides, but it
can not be proved whether the deities from both sides have kau-pöe as
well. However, people (in this context) will naturally have this
assumption. As a matter of fact, when the kau-pöe exists between two
deities, it does not guarantee that people from both sides will have
kau-pöe. And vice versa. (A-käng)
Nevertheless, I was told that kau-pöe alliances built through the relationships of
deities were likely to last longer than those built only by two groups. Siü-chong ( 0
th) once

expressed his opinion on this matter:

When kau-pöe is practiced by both human beings and deities, the
relationship will become closer. It also gives people a chance to play
the roles of guest and host every now and then. Kam-cheng
affective sentiments) thereby exist. (Siü-chong)
Although A-käng and Siü-chong emphasise different aspects of kau-pöe, A-käng
taking it as a rational consideration and Siü-chong stressing its sentimental
expression, they both point out its crucial character: kau-pöe embedded sentiment
is a social thing, and needs to be maintained and produced through public practice.
There are several occasions providing kau-pöe practice. One is burning incense to
the kau-pöe Kioh-thäu s chief deity at the annual Birthday ritual. It is taken as the
basic etiquette of the kau-pöe relationship. Beside this basic interaction, the public
temple Ma-cha Temple (Ma-cha-kengYs activities, such as the annual birthday
ceremony and the Procession for Ma-cha (called Gä-ma-cha

which is

11 For details o f Mci-chcr's birthday ceremony and the Procession {Gä-ma-cha 3iä$MiIifl), see
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normally held once every three years, are also good opportunities for the expression
of kau-poe etiquette.

Participating in these ritual activities is crucial for each Kioh-thäu to identify
itself as part of An-pf society. This is demonstrated in the case of the Third Sandbar
(,San-kun-seng). Although it had been incorporated into An-pf as an administrative
unit within the Fish Light Sub-district since 1972, local people did not recognise it
as a ‘Kioh-thäu until the 1990s. This recognition developed after the Third
Sandbar took the initiative to participate in activities held in the ‘Six Kioh-thäu’,
such as the birthday ceremony of Ma-cha in 1990, the Chid rituals (in 1993, 1994
and 1995) and the Procession for Ma-cha (Gä-ma-cha in 1998), etc. As a result,
An-pf people gradually accepted the Third Sandbar as the ‘seventh’ Kioh-thäu.

However, according to my experience, despite a correction often made to
emphasise the Third Sandbar as ‘the Seventh Kioh-thäu (te-chhit-kioh-thäu
^5 jf) in conversations, when it comes to the occasion of kau-poe interactions, the
‘Six Kioh-thäu (La1k-kioh-thäu) is the common term used to stand for the whole of
An-pf society. This phenomenon shows the Third Sandbar is still in a stage of
being an ‘outsider’ in a strict sense, for it has not become a Kioh-thäu s ‘kau-poe
territory’ (kau-pöe-keng

3C

Pin

), ‘allied territory’ (liän-keng

Ifff

), or

‘allied-incense siä’ (,liän-hiu-siä Iff §fjth). These special terms are used for
addressing each other within the same kau-poe alliance, among which the third
term liän-hiu-siä (allied-incense siä) has a clear implication in ritual practice, as
the incense (hiu1) is a sign of deity worship.12 Unlike its administrative position, the
Chapter Four.

12Hiun(ilr,

incense) is a very important symbol in the practice of folk religion. People use
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Third Sandbar is in the process of creating its own network, a network centred on
the Third Sandbar, in An-pi1locality.

Such rites are not simply mechanical techniques for social aggregation but
also social techniques for the production of ‘locals’. They are the records of the
spatio-temporal production of locality. An-pi1locality is produced through kau-pöe
practice among Kioh-thäu. Among the various ritual occasions, the best example to
examine the special Chid ritual called the ‘Golden Register Offering to celebrate
the

completion

of

construction

work

(Jin1-lu4-qieng4-cheng2-qi3-an'-jian4-jiao4

and

to

pray

for

peace’

3 c H 8 t), normally held

once every few decades for each temple.

An-pf people often describe this Chid ritual as a toä-näu-jia't

great

näu-jia't), meaning ‘great heat and noise’. This term expresses not only a cultural
aesthetic but also a sense of sociality and publicity, assuming what will be (and
should be) valued in the ritual process. For the host temple of the Chid and its allied
territories, the kau-pöe practice is always the biggest concern of the ritual process,
reflected in the Chid schedule, ritual sequences and numerous dialogues. A
successful Chid ritual is expected to make each member of the kau-pöe alliance feel
that they have ‘gained face’ in ‘An-pf Six Kioh-thäu . Meanwhile, the solidarity of
the host temple is also generated through the ritual process to meet a basic cultural
expectation: pf-an

feeling peaceful and secure. The following sections will

illustrate these points.

‘burning incense’ (sio-hiun '/HH) to worship. ‘Incense-fire’ (hiun-he
means the deity’s
reputation as well as the temple’s prosperity. The protector is also called ‘incense-fire’ bag (see note
63 of Chapter Four). For more explanation of the incense (hiun), see note 20 of Chapter Four.
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Toä-Näu-Jia't: the Chid Ritual

The Taiwanese people often use näu-jia't (Rfl^ft, ‘noises and heat’ or ‘noisy
and hot’) to describe various forms of gathering, of which the most popular one I
encountered in An-pf is used for the religious occasions. Quite often the locals say
“there is a näu-jia't” instead of “there is a ritual”. A combination of two characters
‘rff (shi4, the market) and ‘R ’ (dou4, the fight or to fight), the word RjJ (näu) not
only has the meaning of ‘noise’ and ‘to make mischief’, but can also mean
‘prosperity’, ‘to take place’ and ‘to cause an illness’ (The Chinese Dictionary of
Phrases p.8818). The word

(jia't) means ‘hot temperature’, ‘sincere feelings’,

‘busy-ness’, or ‘mass’ (The Chinese Dictionary of Phrases p. 16582). When
occurring in the medical hot and cold distinction, it makes most people think about
food—hot foods are more ‘yang’ (yang2 $§), the active, moving principle. When
these two words are used together, either ‘näu-jia't’

in Taiwanese) or ‘re

4-nao4’ (i&RIJ in Mandarin), it extends to a cultural aesthetic.

Näu-jia't describes an atmosphere valued in various popular rituals—packed
with people, loud with different voices and dashingly colourful. The resulting
clamor is one of the important ingredients that make a ‘hot and noisy’ ritual. There
are two other characters often added before näu-jia't to reflect how people relate
themselves to this cultural aesthetic: one is to ‘watch näu-jia't (khoa1-näu-jia't ^
B!Ifr&)\ and another one is to ‘help näu-jia't (täu-näu-jia't g|Rf]ift)’. Näu-jia't
attracts people’s attention to watch and to participate. The more involvement, the
more näu-jia't, and vice versa. It consolidates the psychological boundary between
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outsiders and insiders. Within the boundary, an inner state is formed, where
individuals are brought together as a ‘collective us’ through interactions.
Sometimes what is ‘näu-jia't' for insiders can even be ‘noisy’ (chao3-nao4 O^lml) for
outsiders. What Pan Ing-hai

Pan1 Ying'-hai3) asserts as the three

characteristics of näu-jia't, ‘a social event, a way to claim group identity, and an
embodiment of cultural values’ (Pan 1993), are all represented in this Chid ritual.
Näu-jia't is filled with sociality.

When a ritual activity involves a large participation, An-pf people tend to use
the term toä-näu-jia't (huge näu-jia't) to describe it—the Chid ritual is such a case.
This particular Chid ritual (Golden Register Offering to celebrate the completion of
construction work and to pray for peace), is performed after a temple has been
inaugurated or refurbished to pray for peace by appeasing malevolent spirits
dwelling in the earth. It is held once every few decades and normally lasts for one
month. I was told that if a person is able to see and participate in a Chid ritual twice
in his or her life, then he or she should be lucky. Because of its relative rarity and
size, the local people use toä-näu-jia't to describe it.

13 Chid (HI, Offering) is normally written as ‘chiao’ or ‘jiao’ when discussed in academic
circles. There are various kinds of Chid held by Taoist priests for different purposes. The Chid
discussed here is normally fundamental in the life of a community—nearly every inauguration of a
temple will have Chid. Due to the complexity of Chid, researchers pay much attention to its textual
tradition (Schipper (1982 [1993]); Saso 1978; Lagerwey 1987; Dean 1993; Liu 1983; Li 1989). But
since the mid 1990s, a new research approach has gradually focused on what the Chid means for the
local people. For instance, Paul Katz in his book (1995) indicates that Taoism (or Daoism) in
Zhejiang (Zhe4-jiang' (fff/X) province of Mainland China may not have attained the same level of
influence as it apparently did in Fujian (as Kenneth Dean asserted in 1993). In a paper written for
the Chinese Studies Association of Australia Conference in 1997, I indicated that the main
significance of a ‘localised’ Chid ritual in A n -p f was its social practice of relationship, showing the
Offering of the Taoist priests was only a part of the whole ceremony (Mei 1997). To tell the
difference, here I use chid to stand for the cloistered side of the Offering conducted by the Taoist
priests, and Chid to indicate the whole ritual practice from the local viewpoint.
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Generally speaking, this Chid ritual includes three main activities, which have
been

described

in

the

book

(An'-ping2-xian4-za2-ji4

The

Random

Notes

of An-pf

County

It briefly describes the schedule of the

three-day Chid ritual of the Tainan area in the early period of Japanese colonisation:
(1) the chid Offering, conducted by Taoist priests (tö-sü M dr) at the temple;15 (2)
the ceremony for Universal Salvation (Pha-tö’ i§fjB); and (3) the procession for
‘Seeing Off the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su (^H^cffB)’ (Säng-thian-su ^ ^ 6 5 ) . 16
Except for the duration of the Offering, this description generally corresponds to
the image that I had in An-pf.

Since great näu-jia't means to ‘heat up the activity by making noise’, there are
some basic ways of reaching this point in Chid ritual. For instance, people normally
see thousands of small red or yellow electric lanterns (Chid street lamps) hanging
along the main streets, surrounding the Chid territory of the host temple. These
street lamps will be lit sometime during the preparation period and are continually
in use during the month, until the accomplishment of the last activity, ‘Seeing off
the Taoist Deity Tiu1-thian-su (Säng-thian-suf. Secondly, people will hear
Taiwanese opera (koat-e-hi

f?®c) or hand puppet theatre (pa-te-hi

performed twice a day (the afternoon and the night) on a temporary stage in front of

14 The book ‘The Random Notes of An-pf' County’ (An’-ping2-xian4 za2-ji4
also
called ‘Seasonal Changes' (JieMing4 IiPtjO, was written by an anonymous author after 1895 during
the period o f Japanese occupation. It has been a very useful reference book for understanding the
daily life o f the Han Chinese as well as Pingpu aboriginals in the early part of the 19th century in
Taiwan.
151 translate tö-sü
o f Chapter Four.
16 Tiun-thian-su (
Heavenly Master.

(üdr) as

‘Taoist priest’. For more discussion of the translation, see note 1

Sift) is called ‘Heavenly Master surname Tiu" or simply called
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the temple since the deities from other Kioh-thäu have been invited to the Chid
chief temple, which normally happens a few days before the Chid starts. The plays
are performed for these guest deities, but also to “make some noise” in front of the
temple in order to generate a näu-jia't atmosphere. Otherwise, “it will be too quiet”,
as a committee member commented in 1993. I also talked with another resident,
who lived near the temple, about how he felt when facing five to six hours of
deafening sounds daily during the month-long Chid ritual. He accepted it and
replied that “this is how things are done to be able to give a sense of näu-jia't.”

Besides these, the Chid host temple might commission extra works around the
temple to maximise näu-jia't. In 1993 the temple committee decided to spend
$NT1.3 million doilars (more than $AUD50,000 at that time) building a temporary
bridge during the period of Chid. This bridge spanned the An-pi1canal in front of
the temple, connecting the area of the Fifth Stage, so that all the major ritual
sequences, especially Universal Salvation, could be held in front of the temple so as
to maintain the atmosphere of näu-jia't during the Chid period.17 This bridge raised
people’s curiosity, so quite a few people came to see what was happening. One of
the committee members even set up an antique exhibition in front of the altar of the
temple yard. Although not quite successful in bringing visitors, it still created a
scene of visually busyness— the exhibition occupied so much space on the altar that
it looked very crowded when some part of the chid Offering was conducted there.

17 In A n -pf, the space in front of the temple normally is too small to provide space for all the
offering stands for Universal Salvation of the Chid ritual. Therefore, I found the common solution
for the host temples was to look for a place that is near the host temple for Universal Salvation, then
use some audio-visual decorations in between, so the whole Chid territory will still be full of
näu-jia't and centre on the host temple.
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These visual and auditory arrangements reflect the importance of näu-jia't.
The involvement made by kau-pöe units for increasing the näu-jia't atmosphere of
the Chid ritual has become An-pi1's local tradition. A localised Chid ritual is not
only focused on Taoist priests performing the chid Offering, but is also
characterised by the temple committees expressing kau-pöe relationships through
exchanging various gifts, favours and banquets. The practice of kau-pöe is also
perceived as and through an idiom of social reputation, social esteem and public
images. A folk-version of a Confucian ethical society is thus presented. How
kau-pöe practice is arranged in the ritual sequence, the content of exchanges, and
how the interaction is understood as impression management will be further
investigated in the rest of this section.

Kau-Pöe Practice
When the Chid host temple decides to conduct a Chid ritual, all of its (direct
and indirect) kau-pöe Kioh-thäu will become involved in each part and give
assistance. Usually, in the official notice by the Chid host temple committee, six
among nine activities are relevant to the kau-pöe Kioh-thäu. One of the kau-pöe
Kioh-thäu will be selected as a chief guest for the Chid ritual. The chief guest’s title
is Chu-pha ( i l f ) , which literally means the ‘Chief Sacrificer’ in Universal
Salvation, but the responsibility of this figure is evident all the way through the
Chid ritual.

First of all, while the chid Offering is being conducted at the temple, the
kau-pöe temple committees will visit the Chid host temple to bum incense, called
‘Allied Territories Burning Incense’ (Liän-keng-chham-hiu1

This is a

privilege given to kau-pöe representatives because when the Offering is conducted
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at the temple, except for the Chid committee members, no one is allowed to enter
until the temple doors are opened. Congratulatory gifts,18 a memorial plaque, and
food offerings will be brought to the Chid host temple by each kau-pöe unit as a
proper set of presents. Then, in Universal Salvation (Pha-tö'), kau-pöe Kioh-thäu
need to prepare abundant food for the ‘offering stand’ (Pha-tö’-p f

h

t

to help

feed the invited homeless souls as a way of celebrating the chief temple’s Chid
ritual. Moreover, in the last activity, Seeing Off the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su
0Sang-thian-su), they are invited to take part in the procession by supplying sedans
and ‘procession troupes’ (tm-thäu pf® ).19

The level of involvement of each kau-pöe Kioh-thäu in the ritual process
depends on whether it has a direct or indirect relationship with the Chid host temple.
Generally, in the kau-pöe networks, each ‘indirect’ Kioh-thäu attends because its
direct kau-pöe Kioh-thäu also has a direct (kau-pöe) relationship with the Chid host
temple. Therefore, each indirect (kau-pöe) Kioh-thäu theoretically only assists
direct kau-pöe Kioh-thäu to fulfill its responsibilities toward the Chid host temple.
In other words, all the gifts, favours and banquets for the Chid host temple from
indirect relationships should not be more abundant than those from the direct ones.
Within this context, the interactions between Chief Sacrificer (Chu-pha) and the
Chid host temple are extremely crucial and sensitive. It is the main theme of
numerous discussions at the temple committee’s meetings. One example from my

18 Congratulatory gifts usually take the form of various facilities used either for deities or at
the temple.
19 A ün-thäu (p|H§) performance is a very popular custom connected with various kinds of
deity’s festival procession in Taiwan. For further information about this procession troupes, refer to
Donald Sutton’s research on the Southern Taiwan (1990a, 1996) or Justus Doolittle’s (1865) and
Chen Yugong’s (1983) about the mainland in this past.
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field notes records the conversations about the gift list between the two temple
committees at a preparation meeting for the 1993 Chid ritual. It shows how the
content of the gift list reflects a proper manner of the rank order. First I will
describe the scene of the conversation before discussing the dialogues.

Although it was five months before the Offering, the Chief Sacrificer Häi-thäu
had started to prepare the congratulatory gifts which they would present to
Käng-ä-böe in the activity of Allied Territories Burning Incense. Usually the gifts
include a memorial plaque (päi-piän

ISM),

written by the Chief Sacrificer with

good wishes and auspicious words, and some other valuable facilities used at the
temple. To discuss this gift list, a meeting was held on the night of July 6th.

Around 8:15 pm, more than ten representatives of the temple committee from
Häi-thäu came to Käng-ä-böe s chief temple, Leng-che-tiän. At this time, there
was conflict among the five temples of Häi-thäu. This was partly caused by an
unfair distribution of the financial burden among the various religious activities. As
a result, the temple Bün-liöng-tiän had decided to split from the chief temple
Khg-che-keng. They refused to attend any activity related to Häi-thäu. Another
temple, Chiu-liöng-tiän, was having trouble getting enough supporters, and so it
was not willing to spend a lot of money on any extra religious activity under these
circumstances. Therefore the representatives only came from the other three
temples. They were all male, aged between fifty and seventy years.

The host temple, Leng-che-tiän, had seven or eight representatives waiting
outside the temple to welcome the arrival of their committee members.
Firecrackers were lit. After shaking hands and greeting them by giving cigarettes,
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both sides started to discuss the gift list in the room on the right-hand side of the
temple. It was the chief representative from each Kioh-thäu who led the dialogue.
Here I incorporate the words spoken by different persons on each side, as their
tones and opinions always supported those of the chief representatives in this
meeting. ‘K’ stands for statements made by the Käng-ä-böe side and ‘H’ by the
Häi-thäu side.
K: We have chosen the dates for Klu-ka
Starting Up the Drum)
and Universal Salvation already. They are the 17th and 21st of the tenth
month of the lunar calendar. As for the päi-piän (memorial plaque) to be
sent from your side, we think a public one [from your temples] will be
enough.
H: One of our Kioh-thäu temples, Chiu-liöng-tiän has prepared their
own in return for the päi-piän (memorial plaque) you gave to them last
time [forty years ago]. In this situation, we basically agree to send you a
päi-piän (memorial plaque) as a public one; however, if there is a
private one, they have to negotiate with you separately.
K: But we have only left one place where we will display the public
päi-piän (memorial plaque). If each group brings a separate one, we are
worried that we wiU offend someone because of the arrangement of the
display.
H: Don't worry, we will accept your arrangements anyway... In addition,
we have already decided to ‘bum incense’ [meaning Allied Territories
Burning Incense] separately.
K: However, it would still be a problem to deal with the placement...
H: Don't worry, we hope the public päi-piän (memorial plaque) will be
put in the position where it was before. Let's go and have a look... [They
then moved to the main hall of the temple and measured the size of the
space for hanging the memorial plaque]
K: Well, originally we prepared a place inside for you, but now you
have decided on the outside... [An argument followed about which
placement was the right one for putting the most important memorial
plaque. Finally K spoke:]
K: Well, ‘Chu-pha’ has the right to decide on placement, according to
the view of the senior generation in our Kioh-thäu. I think this is
according to the old custom, and any change will offend people and
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break the kau-pöe relationship which has existed between us for more
than two hundred years.
H: [They then started to talk about the gifts.] Is there anything [temple
equipment] you need?
K: We had a meeting to discuss this issue and agreed on [a pair of]
leng-kioh-teng (fl^ 'M , Dragon Horn Lamps) as appropriate.
H: We would like to know the size. How tall should they be? Please tell
us so that when we send them, we won't make any mistake.
K: It is inappropriate for us to decide the size. In addition, we have no
opinion on the size.
H: [Finally, H decided to have some one come and measure a suitable
size for K later on.] Besides this, is there anything else we can offer you?
Häi-thäu shouldn't be so stingy. [The topic jumped to how to send
formal invitation cards to the five participating temples of Häi-thäu.
Here I omit the dialogue.]
H: We really hope to send you more gifts, because such small gifts can't
express our kau-pdc relationship that has lasted for two hundred years.
K: We think leng-kioh-teng (Dragon Horn Lamps) would be the most
generous thing. Nothing else is needed. [However, some representatives
of H still started to browse around the temple.]
K: Listen, we know very well that our relationship has lasted for
hundreds of years, and you would feel embarrassed in front of the
outsiders if you didn't spend enough money. However, we really hope
you will not spend too much on that.
H: Well, can we send you an bat-sian-chhai (Aflll$£, Eight Immortals
Congratulatory Tapestry) to be placed above the temple doors, to
express our best wishes for the prosperity of your neighbourhood?
K: All right, we accept your bat-sian-chhäi (Eight Immortals
Congratulatory Tapestry). [Then they discussed how to write the temple
name properly on the Tapestry. Here I omit the dialogue.]
H: How about toh-kün
Tablecloths)? How can the altar tables be
without Tablecloths in Phö-tö' (Universal Salvation)?
K: Nowadays people tend to substitute oil paintings for tablecloths, so
we don't need tablecloths.
H: It is too stingy!
K: You have already decided to send us ‘si-sek’ (IZHfe, Four-colour)
[meaning four kinds of presents]. We feel very satisfied with the items,
and that's enough. One month ago, Ong-sian-sai already showed us the
gift list. However, we refused to make a decision at that time by citing
‘our kau-pöe relationship’. Now, would you please consider allowing
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Ong-sid'-sai and Cha'p-ji-keng [another Kioh-thäu with a direct
kau-pöe relationship] to send leng-kioh-teng (Dragon Horn Lamps)?
Otherwise...
H: [H did not follow the conversation, furthermore he suggested adding
a Lower Altar Table (he-toh F ^ ) as another gift.]
K: Actually we were planning to change our teng-he-toh (JJt h jft,
Upper and Lower Altar Table Arrangements) beforehand. On the one
hand, we don't want you spend too much; however, on the other hand,
we have to consider not letting the other four Kioh-thäu suspect that you
don't know the proper etiquette so as to cause you to lose face...Let our
committee have a discussion first.
H: No way, since we have a brotherly relationship, and your
consideration is too much in terms of kau-pöe relationship. [Both sides
showed their politeness and consideration for a while. Here I omit the
dialogue.]
K: We definitely need a he-toh (Lower Altar Table). Nevertheless, could
you leave the opportunity of sending this item as a present to other
Kioh-thäu?
H: That's a deal [for us to send you the Lower Altar Table Arrangement]!
The teng-toh (JJfjft, Upper Altar Table) looks bad as well. Since
La'k-kioh-thäu{the Six Kioh-thäu) is paying attention to Häi-thäu s
sincerity toward the Chid ritual, how can you let us lose face?
K: AH right, but we ask that the teng-toh (Upper Altar Table) be
designed simply and not made of red fir wood.
H: All right, all right, no problems. By the way, you have to remind us of
things that the Chü-phä (Chief Sacrificer) should do. Besides, to be
polite, don't forget to explain the reason to the other two Kioh-thäu,
Cha'p-ji-keng and Ong-sidl-sai, about the tradition that our Kioh-thäu is
always to be Chu-phd (Chief Sacrificer) when you have the Chid ritual.
K: All right.
H: You have to go to the administration to apply for an area for Phä-tö
(Universal Salvation), especially for setting up the phä-tö - p f (offering
stand used for Phä-tö ).
K: The whole Phä-tö’ (Universal Salvation) area would be in Gö’-ki (the
Fifth Stage) and we plan to build an iron bridge crossing over the Canal
in front of the temple to connect to the Phä-tö’ (Universal Salvation)
area. But anyway, the committee will discuss this further later... [They
finished their discussion at 10:06 pm, and K sent H off by lighting
firecrackers.]
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This conversation between the representatives of these two temple committees
illustrates how the kau-pöe relationship is expressed and maintained through
gift-sending. Besides, favours and banquets are also two forms of objects for
kau-pöe exchange, which shows in the confirmation of the role of a Chief Sacrificer
for Häi-thäu. They both claim to have been each other’s Chief Sacrificer for
hundreds of years. This long-term relationship means they are each other’s most
important social connection, and intend to keep that way. This explains why it is so
important that Käng-ä-böe's ‘first’ gift list should come from Häi-thäu, rather than
from Öng-sial-sai, an indirect kau-pöe Kioh-thäu. Thus, both sides are aware of
playing a proper role. Häi-thäu is trying to be a generous guest by sending valuable
gifts, while Käng-ä-böe is reacting in a quite considerate way. Besides, a good host
will always remember to give on a similar occasion a memorial plaque as a return
gift.

Gifts, favours, banquets, as well as etiquette of behaviour are ail referred to by
a commonsense term, le-sa (flitSO by the local people,20 as a way to express
‘human feelings’ (jin-cheng Afif» ren2-qing2 or renqing). The earliest usage of the
term le-sa was in the book of Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals
(Zuo3-Zhuan4 IxM ) in the 5th BCE, where it referred to the different levels of
etiquette based on the relative statuses of high and low, old and young, far and near,
inside and outside (The Dictionary of Chinese Phrases p. 10348). The word ‘jjjH’ (/e)
has a wide range of meanings, including ‘praying to deities for blessing’, ‘ritual’,
‘universal rules’, ‘the difference between the rich and the poor’, and ‘the gift for
20 A more general term for le-sa (jjÜlffiÖ is simply the first word 7e’ (li3 it!). Another more
modern term ‘ritual object’ (le-bu't tUf^J, li3-wu4 or liwu) is, according to Mayfair Yang, “an object
with which one enacts a ritualised relationship” (Yang 1994: 70). But as far as I know, this word is
hardly used in ritual occasions in An-pF.
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showing respect’ (The Chinese Dictionary o f Phrases pp. 10338-39). The word ‘jjfc’
(so-) can mean ‘to calculate’, ‘to tell the difference’, ‘calculating units’ and ‘rules’
{The Chinese Dictionary of Phrases pp. 6166-67). When le-sa is spoken of in a
kau-pöe context by the local people, it indicates a cultural perspective on the rules
of propriety: a gift that has to be carefully calculated in quality and quantity, and
given with proper conduct to express fin-cheng .

Jin-cheng (renqing) has several meanings. It may be translated as ‘human
feelings’, to ‘relations’, ‘a set of social norms’, or ‘a resource (favour) as a gift
presented to others’ (Huang 1985,1987; Jin 1981,1982; Yan 1996; Yang 1994; Zhu
1988). There are two noteworthy points relating to this term: one is its derivation
from Confucian class of the ethics of human relationships leading to an emphasis
on exchange behaviour;21 thus, the norm of ‘reciprocity’ (pao $[z) is important in
terms of maintaining this relationship.22 This explains why the emphasis of le-sa is
on ‘the proper manner of a rank order’ and ‘the principle of paying back as
reciprocity’ was stressed at the gift list meeting. Huang Guang-guo

( if

Huang2

G uang^guo2) asserts, “The principle of renqing [pao] implies not only a normative
standard for regulating social exchange but also a social mechanism that an

21 In one of the five classical texts of the Confucian canon, The Record of Rites (li3-ji4 flUgB)
of the Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE), jin-cheng refers to the natural human feelings and emotions
found in father-son relationships, family and kin relationships, and friendship. They were taken as
the source of ‘ritual’ (li), meaning the proper conduct of social relationships and social events and
affairs that preserve and make possible the whole social order (Li Ji 1987: 741, a reference from
Yang Mayfair Mei-hui).
22 According to Yang Lian-sheng
Yang2 Lian2-sheng‘), the central meaning of this
word ‘pao’ (bao4
is ‘response’ or ‘return,’ as reciprocal actions between man and man, and man
and supernatural beings (Yang 1957). Pao is marked by its long history (found in Confucian ethics
and philosophy, the knight-errantry tradition, and Buddhist notions of retribution) that has
continuously applied to, and influenced, social institutions. Its importance in maintaing social
relations in Chinese society has been mentioned by several scholars (Huang 1985, 1987; Jin 1981,
1982; Yan 1996; Yang 1994; Zhu 1988).
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individual can use to strive for desirable resources within a stable and structured
social fabric” (Huang 1987: 946). In other words, jin-cheng, with the dimensions of
rational calculation, moral obligation and emotional attachment (Yan 1996: 145),
assume variable forms in different contexts.23 In An-pf, various forms of le-sa are
used to express relationships as well as to build connections.

Le-Sif
In An-pf the Chid ritual includes three parts (see No. 3, 5, and 8 in the
following Table 3-3)—which are included among nine named activities when
announced in the official public notice by the Chid host temple committee. They

Table 3-3 The Sequence of the Chid in An-Pf
1. Inviting the Deities (Chhidn-hu't liff$j)
2. Putting up the Lamp Poles (Khiä-teng-kd iljW fSj)
[Starting up the Drum ([Khi-kcr jf&a$.)l
3. Chid Offering (Kheng-chhian-chid |I9$ cS1)
4. Allied Territories Burning Incense (Lian-keng-chham-hiif
[Opening the Temple Doors (Khui-miäu-müg fü M§P^)1
5. Universal Salvation (Ph&-tff H ® )
6. Banqueting the Deities (An-öng H T .)

23 This issue is discussed in particular when jin-cheng is examined with another indigenous
term, guanxi (relations or personal connections). Mayfair Yang suggests jin-cheng discourse
operates amid market relations in Hong Kong and Taiwan, but on the mainland, it is often situated
in a context of the state-dominated political economy. Thus the discourse of personal connections
has grown out of the older jin-cheng ethics and sometimes becomes distorted—the gain-and-loss
calculation and means-ends concerns are distinct from social bonds of affection, obligation and
propriety (Yang 1994: 71, 123). Nevertheless, there are scholars, such as Yan Yunxiang (Yan2
Yun2-xiang2
who purposely explored the moral and emotional aspects of jin-cheng in the
rural area of the mainland (Yan 1996: 145) as a way to fill in earlier studies overlooking this part.
24 How the local people perceive the Chid through organising the ritual sequence is the main
point I use to argue that the religious offering conducted by the Taoist priests is only a part of the
‘localised’ Chid (See Mei 1997).
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7. Seeing off the Deities (Sang-hu't
8. (Procession for) Seeing off the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su (Säng-thian-su
9. Laying down the Lamp Poles (Siä-teng-kö

There is a rhythm to these nine activities, invitation/worship/farewell,
repeated in all the ritual practices in An-pf. Based on this rhythm, each ritual
specifies questions, such as who, when, how and why to conduct it. The
prerequisite of the Chid ritual is an offering conducted by professional Taoist
priests at the temple over a few days: the responsible deity, Tiu -thian-su, is invited
and worshipped during the Offering (Nos. 1, 3), and seen off (No. 8) afterwards.25
A Chid host temple of this event (local people told me it was like the completion of
a new house), will invite various guests to celebrate it.

Normally the auspicious times for the beginning (Starting up the Drum) and
the end (Opening the Temple Doors) are decided by the Chid host temple’s deity
through the tang-ki, during which period the Taoist priests conduct the chid
Offering. From the local viewpoint, this offering (No. 3) is more popularly referred
to as ‘Starting up the Drum’ and ‘Opening the Temple Doors,’ during which the
Allied Territories Burning Incense (No. 4) is carried out. When people talk about
three parts of the Chid ritual, they mean the activities that are shared by and
extended to various social networks (Nos. 4, 5 and 8).26 Six among nine sequences
are relevant to kau-poe: deities from kau-poe relationships and public temples are
25 For information on the ritual sequences of the Offering in A n -p f, see Appendix I. For the
interpretations on Taoist priest’s Offering, see John Lagerwery (1987), Kristofer Schipper
(1993[19821), Liu Zhi-wan (1967) and Michael Saso (1978).
26 This concern is reflected in the conversation at the meeting between Käng-ä-böe and
Häi-thäu—they discuss the gift list for the Allied Territories Burning Incense, and also mention the
role of Chief Sacrificer in Universal Salvation. Because the last activity Seeing off the Taoist Deity
Tnf-thian-su is normally held two weeks after the Universal Salvation, they normally leave the
discussion to later.
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involved (N o.l) and specially worshipped (No. 6) before leaving (No. 7); spirit
ghosts are notified to come by, the lamp poles are erected as an invitation (No. 2),
then feasting on particular food (No. 5) before seeing them off right after the
banquet; and finally the lamp poles are taken down as an end to the whole ritual (No.
9).

Appropriately, various gifts are exchanged all the way through the Chid ritual.
As attendant Kioh-thäu assisting in three activities, ‘Allied Territories Burning
Incense’ (No. 4), ‘Universal Salvation’ (No. 5), and ‘Seeing off the Taoist Deity
Tiu -thian-su (No. 8), the host temple needs to prepare proper gifts to pay thanks
for their participation. When the guest deities are invited from kau-poe temples (No.
1), two categories of gift will be prepared by the host temple for seeing them off
afterwards (No. 7). One is prepared so the representatives can bum incense
(worship deities) at each guest temple, and includes items such as flowers and fruits;
gold paper (money),

incense, firecrackers and candles; and a piece of red tapestry.

Another category is the special gifts prepared to commemorate attendance at the
Chid ritual and to show the Chid host temple’s particular thanks. Such gifts include
gold-plated necklaces, red ribbons and red envelopes containing money. The first
two gifts, with the gift’s purpose, time, and giver’s name, will be placed on the
deity’s statue. A fee is paid to invite a local opera to perform after ‘Orderly Seating’
(An-chö 2c0 0 of the deity inside the temple.

27 The local term for the money given to the deity is kim-chod-(chF)
(|j|)) ‘Gold Paper
(money),’ and to ghosts is gin-chod (iltlft) ‘Silver Paper (money)’. A general term might be
translated as ‘spirit money’, ‘paper money’, or ‘joss papers’. For more information on various kinds
o f Gold Paper used in An-pF, see Chapter Six and Seven. For discussions on paper money, see Hill
Gates (1987), Gary Seaman (1982), John McCreery (1990), and two Chinese translations of Hou
Jin-lang ({Jt§$f!|$ Hou2 Jin3-lang2)’s French articles written in 1970s (Xu 1991 and 1992).
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Among these, the most valuable item to make this Seeing-off acceptable is the
gold-plated necklace. This object is quite commonly used for paying special thanks
to the deity, and the number of gold-plated necklaces is one of the symbols of a
deity’s reputation. Another golden-plated necklace is given on the evening of
Seeing off the Taoist Deity Tiu -thian-su (No. 8) when each sedan passes by the

Chid host temple in the final stage. Normally this necklace is made large enough to
show its value, and is presented to each deity in front of a huge crowd. By doing
this, people will take it as a formal expression of the Chid host temple’s
appreciation of their support in attending the procession. I have heard
representatives of two religious units separately assert that ‘to hang a gold plated
necklace on a divine statue in public’ was first adopted by them to reveal the
importance to the host. Apart from this special gift, there are also other worship
items, including cigarettes, betel nut, drinks, wine, and sedan tapestries. The
amount of the gift offerings in terms of quality and quantity varies according to

kau-poe relationships— normally the Chief Sacrificer will have the biggest, largest
and the most expensive gift and those of the indirect kau-pöe will be less.

The art of expression is also important in le-sa practice. It defines the
relationship. Different ways of lighting the firecrackers is an example. I was once
told by a Häi-thäu resident, Kian-kok ( Ü

B I)

in 1993 about his experience of how to

light firecrackers effectively. He thought that Häi-thäu 's skill was much better than

Käng-ä-böe's:
The effect from ours is five times theirs. Why is that? First of all, you
need to find a special firecracker manufacturer. We chose the one with
makers who have been in the army and worked on similar jobs. The
price is normally more expensive then. However, it is worth while in
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terms of the effect. A good one equals three to four normal ones. It
actually saves money in the end. Secondly, it is better not to mix
firecrackers in piles when lighting them, as otherwise they will be gone
very soon. It is better to connect them one string by one string. It lasts
longer, and gains a better effect. (Kian-kok)
He was not the only person who cared about the number of firecrackers and the art
of lighting them. This has become a fashionable way of expressing the closeness of
an on-going relationship, although the older generation tends to think it costs too
much money. For instance, during the discussion of the procession (for Seeing off
the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su) in 1992, the temple committee decided to light more
firecrackers when two sedans of an indirect kau-poe, Hi'oh-boe, came to the Chid
host temple. I then asked the reason and was told by one committee member
Khun-hai (j^3$§):
A misunderstanding between them caused it... but later on the
relationship had been fixed. This special amount of firecrackers was a
sign of warm friendship. (Khun-häi)
No matter whether their action also relates to the long-time negative relationship
between Hi'oh-boe and Öng-siän-sai, 28 it shows that people feel that a damaged
relationship can be fixed by such a practice.

Similarly, it is possible to create relationships through the exchange of gifts.
This happened to the interaction between Ong-sial-sai and Käng-ä-böe. Their
indirect connection (through Cha!p-ji-keng) is likely to become closer after the
kau-poe practice in 1992 and 1993. The following is a brief illustration.

281 have mentioned that a group battle occurred between these two Kioh-thäu in the Japanese
period. See ‘Kau-Pöe of the previous section.
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According to the conversation at the gift list meeting, the indirect kau-pöe
Ong-sia -sai had visited Kang-ä-böe with a gift list without passing it through their
direct kau-pöe Cha'p-ji-keng {Ong-sia -sailCha1p-ji-keng/Käng-ä-böe) beforehand.
This action was due to a series of contacts that started during the previous year’s
Chid ritual. When a similar Chid ritual was conducted in Kioh-thäu Öng-siän-sai in
1992, Cha1p-ji-keng was Chief Sacrificer. Cha'p-ji-keng was a small Kioh-thäu,
with a small number of residents and limited financial contribution. In order to
reduce the gift cost to a minimum, Cha!p-ji-keng did not properly inform its direct
kau-pöe, Käng-ä-böe (a large Kioh-thäu), of the date of the gift giving to
Öng-sia1-sai, as otherwise Cha'p-ji-keng would face the pressure to increase the
gift fee. Käng-ä-böe felt uncomfortable about not preparing a proper
congratulatory present in time, even though Öng-siä!1-sai found out the reason and
understood the situation. Some of the younger generation from Käng-ä-böe thus
looked for a chance to show their dissatisfaction in a very subtle way while still
supporting Cha p-ji-keng during the Chid ritual.

Meanwhile, also a serious le-sa

conflict took place between Ong-sian-sai and Cha'p-ji-keng. (I will come back to
this point later.)

Thus when Käng-ä-böe had the Chid ritual in the following year, Öng-sia1-sai
first came individually to Käng-ä-böe with their gift list to show their sincerity and
efficiency. However, to follow the le-sa between the Chid host temple and Chief

29 For example, in the Universal Salvation, when Käng-ä-böe found Chü-phö Cha1p-ji-keng's
sacrificial offerings were less than Kian-a-keng (another Kioh-thäu with a direct kau-pöe with
Ong-sian-sai), they decided to make it look competitive by moving part of theirs to Cha1p-ji-keng's
offering stand. However, they also tried to embarrass Cha1p-ji-keng for its stinginess by lighting
more firecrackers occasionally.
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Sacrificer (Häi-thäu), Käng-ä-böe did not accept their gift list as mentioned in the
conversation of the meeting. Afterwards, when Öng-siän-sai went with
Cha!p-ji-keng to Käng-ä-böe for a formal discussion of the gift list, they wrote
down more gift items in front of Käng-ä-böe as a way of showing their displeasure
at the content of Cha1p-ji-keng's suggestion list. I was even told later by one of
Ong-sia'-sai s temple committee members that they had thought about having a
direct kau-pöe with Käng-ä-böe.

I noticed in the 1993 Procession that Ong-sia'-safs ritual offerings for
Käng-ä-böe's chief deity sedan were the same amount as those for Cha1p-ji-keng''s,
while the others were all less. This information was passed to Käng-ä-böe's temple
committee immediately by observers, so Öng-siän-sai's sedans were treated
differently when passing by Käng-ä-böe's temple. A closer relationship in the
future between Käng-ä-böe and Ong-sia'-sai seemed quite possible.

Basically the interaction between allied territories follows le-sa. However,
because of the subject-positions, it conversely gives opportunities to create new
relationships. People use a similar strategy in other ritual activities to raise the
possibility of starting a kau-pöe relationship. Thus, le-sa are conducted not only
mechanically but also strategically. They are meant to be confirmed through
practice.

The best example to account for how the whole An-pf locality is represented
through the le-sa practice of overlapping networks is the Procession for Seeing off

30 A case I will mention in pages 397-98, and note 16 of Chapter Seven.
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the Taoist deity Tin -thian-su. The spotlight is focused on the kau-pöe interaction of
the Chid host temple. The essential elements of the procession, the sedans, bear not
only the image of the deity Tiu -thian-su, but also those of other deities from the
Chid host temple and the kau-pöe temples. The procession team has a rank order for
these sedans to present the relationships. The Chid host temple’s sedans are always
arranged at the beginning and the end of the procession, which means they place
themselves as a protector to lead the way for the guest-sedans and to follow behind
as well. In between, the sedans of Chief Sacrificer will be arranged next to the last
sedans of the Chid host temple, which is considered to be the most significant
position. For the rest, the order is decided by drawing lots among direct kau-pöe
Kioh-thäu. If any religious unit which has a specific kau-pöe relationship with a
specific deity wants to attend the procession, its sedan(s) will be arranged together
within its kau-pöe unit. Then they can further decide their sedan order within each
unit.

The procession with the sedans plus various troupes is a full day’s activity
within A n - p f: the procession starts from the Chid host temple in the early morning,
goes through a number of religious units of the Six Kioh-thäu, and finally arrives
back at the Chid host temple in the evening as the last stop. When each sedan passes
a religious unit, there is always a series of ritual greetings from the visited religious
unit to each visiting sedan: incense burning (to the god), and a set of offerings
which varies from flowers, betel nuts, cigarettes, incense, drinks, sedan tapestry, to
the presentation to the deity of a golden necklace, if necessary. For kau-pöe units,
this full company is a way to enhance näu-jia't and to heat up the activity.
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The occasion also creates contexts of kau-pöe practice for each participatory
unit of the sedan team and of the religious units where the procession stops by. All
the interactions among different groups proceed on the basis of a detailed
calculation of gift exchange. I remember my initial surprise, when riding a
motorcycle, travelling back and forth between different religious units to observe
the proceedings on the eve of procession, at hearing each group carefully discuss
the contents of the ‘gift list’ for each sedan coming for the next day. In 1992 there
were 31 religious units working on their own gift lists for 16 sedans (with a
company of 30 troupes). In 1993 there were 24 religious units who prepared gift
lists for 30 sedans (and 42 troupes). Each gift list provides a context for kau-pöe
practice. To react properly, they normally referred to the records they kept from the
previous occasion, so they would have an idea of how to prepare the return gifts. Or
they might have a rough idea in preparation but wait until the next day to decide
after observing how and what they have received. Records are also kept as a
reference for the next occasion.31

While a procession weaves through the lanes and streets of the Six Kioh-thäu,
the Taoist deity Tin'1-thian-su pacifies and purifies each place he passes, showing
that the deity’s power remains efficacious. A n-pf as a locality is represented,
through gift exchange, through overlapping networks of Kioh-thäu-centred
alliances as well as networks of other kau-pöe alliances made by subgroups. In a
sense, An-pf1is thus context-driven, but also context-generative: a relationship is
described as confirmed, reproduced, modified, or even changed. Such a
31 Once, soon after the procession in 1993, I was requested to give a certain religious unit a
copy of the gift list o f this activity that I had just written down, because they had lost theirs. I rarely
met people who asked for records from me. That experience was an exception, but it reflected the
importance of paying back in this context.
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relationship will turn out to be a point of reference for the practice next time.
Because of this characteristic, the Third Sandbar has had the chance gradually to
become the seventh Kioh-thäu of An-pf. The locality of the ‘Six Kioh-thäu might
be the ‘Seven Kioh-thäu in the future, through more le-sa practice.

BTn-Chu
Like le-sa, in the Chid ritual, bm-chü (Üj-p*, face) is another term often
mentioned to express how psychological states are affected by propriety. Bm-chu is
generally understood as “the public recognition of the ego’s moral integrity” as
well as “publicly recognised prestige and social advantage” (Yang 1994: 328). In
this context, it connotes social reputation, social esteem, and public image.32
32 Here bm-chü ( S T -, mian4-zi5) is used interchangeably with ‘face’ in English, despite a
possible misunderstanding in translation (Kipnis 1995). The Chinese face consciousness was
noticed and described by the missionary Arthur Smith over a hundred years ago (Smith 1894). The
first analytic article was written by Hu Hsien-chin (SfJA&s Hu2 Xian'-jm4) in 1944. According to
Hu, there is an importance distinction between Chinese concepts of face, mien-tzu (bm-chü) and
lien (fl^, lian3): mien-tzu stands for a “reputation achieved through getting on in life, through
success and ostentation” (p. 45); and lien represents “the confidence of society in the integrity of
ego’s moral character... Lien is both a social sanction for enforcing moral standards and an
internalised sanction” (p. 45). Whether the definitions of these two terms are inappropriate (as ‘lien’
is found to be less used in the south of China) or interchangeable (Ho 1976; Jin 1988b; Jin & Myers
1977; Yan 1996; Yang 1994), her assertion of the social and moral aspects of face is fundamental.
There have been quite a few articles discussing the concepts of ‘face’ in Chinese culture since
Hu Hsien-chin (Bond & Lee 1978; Chen 1988; Cheng 1986; Ho 1976, 1980; Huang 1987; Huang
1985, 1987; Jin 1988b; Jin & Myers 1977; Kipnis 1995; Redding & Ng 1982; Zhu 1988). Each has
a different emphasis. For instance, ‘face’ can be clarified by being compared with some similar
terms such as status, dignity, hounour, and prestige (Ho 1976) to get a more accurate meaning.
‘Face’ relates to the ideas of Confucian ethics (Jin & Myers 1977), particularly the concept, chi3
(|[>), a feeling between the idea of shame and of guilt in English, to show how its social and moral
aspects are inseparable (Jin 1988b), and meanwhile, to critise the misunderstanding of taking face
simply as impression management or merely as a function to regulate a person’s behaviour
externally (Fairbank 1979). Recently a criticism has been made of the impropriety of translating
mianzu (and lian) as ‘face’ in English and taking the former as a ‘feudal remnant’ by People of
Republic China (Kipnis 1995).
The most inspiring research result on this topic was done in the 1980s, published as a book
called The Psychology o f the Chinese (Zhong 1-guo 2-ren2-de 1-xinl-h 3 4^ BAW L'S) in 1988,
where ‘face’ was discussed with several other indigenous ideas— pao ($|s, repayment or reciprocity),
renqing (A1ff> human feelings), and guanxi (fHH^, relation or personal connections)— as a new
approach toward the study of the Chinese society. Huang Guang-guo’s theorisation of these four
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Bin-chu is also taken as an emblem for personal identity. Such notions are linked
together because they depend on “internalising approbation of others in the context
of particular relationships” (Yang 1994: 196). Practicing le-sa properly will
maintain intimate relationships and make kau-pöe territories feel ü-bm-chü (W®
gaining face). On the other hand, because of the internalising judgement of
others in oneself, impropriety (sit-le ^feU) will threaten the kau-pöe relationship
and make people feel bö-bin-chü ('ffü j-f, losing face) or näu-khi ( S Ä , leaking
air) This was also shown in the gift meeting, where in the dialogue Häi-thäu
reminded Käng-ä-böe that impropriety will cause Häi-thäu to lose face.

Meanwhile, the state of one’s face also relates to the amount and frequency
one receives another’s substances. This concern, conceived as le-sa, is practiced in
kau-pöe. The congratulatory gifts of the Allied Territories Burning Incense is an
example. The main part of the congratulatory gift normally includes various
facilities used either for deities or at the temple, which (together with memorial
plaques, and food offerings) will be displayed outside the temple door area during
the Chid period. They always attract public attention while displayed. Comments
on the quality and quantity of these presents are a favorite topic of discussion.
Those from Chief Sacrificer are the most noticeable. The Chief Sacrificer
Häi-thäu s congratulatory gifts in 1993 was an example of showing the art of face
at work.

terms indicates ‘face’ plays an important role in the power sphere of the relationships among
relatives, neighbours, classmates, colleagues, teachers and students, or people sharing a natal area
(Huang 1987). In recent anthropological studies (Kipnis 1997; Yan 1996; Yang 1994), ‘face’ is
taken as an interacting result in a certain context and is examined through the process.
In An-pf, the Chid ritual clearly represents a social aspect of face. This is the reason I
translate bin-chü as social reputation, social esteem, and public image.
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Among the congratulatory gifts, a set of Upper and Lower Altar Table
Arrangement, that Häi-thäu sent to Käng-ä-böe in 1993 was seen as the most
valuable present.

To express the Chief Sacrificer’s sincerity, the representatives

unexpectedly paid particular attention to ‘how’ to send these gifts. Rather than send
them the normal way, they transported them by car. When the gift was sent to the

Chid host temple by Chief Sacrificer Häi-thäu, it was first conveyed in a trunk, then
carried by nearly thirty men on foot across the temporary bridge, and finally to the
temple. Firecrackers were lit all the way. This made a great impression on people;
thus it also enhanced the value of the gift. People from both sides looked quite
happy. They all used the expression for ‘gaining face’ ( ü-bm-chü ^ H ] ^ p ) to
describe their feelings: Häi-thäu gained face by being able to afford such an
expensive gift; whereas Käng-ä-böe s face was also enhanced because of the
amount of the gift and the way of presenting it which had attracted lots of attention.

A long-term kau-pöe relationship must be maintained carefully by both parties.
When the mutual connection involves interruption and damage, one side has to
remedy it by making an extra effort. A le-sa conflict which happened in the 1992
Universal Salvation relates to this point. The Universal Salvation is a banquet to
feast invited homeless souls by means of a proper performance conducted by Taoist
priests. According to local tradition, the assistance of kau-pöe units is to enlarge the
feast’s scale by providing offerings. Therefore, all the kau-pöe units have separate

331 remember being told that a reasonable price of the Upper and Lower Altar Tables for a
temple with a size like Leng-che-tiän is about $NT700,000-1000,000 dollars
($AUD35,000-50,000), much expensive than any other items. In addition, the position of the altar
tables, at the central area o f a temple, is also an obvious way to increase the importance of this
present.
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(Phö-tö’) offering stands near the host temple. Near each stand, there will be at least
one temporary stage for amusement. Basically, the offerings are supplied by the
local residents. This meant that in 1992, except for Häi-thäu, all the other
Kioh-thäu, including the Third Sandbar, were involved in this offering preparation.
In 1993, two-thirds of the An-pf population took part in the same activity. To
attract attention and increase competition, the offerings can be displayed in an
artistic way, and the amusement show can be made even more special by inviting
popular television singers to attend. Both happened in 1993. In addition,
households of the kau-pöe alliance also prepare banquets to invite guests for dinner.
This brings even more participants from outside An-pf. Temporary snack bars and
little gambling shops are crowded from early in the afternoon.

While people are having dinner, a group of Taoist priests conduct a two-hour
ritual beginning at 7:00 pm to invite the lost souls, making them eat and drink and
then sending them away after the feast.34 Meanwhile, the local deities (through the
tang-ki) also play similar roles to those of the Taoist priests by making charitable
distributions to orphan souls (Distributing the Food (Hoä-si't {-fcÄ)). This sequence
is normally held around 8:00 pm, when most people have finished their dinners and
go to the offering area to browse around the various displays and watch the shows.
Like the Taoist priests, the täng-ki also stands on a similar stage, throwing sweets,
cakes and coins to the invisible spirits. These items are taken as auspicious symbols
and are snatched by the crowd waiting below. This maximises näu-jia't.

A conflict was caused by Taoist priests omitting a ritual step at the altar of the
34 For more details on these ritual sequences, see Robert Weller (1987), John Lagerwey
(1987), Pang Duane (1977), or Stephen Teiser (1989).
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Chief Sacrificer’s offering stand, leading the temple committee members of
Cha1p-ji-keng to see this as an act of impropriety made by Öng-siän-sai (the Chid
host temple). To complete this ritual, the host committee members needed to go
with the Taoist priests to each stand’s altar, seeing off the souls at the end. To save
time and energy, the priests did not inform the committee members and instead
went separately to each altar to finish the last part of the ritual at the same time. This
action was taken as a lack of respect, and thus aroused the Chief Sacrificer’s
displeasure. Some representatives from the Chief Sacrificer side went to the Chid
host temple to question its behaviour during this incident. The host committee
members felt they were losing face as they had done things improperly. Therefore
they asked the Taoist priests to repeat this procedure immediately by going to the
altar of the Chief Sacrificer’s offering stand with three priests and six committee
members. Although the host committee members were also annoyed by their
(Chief Sacrificer’s representatives) impolite attitude of saying things ‘in front of
other guest deities at the temple’, they all admitted the fault was theirs. The next
evening these people were still seriously talking about this event and thought it was
necessary to find another way to make good the fault. Finally they decided to give
Cha'p-ji-keng a red envelope with a considerable amount of money as the fee for
the opera for Orderly Seating of their deity inside the temple. They agreed this was
the most suitable action to take. Eventually the matter was satisfactorily concluded.

While the ‘chief Taoist priest’ (tö-tiöng j j t j l ;),35 A-hö (ßöffP), also had reasons
for not going to the altar of the Chief Sacrificer’s Offering Stand to see the souls off,

35 Tö-tiöng (jMJI) refers to a Taoist priest who has passed the qualification test, and is
allowed to set up the ‘Altar of the Tao’. Kristofer Schipper translates this as ‘Great Master’. For
details on how to become the chief Taoist priest, see Kristofer Schipper (1993: 55-71).
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he was eventually persuaded to redo it, so the committee members would stop
blaming him for doing things in a sloppy fashion. The reason he gave to them was
that Chief Sacrificer had invited another chief Taoist priest, his competitor, Giam-e

(Stf?), to conduct the

same ritual, so there was no point in him repeating it. But

another reason he gave afterwards, privately, seemed to be more relevant. Since he
was a resident of Cha1p-ji-keng by that time, he also felt a loss of face when the
Chief Sacrificer had not previously informed him that they were going to ask his
competitor to conduct a similar ritual. There was already a sensitive relationship
between these two persons, well known by most of the local people.
Cha1p-ji-keng's lack of consideration affected his reputation, as people would
suspect that he was unprofessional.36 Also he was unhappy that money he had
donated to Cha1p-jT-keng for the Chid ritual had been compulsory, because the
temple committee had set the figure. These events explained why he had acted as he
did during the ritual process. Eventually this conflict worsened his relationship
with Giam-e and with the committee members of Cha1p-jT-keng.

Face inevitably indicates a social context with a presumed public dimension,
in which a self is related to others and various forms of identity are also constructed
based on dyadic relationships. Quite a few scholars assert that the structure of
Chinese society is based on ‘relations’ (Liang 1949), ‘dyadic ties’ (Fei 1948 [1992])
or ‘particularistic ties’ (Jacobs 1979).37 Owning to the fundamental five ethics

36 One committee member told me the reason for Öng-siän-sai to choose A-ho to chair this
Offering was also for the sake of saving his face. A-ho was still known as a person of Öng-siän-sai,
despite the fact that he had moved to Cha1p-ji-keng. If the committee members did not ask him to
take charge of the chid Offering, the local people would think he was unable to manage his
relationships well. This would have a negative influence on his career.
37 According to Confucian social theory, relational ethics are constituted, starting with
particular and concrete dyadic relations o f family and kin, and then radiating outward to all types of
interpersonal relationships. Fei Xiao-tong (ifN£!M Fei4 Xiao 4 -tong‘) categorised Chinese social
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governing the relationship between the individual and the collectivity,relations
with the whole society are secondary, and expand from “multiple centres (or
persons) to the scope necessary for different occasions”, rather than “relying on an
overarching and all-inclusive collectivity” (Yang 1994: 296). These comments are
reflected in An-pf society when investigating its kau-pöe connections among
Kioh-thäu in the Chid ritual.

Kau-pöe contextualises a public performance field, in which actors practice
their relationships in front of an audienc. Guests help enhance näu-jia't, while the
audience observe this näu-jia't. When An-pf as a locality is represented by virtue
of Kioh-thäu-centred kau-pöe networks, its image is emphasised differently
because of the subject-position. For instance, in 1992, Ong-sia'-sai emphasised the
ranking connections among Ong-sial-sai, Cha'p-jT-keng, Käng-ä-böe, Kief -a-keng
and

Hio'h-bo—that

is,

the

kau-pöe

networks

of

Cha!p-ji-keng/Ong-sia -sai/Kia -a-keng and Öng-sia -sai/Kia -a-kenglHio1h-bo.
Whereas in 1993 Käng-ä-böe stressed the ranking connections among Käng-ä-böe,
Häi-thäu, Cha'p-jT-keng, and Öng-siän-sai—that is, the kau-pöe networks of
Käng-ä-böe/Cha1p-jT-keng/Öng-sia -sai and Cha'p-jT-keng/Käng-ä-böe/Häi-thäu.
In this context, An-pf society embodies a popularised version of the classical
structure as a “differential mode o f association” (InfFRlillj cha'-xu4-ge2-ju2), relating to the modern
Western system as an “organisational mode of association”
tuan2-ti3-ge2-ju2). In Chinese
society each person is at the centre of his or her social or kinship network of ever-expandable
relationships o f familiarity (Fei 1948: 24, 31). Another scholar, Liang Shu-ming
Liang2
Shu4-ming2) in his 1949 book The Essential Meanings of Chinese Culture, makes a similar
comment. He argues that, unlike the West, which from the Middle Ages to modern times has been
swinging back and forth between two extremes: the collective group and the individual, China is
neither of these, but a ‘relationship-based’ social order (1949:49, 86).
38 According to the Confucian viewpoint, the most fundamental five relationships with their
appropriate moods are ‘affection’ between parent and child; ‘righteousness’ between ruler and
subject; ‘distinction’ between husband and wife; ‘order’ between old and young; and ‘sincerity’
between friends.
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Confucian textual tradition.

Street lamps radiate from the temple to encompass the host Kioh-thäu territory.
Folk operas are performed in the ritual centre. Lamp Poles (teng-kd) are erected in
front of kau-pöe temples to indicate that there will be an offering stand for
Universal Salvation. All these activities situate the Chid host Kioh-thäu s social
position in An-pf. Finally, by bringing the procession weaving through the lanes
and streets of the Six kioh-thäu, An-pf as a locality is further represented. The
networks formed through these kau-pöe alliances present each Kioh-thäu as the
centre of its direct and indirect relationships. A basic kau-pöe order bestows on
An-pf a particular configuration: it is composed not of discrete organisations but
overlapping networks of kau-pöe Kioh-thäu linked together through differentially
categorised relationships. The Chid ritual provides a way to embody locality as
well as to locate bodies in socially and spatially defined communities.

Nau-jia't catalyzes various kinds of sociality by transmitting a series of
cultural values relevant to kau-pöe practice. The basic ritual motif—p f -an (peace
and security) is thus revealed and expressed in a local way. In the next section, I
will use the social drama of a täng-ki meeting to illustrate how pf-an is acquired
through a process when Kioh-thäu solidarity is raised in a context of nau-jia't. Then,
by examining the participation of four täng-ki, I will endeavor to show how social
harmony and solidarity rest on differentiation rather than homogeneity, in the same
way that they are reflected in the kau-pöe practice among Kioh-thäu. This is to
reveal a point: while A n-pf's sociality and the past are collectively transmitted,
they are also individually interpreted.
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Peace and Security, Pf -An

Pf-an ( ^ ^ c , peace and security) is written on street lamps throughout the
host Kioh-thäu territory during the Chid period. According to the Taoist text, this

Chid ritual (the ‘Golden Register Offering to celebrate the completion of
construction work and to pray for peace’) is performed after a temple has been
inaugurated or refurbished, to pray for peace by satisfying malevolent
earth-dwelling spirits. This appeasement involves the assertion of socially
organised power, embodied in Taoist priests, over potentially chaotic or rebellious
places and settings. However, when localised in A n-pf, it is practiced with other
cultural values in a näu-jia't context. A n -p f people express the transformed inner
state of having p f-a n by saying “Hoan-hi-td-hcYl (ftfclI &££?)’’, meaning ‘nothing is
more important than being happy and satisfied’. When a ritual process is conducted
with great näu-jia't, it therefore generates a sense of pf-an. Kioh-thäu solidarity is
normally conceived as the prerequisite for acquiring pf-an.

When completing a complicated ritual like the Chid, compared to a small

Kioh-thäu, a large Kioh-thäu benefits from acquiring more supporters to create
nau-jia’t. However, on the other hand, its Kioh-thäu solidarity might also be
weakened by the diversity of its subgroups. After the Chid ritual was conducted by
the small Kioh-thäu Öng-siän-sai, which gained a reputation for its efficiency in
1992, another large Kioh-thäu Käng-ä-böe was pressured to conduct a similarly
efficient ritual the next year, for this Kioh-thäu had been well known for its lack of
solidarity.39
39 Käng-ä-böe's chief temple Leng-che-tiän had the most complicated background compared
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In Öng-siän-sai s case, it only took forty days for the temple committee to
choose the dates and complete the Chid ritual, during which period the committee
members had intensive discussions nearly every night. They were very conscious
of their integrity and executive ability despite being in a disadvantaged position as
‘a small Kioh-thäu . Whereas the temple committee members of Käng-ä-böe had a
totally different way of approaching the process. Although some crucial dates for
conducting the Chid had been set up three months before, it did not bring people’s
attention to the issue of preparation until one month later when the Head of
committee, Peng-chhin (ffifjf )> suddenly died.

Before Peng-chhin died, he was almost the only person involved in the Chid
preparation. One reason for this was because he was a täng-ki of the temple chief
deity Gö -hü-in-chü (IE

a role supposed to required specialised knowledge.

Another reason was Peng-chhin s dominating personality, which led to no one
being willing to be involved. After his death, Bö'-hiöng ©cW.) was elected as the
new Head of committee representatives. Meanwhile, another deity, Te-ia ('Sffft, the
Senior of Hän-thian-chhiün-te), was asked to replace Gö’-hü-in-chü to chair the
Chid.

Soon Bö'-hiöng found out that one of the dates chosen by the temple chief
deity (through the täng-ki Peng-chhin) for Opening the Temple Doors was not
auspicious. He thus went to a geomancer to find a proper date. However, his

to the others in An-pf1. The temple itself was not only a combination of four religious units (three
temples and one shrine), but also had twenty-three täng-ki at that moment. Thus it was never easy to
negotiate a common decision on most public issues.
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decision created a new problem. The chid Offering would have to be reduced to two
days. In the Tainan area, a formal chid Offering was supposed to combine a
‘one-day (or a half-day)’ Offering for the fire gods plus a ‘three-day’ Offering to
thank the earth spirits, pacify a residence and pray for peace .40 After a series of
discussions among executive members, they finally acquired an agreement from
the chief Taoist priest Giam-e. He promised to conduct the ritual sequences day and
night to solve this problem. Actually the issue of changing the dates was also raised
by the deity Te-iä (the Senior of Hän-thian). But the committee members
interpreted this action as the deity’s dissatisfaction with the exclusionary treatment
by the deceased head representative. The executive members asserted that they
would take what was available instead of rescheduling everything. After several
attempts at pacification, Te-ia did not insist.

Nevertheless, this issue still led to criticism and worries within the Kioh-thäu.
Some critised Bö -hiöng, himself as a tang-ki of Hän-thian-gö -te

(^ ^ S 'S f,

the

Fifth Great Emperor of Hän-thian). He should not have relied on the geomancer so
much because it left outsiders with an image of a lack of capacity by the tang-ki of
this temple. Some felt insecure because two Head Representatives had died since
construction began on the temple, and this seemed to be a big warning that there
had been an improper procedure. The proposal to conduct a chid Offering of a
reduced duration caused a crisis, threatening the operation of the Chid ritual. The
night before the temple doors closed (for the Offering), a debate started through a
ritual drama.

40 This is also seen in The Random Notes ofAn-pi' County, p. 22.
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Tang-Ki Meeting
That night was very näu-jia't—everything had been prepared and the temple
had been decorated. A local band had been invited specially to play Chinese opera
in front of the temple space. This attracted lots of attention. Some of the younger
temple committee members, religious specialists such as the täng-ki and their
translators, all showed up around that time. They either chatted to each other or
browsed around the divine statues. Some residents with their families came to bum
incense. Quite a few people outside the Kioh-thäu also visited this temple to have a
look. The temple was more crowded than usual, and filled with, to me, familiar and
unfamiliar faces.

When the opera performers took a break, noises were audible from inside the
temple. I grabbed my video camera, camera and tape recorder and rushed into the
temple, as I thought that a trance was happening. Apart from the deity Te-iä, who
was coming to assign some jobs for the committee members, there were another
four deities unexpectedly visiting: Hän-thian-täi-te

the First Great

Emperor of Hän-thiari), Hän-thian-ji-te ( ^ ^ H S , the Second Great Emperor of
Hän-thian), Hän-thian-si-te (3C^;[Z3S, the Fourth Great Emperor of Hän-thiari)
and Chiäu-oän-söe CSTC&th the General Bird).41 They had the following täng-ki
meeting and raised the controversial issue of the timing of the ritual.

8:00 pm The täng-ki of the god Te-iä entered a trance, and A-gi (ßöffH), one
of the committee members, helped with the translation.
Te-iä: When are the dates for lKhi-ka’ (Starting Up the Drum) and
‘Khui-miäu-müg’ (Opening the Temple Doors)?
41 ‘Hän-thian can be also pronounced as ‘Hiän-thiari.
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A-gi: 17th for the former and 19th for the latter.
Te-ia: [Calculating the dates] The duration is not long enough.
A-gT: 20th is not a good date for the temple itself. We have no way to
avoid it. So the temple doors have to be opened on the 19th.
Another helper A-chö (NJÜJ), Te-ia s translator, arrived and became involved. He
explained A-gTs words to Te-ia again. Finally they decided to ask the committee
Head Representative. Bö’-hiöng was informed of what was happening and came at
8:18 pm.
A-cho [toward Bö’-hiöng]: The god Te-ia said that the duration of the
chid Offering was supposed to be longer.
Bö’-hiöng: I have already discussed it with the chief Taoist priest
Giam-e. He said he would complete the Offering by doing it day and
night.
A-cho: That will be all right if it is possible. [He makes a comment.]
Bö’-hiöng: [Repeats the explanation] Giam-e has promised me he will
finish it. This is the only way to solve the problem. What else can we do
in such a situation?
Te-ia: Then you should explain it to the residents in this Siä to dispel the
criticism.
Audience: Right, right! It's better to explain it to the residents to dispel
the criticism.
Te-ia: Try your best to explain it.
Bö-hiöng: Yes, yes. Giam-e promised me he would conduct the rites
still according the schedule of the three-day chid Offering.
Te-ia: Will Giam-e take charge of ‘Celebrating the Earth’?
Bö -hiöng: Yes, he will do it.
Te-ia and Bö -hiöng then discussed the ritual process, the setup of the altar table
for Universal Salvation and the preparation of various offerings. [Details are
omitted.]
Bö -hiöng: We will do our best to prepare the offerings that you have
requested for the Universal Salvation. We hope the offerings will be
enough for those homeless souls so they don't cause any trouble in our
Kioh-thäu.
8:31 pm Another tang-ki of the deity Hän-thian-täi-te, the First of Hän-thian,
entered a trance outside the temple. Then he walked into the temple and sat beside
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the deity Te-ia while he was telling the believers how and what offerings should
be prepared in the Universal Salvation. A-cho asked Hän-thian-täi-te to wait for a
while. Around 8:44 pm, after Hän-thian-täi-te greeted Te-ia, he started his
inquiries.
Täi-te: How long will it be from the date of Klu-ka (Starting Up the
Drum) to the date of Khui-miäu-müg (Opening the Temple Doors)?
Translator: Two temple committee members Bö-hiöng and Se-chong
CBth) are here. They will be able to answer your question.
S, B: Though there are only three days, the Taoist priest told me it would
not influence the schedule.
Täi-te: Did you include the Offering for the fire gods?
S, B: Yes. The Taoist priest said no rite would be omitted.
Täi-te: Then, in such a situation, you had better pay more attention to all
the residents in your Siä. [His tone sounded threatening and
dissatisfied.]
Bo-hiong: Sure, of course, that’s what I am supposed to do. [He
sounded a bit angry as well.]
Täi-te: How many people have died since the first day of rebuilding the
temple? [Täi-te retorted to Ba-hiong]
Bö-hiöng: How many people have died? [Bö -hiöng retorted to Täi-te as
well.]
Täi-te: What would you say? [Täi-te retorted to Bö-hiöng again.]
Bö-hiöng: I don't think the reason is caused by this problem. That‘s not
the point.
Audience: Täi-te, please bless us!
Täi-te: [He shook his head in silence and left immediately.]
8:48 pm A third tang-ki of the deity Hän-thian-si-te, the Fourth of Hän-thian,
entered a trance.
Si'-te: I think you, Te-ia, are a senior god. If anything happens, you are
capable of deciding how to deal with it. We all rely on you. Don't doubt
it! [After showing his supportive attitude, he leaves at 8:53 pm.]
Audience: [toward Te-ia\ If anything happens, please bless us and deal
with it.
Te-ia then arranged the sedan numbers and the positions of gods in each
sedan for the activity Säng-thian-su. A fourth täng-ki of the deity
Hän-thian-ji-te, the Second of Hän-thian, entered a trance at 8:56 pm.
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Ji-te: There will be a lot of guest gods coming. I am happy to have some
allocating job to do. [Then he left.]
A-gJ: Please bless us, Te-iä. We will do our best to create a näu-jia't
atmosphere in our Siä. I sincerely hope this Chid ritual will be very
successful! We haven't done it for forty or fifty years.
9:02 Suddenly, the deity Hän-thian-ji-te 's täng-ki was possessed by another deity
Chiäu-oän-söe, the General Bird.
Te-iä: You have no right to express your opinion (considering your
insignificant position in the pantheon hierarchy)!
Translator: [toward Chiäu-oän-söe] Please leave!
Te-iä left soon after (9:04 pm). The people present were discussing what had just
happened.
I remember Bö-hiöng went out of the temple immediately and started
complaining to some acquaintances that he thought it was inappropriate to talk
about this issue in front of so many ‘outsiders’. He was too annoyed to notice I was
filming him. He said he felt “embarrassed and had lost face because this news
would be widely spread all over the Six Kioh-thäu of A n -p f ” . It damaged not only
Bö-hiöng's social reputation at Käng-ä-böe, but also Käng-ä-böe'^ bin-chü among
the Six Kioh-thäu.

Nevertheless, this täng-ki meeting actually helped ease the on-going fears,
worries and insecurities of the residents by claiming an ‘accurate’ chid Offering
would still be held despite a reduced duration. Furthermore, when this issue was
discussed in public and understood in terms of ‘lacking in face’, it conversely
resulted in the gathering of social solidarity by awakening Kioh-thäu consciousness
among sub-groups of Käng-ä-böe. They promised to make efforts to ensure the
accomplishment of the ritual process as an exchange of the deity’s blessing. A
successful Chid ritual, as A-gl mentioned, would be filled with näu-jia't, and
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therefore, as the residents expected, reflected the deity’s ability to protect the whole
community. This meeting ended with an assertion of, and emphasis on, promoting
social harmony and solidarity as the way to reach p il-an.

The formation of Kioh-thäu togetherness was heightened after this episode. It
also gave the four täng-ki a reason to find proper positions to make their voices
heard in the ritual process. The following is a brief introduction to each täng-ki and
his performance during the Chid period, especially in the evening of Seeing-off the
Toaist Deity Tiu11-thian-su.

1. About the Täng-Ki of the Deity Te-Iä, E'k-Ll-E
When I met Te-ias täng-ki E'k-ll-e

in 1993, he was already in his

seventies and looked a bit slow. When entering a trance, his behaviour did not
change much. However, people kept talking about Te-iä' s efficacious events, as
conducted by E'k-ll-e when in his forties. Because täng-ki were rare in earlier times,
quite a few learned their arts from E'k-ll-e in the beginning. For instance, the
memorial plaque sent by Chiu-liöng-tiän to Leng-che-tiän, discussed at the gift list
meeting, was to thank E'k-ll-e for his training of a specific täng-ki forty years ago.
E'k-ll-e acquired a respected reputation when he was an active täng-ki. Despite this,
his opinions on the Chid ritual were not sought when Peng-chhin was alive. I
remember after Peng-chhin died, the first time Te-iä was asked to come by the
committee members, the deity was quite angry about being ignored. Te-iä wanted
to change everything set by Peng-chhin, including the dates for ritual activities, but
was finally pacified by the committee.

Since Te-iä's superiority in the Chid ritual had been announced to the public at
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the tang-ki meeting, it was not surprising to see this deity presented at various
performances throughout the process. For instance, in addition to supervising
‘Putting up the Lamp Poles’ and ‘Opening the Temple Doors,’ this deity also took
charge of the dramatic sequence ‘Distributing the Food’ (Hoa-si't, making the
charitable distribution to orphan souls) in the ceremony of Universal Salvation and
Seeing-off the Taoist Deity Tiu-thian-su. E'k-li-e was even involved in the
arrangement of the sedan rank order.

The Chid host temple’s sedans are always at the head and tail of the procession
and Chief Sacrificer’s sedans are in the penultimate position. Normally the last
sedan of each participating unit is the most significant one. According to this
Kioh-thäu s custom, whenever Te-ia and other two deities (Pö-sen-täi-te and
Gö -hü-in-chü) attend the procession, the sedans of these three deities will be
arranged in the tail positions while Hän-thian-täi-te's sedan is always the first one
to lead. However, fearing the original statue of Däi-te might be damaged, the
position had been gradually replaced by other deities. E'k-li-e first wanted to have a
deity of a specific shrine from another Kioh-thäu to replace (Hän-thian) Däi-te s
sedan position, but the committee members disagreed because this arrangement
looked too personal. This specific shrine’s täng-ki was trained by E'k-li-e but had
nothing to do with the temple Leng-che-tiän. He then proceeded to reinstate the
previous rank order by keeping the sedan position for Däi-te. This resumption was
another way to restore Te-ia's prestige. At the temple Leng-che-tiän, Te-iä and
Däi-te, plus Ji-te, Sam-te, Si-te and Gö-te, are classified as a group of six deities
under the name of Hän-thian, among which Te-ia is the senior deity.

In the evening of Seeing-off the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su, E'k-li-e was
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possessed and stood on a table, waving a black flag to welcome each passing sedan.
In front, a few steps away on the ground, stood his pupil, the täng-ki of the deity
Hän-thian-si-te (the Fourth of Hän-thian). He was also in trance assisting the ritual
process.

2. About the Tang-Ki of the Deity Hän-Thian-Si-Te, Öng-Koh

The deity Hän-thian-si-te (the Fourth of Hän-thian) expressed a cooperative
attitude at the täng-ki meeting to support Te-iä. This was a good start to justify the
various performances conducted by (Hän-thian) Si-te’s täng-ki Öng-koh (IEi=r) in
various sequences during the Chid period.

When I met Öng-koh in 1993, he was in his mid-40s, unmarried, and had been
unemployed for a while. He claimed the reason for him quitting work was to
concentrate on meditation; thus he spent a lot of time staying at the temple and
training. However, he gained a negative reputation for not being a proper täng-ki
within this Kioh-thäu. Most of the criticism was focused on his unique way of
entering a trance: he tended to conduct it at any time, anywhere. Some thus used the
term ‘Automaton’ to describe him. “He seemed to bring a remote control to be able
to enter a trance as he wished,” explained his täng-ki colleagues. This term not only
implied his performance was not that persuasive but also showed people’s aversion
to his show-off character. In the Chid ritual, he made use of every näu-jia't situation
to conduct his performance as if to assist his ‘teacher’ Te-iä. But insiders knew the
real reason was he liked to be in the limelight and to attract attention.

In Seeing-off the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su, as on many other occasions,
Öng-koh entered a trance to assist Te-iä. But the position in which he chose to stand
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and the gestures he made, both deprived E'k-lT-e of his glory, despite the fact that
Öng-koh stood on a table. I noticed the most annoying thing regarding Öng-koh' s
performance was his lack of bravery in undertaking a proper self-flagellation in the
näu-jia't situation. This aroused insiders’ dissatisfaction. Another täng-ki,
Chong-han ( ^ y j|), explained to me how he perceived Öng-koh's ‘lazy’
performance in Seeing-off the Taoist Deity Thian-su, when all the sedans were
passing by the Chid host temple. He said:
The Automaton should not have sat on a chair when he saw Chu-pha
[Chief Sacrificed Häi-thäu s sedans coming. He should have stood up
and gone forward to welcome the deities since both sides have such a
long-term kau-poe relationship. That is why another senior täng-ki
A-liong (N 't!) [the täng-ki of the deity Si-hü-täi-te] entered a trance and
interacted properly instead. Thus, Käng-ä-böe saved face. (Chong-hän)
I suspect the arrival of A-liong's patron deity, Si-hü-täi-te, might also relate to the
kau-poe with two other deities of Häi-thäu, Chheng-hü-chhian-söe and
Läu-ke'k-sian-te. These three cultivated the Taoist Way together, according to the
vernacular tales on kau-poe A2 Despite these criticisms from the inner circle,
Öng-koh' s performance was recognised by the people of other Kioh-thäu. For
example, Khun-hdi (a committee member of the temple Se-liöng-tiän) was
impressed after seeing Öng-koh's perfoimance, and presumed that he might play an
important role at the temple.

3. About the Täng-Ki of the Deity Hän-Thian-JT-Te, Chhin-Thoän

Compared to Öng-koh, the performance of (Hän-thian) Ji-te s täng-ki
Chhin-thoän ('/|j^ ) was relatively quiet. At the täng-ki meeting, his patron deity

42 Refer to kau-poe stories in the first section of this chapter.
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also showed a supportive attitude toward Te-iä. When I met Chhin-thoän, he was in
his fifties and married. Normally he was a very shy person except when he was
drunk, and then he would lose his manners. His performance was quite
impressive;41 but the alcohol problem damaged his reputation as a proper täng-ki.
He participated in quite a few labouring jobs during the Chid preparation period.
But Chhin-thoän hardly ever entered a trance—only once when the deity
Tiu1-thian-su was sent back to the Chief Sacrificer Häi-thäu by a small bunch of
people after the activity Seeing off the Taoist Deity Tiu1-thian-su finished around
2:00 am.44 It was a short trance—less than five minutes—showing the deity Ji-te
had sent the deity Thian-su back home as a way to express kau-poe le-sa.
Otherwise he basically thought there had been enough possessed täng-ki to take
charge of the Chid affairs.

4. About the Täng-Ki of the Deity Hän-Thian-Täi-Te, Bau-A

On the other hand, the image of Bau-a (iüfiF), the täng-ki of the First of
Hän-thian, was as a troublemaker for the temple committee members, as was
reflected at täng-ki meeting. His unfriendly interactions were caused by a series of
conflicts that happened before my fieldwork.

This täng-ki was at that time one of only a few in A n-pf to have set up a shrine,
Gio-hin-tng (B U I'S ),t0 conduct healing rituals regularly. Though his chief deity,

43 About his performance in the deity’s annual ceremony, see Chapter Seven.
44 Most of the temples in A n -pf do not worship the Taoist deity Tiu1-thian-su. Therefore,
when a Chid ritual is conducted, Tiun-thian-su is either borrowed from the kau-poe territories or
made as a paper one. This depends on each Kioh-thaus custom. In 1992, the paper-made
Tiun-thian-su was burnt and seen off to the sea; whereas in 1993, the statue of Tiun-thian-su was
borrowed from the Chief Sacrificer Häi-thäu. This is why an extra action was taken to return the
statue of Tiu1-thian-su to Häi-thäu.
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Täi-te (the First of Hän-thian), was a deity from the temple Leng-che-tian, it was
said that this deity did not intend to have a täng-ki in the beginning. This was
actually motivated by Te-ia s täng-ki in order to increase his network of influence.
Actually this deity’s efficacious power was because of the shrine Giö-hin-tng first
set up in the areas outside of A n -p f. However, when this shrine moved back in
A n -p f for various reasons, a few recent scandals damaged Bau-a’s reputation.
These all related to cheating people of money or having sex, and further affected his
legitimacy to be a proper täng-ki. Just before the Chid ritual was going to be
conducted, Bau-a even asked to retain Leng-che-tiän's ancestral statue of his chief
deity, the First of Hän-thian, at his personal shrine in preparation for rebuilding the
abandoned temple Pak-ke1k-tiän

(Jtffi®)-

This aroused a general objection by

Kioh-thäu residents and the temple committee members were very cross with him.

The negative interactions continued in the ritual process. For instance, the
congratulatory gift from the shrine Giö-hin-tng was a stone incense burner, which
looked graceful and refined, except for the three words

(Palace of the

North Pole) carved on the front. This displeased the Chid host temple committee
members. They commented it was ‘a present for themselves’ rather than a real gift
for the temple Leng-che-tiän. The incense burner was either hidden by other gifts or
put under the table during the period of the Offering when the congratulatory gifts
were exhibited outside the temple.

During the last activity of Seeing off the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su, because of
his sensitive relationship with the temple committee, Bau-a did not enter a trance at
the temple Leng-che-tiän. However, he should have, because, according to this
Kioh-thäu s custom, Täi-te was meant to be the deity standing at the Chid host
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temple to welcome all the guest deities. Instead, Bau-a chose to conduct his
performance earlier when the Thian-su sedan was passing by Chief Sacrificer
Häi-thäu s chief temple. He was a good friend of Chüi-chhö-ä (7R]pifp), the
täng-ki of the deities Chheng-hu-chhian-sde and Läu-ke1k-sian-te of that temple.
Bau-a entered a trance in front of the sedan carrying the ancestral statue of Täi-te
while Chüi-chhö-ä was possessed, standing for Häi-thäu to welcome each sedan as
it passed by. Bau-a s action declared his intention to be Täi-te's legitimate täng-ki.
It also meant “that Täi-te had already seen off Thian-su to Häi-thäu",45 a comment
made by Chong-han. In other words, for the rest of the procession activity, what
had been left of the deity Thian-su was merely the statue itself.

The performance and interactions among the four deities Te-iä, Täi-te, JT-te,
and Si-te is a brief example, but detailed enough, I believe, to show how the basic
ritual motif,p il-an, is dialectically represented. After the täng-ki meeting, a sense
of Kioh-thäu solidarity was gradually formed in Käng-ä-böe. By the end, in
Seeing-off the Taoist Deity Tiu -thian-su, they were all involved in practicing
kau-poe le-sa toward Häi-thäu. Actions regarding Kioh-thäu bin-chü were highly
noticed and carefully expressed. Otherwise, Chong-han would not comment on
Öng-koh's improper performance; Si-hü-täi-te's täng-ki A-liöng would not enter a
trance instead;46 and it would be unnecessary for Chhin-thoän to see off Thian-su

45 According to the protocol of sedan rank order made by E’k-li-e, Täi-te s sedan was arranged
to lead the road for the procession. After this deity’s sedan, there followed the sedan of
Tiun-thian-su. The purpose of this procession was not only to see off Tiun-thian-su but also to purify
the territory by means of Tiun-thian-su s power. This is why this deity’s sedan was arranged in one
o f the head positions. This ‘purification’ intention was more clear in 1992, when Tiun-thian-su s
sedan was the first one of the whole procession.
46 When I first met A-liöng, he was in his seventies. For health considerations, he hardly
conducted a trance, not even for the annual ceremony of his patron deity’s birthday (the importance
of this anniversary for a täng-ki will be illustrated in Chapter Seven). Except for the Chid ritual, I
only saw him possessed once during the procession of Ma-ch&— that was when a heavy rain nearly
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through a trance at midnight. An inner state of ‘collective us’ connected each
individual in näu-jia't. This is why Öng-koh was not blamed for showing off but for
his impropriety. Even Bau-a’s protest, if there was such an intention in his
performance, had to be expressed in a subtle way to avoid public indignation.

The performance of these four täng-ki can be seen as the result of the way they
situated themselves in the web of relationships at that time. If Peng-chhin had not
died, the ensemble of 1993’s Chid ritual probably would have been different. The
deities entitled Hän-thian could not have taken charge of the ritual process; E'k-lJ-e
might not have been able to be so involved, since his relationship with Peng-chhin
was quite negative. Peng-chhin, who was a täng-ki of the chief deity, Gö -hü-in-chü,
of the temple, would have handled everything by himself.47 In this sense, each Chid
is inevitably filled with relation-based individual voices, even when conducted on
the bases of the same local tradition.48
stopped people from conducting proper etiquette toward Ma-chd, A-lidng was the only idng-fci in
trance, sitting alone in the empty temple yard, with his assistant holding a huge umbrella, waiting
for Ma-chd's arrival. This demonstrated his way of doing things.
47 Usually the local people feel that this kind of Chid should be held under the name of a
temple’s chief deity. It is only when the chief deity does not have a täng-ki to deal with these affairs,
that the other available täng-ki have the chance to take responsibility. This situation also occurred in
Ong-siän-sai's 1992 Chid: the deity Chhong-hu-chhian-soe executed the Chid affairs for the chief
deity Ti-hu-chhian-sd, as Ti-hu-chhian-sd did not have a täng-ki then.
48 Elsewhere I have compared the ‘actual’ ritual sequences of the two Chid held in 1992 and
in 1993. For an understanding of each ritual sequence (See Pan and Mei 1994; Mei and Pan 1996).
For the schedule of Chid in these two years, see appendix i. I point out different ensembles made by
these two Kioh-thäu. For instance, individual voices shown in the scale of the Offering. How to
conduct the Offering is a negotiation between the Taoist priests and committee members. In 1992,
an extra three days were added to the Offering, called Pi'-an-chheng-chio
pure chid
preying for pi'-an), to adjust its duration to the specific time chosen by the executive deity
Chhong-hii-chhian-soe for Opening Temple Doors; whereas in 1993 the Offering duration was
shortened to meet the auspicious time.
I also point out differences in the styles of the deity’s involvement in the ritual process, just as
in the case of the four täng-ki. For instance, the deities tended to spend more time inspecting the
Offering sequences at the temple in 1992 than 1993. When conducting Opening Temple Doors, the
deity Chhong-hii-chhian-soe opened the doors from outside the temple in 1992, while in 1993 the
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These individual voices put different emphasis on relation-based society, but
also claim social memories of different groups. Two experiences relate to this point.
When I met Te-ia s tang-ki E'k-li-e in 1993, he was quite old. When entering into a
trance, his behaviour was not always persuasive to me. But during the Chid period,
I was told by a local person when watching E'k-lJ-e's performance how in the past
Te-ia would jump on a table whenever possessed by the deity. Beside this, in the
previous year’s Chid ritual, I also had a similar feeling about Bän-hok
Bän-hok was a täng-ki of the deity Chö-täi-te

City'S?) of the Chid host temple. But

he had retired from that position and moved to Tainan. During the Chid, Bän-hok
came back because his patron deity wanted to conduct ‘Distributing the Food’ right
after Opening the Temple Doors. Surprisingly, the local residents were eager to
attend, despite his poor performance in my eyes. In both cases, the common
element was that the participants kept talking about the deity’s prosperous past. At
the time I felt emotionally and mentally separated, because I was not involved in
their collective memory.

The performance of E'k-lT-e, Öng-koh, Chhln-thoan, Bau-a or even A-liong
and Chüi-chhö-ä were only few of many representations in the whole context of
Seeing off the Taoist Deity Tin1-thian-su. All their performances transmitted
different versions of understanding toward the past, whose basis was social

doors were opened by two deities, Te-ia and Hän-thian-si-te, separately from both inside and
outside the temple. In 1992, the dramatic performance ‘Distributing the Food’ was conducted by the
deity Chö-täi-te
the night before Universal Salvation, while in 1993 Te-ia chose to
conduct it together with the Taoist priests. In 1992 there was an extra sequence called Seeing off
('Tiun)Thian-su by Sea: the deity Chhong-hü-chhian-söe was assigned to put the ashes of the paper
made Thian-su in a jar after incineration and leave it in the sea after the completion of the Chid
ritual. Whereas in 1993 this was accomplished by returning Thian-su to Häi-thäu after the
completion of Seeing off the Taoist Deity Tiun-thian-su.
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memory. Different social memory divides groups. These social divisions, in
relation to, against, compatible or irrelevant to each other, take the shape of various
identities and solidarity.

A noticeable feature of the Chid ritual is its particular way of localising
duration and extension. The Chid ritual is a record of the spatio-temporal
production of An-pf locality through the Six Kioh-thäu. However, the relationship
of An-pf as a locality in relation to these Kioh-thäu is also in process of change by
the recent formation of a ‘seventh’ Kioh-thäu, the Third Sandbar. These thus exists
a context for emerging new relationships. Through tensions and alliances within
and among Kioh-thäu, the boundaries of A n-pf are continually constructed. This
complexity underlies the multiple aspects of the locality.

The An-pf way of ‘locality’ is mixed and expressed with the religious idioms,
where the temple is a fixed reference point which locality is produced through.
Meanwhile, social memory is passed on through the ritual process. This
particularly involves a transmission of knowledge of how to produce and reproduce
locality, which, in this chapter, is exemplified in the case of the Chid ritual. In the
next chapter, I will further examine temples, the fixed reference points and
imagined centres of localities, and deities as mnemonic devices, showing what
form of collective memory is recalled and recorded from the past, so that a feeling
of collective identity arises and a sense of local ethos is revealed. This will also
show the importance of ritual practices, as it is through these social techniques that
multi-vocal collective memories on various levels are conveyed and sustained as
part of the local tradition.
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Plate 4-1

A view from the inside of the public temple of Ma-cha during the Chid ritual in 1995.

The basic spatial
arrangement of a
temple (Plate 4-2,
1993).

The appearance of a
temple from the
outside of a temple
(Plate 4-3, 1994).
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Various temple
activities: Inviting the
Deities at the Kioh-thäu
temple Miäu-siü-keng
during the Chid ritual
(Plate 4-6, 1992).

A troupe performance at
the Kioh-thäu temple
Leng-che-tiän during
the Chid ritual (Plate
4-7, 1995).

An annual purifying
ritual held on the 5lh day
of the 5lh lunar month at
the temple
Leng-che-tiän (Plate
4-8, 1993).
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Various rituals held by
religious specialists: the
Ritual Master's
Rewarding the Generals
and Soldiers at the
Kioh-thäu temple
Se-liöng-tiän (Plate 4-9,
1996).

The Taoist Priests’
Birthday chid ritual at
the Kioh-thäu temple
Chiu-liöng-tiän (Plate
4-10, 1993).

A tang-kFs ritual
performance at a deity’s
annual ceremony (Plate
4-11, 1999).

4-11
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Chapter Four
Temples and Deities in A n -P f

At a very early stage in my research, I had an exhaustive interview with A-ia
(Wi£) in An-pf1. When I met him, A-ia was in his sixties and had plenty of
knowledge about the temple affairs of his Kioh-thäu, Häi-thäu. Prior to his telling
me the temple histories of Häi-thäu, I had acquired some basic information about
each temple within this Kioh-thäu. I thus chose an easy interview to start with. I
asked him questions concerning the täng-ki inheritors for each deity, how the
various deities were worshipped at the temple and when the statues appeared at the
temple. I suspected a deity figure was missing as its annual ceremony date was
shown on the bulletin board but the statue itself did not seem to be at the temple.
The following text is part of this first interview:
This temple, Chiu-liöng-tiän, was almost abandoned when the
Japanese left [in 1945]... During that period, this temple served as a
place for homeless people for a while. Soon after Mr. Nä (H ) became
a täng-ki of the deity Hö-hü-chhian-söe

he re-identified

the names of two statues, Peh-hü-chhian-söe ( Ö if? M ) and
Liöng-hü-chhian-söe
which had been at the temple for a
long time, but nobody remembered what their names were. In addition
to Hö-hü-chhian-söe, the deities Thong-hü-chhian-söe
and Thäi-chü-iä (;fcpffr) were also this temple‘s earliest gods. While
Mr. Nä was in the process of becoming a täng-ki, another deity
Sun-hü-seng-chö
was asking for a täng-ki as well. This
deity did not belong to this temple in the beginning. This deity was
only a family god worshipped by the Hhg (jlf) family. Anyway, the
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temple committee still decided to assist them [the Hng family] by
finding a proper täng-ki for the deity Sun-hü-seng-cha. Thus Mr. Tätig
( J r ) became this god’s täng-ki. Mr. Tang was quite supportive
whenever Chiu-liöng-tiän had temple affairs. Eventually when the
statue of Sun-hu-seng-cha started to be worshipped at the temple, no
one objected...Mr. Tang also did a very good job as the deity
Sun-hu-seng-cha was taken as very ‘leng' [efficacious]. He was
especially good at curing those children who were ‘offended’ (or
attacked)

by

invisible

spirits.

To

become

more

effective,

Sun-hü-seng-cha invited another two deities, Gö -keng-seng-cha (2£
'S W m ) and Chhit-keng-läu-bü ( - f c ^ ^ S ) , to stay at the temple to
help him... Mr. Tätig died [a few years ago], and since then the Hng
family has always kept the deity’s statue at their house...Now the
believers from the side of Sun-hü-seng-chä and the side of Thäi-chü-iä
are proposing to have a new täng-ki for their own gods. But the
[temple] committee has decided not to accept their requests, as the
temple already has two täng-ki at this moment. The more täng-ki, the
more conflicts among the believers. (.A-iän)

I remember how astonished I felt at the complicated nature of the story after a
two-hour interview with him. I realised temple history was not going to be as easy a
topic for an outsider as I had assumed. And it is more complicated than the one
written down in the official publications, which normally includes the names of the
chief deity and the ‘subsidiary deities’ (pöe-sü-sin ppjjfEI^), miraculous events (if
any), details of when the temple had been repaired or rebuilt, and the names of
temple committee members. As a matter of fact, this kind of inscribed text only
presents one facet of a temple’s history.

Temple-centred social memory provides a different sense of local history,
whose authorship is multiple, whose concerns the locals decide, and whose
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transmission is produced and reproduced through the embodiment of the
participants. All these characteristics model the local tradition in a unique way.
Meanwhile, there forms a sense of sociality, where individuals generate their local
identities at different levels. Temple and deity are both mnemonic devices that
recall and record collective memories within the local tradition. In this chapter, I
will give an account of a specific form of social memory by presenting a general
image of temple and deities in A n -p f, with a particular focus on one of the main
Kioh-thäu temples, Miäu-siü-keng ( # ^ g f ||J ) . I have explored the importance of the
‘Kioh-thäu idea’ and the ‘relation-based order’ in the constitution of An-pf1 as a

locality (see Chapter Three). Here these concepts are still penetrating points in
understanding temples and pantheon in A n-pf. One will see this in the case of
Miäu-siü-keng, a deity whose rank order has shifting over time and in various
contexts. This is quite unlike the often-seen image of being fixed in a celestial
bureaucracy. It is in this shifting aspect that the discontinuous, diverse, and
multi-voiced form of the A n-pf past is revealed.

What Is a Temple, Miau , Like?

The Chinese character for temple, miau (jü), is related to ‘appearance’ (mäu
IS). This word literally means ‘a place showing the appearance of the ancestors’,
which implies a place to present the ‘spiritual aspect’ of the ancestors (The Chinese
Dictionary o f Phrases, P. 4802). Originally a temple was a building for ancestor
worship, then it also became a place for deity worship. In A n-pf, when people talk
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about miau, it mainly indicates a deity temple. Although there is also a term
ka-miäu (f§El!l, family temple), which means Ancestral Hall, there are very few
such halls in this locality.

The Six Kioh-thäu Painting (discussed in the previous chapter) shows that the
temple images in A n-pf look quite similar. Although various dwellings have been
rebuilt in a modem style, the architecture of a temple is always similar to a Chinese
ancient palace, so people can identify it immediately. Gold, yellow, red and green
are the four favoured temple colours. And different forms of the auspicious animal,
the dragon, are among the most popular decorations.

The temple symbolises the locality by being a geographical centre as well as a
public area in a residential district. Although each Kioh-thäu presents a different
visual image of how its space is organised, there is one common characteristic: the
temple is an important landmark of the residential district in each Kioh-thäu. In the
past, this was obviously expressed in the way people related the roads to the
temples. I asked the local people the names of their most popular roads in the past,
and was told by A-käng:
Except for three lanes in the Kioh-thäu of Kia -a-keng (South Lane,
Middle Lane, and North Lane), and two in the Kioh-thäu of Häi-thäu
(Market Street and Brick Street), the name of the others have specific
names. They are generally pinpointed according to their positions in
relation to the temples, such as the road or lane before or after the
temple or beside the temple. (A-käng)

When I stayed in An-pf1, roads had become larger than those A-käng described, and
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all had formal names rather than being identified according to their proximity to the
temples. But the temple area was still a shared place in each residential district.
Almost all the community-gathering centres of (the administrative unit) Li are
located near temples, and this is the preferred site for the large-scale cultural and
folk activities held recently by the City Government.

The temple itself also symbolises collectivity. Quite often I heard the local
people mention the ‘temple mouth’ (miäu-khiö 0 P ) as the most popular public
space for various activities. I remember there were always a couple of snack
peddlers who stopped by each miäu-khiö at a specific time every day, and an
evening market was near a miäu-khiö when I stayed in A n -p f. Some aged people
told me, “the miäu-khiö was more näu-jia't in the past. In the past sellers from other
area liked to visit A n -p f regularly, so they could run small businesses at the
miäu-khiö of the temple Kia -a-keng.”

There is always somewhere in or outside the temple for people to gather and
chat. If a temple has extended rooms at both sides, normally the one on the right
will have a tea area, where the local residents can come and sit. Under the trees in
the courtyard outside the temple is another chatting area. I first met quite a few
informants from whom I gathered life history interviews at a temple. One day I
asked the reason for trees in front of a temple, and was told by A-käng:

The main purpose for having trees near the temple is to shut out the
sunlight, so people can enjoy the cool. In those days when there was no
television, no movies and no computer games to play, people often
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came to the temple, sitting under the trees, chatting and exchanging
news. (A-käng)

Obviously the chatting spot had extended to the tea area at the temple when I did
field research there. The gossip, consisting of daily accounts, holds the residential
area together. Everybody in the communal history portrays, and is portrayed there,
and the act of portrayal never stops.

The temple area is more likely to gather men than women. This tendency was
especially so in the past. Some men told me they had slept overnight at the temple,
either because of un-endurable hot weather or because of a lack of sleeping space at
home. Like many other people, A-käng used to practice boxing (phah-kün

at

the temple with other peers in the 1950s before his marriage, whereas his wife’s
memory of activities is mainly focused on her home or lanes nearby. Another
woman Siäu-iän also mentioned a similar situation during the Japanese era:

Before marriage, whenever going to the market, I would choose to go
through small lanes rather than pass by the temple as I felt very
embarrassed to see so many males there. Females were not supposed to
stay at the temple too long, except to worship the deities. (Siäu-iän)

When conducting research in A n -p f, I seldom saw females gathering at the
temple, except when there were religious activities. And in most religious activities,
it was always the men who made up the first row of the audience, nearest the ritual
performance. I met men taking a nap under the trees in the courtyard or at the
temple every now and then. I saw males gambling in the side room of the temple.
One of the Kioh-thäu temples even has the nickname bö-ba-liäu ('fjJÖlFX well
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known by some subgroups within this Kioh-thäu, implying a place filled with
bachelors.

People called me Müi-sian-ka

(fSfÜifö, Female Immortal with the surname

Mm), a nickname first given to me by a group of young men at one specific temple,
which then spread to all the other temples I studied. Addressing me as sian-ko, a
term for cataloguing young female deities, reflected my gender as well as my
research interest in a very amusing but acceptable way. Otherwise a female might
be very easily called a gossipmonger (hoe-hi

) if she pays too much attentions

to temple affairs—normally a woman’s role is only related to preparing offerings.

Male local residents are loosely organised into two groups in charge of temple
affairs. One group is called the management committee. Committee members are
called läu-toä

, the respected elders) by the local people. They are relatively

successful in their careers, which gives them time to ‘mind temple affairs’
0chham-miäu-sü 0 j$ jlf) . I was told an ideal combination of members should
include people aged from their forties to seventies, as the younger ones can offer
their labour and the older ones their experience whenever cooperating in a temple
activity. The other group is composed of religious specialists, generally called
chip-sü

executive), which includes Taoist priests {tö-sü jfidr), the Ritual

Master {hoat-su '/iffl), Ritual Apprentice (hoat-a

or hoat-ia ffij^),1 the

1 Each scholar’s translation of the terms denoting religious practitioners tö-sü ( H i ) , and
particularly hoat-su (Ü^fti), is slightly different. Most of them, like John Lagerwey, Kenneth Dean,
and Paul Katz, tend to use ‘Taoist priest’ for the former, and ‘ritual specialist’ (Boretz 1996) or
‘Ritual Master’ for the latter (Dean 1993; Katz 1995; Lagerwey 1987). But Kristofer Schipper takes
tö-sü (also translated as ‘Dignitaries of the Tao’ in his book) as a ‘true Taoist master,’ whereas
hoat-su (also ‘barefoot master’) is merely a ‘magician’ (Schipper 1993[ 1982]: 55). Paul Katz
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täng-ki and his (or her) assistants (süi-iä

or toh-thäu j f iH ).2 They are the

criticises the failure to take hoat-su as Taoists, which makes the definition of a ‘Taoist’ ritual
movement controversial (Katz 1995: 36-37).
John McCreery uses the term ‘magician’ for hoat-su in order to emphasise ‘a man with
special skills and esoteric knowledge,’ despite being aware of this term’s Buddhist origin in Chinese.
Hoat-su (dharma-master), meaning a person who is skilled in Buddhist ritual, was first used in this
particular sense by Taiwanese Buddhists but later passes into general use (McCreery 1973: 1, 26).
David Jordan uses ‘exorcist’ to describe hoat-su, and ‘Dawshyh’ for tö-sü (Jordan 1972). James
Wilkerson uses ‘Taoist Master’ for tö-sü, and ‘Master of Rite’ for hoat-su (Wilkerson 1990: 378).
Valerie Hansen uses ‘ordained D aoisf and ‘master of rites’ (Hansen 1990:203-4). Besides, Brigitte
Baptandier-Berthier uses the local term ‘f ashi’ (fa3-shi') in Mandarin to stand for hoat-su
(Baptandier-Berthier 1994), as does Stephen Teiser, who translates it as ‘fa-shih’ (Teiser 1988).
In addition, most scholars also mention another popular distinction made by local people:
Black-Head (o-thau U s S ) or Red-Head (höng-thäu &IÜ|), for those who specialise in services for
the dead (the former) and for the living (the latter). This classification is particularly used in
northern Taiwan (Baity 1975: 172; Liu2 1967: 44; Saso 1970: 69). And the situation seems to be
similar in middle Taiwan, according to a conversation I had with several Taoist priests in Taichung.
But from what I know, this dichotomy is not so strongly marked in southern Taiwan. Moreover, the
same term might stand for different categories. For instance, Red-Head and Black-Head in Huang
You-xing ( f f ^ f l Huang2 You3-xing')’s classification are tö-sü and hoat-su (Huang 1987: 142);
whereas for Alvin Cohen they are hoat-su and tö-sü, which is just the opposite (Cohen 1992: 187).
Further clarification needs to be made in the future. In this thesis, I follow the local people’s terms
tö-sü and hoat-su, and use the English translations of Taoist priest and Ritual Master.
Hoat-a (££f?) or hoat-iä (jiiffj), meaning Ritual Apprentice, are a group of apprentices
trained by hoat-su as assistants to conduct the ritual. There are few descriptions of this role (Dean
1993; Diamond 1969; Huang2 1987; Schipper 1993). When referring to hoat-a or hoat-iä, hoat-su
is also sometimes called hoat-su-thau (j^ijnpf, the Chief Ritual Master) in A n-pf.
2 Täng-ki is a common term in Taiwan. In A n -pf, another two terms, thau-pi (9jfi|E) and
sidu-hoat (/J v £ , Minor Rites), also mean täng-ki). When I asked local people the meanings of
thau-pi and sidu-hoat, most o f them were not sure. One related the pronunciation of the term to the
täng-ki's self-flagellation, ‘thäu-pi’. Several persons told me ‘sidu-hoat’ was used by the patron
deity to call his (or her) täng-ki and sounded more literary.
I was told ‘thäu-pf is called ‘pi-thäu ( j|E lf ) ,’ the other way around, in Kinmen. And
sidu-hoat has a different meaning in Penghu: it is a term for ‘hoat-a or hoat-iä,' nothing to do with
täng-ki (Huang2: 1987). Whereas in another context, sidu-hoat (Minor Rites) might mean the ritual
practiced by a Ritual Master, relative to another term toä-hoat (;^ j£, Major Rites), rituals practiced
by Taoist priests (Cohen: 1992).
Süi-iä (ßffitfj) or toh-thäu ( ^ g l ) are terms for the täng-ki's chief assistants. It was explained
to me by A n -p f people that süi-iä is a more literary term, a magistrate’s secretary in ancient times,
usually a scholar or expert in law and bureaucratic matters; whereas oh-thäu (he who stands at the
end o f the altar table) sounds more vernacular. But according to Huang2, the Ritual Master (hoat-su)
is called toh-thäu in Penghu, where the system o f Ritual Master is quite active in most of the ritual
activities (Huang2: 1987). In my previous field site, I have seen täng-ki substitute for Ritual Masters
by using their instruments. I think this mixture of terms or function reflects a historical connection
between the system of täng-ki and that o f Ritual Masters (see Baptandier 1996).
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persons who take charge of ritual performances.

Records, as a mnemonic device, can be found inside and outside the temple.
They mean different things to different people. In An-pi\ most temples have
plaques nearby with a brief introduction on when and how many times the temple
has been repaired or rebuilt. These plaques, with serial numbers, are given by the
city government to historical sites. However, for the local people, the most
important record is the list of contributors’ names at the temple.

Normally there will be a stone inscription with the names of those who
contributed money (or other materials) when the temple was built, rebuilt or
repaired. One can also find people’s names shown on the objects at the temple,
another way to make a contribution. Finally, the numbers and the givers of various
memorial plaques {päi-piän), written with good wishes and auspicious words, and
hung in obvious places, also form an important record, especially for the temple
committee.

In An-pil, most of the memorial plaques were given by Kioh-thäu in the Chid
ritual to show their kau-pöe relationships. The memorial plaque is taken as a crucial
source for the temple committee to remember whether to give or receive next time.
Sometimes a memorial plaque is also sent by a person who has acquired high
political status. People always told me that, “to have a memorial plaque from a
well-known politician will help the deity prosper, and this sender will also benefit
from this action by gaining more social reputation.”
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In the beginning, I presumed the poems and the blessings written on temple
pillars and memorial plaques would be the most noticeable written information at
the temple for the local people. Afterwards, I realised that the names of the givers
were even more important. I was told that “The poems do not matter that much as
long as the first characters of each line are relevant.3 The most prominent thing is
who the donors are.” Leaving one’s name at the temple is an honorable thing. A few
cases show how this relates to the issue of bin-chu, reflecting social competition
and reputation. In 1993 there was a discussion to determine the proper sum of
money for a donation to the temple for the coming Chid ritual. A donor, Gio-khun
(3£S!), made the comment:

If I donate too much money, then my offspring cannot afford to do the
same thing; they could blame me for giving them a hard time and others
might think my family was declining. However, if my donation is not
enough, people would also tease me for being stingy. (Gio-khun)

In 1994, during the Chid ritual of the public temple Thian-hö’-kong (the Ma-cha
Temple), I met a friend who came to the temple to question the committee members
as to why they had not yet written his father’s name on the contribution inscription,
a mistake he thought unbearable.4 Another friend swore he would contribute quite a
large amount of money under his father’s name the next time in the Chid ritual, so

3 These poems are always in pairs. The first few characters of each line are quite often the
temple or deity names. As far as the case for showing the relevance of the first characters of each
line, see Chapter Seven, p.449.
4 This friend was a son of the täng-ki (Hong-eng ^ ^ c ), a key spirit medium I will describe in
the following three chapters.
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the people in An-pf would respect his family. A-kang has commented:

People prefer to leave their names at the temple, so not only others but
also offspring will remember the donors. In the past, a temple was
usually fixed or rebuilt at intervals of a few decades or up to a hundred
years. Therefore, in each family, there are at least three generations
who will have the chance to remember their ancestors’ donation record
at the temple. People can also make a comparison, as this is a bin-chü
issue for them. (A-kang)

The temple transmits a sense of sociality in everyday life. By looking at the
names of the donors, a temple is situated in a context of various social connections,
thus, providing a public space for collective memories. A temple’s collective
memory reflects not only the communal identity, but also the bin-chü of each family,
where a person’s social success counts not only as part of his personal reputation,
but also as a reflection of the bin-chü of his family in a community. Thus the
histories of the deities’ efficacy and the life stories of individuals are all immersed
in the collective memory. I will further probe this phenomenon in the case of a
deity’s seating arrangement at the temple Miäu-siü-keng in the last section of this
chapter.

What Is a Deity, Sin, Like?

This section will seek a general representation of what a deity is like by
introducing the chief deities of the fifteen formal temples in An-pf. When referring
to the research results about the same deities provided by other scholars, I try to
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show how the process of a deity’s localisation is dialectically represented according
to various conditions— state power; an established concept of history; vernacular
tales, written records; as well as ritual practices, all of which contribute to this
process. Among these, ritual practice is particularly important in the reproduction
of a deity’s representation. It is through ritual practice as a commemorative activity
that a deity recalls a group of people’s collective identity and social memory.

I remember that for quite a while I felt overwhelmed by A n-pf's temple names,
which all sounded similar to me because of the same set characters such as leng ( f |,
dragon), leng ( S , efficacy), and ehe (J |, help). The dragon (leng) in Chinese
culture is taken as the ultimate auspicious animal, whose image, full of valour and
vigour, is masculine. The word ehe, often used together with another word se ("fff,
the world), means to relieve people in need in the secular world. Once I saw a
temple history book’s front cover, designed by local people, which shows a mighty
tang-ki, possessed by a deity, standing on the sedan chair in front this temple while
at the same time the temple is sending out golden light. The deity’s efficacy seemed
to be visually represented through it. This design left a deep impression on me of
what a deity is like from the local aesthetic viewpoint.

There are several terms used by the local people for calling the deities in
An-pi1. These include very general terms like sin ( f l , spirit) and sin-bin (flHf],
spiritually-bright); the Buddhist ones, hu't-ä ( Ä f f , Buddha) and hu't (Ä , Buddha);
or öng-iä ( zE f f r , Royal Master). The concept of sin (spirit) or sin-bin
(spiritually-bright) is closely associated with the idea of the human soul as well as
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that of the cosmological energy.5 The terms ‘hu't-a or ‘hu't,’ both meaning Buddha,
reflect the influence of Buddhism on Chinese culture. Relatively speaking, the use
of ‘öng-iä’ as a general term for deity implies a distinguishing characteristic of the
An-pi 1 pantheon—the majority of the deities belong to the specific category of
öng-iä.

One might be overwhelmed by the complexity of the pantheon in An-pi1 (see
appendix ii). Hardly any local person can remember every deity worshipped at the
fifteen temples. Usually only the names of the chief deity at each temple and deities
at the Kioh-thäu where they belong are recalled. So the most well known deities in
this locality are: the four chief deities of the public temples, Koan-im

He

Who Observes the Sounds of the World), Ma-cha (JUjfi, Queen of Heaven),
Seng-höng-iä

CWÄfS, Wall-and-Moat

Gods) and Täi-chiu-iä

Publicly

Respected Old Man); and another eleven chief deities of the Kioh-thäu temples,
including Hoän-hü-chhian-söe ( UQ ffd1
Chan-hü-chhian-söe

» Lord with surname Hoän),

Lord with surname Chan), Gö-hü-in-chü

the Benevolent Master with surname Gö’) , 6 Mä-hü-täi-te

Great

5 Several scholars have suggested that the Chinese idea of ‘deity’ and ‘ghost ’is connected
with two classes of human souls. The yang soul, called hün (e^), leng (®) or leng-hun (l|z$ö,
composed of three ethereal spiritual parts, is a reflection of ‘the deity’. The yin soul, called phek
(flfc), made of seven earthy or material elements, is a reflection of ‘the ghost’ (Baity 1975: 143;
Cohen 1988: 182; Elliott 1955: 28-29; Feuchtwang 1992: 64; Jordan 1972: 33; Thompson 1969:
10-11). But in different social contexts, the usage of deity and ghost can be variable and
interchangeable.
Few researchers relate the idea of souls to cosmological energy, khi (HO- Kristofer Schipper
asserted “the multiplicity of ch’i [khi] making up the human being is expressed by a certain number
of ‘souls’ which correspond to the essences of the ch’i (energies)” (Schipperl982 [1993]: 35-36).
Meir Shahar and Robert Weller in their edited book also illustrated this point that sin referred
‘abstractly to vital force and concretely to gods’ (Shahar & Weller 1996: 2-3).
6 The most popular deity, called the Benevolent Master (in-chü ® Ti) in Taiwan, is the God of
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Emperor with surname Mä), Chu-hü-chhian-sde

Chu), Chheng-hü-chhian-söe (
Thong-hu-chhian-sde

(

Jjfj

fit if?
ü

Lord with surname

jflc , Lord with

,

Lord

with

surname Chheng),

surname

Thong),

two

So-hü-chhian-söe (IS ü f^ ^ P lI, Lord with surname Sa), and two Ti-hü-chhian-söe
Lord with surname 77). In addition, there are two P6-sen-täi-te ({XzPyP
'S , Great Emperor Who Protects Life) at the Kioh-thäu of K ia-a-keng and

Häi-thäu, serving as each’s ‘chief territorial deity’ (keng-chü f ^ i ) to surpass the
‘temple chief deity’ {miäu-chü

j i ) when Kioh-thäu have more than one temple

within the territory. These deities, and the temples in which they can be found, are
listed in the Table 4-1.

Accordingly, eleven out of seventeen deities are öng-iä , which matches the
impression I had of this locality, based on the result of my temple survey.**7 It also

War Guan Yu (HUT! Guan1 Yu3, CE 162-220), an apotheosised hero of the period of the Three
Kingdoms in ancient China. He received the imperial title ‘emperor’ in 1615, and has thus also been
called Guan'-di4 (H flS Emperor with the surname Guan1) since then.
Here Gö -hü-in-chü
the Benevolent Master with the surname Gö) has nothing to
do with the God of War. For the local people, this deity belongs to the category of öng-iä, but unlike
the others, has a different title, ‘Benevolent Master,’ rather than ‘Great Emperor’ or ‘Lord’.
7 My survey only includes information on twenty two temples - eleven Kioh-thäu temples,
four public temples, one Buddhist temple Hoä-siän-töng ({bü'SÖ , five abandoned temples and one
new temple in the Old Settlement.
Hoä-siän-töng, built in 1821, is one of the earliest Buddhist temples in Taiwan, but seems to
have no connection with the locality. As far as I know, most of the An-pt' people only have a vague
idea of this temple—it is a site for tourists, one nun lives there, and the believers are a few outsiders.
The five abandoned temples, Koai"-te-miäu (f ü S iH X Tha-te-kong-miäu ( i t f e ^ | § ) ,
Chüi-sian-keng (Tfcfllill), Clihiu1-te-kong-miäu (J^ S ^ aMI) and Gö’-tiong-sü (HfS/I^J), used to
exist in the Six Kioh-thäu, and some of their positions can be traced back orally.
The newest temple Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng
was started by a small group
of people in 1995, experienced financial problems, and was finally completed during my second
long-term fieldwork in An-pf1. The rest of the temples on my survey are the (eleven) Kioh-thäu
temples and the (four) public temples. All the Chinese names of the deities and the täng-ki figure in
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The scripture for incantations is mainly chanted by the Ritual Apprentices

(hoat-a or hoat-ia) to invite (or invoke) various deities as well as the generals and
soldiers to descend to the temple or to reward the deity’s troops. It has become a
necessary procedure in most of the anniversaries at temples in An-pi \ This
Scripture is composed of many incantations. Each incantation is written as a poem
with seven characters in each line. The longest incantation has nearly thirty lines
and the shortest roughly eleven. Each incantation has a basic structure: it starts
with a phrase respectfully inviting a specific deity (Km-chhia 1-bö-bö-sin-chun H
arc K J c W H O and is completed by the phrase ‘your disciple whole-heartedly,
single-mindedly and with devotion requests this specific deity to descend swiftly
and approach’ ( Te-chu-it-sim-choan-pai-chheng bö-bö-sin-chun-suh-käng-lim
-f—

pl us a five-word sentence, ‘carry out this

command with the swiftness of fire’ (He-kip-ji-lu1t-leng

as an end. In

between there are descriptions of miraculous events performed by this specific
deity.11

When the Ritual Apprentices recite this Scripture, they invoke the deities as
well as summon heavenly soldiers and heavenly generals for protection. The deities
include those who are more familiar to the Ritual Apprentices and those
worshipped at the temple. But for the latter, only a very few deities, such as Ma-cha
(Queen

of

Heaven),

Pö-sen-täi-te (Great Emperor Who

Protects

Life),

Hän-thian-chhiün-te (Supreme Emperor of the Dark Heavens), or Phö-am-käu-chü

11 Here I use the scripture for incantations at the temple Miäu-siü-keng as an example. For the
full text in Chinese, see appendix iii.
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C f f A n c e s t r a l Teacher (or Patriarch) of the Pha-am),n have their own
specified incantations, which normally reveal their unique positions in An-pf.
Otherwise, most of the deities share similar, limited texts, known as öng-iä
incantations (öng-iä-chiü zE jfj/E ). For instance, the öng-iä incantation used at the
temple Miäu-siü-keng is as follows:

Respectfully invite the Great Lord of the surname X, holding a
double-edged sword eradicating evil spirits. Ride a treasured horse to
the land under heaven. Descend to the human world through a täng-ki.
Wear armour to receive the Jade Emperor’s seal. The ghosts and evil are
scared when seeing me come to the altar. It is like when terrifying rain
drops, the heaven and earth shake. Five-thunder soldiers accompany my
way. Six Generals in armour travel with me. Six Generals in armour
travel with me. 13 The order is given by the Jade Emperor in person.
Burning incense to invite you to the altar. Your disciple whole-heartedly,
single-mindedly and with devotion requests the Lord with the surname
X to descend swiftly and approach. Carry out this command with the
swiftness of fire.

°ÄiWJs^T ’ h&eaib
5SftJfg«5fr °a T a ? I ^ >/NT/N^^gfT °

mmjj»imnmmmM

°

•

If used by a different deity, the content will be the same except that the part of the
12 Pha-am-kau-chu (If
Ancestral Teacher (or Patriarch) of the Pha-am) was
originally a Buddhist saint, and later became a Taoist deity. In An-pf, this deity is particularly
worshipped by the Ritual Masters. In other areas of Taiwan as well as Fujian, this deity has a close
relationship with another famous deity, Patriarch of the Clear Stream (Cheng-chui-chcr-su '/ifzKill
ßffj). Some people take them to be the same deity. For information on Cheng-chüi-chä-su, see
Kenneth Dean (1993: 99-129).
13 The local people are not sure what the Six Generals stand for. According to Kenneth Dean,
they are ‘strong Soldiers expelling evil’ (Dean 1993: 93).
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‘surname X ’ will be replaced with a proper one. Here is another text showing the
deity’s image in the öng-iä incantation of the temple Kng-che-keng:

Worshipped by the devotees with incense, this deity displays
illustrious prowess to save the common people. This deity is a valiant
deity of Heaven, and is sanctified as a golden statue by good and
honest people. Once coming, this deity can fly thousands of miles to
expel evil heterodoxy and demon ghosts. The Jade Emperor has
bestowed upon this deity the task of staying in the human world to
save people from disasters. With golden crown and wearing a dragon
gown, the deity pilots colourful clouds and steps on golden lions under
his feet. Sincerely invited by the male, female, aged and young, the
deity descends in person to save the common people . 14
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14 The whole text is as follows:
Respectfully invite the deity sanctified as this statue. Your penetrating spirit-power is vast
while consecrating a statue. Eyes are dotted to open [to the light] by a red pen with the blood
of a white cock. With five true spirit talismans the deity is revealed, whose spirit light is
expected to last for thousands of years. Worshipped by the devotees with incense, this deity
displays illustrious prowess to save the common people. This deity is a valiant deity of
Heaven, is sanctified as a golden statue by good and honest people. Once he or she comes, the
deity can fly thousands of miles to expel evil heterodoxy and demon ghosts. The Jade
Emperor has bestowed upon this deity the task of staying in the human’s world to save the
people from disasters. With a golden crown and wearing a dragon gown, the deity pilots
colourful clouds and steps on golden lions under his feet. Sincerely invited by males, females,
aged and young, the deity descends in person to save the common people. Your disciple
whole-heartedly, single-mindedly and with devotion requests the XX deity to descend swiftly
and approach. Carry out this command with the swiftness of fire.
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Like bureaucrats given a task by the Jade Emperor, öng-iä are described as deities
with the power to eradicate evil heterodoxy and demonic ghosts. All öng-iä have
underlings, soldiers and generals. Some have Royal Boats (<öng-chün zEjifn)
invisibly on duty at sea all the time. Thus a Royal Boat may also be worshipped at
the temple . 15 Each öng-iä has his own surname, taken as part of its official titles,
such as Great Emperor {täi-te

) or Lord (chhian-sde

H'Jlo)- There were at least

thirty-two different family names when I did the temple survey. If a couple of

öng-iä happen to share the same surname, they can still be considered to be
different.

16

The idea of ‘öng-iä being exorcists’ written in the scripture for

incantation also extends to other female and male deities, who are becoming
popular in A n -p f. 17 This Scripture is chanted on ritual occasions several times a
year. The deity’s image is thus enhanced by this. Another important reason why the
‘exorcist’ image of a deity is prevailingly transmitted through öng-iä also relates to
the fact that most of the öng-iä have täng-ki to conduct ritual performances for
devotees, which inclination has already been formed as part of the local tradition
and is continuously practiced all the time . 18

15 The Royal Boats (öng-chün iEJtß) can be worshipped at the temple or burned at regular
intervals, the latter possibilily occurring more often in Taiwan. The most prosperous boat-burning
festival, held at the temple Dong'-kmgLgong1
of Dong'-gang3 (H i# ) in Pingtung, even
attracts many tourists. It is believed that unfortunate disasters, especially plagues of earlier times,
would be dispelled by means of burning the Royal Boat. For details see Paul Katz’s research,
especially his book in 1995.
16 For instance, the chief deities at temples Go-tek-keng and Kim-liöng-tiän are all called
Sa-hu-chhian-sde, but they are totally unrelated as far as the local people are concerned. A similar
case can be seen with the deity Tt-hu-chhian-sde at the temples Höng-che-keng and Se-liöng-tiän.
171 found on one ritual occasion in 1999 that a deity (through a täng-ki) wanted to create a
new incantation to be used exclusively for a specific deity, who did not belong to the category of
öng-iä. The content o f this new incantation was a revision of the temple’s öng-iä incantation, of
which the different part were two sentences rewritten to describe this deity’s weapons for exorcism.
18 The role of täng-ki and what a deity does for the devotee will be specified more in the next
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Apart from the öng-iä incantations, the exclusive incantations for the deities
Pö-sen-täi-te (Great Emperor Who Protect Life) and for Ma-cha (Queen of Heaven)
are famous because they are still regularly used in the annual ceremonies for the
‘chief territorial deity’ (keng-chü). The anniversary of Pö-sen-täi-te at Häi-thäu is a
celebration involving all the five temples within its territory; that at Kid'-ä-keng
also involves the participation of both temples within its territory. As far as the
annual ceremony for the Ma-cha of the public temple Thian-hö-kong (Queen of
Heaven Temple), as well as the noted Procession for Ma-cha (Gä-ma-cha) is
concerned, they normally have the complete involvement of the Six Kioh-thäu,191
will introduce these two deities below.

The Chief Territorial Deities: P6-Sen-Täi-Te and M a-Chd

P6-sen-tai-te (Great Emperor Who Protects Life) and Ma-cha (Queen of
Heaven) are central deities in Fujian province on the mainland. Their cults are
spread regionally: the cult of Pö-sen-täi-te has spread far inland in Fujian and along
the coast of Southeast China to Taiwan and Southeast Asia; the Ma-cha cult has
spread all along the coast of China (Dean 1993: 83, 89). Therefore, issues raised by
these deities are quite region-orientated. For instance, researchers point out that
Pö-se-täi-te is worshipped alongside Ma-cha in certain areas of Fujian and Taiwan,
this joint worship suggesting overlapping cult networks based on the combination

three chapters.
19 The importance for each Kioh-thäu attending the religious activities held by the public
temple Thian-hö-kong has been noted in Chapter Three.
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of two trading systems (Dean 1993: 89; Schipper 1990: 89). Other researchers have
focused on the cult organisation of incense-division (hun-hiun ^ § ) , 20 and have
looked at how the social forces and tensions among different social groups or
between the state bureaucracy and the local have interacted and been channeled
(for example, Baity 1977; Dean 1993; Sangren 1987b, 1988; Schipper 1990;
Watson 1985).

P6-se-tai-te, as the Divine God, is famous for his healing skills. The Scripture
for Incantation uses the term ‘doctor-dragon’ (i-liöng

BIS)

to describe him.

Popular legends of his various divine signs, such as resurrecting the dead, were
collected and published in 1887, and the principal sources for the study of
Pö-sen-täi-te cult can be traced back to the 12th to 13th centuries (Dean 1993: 69-70).
The female deity Ma-cha, the Goddess of the Sea, is believed to come to the aid of
seafarers endangered by storms. Taoist scripture has a few incantations to describe
her divine signs, and how she became Queen of Heaven as a result of the Em peror’s
recognition.21 Ma-cha was very popular as a patron of merchant associations in the
Qing period.22 In addition, both cults are preserved in the Taoist canon— the

20 People believe a divine statue can be duplicated and invested with the spirit and power of
the original. So the deity could appear in different places or times simultaneously. Incense-division
(hun-hiun jrf-^r) is a ritual behaviour which involves taking away a stick of burning incense or
incense ash from the censer to place in a new locale. This then provides additional statues, called
Split Bodies (hun-seng ftM ), to serve as the foci of branch cults in other areas. The importance of
hiun for a temple is also reflected in the term for a kau-pöe unit, liän-hiun-siä, meaning allied
incense siä (See Chapter Three).
21 The worship of Ma-cha , which started as a local cult in Fujian, was adopted into the
official rites in 1720, when she received the title o f Queen of Heaven (Feuchtwang 1974: 281).
22 According to Feuchtwang, it also includes another deity, the God of War (Feuchtwang 1977:

583) .
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scriptures of Pö-sen-täi-te are kept and transmitted in the orthodox Taoist tradition
at the local level, while the ones for Ma-cha have been selected and kept at the
national level (Dean & Zheng 1993).

The first time I heard a popular legend about Pö-sen-täi-te in Ati-pf it was
about this deity’s abortive marriage to Ma-cha and their subsequent feud. These
two gods attempted to humiliate each other with cosmic powers.23 The legend
explains that winds on the 15th day of the 3rd lunar month are designed to
embarrass the bald Pö-sen-täi-te by blowing his hat off, and rain on the 23rd day is
designed to soak Ma-cha's make-up and clothing during her procession. I was told
this legend during the 3rd lunar month while the local people were preparing to
celebrate Ma-cha'’s birthday and were worried about how the weather would
influence the procession.

There are two very famous Ma-cha stories transmitted in this locality. One is
about seeing the deity catch bombs with her skirt during the World War II, which
amazed the Japanese; the other is seeing this deity shed tears when a lot of A n-pf
people were sent to become conscripted military labourers (chok-kun-hu) during
the war. Quite often I heard the local people use “A n -p f’s Ma-cha” to show how
they feel about this deity. They recognise Ma-cha as ‘Patroness of the Fishermen,’
an image with great significance in the past, when the main livelihood was fishing.
According to A-käng, once the ritual activity Gä-ma-cha was suggested as a

23 This legend is also mentioned by Kristofer Schipper (1990) as well as Kenneth Dean
(1993), and is thought to prevail all over Taiwan.
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method to solve the fishermen’s worries:

Soon after the Japanese colonisation finished in 1945, the economic
market was very depressed. Nobody earned any money. Since the
Gä-ma-cha (Ma-cha Procession) had not been held for quite a long time,
the people proposed to have this Procession to enhance prosperity and
get rid of bad luck. (A-käng)

From what I have heard from local people, the Ma-cha Procession
(Gä-ma-cha) has attracted the most involvement from all the Six Kioh-thäu in
recent

times.

This

reflects

two

idioms.

One

is

‘An-pi1-gä-ma-cha

täi-läm-honk-te-hä

’ ’□Bl'RJfeS)’, another is ‘An-pF-gä-ma-cha

pah-pah-ki-liäu-liäu

’ W H ffiT T )’.24 It is only in the procession of

Ma-cha that An-pF people are reduced by their depth of feeling to kneeling and
kha'p-thau (iSSf, kow-towing) in front of the sedans to pay their respects.

Gä-ma-cha is a half-day activity that involves walking to the beach to receive
Ma-cha back from her trip home to Fujian,25 and is followed by a procession that
ends at An-pF. It is normally held once every three years. The first time I heard
people mention Gä-ma-cha in An-pF, they were discussing the magnificent
moment when all the tang-ki stood in line, facing in the direction of Fujian, and
24 ‘Honk-te-ha,’ according to my informants, to act as a cat, is a disparaging expression to
describe the uselessness o f a person. It is used in the first idiom to emphasise any activity in Tainan
that can not beat An-pF's Gä-ma-cha. The second idiom describes the situation when most of the
local people take part in Gä-ma-cha in An-pF by holding various flags, representing different kinds
of jobs. According to Lim long , these idioms were very popular at the end of the 19th century in the
Qing dynasty ( Lim 1955). The earliest description of An-pF's Gä-ma-cha is in the book o f Random
Notes of Kui-yuan
Kui’-yuan2-liu2-cao3), written by Xu Nan-ying
Xu3
Nan2-ying') in 1887.
251 was told by local people that the reason Ma-cha went home was to offer a sacrifice to her
ancestors in Fujian.
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simultaneously entered a trance to show Ma-cha's return. I found people tended to
make comparisons about the performance of each tang-ki and relate these to
Kioh-thäu bin-chü. I was told about another grand occasion when the Ma-cha
sedans,26 carried by people from different Kioh-thäu, competed to enter the temple
first.

The name of the Ma-cha temple, The Founder Queen of the Heavenly Temple
of Taiwan (Khai-täi-thian-hä-kong

reminds people that the statues

of Ma-cha were first invited by Ten Chhicf-kong (ttßfjlcÖJ) of Fujian province in
the 17th century. It has also been asserted that the Ma-cha of Tainan city split from
A n -p f's (Lin 1976).27 However, what these statements signify for the local people
is a feeling of identity toward this locality by emphasising the relative priority in
history of A n-pf's Ma-cha, rather than asserting a hierarchical position in the
incense-division organisation.

Different from Ma-cha, the ‘chief territorial deity’ role of Pö-sen-täi-te is fixed
at the level of Kioh-thäu. In addition to his image as ‘doctor-dragon’ described in
the scripture, Pö-sen-täi-te also has troops like öng-iä do. His official title, Great

26 There are three statues of Ma-chä worshipped in the temple Thian-hd-kong. For historical
reasons, their sedans are carried by three specific Kioh-thäu in any procession of Ma-cha. This
detail will be considered later in this section.
27 The identification of the earliest Ma-cha of Tainan area is a controversial topic discussed
by several scholars. They tend to use different kinds o f historical evidence to support their
arguments. Here I am not going to discuss this further, but only mention Lim long's assertion. He
claims that Ma-cha of An-pf is the earliest in Taiwan, that the one at the temple of Tainan Great
Queen o f Heaven is a split body o f An-pf' s, and that the book The Random Notes of An-pf County
was mistaken about the representatives of A n-pf's Ma-cha Temple burning incense at the temple of
Luerhmen
Lu4-er3-men2, located in Tainan County) in G ä-ma-cha {Lim 1976).
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Emperor {täi-te), is often more convincing than ong-ia s for the locals. This attitude
is particularly obvious among the residents of both Kioh-thäu where P o se 1-täi-te is
the chief territorial deity. Therefore, a ritual (called Khd-kun

meaning

‘Rewarding the Generals and Soldiers’, is often held as a part of the annual
ceremony for Pö-sen-täi-te at both Kioh-thäu. At Kioh-thäu Kia -a-keng, the
duration of this deity’s anniversary is the longest—fifteen days. It starts with an
invocation to the deities ‘Descending to the Altar’ {Lo‘k-toän

during which

Ritual Apprentices recite the incarnations every night from the 1st day of the 3rd
lunar month until the 15th day. It is completed by ‘Rewarding the Soldiers’
{Khd-kun) or ‘Appreciating the Soldiers’ (Siu'-peng f E ) in the afternoon, and is
then followed by a communal banquet an the evening of the 15th day. All the
sequences are conducted in their entirety. For instance, the ‘Rewarding the
Soldiers’ part uses ‘Great Reward’ {Toä-khö

rather than a briefer version,

‘Small Reward’ {Siau-khd / J ^ ) ; 28 the ‘Descending to the Altar’ part begins with
an invitation to the ‘Thirty-six Officials and Generals’ (San-chap-la1k-koan-chiong
H + A l^ x j-),29 a specific incarnation is only used for P6-sen-täi-te. Between 1995
and 1998, the representatives of both Kioh-thäu successively went to Fujian to visit

281 was told by the Chief Ritual Master of Miäu-siü-keng that a Great Reward normally takes
three to four hours to complete, while a Small Reward only needs two hours. The meaning and
ritual sequence of both are basically the same. The only difference is in the content of the Scripture
for Incantations— the Great Reward tends to invite more deities.
29 The Thirty-six Officials and Generals (San-cha'p-la‘k-koan-chiong
are the
Thirty-six Celestial Stars (explained more in note 43 of Chapter Six). These special deities only
relate to Pö-sen-täi-te and Hän-thian-täi-te. It is said that Hän-thian-täi-te lent his soldiers,
San-chap-la1k-koan-chiong, to Pö-sen-täi-te in order to borrow his sword to dispel evils. But
afterwards, Hän-thian-täi-te refused to return the sword. The San-chap-la'k-koan-chiong thus
belonged to Pö-sen-täi-te. In addition, the San-chap-la'k-koan-chiong are only painted on the
temple doors of Pö-sen-täi-te. I have been told of these details several times when doing research in

An-pf.
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the ancestor temple of P6-sen-täi-te. This added occasional religious activities for
the residents. Each Kioh-thäu s kau-poe units also assisted the process because it
was considered an important event.

These two deities, with a Fujianese background, have become territorial chief
deities, either of a Kioh-thäu or of An-pi\ A deity’s regional background might help
spread his (or her) reputation in a new location initially. But afterwards, the deity’s
standing is decided by the depth of localisation. This is clearly represented in the
encounters of another two deities, also Pö-sen-täi-te and Ma-cha, but worshipped at
different temples.30 In other words, what has happened to these two deities in

Afi-pi1illustrates the importance of ritual practice in the process of localisation, and
as a way of reproducing social memory. A deity’s reputation can be enhanced by the
growth of the power of worshippers through practice, but a deity can also easily
fade from collective memory if there is no enduring worship.

It is very likely that the ‘official origin’ of Thian-hö-kong’s Ma-cha helped
spread her reputation in the beginning. The statues of this deity were brought by Tel

Chhia -kong, and her first temple was built by that official. This characteristic, for

30 There is a third Pö-sen-täi-te worshipped at the temple Leng-che-tiän but not treated as a
chief territorial deity at Käng-ä-böe. According to various interviews, there used to be a temple for
this deity at Käng-ä-böe a long time ago, but it was closed. It happened before Leng-che-tiän was
established. I was even told that the character, ‘ehe ’ of Leng-che-tiän was relevant to the deity
Pö-sen-täi-te. Nevertheless, this deity is not functionally important at Leng-che-tiän, although his
reputation in a general sense is quite distinct to the local residents. The Ma-cha of the temple
Gd-tek-keng (one of the two Kioh-thäu temples at Käng-ä-böe) is in a similar situation. This deity
was originally worshipped by a group of soldiers at one of the five ‘halls’ (called heng-koän f T f f )
in Qing dynasty. This hall was abandoned when the worshippers ran away because of the
Sino-Japanese War in 1895. The statue of Ma-cha was rescued by the local residents and relocated
at Gd-tek-keng.
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the ordinary people, is always taken as a favourable indication of a deity’s
reputation.31 Exammation of the encounters of those deities usually worshipped at
‘official temples’ (koan-miäu

'g ' M I ),

especially that of Seng-höng-iä (The

Wall-and-Moat God), shows how the symbols of imperial power are perceived
differently at the local level, thus giving way to the local tradition in modeling a
deity’s reputation in A n -p f .

The Obscure Symbol of Imperial Power: Seng-Höng-Iä
Seng-höng-iä (M ßJlft, The Wall-and-Moat God) is also called the City God,
this deity’s cult, as one of the state cults, was relevant to the establishment of a
walled city, and was influenced by the involvement of the mercantile elite in the
past.32 The public worship of the City God began in the 6th (Johnson 1985: 391) or
7th (Dengl935: 256-257) century. By late imperial China, every major locality had
its temple to the City God (Zito 1987: 334),33 and the “annual sacrifices,
celebrations and processions for this god were among the most impressive and
widely observed public activities in traditional community life” (Yang 1961: 156).

31 This attitude has been reflected in two examples mentioned in this chapter. One is the
statement that emphasises the priority o f this Ma-cha with the temple name
An-pi'-khai-täi-thian-hö’-kong'. Another example is that of the memorial plaque which is usually
sent by politicians as a welcome.
32 According to Feuchtwang, an administrative city was marked by the building of city walls,
within which a temple to the City God is one emblem (Feuchtwang 1977: 583). Johnson also
mentions how the mercantile elite influenced the development of the cult of the City God in the
Tang and Song periods (Johnson 1985).
33 Zito points out some descriptions of the City God rituals from the Yangzi River
(Yang2-zi3-jiang‘ H r X '/X ) , and evidence from Guangdong (Guang3-dong‘ Jjr
), Fuzhou
(Fu2-zhou‘ TSJTf), and Beijing (Bei3-jin‘ J tM ) all attest to the importance of this deity in most parts
of the empire (Zito 1987: 355).
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Exploring what the officials and local elite wanted the commoners to believe,
David Johnson found certain basic features of City Gods. He found that beliefs
about them being city tutelary deities, the spirits of human beings, and prefects or
magistrates in the celestial civil service, were common from at least the Tenth to
Thirteenth Centuries as an official ideology (Johnson 1985: 444). In addition to
Johnson, other researchers have provided descriptions quite similar to his (for
example, Feuchtwang 1977; Hansen 1993; Thornton 1996; Zito: 1987, 1996). The
City God acts as a judge, whose jurisdiction parallels that of a magistrate or prefect
in imperial times. Subordinated to the higher authority of the heavenly bureaucracy
by various rules and regulations, the City God is taken to represent the same values
of that of a human official. He stands for loyalty and justice.

Studies of the City God also show how the power of the Empire was
represented at the local level by conducting regular state cults.34 All the ideologies
the City God represent seem to be overwhelmingly dominant and therefore benefit
the officials and the mercantile elite: the location of the temples near yamens
(government offices in feudal China), the iconography of the cults, and the close
association of City God and magistrate all place a great stress on stability and
submissiveness to authority (Johnson 1985: 447). On the other hand, the cult is not
merely a creation of the Empire. It can also be taken as an illustration of the link
between the official religion and popular religion (Feuchtwang 1977), or as a tool to

34 In the regulations o f the Record of laws and Systems of Qing Dynasty
(Da4-qing‘-hui4-dian3 ^ '/ifU T S T the official cults celebrated at the open altars and the City God
Cults were set in a ranked hierarchy that exactly paralleled the administrative one, i.e., the
county-level cults were subdivisions of the prefectural-level cults, and so on up to the imperial
capital (Feuchtwang 1977: 589-90).
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reach “the negotiated result of discursive and ritual practice that yielded filiality
(xiao4) [ ^ ] as an ‘authoritative solution’ to certain paradoxes, particularly the
paradox of sameness and difference ” (Zito 1987: 337 and 1996: 73).

The City God in A n-pixseems to be less active than those described elsewhere.
The first time I entered the City God’s temple in An-pf1, 1 was frightened by seeing
two images standing near the temple doors. They are General Hoän (?Q) and
General Siä (Uf), better known to local people by the names Chhit-iä (-b ffi,
Seventh Respected Old Man) and Bat-iä

(AfS,

Eighth Respected Old Man).35

Afterwards I realised that quite a few local people had similar experiences the first
time. Kok-hui told me his memory of the deity Seng-höng-iä:

When I was a child, I did not remember there was any other thing inside
the temple except for Chhit-iä and Bat-iä, standing very close to the
temple doors. The daytime market was in front of the temple, but the
temple was normally closed in the early afternoon. It was then pretty
empty, with no one around. At night, without lights, it was extremely
dark in this area. Unless there was no other path, I would not pass by the
temple at night. Though it was filled with people in the market, still, I
did not dare to enter the temple. I usually only stood near the temple
doors looking in from the outside. Thus only Chhit-iä and Bat-iä could
be clearly seen. I did not remember what else was in the temple.
(Kok-hui)

35 According to Sutton Donald (1996), the version of the legend relating ‘Chhit-iä ( U f t ) and
Bat-iä (Afrt)’ to the sworn brothers ‘General Hoän (^q ) and General Siä (gU)’ is a standard
explanatory myth in Taiwan and Fujian: General Siä offered to bring an umbrella to General Hoän
in a storm. But General Hoän was drowned while loyally waiting for his sworn brother’s coming
beside a bridge. They are indispensable images in the City God temples. This legend is taken as a
transformation o f that of the doubled ‘Life-Is-Transient’ deities, and is also relevant to the stories of
a special group of Generals (ka-chiong ficlj^), a performative troupe of dramatic exorcistic dancers
in the procession of the deity.
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A-häng also said:
There was a market from morning to noon at the temple mouth. Many
people were there and it was very nau-jia't. After the market closed, it
became a place for storytellers running their business. The temple was
gloomy inside, but there was sunshine outside. So you did not feel
scared with a lot of people around. When dusk came, people gradually
went home. The gloomy feeling came back again...Compared to now, it
was much more gloomy before. No one dared to stay at the temple
mouth at nights. It was said that there were noises made by iron chains
and shackles inside the temple at nights...Seng-höng-iä deals with
things in the world of the shades. If Kioh-thäu s öng-iä has something to
do with the world of the shades, he will go and ask Seng-höng-iä's help.

(JUS) [Head of the Sub-district],
Khu-tiöng (üE;ft) [Head of District].

Kioh-thäu’s öng-iä is like Li-tiong
and Seng-höng-iä is like the
(.A-käng)

Despite the fact that the Seng-höng temple used to be an official temple, ‘the
cult of Seng-höng-iä as a state cult’ does not exist in people’s collective memory.
Nowadays, Seng-höng-iä only gives the local people a vague image of being in
charge of things in the world of the shades. The Seng-höng temple is mainly
involved in two regular ritual activities. One is the annual Universal Salvation,
which is normally started by Seng-höng temple ‘Sending Lanterns Adrift in Boats’
(Päng-chüi-teng

jfjfcR'M) and ‘Sending Lanterns to the Mountain’ (Päng-san-teng

fjfllU'M) to invoke the ‘good brothers’ (euphemism for hungry ghosts) attending the
banquet.36 The other one is a three-night inspection made by Chhit-iä and Bat-iä of

36 ‘Sending Lanterns Adrift in Boats’ (Päng-chüi-teng S^7j<'M) is a basic ritual of Universal
Salvation, meaning “to summon the solitary souls in the aquatic hells, especially the souls of those
who have drowned, to the Universal Salvation feast” (Lagerwey 1987: 56). ‘Sending Lanterns to
the Mountain’ (Päng-san-teng fölL 'M ) is rarely mentioned in similar researches. In An-pt1,
Päng-san-teng is actually a special creation by the Chief Taoist priest Giam-e in order to compete
with his opponent A-hö\ I have mentioned their relationship in Chapter Three (see pp. 113-115).
Because the public temple Seng-höng Temple always holds the first annual Universal Salvation in
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Seng-höng temple to get rid of the unclean things in the locality before Ma-cha's
arrival.37 Then, in the procession, Seng-höng-iä leads the way for Ma-cha.

Seng-höng-iä's annual birthday ritual is not much different from the öng-iä' s.
This shows they are quite similar in terms of duty and function in An-pil. Moreover,
in contrast to the newness of other Kioh-thäu temples, the old and shabby
appearance of the Seng-höng temple further indicates that the number of its
believers are far less than the ong-ia s. When A-käng compared ‘ong-ia and

Seng-höng-iä' to ‘U-tiöng (Head of the Sub-district) and Khu-tiöng (Head of
District)’, he meant to set up a context to explain this deity’s general image as a
‘territorially tutelary deity’. Otherwise, according to the local tradition, whenever
an öng-iä needs to visit the World of the Shades for his devotees, he goes to the
‘Great Emperor of the Underworld Offices ( Te-hü-täi-te

rather than

Seng-hong-ia. And this has become a fixed expression in the ritual sequence of a
deity’s annual birthday ceremony as well as in people’s everyday life practice.38

A deity’s official origin does not guarantee continuous followers, as it depends
on the depth of localisation in a relative time and space. This point can be illustrated
with two episodes which happened during the period of the Sino-Japanese War of
1895, regarding different encounters between several öng-iä and the three statues

An-pf1, Giam-e explained that the Pang-san-teng is a supplementary part of Päng-chüi-teng, which
invites the solitary souls on the local ‘Grave Hill’ to complete a ‘thorough and satisfactory’ feast.
37 This is a local custom. Whenever there is Ma-cha procession, Seng-höng-iä will lead the
way for her. This is why Chhit-ia and Bat-ia make the inspection first.
38 For details, see Chapters Six and Seven.
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of Thian-hö’-kong's Ma-cha. There are several öng-iä who have had particular
connections with the state in the past, as they were originally from the five halls and
worshipped by the soldiers (pan-peng HEÄ) in the Qing dynasty.39 The soldiers left
the Five Halls when the Sino-Japanese War started. The local residents thus gave
refuge to the deities of the five Halls by locating them at Kioh-thäu temples. The
positions of these five Halls and the whereabouts of most of the deities can still be
identified by interviewing the local people, while these deities have already been
accepted as deities of Kioh-thäu temples. However, they do not seem to be given
special treatment for their official status.

A meeting was called by the Six Kioh-thäu to discuss where to relocate the
three Ma-cha statues after Qing soldiers were killed by the Japanese at

Thian-hä-kong in 1895. This massacre was thought to have polluted the temple.
Therefore the local people decided to demolish it and temporarily relocate the
statues in the Kioh-thäu while a new temple was built. To show fairness, lots were
chosen to decide how to distribute the three statues among the Six Kioh-thäu. It
finally came to this: the statue of the ‘first Ma-cha' ( Täi-mä

was to be kept at

Khg-che-keng of Häi-thäw, the ‘second Ma-cha ’ (Jl-mä Z2#|f) was to be kept at
Leng-che-tiän of Käng-ä-böc, the ‘third Ma-cha ’ {Sa -mä H#f§) was first kept at
Se-liöng-tiän of Öng-siän-sai, and later relocated to the kau-poe temple

39 These halls, called heng-kodn (fji§iD> were built by soldiers. These five halls are
Ti2-biao‘-guan3
Feng‘-huo3-guan3
Hai3-shan‘-guan3 ($g[_L[j|t), MiiF-arAguan3
(IMJjSrii) and Jin‘-men2-guan3
Each hall functioned as a public place of entertainment,
and was likely to be supported by the soldiers from the same area of the Mainland. Statues of these
deities were also carried by these soldiers from their home and worshipped at the hall while they
were garrisoned at An-pf1. Thus each hall also formed a religious group constituted mainly by
soldiers.
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Miau-siu-keng due to the lack of space at Se-liöng-tiän.

The three Ma-cho statues worshipped at Kioh-thäu temples actually solidified
the position of Ma-chcr, although the ritual Gä-ma-cho was discontinued during the
period of Japanese colonisation on account of temple demolition and despite
government policy since the 1930s.40 After the Japanese left, the first Gä-ma-cho
ceremony could only conducted by consulting with the aged people. The ceremony
was then discontinued for a while after a conflagration in the 1980s. Not until 1998
was a Gä-ma-cho held again.41 This activity has encountered disruptions a number
of times, according to my observations on a similar procession for Ma-cho temple’s
Orderly Seating in 1995,42 I found this episode actually maintained and
strengthened Ma-cho belief by creating special ties between Kioh-thäu members
and Ma-cho. These particularistic connections not only gave Kioh-thäu a good
reason to attend Gä-ma-cho, but further enriched the religious activities of
Thian-hö-hong. The inclusion of ‘Rewarding the Soldiers’ as part of Ma-cho's
annual birthday ritual reflects such a case.
40 After the war between Japan and China begun in 1937, the Japanese government promoted
the ‘Becoming Japanese movement’, that is, Japanisation (Kominka jU f^fb in Japanese), to win the
war by increasing the loyalty of its colonised people to Japan. One important point of this
movement was to alter Taiwanese religious belief. Therefore, there were many restrictions on
deity-worship and religious activities. A lot of information on how the local people hid the divine
statues or secretly worshipped their deities can be acquired through oral interviews.
41 There was a serious conflagration at the Ma-chcr temple. The temple was nearly burned
down. I have been told a lot of stories about this event, proving the importance of Ma-chcr in the
mind of the local people. After that conflagration, the temple was generally rebuilt. Gä-ma-cho was
stopped during that period.
42 No Gä-ma-cho ceremony took place when I did fieldwork in An-pf1. But the local people
told me that the procession for Ma-chö's Orderly Seating at a temple which I observed in 1995 was
quite similar to Gä-ma-cho's. I found people’s involvement in this procession was much greater
than in that of the Chid ritual. The most distinguishing impression I had of this activity was that I
saw a large number of women carrying the sedans, whereas on other occasions it was usually men.
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Compared to deities such as P6-sen-täi-te, öng-iä and Seng-höng-iä, Ma-cho
is always classified in another category without being endowed with any soldiers.
For instance, the birthday ritual for the Ma-cho at the temple Go -tek-keng of

Kia -ä-keng, the ‘Descending (Ma-cho ) to the Altar’, usually does not include the
step of ‘Locating Inner and Outer Troops’ (An-lä-göa-ia

which,

however, is always the case for other deities. While Kioh-thäu take turns holding
the ‘Descending (Ma-cho) to the Altar’ on her birthday, at Thian-hö-kong, the
ceremony does include this step, but with the explanation that these troops are
invoked by the Kioh-thäu. After the serious fire at Thian-hö-kong in 1980s,

Seng-höng-iä explained through a täng-ki that the reason for the fire was a lack of
soldiers at the Ma-cho temple. The deity thus asked for a Rewarding the Soldiers
sequence to be conducted during the annual birthday ritual. Some people disagreed
with this because Ma-cho was considered to be an ‘Immortal outside the Boundary’

(käi-göa-sian

{[!]), who should not have soldiers; others criticised this

arrangement as improper because Thian-hö -kong did not form the rite of Releasing
the Troops (Päng-ia1® S ).43 It did not meet the conditions necessary to have such

43 Khd-kun (Rewarding the Soldiers), together with another two rituals, Releasing the Troops
{Pang-ia1 J&H) and Withdrawing the Troops (Siu-iän
are considered to be three relevant
steps from the viewpoint of religious specialists. It is believed that arranging the deity’s soldiers on
the boundaries of the territory, Päng-iän, will protect the residents from being afflicted by evil
spirits. Siu-ia1 is to recall the soldiers of the five cardinal points after the commission has been
completed. According to local custom, if a deity is thought to have soldiers for Päng-iä", there will
always be a sequence called ‘Locating the Inner and Outer Troops’ in Descending (this deity) to the
Altar.
Although Päng-ia1 and Siu-ian are still accepted as part of everyday life for An-pV people,
these rituals are not conducted as regularly as at my previous field site. I remember a comment
made by Chong-hän on the appropriateness of Päng-iän in A n-pf, that people disliked living too
close to the divine soldiers in case they went on the offence and attacked (an idea I will specify more
in Chapter Six). Ethnographic evidence shows that Päng-iän and Siu-ian are held more in rural areas.
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a ritual. Despite these disagreements, the majority eventually accepted
Seng-höng-iä's interpretation and the ritual of Rewarding the Soldiers has been
conducted since then. I later returned to An-pf, Khun-hai wanted to show me how
admirably the Rewarding the Soldiers had been conducted by the Ritual
Apprentices of their Kioh-thäu at that time, as they had just trained a very capable
new Ritual Master who had organised a very good performance. His comment
seemed to be filled with Kioh-thäu rivalry.

The case of Seng-höng-iä accounts for why a deity’s official origin has a
limited influence in the process of becoming a localised deity. In the cult of Ma-cha,
we see a bottom-up participation, rather than a top-down one imposed by the state,
and this works better in this process. This bottom-up participation is expressed
through an idiom of Kioh-thäu competition according to the local tradition.
Continuous practice embodies Ma-cha as the chief territorial deity of A n-pf.
Whereas the development of the cult of Seng-höng-iä has never made the
Kioh-thäu as its basic participatory unit, although it is one of the public temples in
this locality.44

Sometimes these rituals are emphasised because of the characteristics of the patron deities. For
more information, see Norma Diamond (1969), James Wilkerson (1990), Gao Yi-ping (1993 and
1994), John McCreery (1973) and Cheu Hock tong (1988).
44 David Johnson in his (1985) article signals, I think, a true reminder about the limitations of
the materials he uses for the studies o f the City God. He indicates the effects of this on his
understanding of the City God which is limited to “what the officials and other members of the local
elite wanted the rest of the population to believe the City gods stood for” (Johnson 1985: 444). I can
not find any written material telling me what in the past the Seng-höng-iä was like for the local elite
or the commoners in An-pf1. Neither could answers by interviewing people. What I could do is,
based on what people said about the religious activities held by this temple, to infer Seng-höng-iä's
possible influence in this locality over a period of time.
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A similar situation also affects the image of another female deity, Koan-im, in
A n-pf. Koan-im does not have an official origin, but her reputation is quite
competitive with that of Ma-cho in Taiwan. According to some temple surveys
conducted by the governments on this island, Koan-im was the fourth most popular
deity in the period of Japanese colonisation, and has become the second most
famous one since the founding of the Republic of China on Taiwan (Yu 1982).45
There is hardly a township or marketing community that is without at least one
temple devoted to the worship of Koan-im (Sangren 1983: 7).

In A n -p f, a picture of Koan-im posted on the wall of the altar area is a popular
design for many households. The temple Koan-im-teng has a reasonably long
history in this locality. But for quite a while in the locals’ memory it has been
merely ‘a little temple on a street comer and located close to the market’.
Koan-im-teng’s ‘incense-fire’ is maintained more through individuals than through
Kioh-thäu. And the Koan-im cult is felt not to fully satisfy the requirement of the
believers. These conditions all decide why the identity of A n -pf as a locality is
transmitted through Ma-cho rather than through Koan-im.

Being a Buddhist Deity: Koan-im
According to Yii Chtin-fang, the Bodhisattva Koan-im ( I H Üf, He Who
Observes the Sounds of the World) has been one of the most beloved Buddhist

45 During the period of the Japanese colonisation, temple surveys were issued in 1918 and
1930. Since the time in Republic of China on Taiwan, further government reports have been issued
in 1960, 1966, 1975 and 1981 (Yu 1982: 67). During the period of Japanese colonisation, Ma-chö
was the most popular female deity and Koan-im was the second. After 1949, Koan-im became the
most popular female deity and Ma-cho the second (Yu 1982: 81).
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deities in China ever since the 4th century CE, a few hundred years after the
introduction of Buddhism into China. Unlike in Southeast Asia, India, Sri Lanka
and Tibet, Koan-im is considered a female deity in China, Korea and Japan. In
China, Koan-im began to assume feminine characteristics by the tenth century, and
by the sixteenth century, the sexual transformation was complete (Yti 1990a, 1990b,
1994 and 1996: 97).

Many Taiwanese laymen are aware of the distinction between the Buddha
{bu't {

male deity) and Bodhisattva (pho-sat

female deity). However, there

is a mixture of uses when speaking of the deity Koan-im. In An-pi \ people more
commonly call the Bodhisattva Koan-im as Hu't-cho ({$? ÜÜ., Buddha) or
Hu1t-chö-bü-ä

(Ä ä ü S fiF ,

Mother Buddha),46 while in other areas, terms such as

Koan-im-ma ( S i l f # i , Mother Koan-im) or Koan-im-hu!t-chö

Koan-im

Buddha) are also popular. These terms not only reflect Koan-im’s Buddhist origin
but also depict this deity as a magnanimous and merciful mother, whose positive
characteristics are stressed and expanded.47

46 Hu't-cho
The Ancestor of Buddha, or Buddha) in other contexts actually means
Siddhartha Gautama, the founder of Buddhism. But Hu't-chö-bü-ä
Mother Buddha)
always means Koan-im.
47 This ‘ideal mother’ image is likely to be associated with female deities in Chinese society
as well (see Sangren 1983, 1994 and 1996; Mio 1995).
There are some historical works on this deity. Yti Chiin-fang’s research investigates
Koan-im's various images popularly created in folk literature such as precious scrolls (Bao3-juan3
ff^£) (Yti 1990 and 1994). Glen Dudbridge explores the history of the legend of Miao4-shan4
if), conceived of as an incarnation of Koan-im. He traces the story’s probable origins in popular
religion and its elabouration via folk literature (Doudbridge 1978).
The legend of Koan-im is also used to analyse tensions intrinsic to the patrilineal, patriarchal
and virilocal Chinese family system as well as the formation of gender and person in Chinese
culture (Sangren 1983, 1994 and 1996). In addition, because of her refusal to marry (in legend),
Koan-im became an important inspiration for a marriage resistance movement is opposing
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The temple Koan-im-teng used to be a little temple on a street comer. I was
told that women are more likely to worship Koan-im in daily life because the
temple is on their way to the market. Local people recognise Koan-im's powerful
influence, as is the case all over Taiwan. For instance, this deity has a central role in
the rite of Universal Salvation . 48 As a deity with ‘grand mercy and grand
compassion’ (täi-chü-täi-pi

she is believed to forgive and grant all

without distinction. One of the distinguishing goals of the Koan-im cult is to help to
‘liberate a person from the cycle of birth-and-death and go to the Western Paradise’,
which is always taken as a preferable choice for the local people when thinking of
where to go after death. A-käng once mentioned this point as a benefit of
worshipping Koan-im rather than Seng-höng-iä. He said, “to worship Seng-hong-ia
only reduces a little bit of a person’s suffering in the World of the Shades after death,
whereas to worship Koan-im will help liberate one from reincarnation and stay
happily in the Western Paradise.”

Very recently Koan-im-teng has altered from being ‘a little temple on the
street com er’ to ‘the richest temple with people burning incense all the time’, and

conventional female roles in nineteenth-century rural Guangdong (Topley 1975).
Current fieldwork on this deity is still rare. For example, there is not much information to
inform us whether the various terms mentioned— (Bodhisattva) Koan-im, Koan-im-ma,
Koan-im-hu't-cho, Hu't-cho, and Hu't-chö-bü-ä— imply diverse meanings or how differently
Koan-im is popularly perceived, since people are aware of the distinction between a Buddha and a
Bodhisattva. This needs further clarification in the future.
48 In Universal Salvation, the image o f Koan-im is transformed into a ferocious figure in order
to save the wandering spirits from suffering and to help them acquire salvation. During the ritual, in
each offering stand, there is always an altar set up to worship Koan-im.
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quite a few people interpret this as a result of the influence of Buddhism’s
prosperity in Taiwan . 49 The Buddhist attitude towards social issues and social
action has been focused on promoting the ideal of charitable social work as a means
of creating a ‘pure land on earth’ (jin-keng-cheng-thö

Buddhists

emphasise concrete action in society as a way of exercising the Bodhisattva’s
compassion. This movement has led to Taiwanese Buddhism flourishing and has
also increased the popularity of Buddhist temples.

I always saw more female believers than males whenever passing by
Koan-im-teng. Beside that, the temple executive members also pointed out they
have quite a few devotees from outside A n -p f as well as devotees who used to live
in A n -p f. Some local people commented that the characteristic of this temple’s
devotees is quite ‘individual-oriented’. This means two things: one is to emphasise
Koan-im-teng as a public temple in A n -p f, where each individual is treated equally
and free to visit the temple to bum incense; another is to emphasise the ‘otherness’
of this deity’s role in the pantheon of A n -p f.

The form of Koan-im cult is controversial and contradictory, if judged from an

49 I have not systematically explored the reasons why the devotees of Koan-im-teng are
increasing. Some people explained that most of the devotees originally lived in An-pf but later
moved out. They would normally come back to worship Koan-im whenever passing by An-pf.
Some pointed out that most of the devotees were females. Females are normally good financial
supporters as they can always save money little by little. One person who worked for this temple
also indicated a connection between devotees of this temple and a previous Buddhism monastery
also located in An-pf which had not become so popular among the local people. However, more
people tended to mention the influence o f the Buddhist movement in the past decade. Koan-im
belief can be related to gender issues, ethnic minorities or the socially marginal (Sangren 1983).
However, none of these reasons seems to be decisive in An-pf from my initial observation. Further
research is needed.
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orthodox Buddhist viewpoint: orthodox Buddhism does not bum Gold Paper
(money), whereas at Koan-im-teng, this is the main means for the devotees to pray
for blessings. However, it is normally acceptable to regard this cult as a result of
Buddhist ideas adopted in a local context. People in other areas even worship an
image of Koan-im with Taoist rituals (Jones 1999:7).50 Nevertheless, A n-pf people
still differentiate between Koan-im and other deities by saying the former is a
‘Buddhist deity’, while the latter are all ‘Taoist deities’. This distinction mainly
implies that the cult of Koan-im is different from others in the local context. As in
An-pf, the most popular way for a devotee to consult things is with an ong-ia
through a tang-ki. One might hear people comment “Hu't-cho [Koan-im] does not
handle anything” or “it is not until no other ong-ia can deal with the problem that
people will go and try their last chance by drawing lots at the Koan-im-teng

In addition to this, Koan-im s ‘otherness’ is also caused by a lack of support
for her cult by the Six Kioh-thäu. When I first saw Koan-im-teng (in 1992), the
temple had just been re-established and a Chid ritual was about to be held. People
of the Six Kioh-thäu criticised this ritual because part of it was in the form of the
less familiar Buddhist ‘Hoat-hoe ('/£!!')’ (Buddhist term for ‘ritual’) rather than the
Taoist’s chid. However, I found, what people criticised the most was the
inappropriate attitude displayed toward the religious units during the whole ritual
process. I heard people complain that Koan-im-teng did not want to have any
connection (kau-poe) with the other temples in An-pf. People even used the word
50 According to Charles Brewer Jones (1999: 7), a Japanese colonial government report
issued in June o f 1943 revealed the existence of 304 temples dedicated to Koan-im where she was
worshipped completely as a Taoist divinity under the appellation ‘Mother Koan-im' (Koan-im-ma).
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‘isolated’ to describe the way of doing things at this temple, despite its growing
popularity.

Koan-im-teng emphasises its position as a public temple in An-pf by treating
each Kioh-thäu fairly.51 Koan-im did not build ‘particularistic ties’ with the Six
Kioh-thäu in the past. It has experienced difficulties in acquiring supporters from
Kioh-thäu for large-scale activities. For example, I was told:

The procession for the Orderly Seating segment of the ritual Hu't-cho in
the 1980s is a very rarely seen ritual activity. At first La'k-kioh-thäu
were not keen on attending and supporting sedans. But afterwards, it
was conducted on the condition that Koan-im-teng would subsidise
each sedan involved. Whereas, on the other hand, the Kioh-thäu would
enthusiastically come for Ma-cha's procession and compete with each
other to attend and support the sedans. (A-kang)
This illustrates how people react differently to these two processions. The cult of
Koan-im might gain more support from the Six Kioh-thäu in the future. Indeed
there are places where Koan-im functions as the chief territorial deity or where
Koan-im has a täng-ki,52 but a deity’s role eventually depends on how the local
people perceive and interpret it based on their traditions. And most of the time, it is
a process of negotiation, filled with possibilities.

51 For example, in addition to a pair of flower wreaths for the annual ceremony, the return gift
that Koan-im-teng gives to each Kioh-thäu to give thanks for their Incense-burning always
maintains a minimum level. For more details on the gift items, see Chapters Six and Seven.
52 In the field site for my MA thesis, Green Island, Hu't-cho was the chief territorial deity of
the whole island, while M a-cho was only the chief territorial deity of one of the three villages. On
one occasion when visiting East Taiwan for fieldwork on the deity’s birthday ritual, I also found
Hu't-cho had a täng-ki in one o f the locations I visited.
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In addition to Ma-cha, Koan-im, and Seng-höng-iä, there is another deity,

Täi-chiu-iä (Publicly Respected Old Man), worshipped at one of the public temples
in An-pf1. In contrast to the others, this deity has a ghostly origin. The locals
worship him not to ask for positive favors, as they normally do with the other
deities, but to desist from the harm that ghosts might cause. This kind of ghostly
deity temple (or setting of an altar) is found in almost every locality in Taiwan. The
creation of Täi-chiu-iä's statue as well as his temple relates to why Chinese people
regard some spirits with ghostly origin as later on taking on the characteristics of a
deity,53 a concern important but less relevant to this chapter. So the following
provides only a brief introduction to Täi-chiu-iä.

The Spiritually Impure Force: Täi-Chiu-Iä
The statue of Täi-chiu-iä ( A akJ^, Publicly Respected Old Man) was only
fifteen years old when I first came to A n-pf. The temple, located near the graveyard,
had just been rebuilt, and was given the formal name ‘Täi-chiöng-miäu’ ( Täi-chiu
Temple) in 1977. Before this, there was only a stone tablet containing the phrase ‘A
Place to Return to for The Good Ten Thousand (Ghosts)’ (bän-siän-töng-kui H Ü

|n ] Ü S ), for those who met died, either in battle or without offspring to worship them.
They represent the burial place of the dead whose spirits might bring trouble to the

53 Deity and ghost are basically treated differently in terms of purpose, place, occasion,
offerings and organisation of worship (Harrell 1974: 193-95). Spirits, as in the case of Täi-chiu-iä,
having an intermediate status between deity and ghost, are numerous in Taiwan. Stevan Harrell
explained how this phenomenon made sense by examining it from the point of view of ‘practical
efficacy’, an aspect of folk religion. By worshipping the identified ghostly deities, a symbol of
ambiguity and uncertainty, they will be less likely to make trouble. For detailed arguments, see
Stevan Harrell (1974).
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community. The name might vary in other areas, including ‘Ten Thousand Joys for
Those Gathered Here’ (Feuchtwang 1992: 47), ‘Mass-Grave Spirits’ (Feuchtwang
1992: 47; Sangren 1987b: 148), or ‘Lord Who Answers All Requests’ (Baity 1975:
302; Diamond 1969: 97; Harrell 1974: 195; Weller 1987: 66), etc. Local people told
me the original shelter was much larger. It had been built by the Qing government
as a temporary place to house an official’s coffin before it was shipped to his home
town on the mainland.

Eventually Täi-chidng-miäu became a public temple of An-pf. I asked people
who Täi-chiu-iä was, and received the answer: Täi-chiu-iä is an official of this
graveyard, whose responsibility it is to take charge of ghosts. When I further tried
to clarify whether Täi-chiu-iä was a ‘ghost’ with an official position, people
basically confirmed my viewpoint but did not mention the term ‘ghost’. Some
explained that it is impolite to Täi-chiu-iä. But I could also feel their worries when
we talked about this issue particularly near the Täi-chidng-miäu. The local people
used to bury their dead in a hill nearby, but they rarely go to this temple in normal
daily life. It is said that this deity asked to have a statue by passing a message to a

öng-iä (through the täng-ki) of the Kioh-thäu temple Se-liöng-tiän. However,
because of this deity’s ghostly nature, people rarely visited this temple. Nor did
they consult with Täi-chiu-iä about things.

The image of Täi-chiu-iä is transmitted through the annual Universal
Salvation in the 7th month of the lunar calendar. A ritual sequence named ‘Sending
Lanterns to the Mountain’ (Päng-san-teng) inviting the spirits in the graveyard to
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attend the banquet of this activity is performed at the Täi-chiöng-miäu.54 During
the period of the various Chid rituals held between 1992 and 1995, the temple
committee members played a greater part than the members of the other public
temples did in order to enhance Täi-chiu-ia s reputation. They even started a
large-scale dinner banquet inviting the representatives of the Six Kioh-thäu to
celebrate this deity’s annual ceremony. However, it only lasted for a few years
before the temple committee was nearly dissolved. Täi-chiöng-miäu has recently
made a negative impression on people. Quite a few members resigned as it cost too
much money, and some ran away because they had large gambling debts.
Occasionally, when I passed by Täi-chiöng-miäu, I saw people gambling inside.
Some people even warned me not to visit there by myself because the temple was
run by gangsters.

Although Täi-chiu-iä in this locality has recently acquired a statue, and is
recognised as an official of the graveyard, so far his role has been limited by his
ghostly nature. Without doubt, it will still take time to overcome the characteristic
of ghostliness and reach a state of pure godhood. A process of continuous practice
is a necessary step for a deity to avoid sinking into oblivion.

So far, I have depicted the image of several deities in the local tradition of
An-pi \ and meanwhile, elucidated various reasons for their rank. The importance
of the Kioh-thäu consciousness is still an ongoing process. The use of
‘particularistic ties’ among the Kioh-thäu is profitable to the unique rank of the
54 For information on the context of this ritual sequence, see note 36.
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deity Ma-cha (of the public temple Thian-hö’-kong) in A n-pf. The differentiation
of Kioh-thäu/public temples and those deities reveals the significance of the

Kioh-thäu idiom in this locality, and it is this which idiom also shapes the
configuration of the pantheon in An-pf.

The Pantheon in An-pf
At first sight, the variety of deities in A n -pf' s pantheon does give an image of
a divine hierarchy, which generally reflects an ideal type of celestial bureaucracy.55
People always explained to me that the deities entitled te ('Sr, Emperor), such as

tai-te

C^itr, Great Emperor), chhiif-te (Ji'Sf, Supreme Emperor) or sian-te

Immortal Emperor), rank higher than those entitled chhian-sde

,

Lord); while

the title chhian-sde is higher than chiong-kun (^IpL, General) or oän-söe (TE&tJ,
Marshal or Guardian). In addition, the title of Ma-ch&, Heaven Queen, is equal to
the level of te. In this context, all the deities obey the highest-rank deity, the Gio-te

55 The types of deities in Chinese folk religion have always been a complicated and confusing
issue for academics. Popular religion inherited many of its deities from the Three Teachings
(Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism), but at the same time, it has also created deities that did not
exist in the Three Teachings. In other words, deities are by no means distinct in terms of religious
types.
Some important works in the study of Chinese religion have focused on explaining the logic
of the Chinese pantheon (Jordan 1972; Feuchtwang 1974; Harrell 1974; Wolf 1974a and 1974b).
One of the early standard viewpoints, summarised in Arthur Wolfs 1974 essay, explains the
divisions of the spirit world by relating them to social groupings: gods correspond to bureaucrats,
ancestors to living kin, and ghosts to strangers (Wolf 1974b). Based on this view, Ahern Emily
devoted a monograph-length essay to the analogy between gods and bureaucrats, emphasising that
religion serves the positive goal of teaching the skills that normal people need to deal with the
government (Ahern 1981).
On the other hand, there have been studies challenging Wolfs viewpoint (Feuchtwang 1993;
Shahar and Weller 1996; Sangren 1987b; Weller 1987). Scholars have begun to assert that “many
deities are not conceived in simple bureaucratic terms and that the parallels between Chinese
religion and politics are only partially revealing” (Shahar and Weller 1996:8). They suggest that
historical, geographical, social and cultural patterns all reverberate with the images of Chinese
deities.
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CEE'S?, Jade Emperor), also called Thi-gong

, the Heaven).

A n-pf people basically conceive of the divine hierarchy as a part of their local
tradition. This is reflected in a comment, made by local people, about the
incompatibility of the deity images of a specific shrine, Käm-käi-kong (

MUD-

The local people criticise a claim made by Käm-käi-kong that the ranks of their
deities are all higher than the Jade Emperor.56 This creates an awkward situation for
local people— “when our deities meet theirs, does it mean ours’ need to kneel to
theirs? And how can people build any relationship with them in such a situation?”
In addition, they also condemn this shrine for developing a different way of
conducting religious practice, unfamiliar to most of the local people. This increases
the difficulty for the locals to recognise it as a formal religious unit.

The local people tend to define the most popular category of deities, öng-iä, by
their functions. They believe that the title of öng-iä will change according to the

56 They declare the ‘Jade Emperor-centred celestial bureaucracy’ is only one of many orders
in the cosmos. The deities of this celestial bureaucracy are all located in the lowest level of another
hierarchy, where the statuses of their deities are all higher than that of the Jade Emperor. They also
declare their deities are all irrelevant to those of A n -p f but extant in the world. For example, they
worship Jesus, the Virgin Mary, and (Mohammedan) Allah, etc. Their chief executive member once
asked me where to find out more written information on Maya civilisation as they just had
communicated with one spirit coming from that culture. Their ‘otherness’ also includes the role of
the täng-ki which is substituted by a group of people who all have the tendency to become a spirit
medium. In addition, they even created a character ‘ ’ (kam) as their temple name and teach people
how to pronounce it.
The generation of this shrine was influenced by a developing phenomenon, called thong-leng
GMII), meaning ‘to possess supernatural powers’, in Taiwan. This has been taken as a controversial
issue by the locals. For instance, the performance of the täng-ki Öng-koh, nickname ‘Automaton’,
mentioned in the previous chapter, is influenced by this trend, but his style causes a lot of criticism.
In my latest visit to A n -p f (in May of 2002), I found more people exploring the new form of
possessing supernatural powers. They were quite critical toward the täng-ki-based cults as a local
tradition. Although this voice is still minor, I think the phenomenon worth further observation.
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Jade Em peror’s will. The title endures but those who hold it succeed one another. It
is as Maspero Henri noted “There are functionary gods who receive a position, who
lose it, who are promoted or demoted” (Maspero 1981: 87). But even so, the
distinctions between functions and levels of official positions are not so clear-cut,
as the deities’ powers frequently overlap. The purpose of a bureaucratic pantheon is
not to create a single hierarchy, but to create a context, within which each deity is
the embodiment of an ability to aid people in need.

However, this does not mean that the chief deities of the public temples
acquire higher positions than those of the Kioh-thäu temples. When I asked A-kang
what a public temple meant in An-pi1, he answered, “public temples are those
non -Kioh-thäu temples”, which was quite bewildering for me in the beginning, as I
had assumed his reply would show me a hierarchical relationship between public
temples and Kioh-thäu temples rather than two categories. As a matter of fact,
except for esteeming the Jade Emperor as the highest-rank deity and Ma-cha (of the
temple Thian-hö’-kong) as the foremost authority of the Six Kioh-thäu locality, the
interactions among the deities are based on anything but rank.

The chief deities of the Six Kioh-thäu are considered equal to each other,
despite their status differences. The alliances among Kioh-thäu— the kau-pöe
relationships— are based on an equal interaction as reflected in the stories among
the deities: they are either ‘good friends from the same native place’ or ‘colleagues
accepting official positions together’. The fact that A-kang uses ‘non -Kioh-thäu
temples to define the public temples as well as various kau-pöe alliances reflects a
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very local, Kioh-thäu-centred way of thinking. This illustrates why the
particularistic relationships built directly and indirectly between the public temple
Thian-hä-kong and Kioh-thäu temples will eventually help solidify Ma-cho's
position as the territorial deity of An-pf.

In brief, by looking at the chief deities of all the temples, one can discern some
common characteristics of the A n-pf pantheon, which are, on different levels,
shared with some other areas: the major deities are öng-iä\ and most deities belong
to the most popular categories in Taiwan. In this sense, the pantheon functions in a
bureaucratic way. On the other hand, the positions of the chief deities in the An-pf
pantheon also reflect a process of its localisation. The identities carry a sense of the
local ethos, where ritual practices are linked to the reproduction of each deity’s
image.

Nevertheless, no matter whether the configuration of the An-pf pantheon
overlaps with the pantheons of other areas or is uniquely the result of its
localisation, a remarkable feature of the pantheon is its relative stability, if
compared with the pantheons at the Kioh-thäu temples. This apparently
‘discontinuous, severing and dynamic’ phenomenon of the rank order of deities at
Kioh-thäu temple relates to two key concepts in the following expressions, ‘a deity
is not efficacious without promoters’ (Sin-äi-jin-läi-hü-chäi-äi-hin
tU S ) and ‘people only submit to the deity that they choose’ (kok-ho1nk-ki-chu &
I S Ä i) - These expressions imply that a deity’s status might decline if it lacked the
religious practice of a supporting group, and that the drop deity’s rank order can be
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presented differently in different contexts.

The case study of the temple Miäu-siü-keng exemplifies this phenomenon.
The rank order of the pantheon has shifted despite the static image of the celestial
bureaucracy. The first task is to unravel the basic principle for the spatial
arrangement of divine statues at temple and then to examine how this principle is
applied at Miäu-siü-keng and how deity rank order shifts in different contexts in
relation to tang-ki-based religious practice.

Deities at the Temple Miäu-Siü-Keng

When I did the temple survey in An- pf , one set of data I collected was the
dates of each deity’s annual birthday ritual at the temple. Normally this record is
written on the notice board hanging in the temple resting area. In addition to the
temple introduction plaque and names of donors (both mentioned in the first
section of this chapter), this birthday list provides important information for
understanding a temple’s history. The Table 4-2 (next page) is the list written at the
temple Miäu-siü-keng.

Table 4-2 The Annual Ceremonies of Deities at Miäu-Siü-Keng
Date

Activity

4^/1

Inviting the Deities (Chiap-sin ^ | $ )

8^/1

Birthday of Gio-te (3 £ ^ , Jade Emperor)

15th/!

Birthday of Chu-hu-jin (A A A )
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4*/2

Birthday of Liöng-ü-te-kun

11st/2

Birthday of Thäi-peh-chhian-söe

15^/3

Birthday of P6-sen-täi-te

21 st/4

Birthday of Sa-hü-chhian-söe (Jl-so-ong [iä])

24lh/4

Birthday of Li-hü-chhian-söe

26th/4

Birthday of Chu-hu-chhian-sde

5ül/5

Birthday of Liü-hü-oän-sde (j§IJjff7Gß[|j)

14u'/6

Birthday of Hng-hü-chhian-söe (iff]# r f1j ||)

18^/6

Birthday of Ti-hü-chhian-söe

24th/6

Birthday of Chhän-hü-oän-söe (ffl07UlE!lfj)

26th/6

Birthday of Lü-hü-chhian-sde

8*/8

(12jp3E.[ft]))

Birthday of Sa-hü-chhian-sde ( Toä-sa-öng [iä]) (;Pjp2£[lrt]))

15*78

Birthday of Öng-chün-chiong-kun

1st/ 10

Birthday of Pha-am-käu-chü (

24*712

Seeing-off the Deities (Säng-sin ^ 1 $ )

The local people believe the deities leave the temples during the period of
Chinese New Year, so all the temples hold activities for seeing off and inviting
them at specific dates. In between there are different forms of birthday ceremonies
held for the important deities at the temple. This temple records seventeen deities’
birthdays; half of them are öng-iä. When, however, one examines the positions of
these deities, there are seven deities who are not at the temple. In addition, some
deities are located at the temple, but are not on the list.57 This inconsistency is of
particular significance.

57 This does not include the General of the Royal Boat, Öng-chün-chiong-kun, a deity
worshipped in the room for the Royal Boat. This deity is not supposed to be at Miäu-siü-keng.
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A Basic Model

C

A

B

D

E

---------------- Temple Doors ----------------

Figure 4-1 A Basic Model o f Spatial Arrangement at the Temple

A temple is always built symmetrically. “A temple’s principal centre is where
the chief deity’s statue is, then you have right and left, the former being more
prominent than the latter,” according to A-kang. An altar faces toward the statue,
and sets the spatial focus of religious activity. In front of the altar is a niche in a wall,
normally divided into three zones, for placing the deity statues. The chief deity’s
statue is placed in the middle of the central zone (A, Figure 4-1), and the positions
of other deities are arranged, according to a symmetrical order, in the same zone or
on the two ‘side zones’ (siäu-käng /J n® , B and C).58 The altar (D and E) stands in
the centre, opposite the principal temple doors. Normally it consists of two parts,
including a long high narrow table and a lower square one. People call them ‘the
High and Low Altar Tables’ (teng-he-toh). The former (D) can be used for placing

581 have not been able to find out w hich characters are lik ely to correspond to ‘siäu-käng' as
the local p eop le on ly knew h ow to refer to these tw o zo n es orally rather than how to write them.
Here I tem porarily use the characters

to stand for ‘siäu-käng' as they sound similar. A ctually,

in An-pt1, a few p eop le did write these characters for m e when I asked. But none o f them could
explain the reason. S o m e o f them sim p ly told m e “there are no such characters” em phasising that
this term is on ly used as spoken language.
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deity statues, and the latter (E) mainly for holding various offerings. In front of the
altar tables is a space for individuals to worship deities or for religious specialists to
hold various rituals.

In terms of its spatial arrangement, a temple’s pantheon is represented by
different categories: those deities situated in the central area are more important
than those in the side zones of the niche. Then, within each category, a vague
hierarchy forms a further order. At the temple, the most relevant deities are
worshipped in the central area, and the principal ones are to the back. Thus the most
important position, in which the statue of the chief deity is placed, is at the centre of
the middle zone of the niche in a wall (A, Figure 4-1). There might also be two or
more deities sitting in front. If not considered as the chief deity’s subordinates, they
will be seen as more important than the others. The next most important area is the
High Altar Table of the altar (D) rather than either siäu-käng (B and C) of the niche.
Both siäu-käng are used for different categories of deity, and the ones at the right
hand side (B) are more important than the ones at the left (C). Lastly, when there is
not enough space on the High Altar Table, an extended table of the same size as the
Low Altar Table will be used for more deities. This situation normally occurs in
ritual ceremonies when guest deities are invited to attend. By investigating the
arrangement of the deity positions, one may gain a basic idea of the pantheon orders
of a specific temple.

Miäu-siü-keng's temple arrangement is an extended version of this basic
model, but with two extra settings (see Figure 4-2). One comprises the two tables
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E l and E2, connected, through an extended zone F, to the Lower Table (E). Another
setting is the two unnamed zones, G and H, in front of the siäu-käng. In the

An Application of the Model

c

A

UUooden Railings

£

Wooden Railings

H
Temole doors

Temple Doors

Temple Doors

Figure 4-2 The Temple Arrangement
of Miäu-Siü-Keng

additional space in the middle area are placed deities with larger statues (F), as well
as guest deities (E and E l). The two unnamed areas, G and H, are also extra spaces
for deities whose positions are either much lower than the others or who have
totally different functions compared to those in the middle area. F, G, and H were
not part of the temple’s original design. Apart from E2, which is used as a table for
putting sacrificial offerings or for ritual utensils, all are stands for the images of
deities. The Table 4-3 lists the statue names of deities in each area.
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Table 4-3 The Deity Statue Names at Miäu-Siü-Keng
A: Pö-sen-täi-te ( f ^ A A ^ X Kiam-tang
(

In-täng (EPÄ), Liü-hü-oän-söe

§PJ If? f t ^fjl ), Chu-hü-chhian-söe ( A IfT P1 He X and Sa-hu-chhian-soe

( Toä-sor-öng [iä])
B: Chü-seng-niü-niü

(A ^H ittf?]))
(This area used to include Chu-hu-jin (A A

A X Khin-sian-kor (HÖflllfö), Hö-sian-ka (PJfllifö), Li-sian-ko (^{[ilföX

Kui-sian-ko (fSflllfe), and a paper-made image of Koan-im ( l l i l f ))
C: Tha-te-kong (A ffe A ) (This space used to include two extra statues of

Tha-te-kong and two unnamed deities)
D: Gio-te-pai (3E ^W )
E: Pö-sen-täi-te ( ßjs £

A 'S? X Hng-hu-chhian-sde ( Jlf jpf A He X and

Sa-hü-chhian-sde ( Toä-sa-öng [iä]) (I^lfTAHe (Al§^5E[ff?]))
E l: Nah-chhe (Bjpp), Ba'k-chhe (AffPX Kim-chhe (^B p ) and Ha-ia
F: Li-hu-chhian-so (^Jf^ppHe) and [Li] Thäi-pe' h-chhian-sde ( ( ^ ) A Ö P “He)
G: Tut -thian-su GflABfPX Koän-oän-sde GfiijAiSitl) and Khng-oän-sde (j|t7£

BUD
H: Two groups of Koan-chiong-ia (p T r^ if)

In An-pF, unless they are too small, most of the temples have siäu-käng (B and
C) as a basic pattem of design, where the categories of deity are normally

dependent on either the chief deity or local custom. A deity of the siäu-käng is
called a ‘subsidiary deity’ (pöe-sü-sin ), a term relative to the chief deity of a temple.
The settings and the varieties of the siäu-käng deities are considered to be part of
the temple design, as a result of the influence of widespread traditions. When
asking the reason for having Chü-seng-niü-niü (The Lady Who Registers All Births)
and Tha-te-kong (Tutelary God of the Earth) worshipped at the siäu-käng of
Miäu-siü-keng, quite often I was told that this arrangement was customary in A n -p f

as well as in Tainan. One person also explained the idea of having the siäu-käng by
drawing a parallel between the siäu-käng and the layout of an office. He said, “To
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have the siäu-käng is like having separate office rooms. Those deities of the
siäu-käng have different duties from those of the öng-iä [the majority of the deities]
at the temple.”

Distinction by gender is as crucial as distinction by function for the local
people to decide the deity locations. In most of the temples in An-pf, the principal
positions (the central area) are for öng-iä, the male deities. Therefore, unless they
are the chief deity, female deities, such as Chu-hu-jin (Madam Chu or Spouse of
the Lord with surname Chu), Khtn-sian-ka (Female Immortal with surname Khin),
Ho-sian-ko (Female Immortal with surname Ho), Li-sian-ko (Female Immortal
with surname Li), Kui-sian-ka (Female Immortal with surname Küi), and a paper
image of Koan-im were placed at siäu-käng B. The first one, Chu-hu-jin, is a
spouse of the deity Chu-hü-chhian-söe, while the four female immortals only
appear when the Ritual Apprentices invoke them,59 and the paper image of
Koan-im is only used in the annual rite of Universal Salvation. As far as siäu-käng
C goes, there were also two extra Tha-te-kong as well as un-named deities when I
first made a record in 1993.

The deities Tiu -thian-su (The Heavenly Master with surname Tiu),
Koän-oän-söe (Guardian with surname Koän), Khng-oän-söe (Guardian with
surname Khng) as well as two groups of Koan-chiong-iä (Official-and-General

59 There are specific incantations for these four Female Immortals with surnames Khin, Ho, Li
and Küi in the Scripture. These deities, whose status is equal to those named heads of the soldiers
and generals, are good at expelling evil heterodoxy and the demon ghosts. Most rituals held at a
temple will start with Ritual Apprentices invoking the deities. These four deities are always
included. Nevertheless, they are not that famous outside the this context.
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Old Respected Men) are placed at G and H for a similar reason. I was told these
informal areas were for extra statues which the temple committee did not know
where to locate. The first three deities are more familiar in the contexts of various
Chid rituals for the Taoist priests. They have had statues since the first Royal Chid
ritual (Öng-chid 5EÜ) was held in 1963.60 Although the position of the Master of
Heaven is considered to be the highest deity for Taoist priests, his statue together
with Guardian Koän and Guardian Khng (the principal protector of Taoism), is still
located at G.

Another group of deities called Koan-chiong-iä, located at H, are head
officials and generals of the ‘Upper Altar’ {siöng-toä _LiJD, in charge of the chief
deity’s troops. Thus, they are more familiar to the Ritual Apprentices than to the
ordinary devotees. The images of Koan-chiong-iä are composed of a group of little
figures with human shapes, together with a group of four statues of the head
officials (with surnames 7lun ($1), Siau (|f), Liü (H!l), and Liän (jj|)) of the
garrisons of the East Fort, the West Fort, the South Fort and the North Fort
respectively. These two groups of Koan-chiong-iä should be in symmetry with the
deities at H. Otherwise, Koan-chiong-iä are normally placed at E l, together with
deities ‘The Guardian of the Central Altar’ (Tiong-toä-oän-sde ^ J® j t ÖfJ)
Nah-chhe,61 and the guardian of ‘Lower Altar’ (he-toä TT®) Ha-iä (The Tiger).

60 Royal Chid is held when the manufacture of a new Royal Boat is completed. For
information on Royal Boat, see note 15.
61 ‘The Guardian of the Central Altar’ ( Tiong-toä-oän-söe) or ‘Thirty-three-Heaven
Guardian’ (San-chalp-san-thian-ta-oan-sde
are all official terms of Nah-chhe to
highlight his role as the Guardian of the Central Fort, the most crucial fort of the Five Troops
( Gö’-iä £ i f ) . This is why Koan-chiong-iä are always placed with Nah-chhe as a symbol of a
deity’s troops. Nah-chhe is also thought to be the incense pot protector, and is usually placed near
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Nah-chhe was awarded an official title in the popular Ming epic Investiture of
the Gods (Feng'-shen2-yan3-yi4 ^ ?$§!§!)• He is identified with the divinity
Sam-thäi-chü or Thäi-chü-iä ( H ^ - p or

The Third Prince or the Prince) in

reference to his position as the third son of general Li-cheng ( ^ j / f ) . In
Miäu-siü-keng, Nah-chhe is worshipped with his brothers Ba'k-chhe and Kim-chhe.
He is also well known as a protector of the incense burner at the temple. Therefore,
his statue is often placed near the incense burner. Another deity Ha-iä (The Tiger)
takes charge of the troops of the ‘Lower Altar’. When the ritual ‘Rewarding the
Soldiers’ is held, Koan-chiong-iä (right), Nah-chhe (middle) and Ha-iä (left) are
always placed together on the sacrificial altar. They stand for a deity’s troops.

Normally the names of the subsidiary deities are emphasised as being as
important as that of the chief deity in the written text. However, this does not
necessary reflect the actual situation. Quite a few people I met at Miäu-siü-keng
actually do not pay too much attention to the appearance and disappearance of the
extra statues or images at siäu-käng (B and C). The statues in the areas of G and H
are also dusty. As a matter of fact, the birthday of only one deity, Chu-hu-jin, from
these areas has been written down on the notice board and is celebrated because of
being the spouse of Chu-hu-chhian-sde. This illustrates that the deities the local
people are most concerned with are those in the central area of the temple, that is,
the central zone for situating the chief deity and the altar (High and Low Altar
Tables).
this.
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In the centre of area A is the statue of Pö-sen-täi-te, with an entourage. Behind
the statue is Kiäm-täng (Boy with [this deity’s] Official Sword) and In-tang (Boy
with [this deity’s] Official Seal). In front is his student Liü-hü-oän-sde (Marshal
with surname Lau). On the right-hand side is Chu-M-chhian-soe
with surname Chu), while Sa-hü-chhian-söe (Toä-sa-öng)

Lord
(^Ci?:E

[Jjß]), Lord with surname Sa (Lord of the most senior, surname So)) is on the
left-hand side. On the altar, there is a tablet of the Jade Emperor

( H i'S ? I f f .

Giö-te-päi) at the High Altar Table (D) ; 62 while at the Low Altar Table (E) a
duplicate statue of Pö-se'-täi-te is in the middle, Hng-hü-chhian-söe
Lord with surname Hhg) is on the right, and also another statue of
Sa-hü-chhian-söe (Toä-sa-öng) (Lord with surname Sa (Lord of the most senior,
surname So)) is on the left.

I was told the reason a tablet of the Jade Emperor was present was to show a
particular tie between this temple’s chief deity, Pö-sen-täi-te, and the Jade Emperor.
The duplicate statue of Pö-sen-täi-te at the Low Altar Table is called Ji-hun-chü (H
The Second Duplicate Chief), which is a ‘Split Body’ (hun-seng) of the
original one located at area A;

whereas the statue of Sa-hü-chhian-söe

(Toä-sa-öng) at the Low Altar Table is the original one, and the larger one at area A

62 Instead of a specific statue, the image of the Jade Emperor is normally represented by a
tablet in Taiwanese society. On the other hand, I was told that in the past there were not many
statues in general, as they cost a lot. Therefore, a deity might also be represented in the form of
tablet.
63 Actually the idea of Split Body (hun-seng) is not limited to the activity of Incense-division
(see note 12). Any deity might have several Split Bodies at the temple if necessary.
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is a Split Body. In earlier times, it was only when a deity was prepared to be located
at area A, that his/her statue was made larger. A-käng recalled that in 1947, the first

Ma-cha procession after the Japanese left, there were only three sedans with a
large-sized statue in the whole team, all the others had ordinary (smaller) sized
statue. But when I stayed in An-pi \ statues were all made larger, even if they were
not for placement at area A.64 This has caused some problems with the temple
seating arrangements. The altar setting of Miäu-siü-keng did not include the area F
in the late 1980s. The larger statues were only at area A, and all the rest were
smaller ones, either located at D or E. Placing statues at F for these two deities,

Li-hü-chhian-sö

Lord with surname Li) on the right, and [Li]

Thäi-pe1h-chhian-soe (($ 0 TfcfzJ“F'Bt Lord Thäi-pe1h [with surname Li]) on the
left, is still controversial.65 Some people would reply when asked, “if not, what
other location can you choose for these two large-sized statues?” as a subtle way to
show their dissatisfaction and frustration at the lack of alternatives.

The Mobility of the Deities
Except for two members of the entourage of the chief deity Pö-sen-täi-te, the
birthdays of the other seven deities are all recorded on the notice board. But where

64 Some statues are made larger to travel in sedans; others are the result of enhanced
reputations. Devotees also provide larger statues in the beginning as a way to enhance the reputation
of their particular deity.
65 The increased size o f the statue of Li-hu-chhian-sd
was intended for the
convenience o f supporting sedans on the occasion of a procession. The statue of the
anthropomorphic Thäi-pe1h-chhian-söe
was actually transformed from a tiger image.
This transformation will be discussed in Chapter Five. Decisions on these matters were not made by
the majority of temple members, but acquired the support of the authorities. In addition, they
inevitably involved conflicts among sub-groups and are still the subject of controversy.
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are the statues of deities, such as Liöng-ü-te-kun

Lord Monarch

Liöng-ü), Ti-hü-chhian-söe (Lord with surname 77), Chhän-hü-oän-söe (BSIffTtiM,
Marshal with surname Chhäri), Lü-hü-chhian-söe (Lord with surname LÜ),

Pha-am-käu-chü (Ancestral Teach of the Pha-am), and another deity also called
Sa-hü-chhian-söe (Lord with surname Sa) (but with the nickname Ji-sa-ong [id]
Lord of the second senior, surname Sa), whose birthdays have all
been written on the notice board as well? When I asked this question, people
always told me “these statues are worshipped by devotees at home”. They also
seemed quite familiar with the whereabouts of those deities. The temple does not
host the birthday ceremony for these ‘absent statues’. But they are all supposed to
return once a year to attend the chief territorial deity’s birthday on the 15th day of
the 3rd lunar month. “Do these deities still belong to Miäu-siü-keng ,” I asked.

A-kang gave me an equivocal answer.

Nevertheless, when I tried to trace back the reasons why each deities was
worshipped at Miäu-siü-keng, I found there are deities whose origin is vague or
even forgotten, but whose identity as a deity of Miäu-siü-keng is clearly
represented. Moreover, there are also certain deities whose attributions still carry a
sense of ambiguity and uncertainty because of the privateness of their origins. For
instance, deities like Liöng-ü-te-kun (Lord Monarch Liöng-ü ), Lü-hü-chhian-söe
(Lord with surname Lü), and Ji-sa-öng (Lord of the second senior, surname Sa)
were originally worshipped by small groups of different people as ‘the deity of an

66 For information on these two Lords with surname Sa, see note 37 of Chapter 5.
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alliance’ (beng-höe-hu't

Since there are quite a few people who

remember their past, and these deities still continue to serve relatively private
interests, they are unlikely to be fully recognised as deities of Miäu-siü-keng. This
situation contradicts A-käng's equivocal answer. Besides, there are deities left and
forgotten:
I was told that Khu-hu [chhian-soe] (ßßj^Ft^pjji?], Lord with surname
Khu) and Kim-hu [chhian-soe]
Lord with surname Kim)
were also beng-höe-hu't. But I only heard about them from the older
generation. These two statues did not exist at the temple when I was
bom. Miäu-siü-keng used to have more deities than now. (A-käng)
However, on the other hand, for those deities whose statuses are distinct at
Miäu-siü-keng, positions next to the chief territorial deity Pö-sen-täi-te in the
central area are always preferable because they mark a deity’s superiority. It is
reflected in two sets of seating arrangements. One is (from left to right) Toä-sa-öng
(Sa-hü-chhian-sde), Pö-sen-täi-te, and Chu-hü-chhian-söe at area A; another one is
(also from left to right) Toä-sa-öng (Sa-hü-chhian-söe), Pö-sen-täi-te, and
Hhg-hü-chhian-söe (Lord with surname Hhg) at area E. But the former set is
thought to be more important and static, as it is a fixed arrangement formed when
the temple was first built. Accordingly, positioning reveals the developed and
developing authorities of the deities Chu-hü, Sa-hü (Toä-sa), and Hhg-hu.

It is quite common to find deities at Miäu-siü-keng, like those at
Chiu-liöng-tiän (the temple mentioned in the beginning of this chapter), present an

67 Here I omit details on how these deities became beng-höe-hu't.
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image that changes between public and private characteristics. No matter whether
it is the deity Madam Chu who has been specially honoured with an annual
ceremony, the deity of an alliance who has acquired relatively public recognition,
or the deity whose seat is next to Pö-sen-täi-te, what has happened to them reflects
the effects of the religious practices of a täng-ki. Such influences allow for
different versions of this rank orders at Miäu-siü-keng.

Diversity in Rank Orders
The seating arrangement of Toä-so—P o s e 1—Chu-hü at area A is a more
stable order, formed after the completion of the temple’s re-construction work in
the 1980s to mark these two deities’ (or their täng-ki's) power and influence at
Miäu-siü-keng. Chu-hü gained his new täng-ki in the mid-1940s; Toä-so gained his
in the mid-1960s. These täng-ki are quite famous for playing this role. That is why
consequently both were selected to take charge of Miäu-siü-keng's largest ritual
event, the Chid ritual in 1988, which had not been held for half a century.

When I first went to An-pf, Chu-hü's täng-ki was already too old to carry out
his role properly. Before he died a few years later, I met him only once, at the
annual ceremony. His performance left a very deep impression on me because it
was conducted with a great many people’s assistance. This was unusual. Toä-sa's
täng-ki was nearly in his mid-sixties around the same time. Though his health was
extremely good, the temple committee had still begun to look for potential
successors. A new täng-ki for the deity Li-hu was announced in 1989, after which a
larger statue of the deity was commissioned and placed at the right hand side of
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area F. A few years later, in 1995, the deity Hng-hü also had a new täng-ki, and the
deity’s original statue was located at the Lower table, on the right hand side
together with Po-se'1(middle) and Toäso (left), that is, Toäso—Po-se"—Hng-hü,
most of the time. According to the devotees of Toäso, the propriety of this
arrangement for the relative position of ‘Toäso and Pose11' was exactly the same
as the one at area A, although one might also interpret that the status of Hng-hü was
higher than Toäso because his location was on the right hand side. Compared with
this developed order (Toäso—P 6sen—Chu-hü), Hng-hus rank position is still
developing—on

another

occasion,

I

saw

the

arrangement

was

‘Hng-M—P o s e '—Liöng-ü-te-kun—Toäso'. It takes time to stabilise a new order
for Hng-hü.

There were two changes before the order of Toäso—P 6sen—Chu-hü at area
A became relatively stable after 1988. When one of Thian-hö-kong's Ma-cho
duplicate statues was worshipped there, the arrangement was (from left to right)
Läu-hü-oänsöe, Ma-cho, and Po-se1-täi-te. After the Ma-cho statue returned to
the new Thian-hö-kong in 1966, the arrangement became (also from left to right)
Chu-hü-chhiansöe,

Pose"-täi-te

and

Liü-hü-oänsöe.

Then

it

became

Pose"-täi-te in the middle with Liü-hü-oänsöe sitting in front, Chu-hü-chhiansöe
on the right and Toäso on the left. In other words, Chu-hü and Toäso were not
placed at area A then. Their positions gradually became formalised after Chu-hü
obtained a new täng-ki in the 1940s. In contrast, the rank position of
Liü-hü-oänsöe kept dropping, all the way from the one on the chief deity’s
right-hand side to the one in front, the lowest. The image of Liü-hü-oänsöe is the
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chief deity’s student as well as his document officer. People always described his
duty as merely ‘to carry Pö-sen-täi-te s document bag’ expressing his unnoticed
status. He never had a tang-ki in the past.

This order of

‘Toä-so— Po-se'1— Chu-hu

has become dominant at

Miäusiü-keng for over two decades. It is also represented on a three-coloured
‘incense-fire’ (hiu-höe

bag. Instead of the most popular form, which is

made of red cloth, the design of this protector is in three colours (yellow, red and
green), with deity names written on both sides.68 The change on the front side from
the

earlier

version

‘Chu-hu— P o s e 1— Liü-hu

to

the

current

‘Toä-so— P osen— Chu-hu is consistent with the seating arrangement. I found that
quite a few people took Chu-hu and Toä-so to be the real ‘subsidiary deity’ rather
than the deities Chü-seng-niü-niü and Tho-te-kong, in the siäu-käng (B and C).

However, there were other voices in this rank order. For example, in the room
for (Chu-hu s) royal boat, an inscription to this temple is written on a stone tablet
with the following confusing information: the chief deity is Chu-hu-chhian-soe,
and the subsidiary deities are Pö-sen-täi-te and So-hu-chhian-sde. This
‘Toä-so— Chu-hü— Po-se”’ pattern is further explained by the illustration that the
site for this temple was donated by two brothers (Miäu & and Siü H I) to the chief

68 The ‘Incense-fire’ (hiun-hoe ^pk.) bag is also called the ‘protector’ (pö-seng-hü
It
might contains two kinds of things: one is a little pile of incense ash or two to three segments of
incense sticks; another possibility is a folded charm. This little bag is supposed to be carried by a
person all the time as the protection. It is normally coloured in red or yellow, with the name of the
temple and of the patron deity written on it. Sometimes it involves other designs, such as symbols
for the dispelling evils.
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deity Chu-hu-chhian-sde rather than Pö-sen-täi-te. Quite a few local people
questioned the veracity of this version: nor had they heard of these two brothers. In
2000 when a cultural activity under the title ‘Interviewing the Eminent
was held at this Kioh-thäu as one of

Commoners’ (qi2-lao3-fang3-tan2

the many ways to celebrate the birthday of the chief deity Pö-sen-täi-te, some
outsiders (journalists and scholars) also felt puzzled about the temple history and
tried to clarify it. But it was suggested it was improper to discuss this in public, as it
might disturb the whole community’s harmony.69 Later I was told that only his
devotees assert the statement that Chu-M is the chief deity of Miäu-siü-keng.

The deity names on the reverse of the three-coloured incense fire protector
also show more varieties than the one on the front side. A-kang told me the deity
names on the reverse are not standard; they alter according to different sub-groups’
viewpoints. The (deity) name combination includes at least three versions,

Sa-hu-chhian-soe—Three
So-hü-chhian-söe— Three

seats
seats

of
of

chhian-sde— Chhän-hü-oän-sde,

chhian-sde— Thäi-pe'h-chhian-söe,

and

Thai-pe'h-chhian-sde— Liöng-ü-te-kun— Pha-am-käu-chü. They all represent
different network contexts. A similar situation is also reflected in the altar for
sacrifice in each deity’s birthday ritual. Below are a few examples.

69 The question focused on who these two brothers were and what their surname was, as this
story had been written in a booklet introducing Miäu-siü-keng as well as on the inscription at the
royal boat room. However, it ended up that none o f the local attendants had heard it except for one
scholar from the history department o f Cheng-kung University. He was actually the author who
wrote this story by connecting the temple names to the descriptions of Pö-sen-täi-te written in
history. The person who advised me not to talk about this issue in public was A-kang. He thought
that if one talked about the past, the question about which deity was the chief deity would
eventually come out. This information was collected from meeting records as well as an interview
with A-käng.
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In

my

fieldwork

record

of

1993,

the

seating

arrangement

‘Li-hu—Ti-hu—Po-se1—Chu-hu was presented on the altar for the birthday ritual
of Li-hu-chhian-sd on the 24th day of the fourth lunar month. I was told the order
was based on an understanding by the local residents that these three deities
(Chu-hu, Li-hu, and Ti-hu) were friends and all owned a royal boat as well. But two
days later (the 26th) when another birthday ritual was held for the deity
Chu-hu-chhian-sde at Miäu-siü-keng, the seating arrangement had been altered to
another version ‘Toä-sa—Chu-hü—P o - s e without any overlap with the previous
one. It also differs from Toa-sa's version on the 8th day of the 8th lunar month,
‘Toä-sa—P o se 1—Chu-hu .

When all these deities were invited back to attend the annual celebration for

Chhän Li Lu Chhän Sam Hng Ti Lu Un
hü

hü hü

Toa

hü

öng

hü

.7/

hü hü ÖYlg so

Phö Pö Liöng Chu
am

sen

Figure 4-3 Deity Seating Arrangements at the High and Low
Altar Tables of Pö-Sen-Täi-Te Birthday Ritual in 1993

the chief territorial deity Po-se1-tai-te on the 15th day of the 3d lunar month, the
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deity seating arrangements on the High and Low Altar Tables in 1993 and 1999
were not exactly the same:

Figure 4-4 Deity Seating Arrangements at the High and Low
Altar Tables of Pö-Sen-Täi-Te Birthday Ritual in 1999

Li Li Li Ji Chhän Hhg Li Ti Lü Chhän Ji
Hü hü hit so

hit

hit hit hit hit

hit

so

Pho Po Lidng Chu
am

sen

These two arrangements are basically similar. The Low Altar Table remains the
same, whereas on the High Altar Table there are several differences. For instance,
the guest deity Sam-öng (H 3E , Lord of the Third Senior), from Gö’-tek-keng,
another temple of the same Kioh-thäu, did not show up in 1999, because the
relationships between Sam-öng 's tang-ki (A-kang) of the temple Gö’-tek-keng and
the temple committee members at Miäu-siü-keng had started to worsen.70 The

70 There are two temples, Miäu-siü-keng and Gd-tek-keng, at the Kioh-thäu Kiän-ä-keng. The
‘primary temple’ (tai-keng ^ ^ ), Miäu-siü-keng is the chief Kioh-thäu temple; whereas
Gd-tek-keng is the ‘second most important temple’ (sidu-keng /J n| eO. Although Miäu-siü-keng
represents Kidn-d-keng, the temple affairs and temple management of Miäu-siü-keng and of
Gö’-tek-keng are independent. This is why Sam-öng (Lord of the Third Senior) is considered as a
‘guest deity’ o f Miäu-siü-keng, implying that the temple Gd-tek-keng has a relatively autonomous
position.
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guest deity, Un-ong fimHi, Lord of the surname Un) only came occasionally, as this
deity was relevant to this temple only through the relationship of another deity,
Chhong-hu. The Split Bodies of the deity Li-hu increased in 1999, indicating this
deity was becoming active at Miäu-siü-keng. As far as the seating arrangement of
the Low Altar Table (Toä-sa—Pha-am—Po-sen—Liöng-ü—Chu-hü) is concerned,
it seems to reflect another context of practice at another time.

So far, I have briefly discussed several cases of different versions of rank
order at the temple, Miäu-siü-keng, to show how the hierarchical pantheon is
shifting in terms of time and context. In fact, hardly any deity whose name is
written on the notice board is not related to the presence of a täng-ki. Deities come
and stay at Miäu-siü-keng to enhance their powers through a täng-ki-, they may also
vanish from people’s collective memory after their exclusive täng-ki dies. Each
deity while at the temple has a specific position relating to the others and claims a
certain form of authority, but his position shifts according to different dyadic ties.
A-kang once made a comment on the ‘missing’ divine statues of the temple,
reflecting the importance of the role of täng-ki:
The statues of the deities Liöng-ü, Ti-hü, Chhän-hü, Lü-hü, Pha-am and
JT-sa, are seldom placed in the temple. [Nevertheless,] they belong to
Miäu-siü-keng. The only difference is that they do not have täng-ki at this
moment. Without täng-ki, a deity can not ‘khui-khäu ( Hfl □ )’
[communicate with people]. 71 The deity can not reveal his
efficaciousness. This deity has only a few devotees. The statues of these

71 According to local tradition, exhibiting trance-speech is the final stage of a novice’s trance
training (see note 10 for details). This fact has also mentioned by other researchers, such as Lane
Timothy Joseph (Lane 1987: 97).
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deities are worshipped at the homes of long-term believers. If there is any
large-scale celebration or anything happens, these believers will
automatically return the deities to Miäu-siü-keng. These deities are
actually waiting for a new chance to have täng-ki again, so they can
hin-keng

(PI®,

prosper the temple). Then they will stay at the temple

most of the time, rather than showing up only occasionally every year.
(A-käng)

When a deity comes to relieve people in need in the secular world by means
of a täng-ki, he (or she) comes to ‘prosper the temple’ {hin-keng). Each rank order
of the deities thus implies an embodiment of the tang-ki-centred practice based on
local knowledge and a group’s collective memory. This statement will be further
exemplified in the next three chapters that focus on the specific group of
worshippers, centred on Hong-eng O? ^jc), a täng-ki of the deity Toä-sa-öng (the
First Senior Lord with surname Sa) at the temple Miäu-siü-keng. Chapter Five
will introduce this spiritual figure, Hong-eng: his life history, particularly the part
relating to his career of täng-ki, and the management of his shrine Phek-hoa-si.
Hong-eng is a successful local täng-ki. People at his shrine Phek-hoä-sT also
participate in this process of promoting their deities within the locality.
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Plate 5-1

Hong-eng and O-tö tidy up the divine statues at a ritual preparation (taken by Liang,
Chih-hui in 1998).

Täng-ki Hong-eng and
his two grandchildren
(Plate 5-2, 1993).
Hong-eng's favourite
photographs hung in his
living room (Plate 5-3,
2002 ).

Hong-eng's shrine
Phek-hoa-si: an
important altar-setting
spot for sedans and
troupes that pass by in
processions (Plate 5-4,
1993).
One of many memorial
plaques: this one
commemoralising
Hong-eng as a ‘Model
Father’ representative
for the An-pf District in
1996 (Plate 5-5, 1999).
One of many citations
of meritorious services,
given to Phek-hoa-si,
for philanthropic acts to
help poor families (Plate
5-6, 1999).
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The altar-setting of the shrine
Phek-hoä-si (Plate 5-7, 1996).

5-7

Two memorial objects hung on
the wall (Plate 5-8, 1999). They
are Hong-eng*s first tang-ki
cummerbund and a memorial
photograph of the temple
Phek-liöng-kong's first Chid in
1978. Hong-eng built that
temple before he set up this
shrine Phek-hoa-si.
The altar-setting of the temple
Phek-liöng-kong (Plate 5-9,
1999).

5-9

On the wall of the shrine’s
corridor (Plate 5-10, 1999), a
picture frame with several
photographs showing the visit
of a famous politician during
the annual ceremony in 1999; a
list of the deities’ annual
ceremonies at Phek-liöng-kong;
and a bulletin board announcing
important shrine affairs.

5-10
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In trance Hong-eng, reacts
properly to another tang-ki as
a way of practicing
Phek-hoä-sTs kau-pöe
connections during the
1993 ’s Chid ritual (Plate
5-11, 1993).

5-11

In his capacity as the chief
täng-ki of Miäu-siü-keng,
Hong-eng is also involved in
various important temple
affairs, such as
accompanying the
Kioh-thavi’s chief territorial
deity Pd-se'-täi-te to attend
the 1999 procession in
Tainan (Plate 5-12, 1999) or
executing proper etiquette to
the Ma-cha sedan at the
public Ma-chd Temple
during the Chid ritual in 1993
(Plate 5-13, 1993).

5-12

5-13
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In A n-pil, täng-ki-centred religious practice is the most common way by
which devotees communicate with the deities. Local people believe ‘a deity is not
efficacious without promoters’ (Sin-äi-jin-läi-hü-chäi-äi-hin f l l c A A t t A t l l P I ) A-käng gives this interpretation of this saying:

It means a deity, unable to talk and walk, must find a täng-ki or other way
to interact with people in order to attract devotees. No matter how
powerful, a deity will not be thought efficacious if this deity does not
have followers, nor will any one listen to it. It is just like the supporters of
the politicians. With supporters, a politician can give full play to his
professional ability and show his bi-le'k

capacity) to the people.

{A-käng)

A history of a deity’s leng (effectiveness) records a group’s collective memory,
which includes all of the efforts, and social techniques to enhance the deity’s
reputation. As A-käng asserted, to have a ‘proper täng-ki is crucial. Based on this
predicate, various rituals are conducted for the production and reproduction of
local subjects and situated in a community within which these subjects can be
recognised and organised.

Deity worship not only includes a mystical religious experience for each
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individual and for the group as a whole, but also involves various forms of
exchange, based on secular human feelings (jin-cheng ) and etiquette rules ( le-sa ).
The mystical experience gives people a reason to believe in a particular deity: the
devotees come to ask questions in healing rituals, bum incense in the annual cult,
and become involved in religious activities, financially and physically.
Meanwhile, deities assist them to cope with dangers and misfortunes in life. All
these serial interactions start with the generation of a täng-ki.

Following the sketch of the temple Miäu-siü-keng (in Chapter Four), I
investigate a specific sub-group’s religious practice of this Kioh-thäu. The focus
of this chapter is on the introduction of the täng-ki Hong-eng
arrangement of his shrine Phek-hoä-si

(HHfevf).

and the

His ability as an outstanding

täng-ki relates to various practices he has experienced in everyday life. His täng-ki
career makes him a member of the locality. The seating arrangement of the deities
and the kau-poe alliance of Phek-hoä-si are two social techniques which situate
his shrine in this locality.

The

expression

‘a

deity

is

not

efficacious

without

promoters’

(Sin-äi-jin-läi-hä-chäi-äi-hin) involves not only the täng-ki's effort, but also the
executives (of the shrine’s affairs) and devotees in maintaining Phek-hoä-si as a
substantive social form. They all take part in an inscription that embodies locality.
This inscription is a linking and de-linking process in terms of its relationship with
the temple Miäu-siü-keng. The linking process embodies Phek-hoä-si in a kind of
traditionality; while the de-linking process generates for Phek-hoä-si a ‘sense of
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root image’ and a group identity. This implies a point that I will investigate more
in the next two chapters: the local tradition is transmitted through individuals not
only repetitively but also transformatively and innovatively. An individual is not
only a social being passing on local tradition, but also an author who contributes to
this tradition.

The Täng-Ki Hong-Eng and His Shrine Phek-Hoa-S7

The shrine, Phek-hoä-sJ, is on the top floor of a residence behind the temple

Miäu-siü-keng. This house belongs to a person whose nickname is Hong-eng
tJc).

He is the U-tiong of Miäu-siü-U

the Head of Miäu-siü Sub-district)

as well as the most experienced tang-ki at Miäu-siü-keng. His house, with four
floors, is located at the intersection of two roads, Castle Road and An-pT Road.
Before reaching the shine on the top floor, a person must first pass through

Hong-eng’s family space.

Two-thirds of the ground floor is a porch, part of which is used for his
daughter’s betel nut stall. After his son-in-law’s family built an apartment to live in
nearby, this place has become a spot where women shuck oysters and a vendor has
a stand for selling snakes. It is also a place for visitors to chat and park bicycles and
motorcycles. The remaining one-third of the ground floor is indoors and contains
an iron cabinet, an office desk and several chairs. Hong-eng and his wife live on the
first floor— the main space is a living-and-sleeping room, always filled with
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visitors when he is home. It is also the chief gathering space for the family’s three
generations. They all watch television here. Two rooms on the second floor are
more private, with the doors closed most of the time. Hong-eng's son,
daughter-in-law, and three grandchildren live there.

The top floor, like most of the storied buildings in An-pF, is normally
designed for worshipping ancestors and deities. A corridor connects two
rooms— the front is the shrine and the back is used for the storage of religious
items. The shrine has a door reached by a small balcony which faces the same
direction as the main entrance of the building. Hanging above the balcony door is a
board with the shrine’s name

’ (Phek-hoa-sT) written on it. The shrine itself

is roughly seven square metres in area, with an altar and four chairs occupying
most of the space. Besides this, on the left side, is another tiny family
ancestor-worship altar. The ancestor tablet is placed on the centre. Nearby on the
wall are three memorial photographs and a piece of red paper containing the death
dates of several ancestors.

When a person passes through Hong-eng's family space to reach the shrine,
the most eye-catching images are the twenty-three memorial plaques and various
certificates displayed on the ground floor, and twelve photographs on the first floor.
I was told that to save space, the memorial plaques on display are only the most
representative ones. They have been sent by friends, relatives, colleagues and
people from different organizations to celebrate Hong-eng's election as Li'-tiong
(since 1982), as a representative of the ‘Model Father’ (mo2-fan4-fu4-qin' |J |$ b5£
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Ü ) representative of An-pil District (in 1996), and as an ‘Outstanding Li-tiong’
(you1-liang2-li ,-zhang3 fM R M S) in 1997. Some of the certificates are letters of
appointment for each term of office as Li-tiong. Others show him as a committee
member for various public affairs, such as ‘the basic construction of the local
development’ (di4-fang1-ji'-ceng2-jian4-she4 ife

®

IS ) in 1981, the

‘renovation of transportation’ (jiao1-tong1-gai3-ge2 5CM S£?P) in 1981 and
‘community development’ (she4-qu’-fa’-zhan3 jjÜ M ftll) in 1985. There are also
certificates showing that Hong-eng has been a Kuomintang party member for thirty
years (until 1984), and is a qualified practitioner of martial arts and its related
healing knowledge (in 1985).

Another highlight on the wall of the first floor is twelve large-sized
photographs, each protected with a special frame. In addition to Hong-eng's
wedding photograph, there are three family photographs, two taken in front of the
house when his two sons were married in the 1980s and one when he was nearly
seventy years old in 1999. The others show Hong-eng standing next to some
famous politicians when he was recognized as a Kuomintang party member, a
Li-tiong, and a representative of a model father.1These representations not only
reveal Hong-eng's concerns, achievements and social roles, but also commemorate
his personal history in An-pil since accepting the inescapable arrangement of
becoming a täng-ki in 1961.

1Those politicians are Shi Zhi-ming (JM i p ß Shi1 Zhi4-ming2, as the Tainan City Mayor),
Lian Zhan (j^fjc Lian2 Zhan4, as the vice-president) and Song Chu-yu (7^@ff!j Song4 Chu3-yu2 , as
the Head of Taiwan province).
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A Brief History of Hong-Eng
Hong-eng, bom in 1930, is a member of the eighth generation since his first
family ancestor Chiu-sam (jo]H) settled in An-pf from Fujian province on
Mainland China a few hundred years ago. It is said that the Chiu ()U) family used
to be very large and rich. However, its financial situation declined for various
reasons in Hong-eng's father’s generation.2 Then the Chiu family became poor.
Hong-eng's father worked as a shipping labourer. When he died, Hong-eng was
only five, and his mother had to sell the youngest son (.Hong-eng's younger brother)
to pay for the burial expenses.3

Hong-eng had only four years’ elementary school training because of the
disruptions caused by the war. He thus left A n-pf and stayed in Tainan city with a
Japanese master, learning how to nail horseshoes to hoofs. During the Japanese
occupation, the long-distance goods transportation was by carriage, a business
which was mainly run by the Japanese. Hong-eng told me:
In the past, the trip between Ko-hiong (Kaohsiung) and Tainan used to be
sixteen hours by carriage,4 and a horse would easily get hurt if the
horseshoes were not nailed on properly. It is not an easy skill to master as
one has to know well about the structure of leg bones. (Hong-eng)

2 Hong-eng's family members always impute this reason to one of Hong-eng's cousins: he
fell in love with a woman from the red-light district during the Japanese occupation, and
subsequently sold the ancestral lands to buy her freedom.
3 According to Hong-eng, his mother worked as a laundress to raise the three remaining
children (Hong-eng, his elder sister and elder brother). She also performed the meanest and lowest
job— washing a woman’s clothes for the month after she has given birth (siän-go'eh-läi
I^D4 Now it is only a two-hour’s drive by car.
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According to Hong-eng, there were only two or three persons good at this skill in
his generation in the whole of Tainan city, and he was the only one from An-pf.
‘Learning a trade’ only became popular during the war in this locality, when there
was not much salt-making or shipping jobs to do. Quite a few people explained to
me that ‘to be a tradesman’ was not the quickest way to earn money because the
learning process, ‘three years and four months,’ took too much time. So even in
Hong-eng's generation, being a tradesman had not become a fashionable
occupation. People tended to spend less time in school, and the techniques of
carpentry and ironwork were easier to acquire than horseshoe nailing.

Hong-eng spent eight years learning this skill, from the age of nine to
seventeen. His mother did not complain about the length of time. By the end he had
a Japanese name and had started to speak Japanese. His master thought highly of
him, and wanted to send him to Japan to undertake further education so he could
become a qualified veterinarian. But this plan failed when the Japanese were
defeated in the war. He then found a job working as a farrier in the army of
Kaohsiung, but a year later he quit, seeing that the use of horses was decreasing
rapidly.

The decline of An-pf1 and the prosperity of Kaohsiung brought many An-pf
people to the new harbour for jobs. According to statistical record for 1935,
one-fifth of the population of An-pf migrated to Kaohsiung, a phenomenon
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reflected in the formation of a new settlement called ‘Little An-pi" in Kaohsiung.11
Every now and then, news of jobs was brought back by A n-pf people temporarily
working in Kaohsiung. Hong-eng left A n -p f again with a group of friends when he
was twenty, and worked at the Kaohsiung Harbour as a binder. During the next ten
years, Hong-eng married, had two children before receiving his military discharge,
and acquired a good reputation in managing the harbour job. While there was now
an opportunity for promotion to team leader, something also happened that became
a turning point in his life.

The Inescapable Destiny
It was the date of A n -p f' s ‘Gä-ma-cha ’ (the Procession of Ma-cha) in 1961.
Although Hong-eng worked as usual at the harbour, his body behaved in a strange
way. When moving goods to a cargo ship, he felt a stomach pain, for no reason.
The symptom disappeared as long as he stayed on land. When this situation had
occurred three times, he decided to take a few days’ break and return home to
attend the Gä-ma-cha. With his daughter sitting in front and his pregnant wife on
the back, plus a quilt with cotton wadding and a straw bed mattress, he rode a
bicycle back to A n-pf. When he arrived at the temple yard of Miäu-siü-keng,

Ma-cha's sedan was also passing by. Suddenly he lost control and went into an
unexpected trance: Hong-eng became a ‘temporary medium’ (chhe'-täng or

chhf-tang ^ .m ) during the Gä-ma-cha .56 Afterwards, this event was confirmed by

5 For information on ‘Little A n -pf' in Kaohsiung , see Chapter Two.
6 A n -pf people explained to me that a formal tang-ki of a temple is selected by holding a
small sedan chair, whereas in the ritual activity the deity might sometimes select a person as a
temporary täng-ki, that is chheng-täng (zklUk for an on-going ceremonial purpose. This does not
happen very often. In the case of the Kiän-ä-keng Kioh-thäu, there have been less than four similar
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the deities of Miäu-siü-keng and he was recognized as a newly selected täng-ki of
the deity Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde. A subsequent seclusion for trance training was
held at the temple for three weeks. When it was completed, Hong-eng's mother
was called to the temple and her approval was sought by the deities. *7 When
Hong-eng's father had been seriously ill, his mother had been too poor to ask for
help from the deity (through the tang-ki). Because of this experience, she made a
vow to the deity that “her son should be a responsible, amiable and approachable
tang-ki', he would never give devotees a hard time.” Hong-eng moved back from
Kaohsiung and embarked on his täng-ki career in An-pf when he was thirty-one
years old.

Although Hong-eng obeyed his mother’s wish and committed himself to be a
tang-ki, it still took him a number of years to accept this arrangement. Leaving
Kaohsiung meant giving up his career, and starting again. The Chiu family did not
leave any ancestral estate. He had to rent a tiny place for his family to live.
Compared to Kaohsiung Harbour, there was very little binding work available on
the transit spot of the canal in Tainan, and he only went there for a few hours every
two days. The income was not nearly enough to raise a family of seven. He then
learned how to make cement, and worked with several persons as a team for house

cases within the past fifty years.
7 In An-pf, before a person commits to be a täng-ki, a deity will normally first obtain the
agreement of this person’s parents and ancestors. People explain that because a person’s life is
given by the person’s parents, and they will become an ancestor in the future, a deity has no right to
‘borrow’ the person’s body without notifying them. According to Donald Sutton’s description
(Sutton 1990b: 107), it is customary to ask a person’s three generations before and after to resolve
this matter, including father, grandfather and ‘the third,’ variously interpreted as spouse, children or
themselves.
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building. Facing such difficulties in the first few years, he was filled with hesitation
and regrets about the decision he had made. But whenever he had it in mind to ride
his motorcycle away from A n-pf,

he would immediately return

home

unconsciously. The deity would not let him go. He explained this as his destiny.

In addition to livelihood problems, he also had difficulty in acquiring
devotees at first. One of the reasons was that he had been away so long that he did
not have a strong social network in An-pf. A memory he often mentioned was that
he had frequently been taken as Japanese by the neighbours after his eight years in
Tainan, and his mother even had to remind them who this young man was to avoid
the confusion. Another difficulty was the competition among täng-ki he had to face
at the Kia -ä-keng Kioh-thäu. When Hong-eng started as a tang-ki, there were
already five spirit mediums at this Kioh-thäu. One of them belonged to the (second
primary Kioh-thäu) temple Gö’-tek-keng, the other four were all täng-ki of the chief

Kioh-thäu temple, Miäu-siü-keng.

Among the four täng-ki of Miäu-siü-keng, the most senior person was over
seventy years old and had reached the age of retirement; the others were chosen to
take the täng-ki role in the 1940s (one person) and the 1950s (two persons) one
after another. There was a general impression in the past that the first senior person,

Toä-tTn (^ P 5 ), and the second senior one, Chhäi-koän (^R ff), were the most
distinguished täng-ki in that temple.

Toä-tTn s story as a täng-ki is relevant, because in the beginning, the temple
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committee did not agree with the deity’s request to have another täng-ki, as the
previous one had died in a bad way. This event had not only influenced the deity’s
reputation but also made the temple committee feel it was losing this Kioh-thäu s
face in An-pf. It was not until the chief territorial deity, Pö-sen-täi-te, guaranteed
that anyone in this position would flourish in blessings, offspring and longevity,
that the committee members agreed to hold a proper ritual to look for a new täng-ki.
This was the situation in which Toä-tin was elected. When people talked about
Toä-tin, in addition to being strong and tall, he was said to be very capable so quite
a few deities at the temple would pass their messages through him. Toä-tin was a
täng-ki of several deities, including Liöng-ü-te-kun, Thäi-pe1h-chhian-söe,
Sor-hü-chhian-söe (Ji-sa-öng [ha]), Sa-hü-chhian-söe (Toä-sa-öng [iä]), and
Lü-hü-chhian-söe. However, Toä-tin was also criticized as a snob for only helping
rich people, but being slow and sloppy toward poor ones. Toä-tin died in the 1970s,
m his nineties.

When Toä-tin was getting old, it was Chhäi-koän s turn to be the first primary
täng-ki at the temple Miäu-siü-keng. Chhäi-koän had been the täng-ki of the deity
Chu-hu-chhian-sde since the 1940s. He was from one of the large surname groups,
Lin OfvfO, which was an asset in attracting believers, in addition to his own efforts.
Chhäi-koän was quite active from the 1960s to the 1980s. When I first went to
An-pf in 1992, Chhäi-koän was already too old to play the täng-ki role properly. I
only met him once at the annual ceremony, where his performance looked
extremely clumsy compared to others I had seen at different Kioh-thäu temples.

o

8 In one section of a deity’s annual birthday ritual, the deity needs to report to the Jade
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However, the attendance of devotees was impressively large. He died few years
later.

Except for Pö-sen-täi-te, Chu-hü-chhian-sde was taken to be the most
prominent deity at Miäu-siü-keng when Chhäi-koän was the täng-ki. The latest
version of the seating arrangement order, Toä-so—Po-sen—Chu-hu, on the middle
altar of the central zone at temple (see Figure 4-2, area A), was planned by him.
The controversial statement asserting that Chu-hü-chhian-sde was the temple’s
chief deity also came from Chhäi-koän.9 Soon after Hong-eng became a täng-ki,
Chhäi-koän had the chance to take charge of the Royal Chid (Ong-chid).10 Local
people believe that such a large-scale Chid cannot possibly be conducted unless the
deity’s efficaciousness is sufficiently strong. This case demonstrated Chhäi-koän’s
powerful influence at that time.

If not for the deity’s request, there would have been no need to have Hong-eng
as the sixth täng-ki, which, as a result, nearly shattered the harmony of the
Kioh-thäu. When the deity Thai-pe'h-chhian-sde chose Hong-eng, Toä-tTn’s
supporters objected, because Toä-tln was already Thäi-pe'h-chhian-söe’s täng-ki.
Although Thai-pe'h-chhian-sde did not come often then, Toä-tin was still

Emperor and deal with devotees’ special concerns by way of a täng-ki's performance. Chhäi-koän
was over 70 when I first saw his performance. He was already unable to perform the whole ritual
process properly. Most of the time he needed his assistants’ help, to put his glasses back on, to hold
the tray of Gold Paper (money), and to help him to stand on the chair, etc.
9 For information on the seating arrangement made by the deity Chu-hu-chhian-sde, see
Chapter Four.
10 For information on the Royal Chid and Royal Boat, see notes 15 and 60 of Chapter Four.
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considered the only medium, provided he was alive, and Thäi-pe1h-chhian-söe did
not formally announce (through him) that a new täng-ki should be found. This
‘twin täng-ki event’ created confusion and conflict among people. None of the four
täng-ki of Miäu-siü-keng was willing to make a judgment as to who was the real
Thäi-pe'h. Nor did they supervise Hong-eng's ‘novice trance training’ at the
temple.11 Eventually the chief deity Pö-sen-täi-te appointed Sam-ong of the second
primary Kioh-thäu temple, Gö’-tek-keng, to take charge of Hong-eng's training
process.

Normally the temple affairs and management of Miäu-siü-keng and
Gö’-tek-keng are quite independent. But when an issue is thought to affect the
whole Kioh-thäu, assistance is given by both temples. Therefore, the single täng-ki

11 As soon as a person has the potential to be a täng-ki, a full period of seclusion (pi-koai11^
HI), also called self-denial (siü-klm
is held at the temple with the doors closed for a further
test. The ‘standard duration’ of training in Hong-eng's generation was about three weeks. But it has
become shorter nowadays in A n-pf. In some areas, the period of seclusion can be between one
week (Gallin 1966: 244), and seven weeks (Sutton 1990b: 107). The new täng-ki candidate must
live at the temple during the training process. At least one experienced täng-ki will be in charge of
the whole process. Other religious specialists, including Ritual Apprentices (hoat-a) and Ritual
Masters (hoat-su), as well as täng-ki assistants (süi-iä), and some committee members are allowed
to participate.
According to A-kang's experience, the first week when the novice is trained, it is first the
deity’s soldiers and generals, and then the deity, who make this person accustomed to possession.
Then, for the following two weeks, the novice is taught how to walk and speak. This is normally
supervised by the experienced täng-ki's deity. For the rest of the time, the novice’s chief deity as
well as other relevant deities will also come and teach healing skills. There have been a few failures:
the novices either can not talk or simply become crazy as a result. If the novice passes this training,
he will become a täng-ki.
In addition to being a täng-ki, to be a qualified Ritual Master also requires self-denial training.
Scholars have rarely provided detailed descriptions on this process, as this kind of information is
usually hard to collect. Local people normally take it as ‘secret knowledge’ shared only in the
religious specialists circle. Of course this secrecy is also related to competition among the religious
specialists. So far the richest fieldwork data has been collected in Penghu by Huang You-xing, who
has written about the self-denial of täng-ki as well as Ritual Masters (Huang: 1987). In addition,
Donald Sutton has paid relatively more attention to this seclusion period in one of his articles
discussing the issue of a täng-ki's self-mortification (Sutton 1990b).
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of Gö’-tek-keng, A-käng, was called up to become Hong-eng's teacher for his
novice trance training. After the completion of the training, people were still
arguing and wanted to know the truth from Sam-öng. But Sam-öng gave the
following reply, recalled by A-käng:
I cannot tell you which is the real one now. You can make the judgment
yourselves according to how he performs this role; then you can decide
whether you want to accept him as the real Thai-pe'h or not. {Sam-öng)

Under

these

conditions,

Hong-eng

became

the

täng-ki

of

Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde in 1961. Very soon, Pö-se"-täi-te also appointed Hong-eng
as the täng-ki of another deity, So-hu-chhian-soe {Toä-sa-öng), for two reasons.
One was to end the dispute with Toä-tui s supporters over the ‘twin täng-ki event’,
and the other reason was to pass on P6-sen-tai-te‘s medical knowledge to a deity in
a ‘civil official position’, as Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde had always been thought of as a
warrior officer. 12 Hong-eng thus became the täng-ki known for the deity
Toä-sa-öng, a position he still holds today. Meanwhile, to avoid competition with
the other five täng-ki, he also started shifting his services to Tainan city.

In 1969, he set up a shrine in Tainan, and worshipped two groups of eight
deities. Seven years later in 1976, his shrine developed into a temple and

12 The classification of civil/warrior (or literary/military) is often seen in ethnographic
descriptions. This distinction can be based on the ‘manner’ or ‘function’ of a deity (Debernardi
1986, 1996). It is also possibly used to distinguish the cult of spirit-writing and that of ‘the täng-ki,'
who has a wide array of weapons used to mortify the flesh. In contrast to the täng-ki, the
communicative way of the spirit-writing is unique: it depends on the movements of a miniature
sedan chair tracing lines on a platter of sand or rice, interpreted as written signs. This cult has
developed a long history in the sectarianism of China (Jordan & Overmyer 1986).
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Hong-eng's täng-ki career also matured. However, after another ten years, he left
this temple because of unbearable conflicts, and set up another shrine, Phek-hoa-si,
at home in An-pi\ Nevertheless, his career flourished in the 1980s. He became the
Head of the Miäu-siü-U in 1982, and two years later, Hong-eng bought his own
house. After he returned to An-pf, the temple committee asked him to assist with
the completion of the Miäu-siü-keng's reconstruction, as it had been postponed too
long under Chhäi-koän. In 1989, Hong-eng was one of the two täng-ki (in addition
to Chhäi-koän) in charge of the Chid for the inauguration of Miäu-siü-keng. In the
previous year, the temple committee decided to commission a large-size statue of
Toä-sa-öng on the middle altar of the central zone at temple (See Figure 4-2, area
A), together with P6-sen-tai-te and Chhäi-koän's Chu-hü-chhian-söe. Before that,
the seating arrangement order had been (from left to right) Chu-hu-chhian-soe,
Pö-sen-täi-te and Läu-hü-oän-sdu Also, in the same year (1988), there was a
rarely-seen, but magnificent, procession in An-pixto show Toä-so-öng's new statue
as a way to attract people’s attention to the Phek-hoa-si. After that procession,
Phek-hoa-si started to build kau-poe relationships with seven other religious
units.14

The Iron Man, Thih-Läng

When I first met Hong-eng, he had become the most senior täng-ki of this
Kioh-thäu. 15 He was sixty-two years old, with closely cropped hair turning gray.
13 For information on the change of seating arrangement, see Chapter Four.
14 The names of these kau-pöe units will be discussed in Chapter Seven.
15 Chu-hü-chhian-sde's täng-ki chhäi-koän was still alive at that time, but he stayed at home
most of the time because of sickness, and was no longer involved in temple activities.
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He was of medium height but very fit. In my experience, he always dressed in a
simple way. He used to ride an ‘iron horse’ (thih-be ifcfl), a nickname for a special
kind of motorbike that most men would not choose nowadays because it is too
heavy and large. He also had the nickname, ‘Iron M an’ ( Thih-lang

§fcA)- People

told me this was because he never stops working. His son, A-chäi (ßöfftf),
commented, “if he takes a few days off, he will get sick immediately,” which
occurred several times in my own experience. Those who knew him well all agreed
that Hong-eng was not a person who cared about money. He believes that working
showed a person’s ability. It became a habit and part of his life.

A-chäi told me Hong-eng was too strict to be a patient teacher when A-chäi
was learning cementing from him in the 1970s. This made A-chäi choose a totally
different occupation, one that his father did not know about, in order to avoid
unnecessary arguments. In A-chäV s view, his father used to be a person with a short
temper when young, but he had changed a lot. A-chäi's wife also talked about her
observations. She said she really liked Hong-eng because he was such an
easy-going father-in-law. He was never picky about what she cooked, nor did she
see him speak loudly to anyone. Hong-eng seldom asked for things, and his silence
made her more aware of the proper way to do things. For instance, if she bought a
late-evening dessert for him, she needed to bring it to him properly in order to
express the younger generation’s filial obedience (xiao4-shun4 ^ll[M) rather than
leaving it on the table, otherwise Hong-eng would not take it.

Hong-eng valued family life. He himself was well-known as a dutiful son. I
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do not remember seeing or hearing Hong-eng angry about anything during my stay
in An-pi \ except one time for a misunderstanding relating to mutual trust between
his son A-chäi and adopted son Öng-e (FEfp).16 He felt quite upset, and refused to
eat for a couple of meals. This misunderstanding was solved later by a deity
(through Hong-eng) in a healing ritual. The two brothers were asked to cooperate
with each other to maintain the family’s harmony and prosperity. In 1996
Hong-eng was elected as one of the seven model father representatives in Tainan
city. To share this honor with those who come to Phek-hoa-si in the healing ritual
and to commemorate this, among others two plaques, given by the Mayor and a
Congressman of Tainan City, were chosen to hang on the wall of the corridor on the
top floor of his house.

The reason Hong-eng became the head of Miäu-siü-U is also related to his
family’s dignity. That position is a leader of the basic administrative unit of a
locality, normally elected by the local residents. He told me his motivation to take
the chair was because of an insult made by another person, Sek-kim (Üjjfe), who
was the head of another Li at that time. This situation arose because of a motor bike
accident involving Hong-eng's son, A-chäi, and Sek-kim's son, following which an
agreement was supposed to be have been reached. However, afterwards Sek-kim
brought a group of people to Hong-eng's place to argue, at midnight. After
clarification, the people who came with Sek-kim all thought Hong-eng had done

16 One of his sons died in a car accident in the 1980s. Hong-eng's elder brother thus gave one
of his own sons to him as an adopted son at that time. This was to maintain an ideal minimum
number of two sons for each couple, which is still quite prevalent among the people I know in
An-pt".
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nothing wrong, so they pulled Sek-kim out and left. Because Sek-kim’s behavior
was arrogant, making the dispute even more unpleasant, Hong-eng was motivated
to compete for the Head of Miäu-siü-li in order to restrict Sek-kim. Hong-eng has
been in that position for nearly twenty years. He attributes this success to his

täng-ki role. “The deity helps me to gain good relationships with people,” he
commented.

It is hard to imagine how Hong-eng could have been short-tempered, as
described by A-chäi, for the image I have of him is that he always likes to comment
or describe things in a humourous way. This makes him especially tolerant and
easy-going toward outsiders. He is not particularly talkative, but his smiles are
often filled with kindness. In addition, he also has a sense of dignity, and leaves
people with an impression of an iron-willed self-discipline.

Recognizing the Responsibility, jTm-Hün
Hong-eng is thought to embody the qualities of a good täng-ki. People close
to him say he has the prerequisites: a good brain, a clear memory and sharp eyes. In
addition, his discipline and determination make him outstanding in this role. One
day I had a conversation with one of his assistants (süi-iä), Chin-song (Hflji), w^°
had worked with Hong-eng right from the beginning in the 1960s, and was sixteen
years his elder. He thought Hong-eng a very prudent person, a crucial characteristic
for a täng-ki because then he cannot ‘give away Heaven’s design’ (lö’-thian-ki '/f|

Chin-song also commented on what a good täng-ki is supposed to be,
saying:
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In addition to those conditions [a good brain, a clear memory and sharp
eyes], the most important thing is to be disciplined. A täng-ki has to obey
what has been taught. [For example, he] can’t drink wine, can’t gamble,
or eat beef ...Tang-ki is normally a person whose ‘Eight-characters’
(peh-ji

A ?)

are reckoned to be lighter. 17 If he can play a good role, he

will be rewarded with a longer life . 18 ( Chin-song)

Hong-eng also talked about his idea of being a täng-ki. He used the expression
‘recognize responsibility’ (jim-hün

fEf&)

to describe it. In Taiwanese, this

expression can be understood in a negative way, which implies a person is destined
to be who she or he is. Hong-eng perceived it with a positive attitude, emphasizing
the importance of ‘making an effort to learn’. He said:

Nowadays it is very rare [that täng-ki] can stand the [three weeks]
seclusion , because the secular world is too attractive to them. What they
are most concerned with is how to show off in hot and noisy situations.
Compared to these younger täng-ki, senior ones tend to ‘recognize their
responsibility’ {jim-hün) more. Society was simpler in the past. To be a
proper täng-ki, a person needs to try very hard to learn, [for example] the
prescriptions transmitted from previous generations. Unlike today,
people are not willing to learn sincerely. They only care about seeking the
limelight, and forget other [more important] things they need to
remember. Very few täng-ki find themselves another source of income.
Many take this as merely a money-making activity. This is not doing
right (chiän IE). Since the commitment is to ‘relieve people in need in the

17 Eight-characters {peh-ji A ? ) includes the year, month, date and hour of a person’s birth. It
is believed a person’s fate is decided by the Eight-characters. A person’s ‘Eight-characters’ is
reckoned to be lighter when his or her Eight-characters do not include a proper weighting of the
more stable elements.
18 Researchers (Potter 1974; Kleinman 1980; Gould-Martin 1975; Elliott 1955; Wolf 1990)
have also suggested several characteristics that a successful täng-ki is likely to have, such as ‘being
quick-witted and alert to the needs of the patients’, ‘being sensitive to potential tensions in the
Chinese family’ and ‘the ability to understand the social and economic background of the patients’.
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secular world’ (che-su

a person has to make an effort to learn as

much as he or she possibly can. (Hong-eng)

When he made this comment, he looked quite confident. It was the wisdom he
had learned from the experience of nearly four decades. The conversation showed
that being a täng-ki meant much to Hong-eng. Although at first he was quite
hesitant about this role, once he accepted it as his fate, he recognized the
responsibility and made an effort. Ideas such as chiän (doing right) and che-sü (to
relieve people in need in the secular world) are quite unusual and crucial words
used to bestow a high reputation on a deity as well as a täng-ki. I often heard people
use ‘chiän’ to describe Hong-eng when commenting about his täng-ki reputation.
His nickname ‘Thih-läng’ (Iron Man) also indicated his intention was not to make
money with this role. 19 Being a good täng-ki is thought of as something that is
incompatible with success in other spheres of life.

Learning through Practicing
Very often in everyday life I saw people bring babies suffering from infantile
convulsions or occasionally for prescriptions for specific symptoms. When these
devotees approached Hong-eng for help, they would take his advice and
suggestions whether or not he was in a trance because people accepted that as an
experienced and trust worthy täng-ki, he had learned certain abilities from the
deities through practice. According to my observation, however, Hong-eng

19 David Jordan reports that a few täng-ki become ‘divine rascals’ to make their livings
(Jordan 1972: 75). Katherine Gould-Martin also makes this point (Gould-Martin 1975: 136-37). In
An-pi\ this has always been a very crucial point for people to base their opinion of a täng-ki's
reputation. A täng-ki will be looked down upon if he makes money for this service. It is assumed
that only reasonable gifts will be made by grateful devotees.
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acquired this knowledge not only from the deities, but also from his other life
experiences.

Issues for exploring this learning process are especially difficult and sensitive
for any onlooker to raise. One reason is that for a täng-ki, this knowledge is learned
by observing everyday life as well as by being taught through the spirits. This
makes it hard to explain with words. For some täng-ki, this topic is a taboo that
cannot be shared with outsiders because of another more important reason: it may
sometimes be misunderstood as a way to question whether a täng-ki in a trance
represents a deity’s true will. Whenever I first approached a new täng-ki, there was
always an unavoidable stage where the täng-ki would perform in a particular way
in order to show me that the spirit seance was ‘real’. This was a consistent reaction
toward onlookers. Therefore, if questions are not asked appropriately, answers are
likely to emphasize that the täng-ki does not know or remember anything when in
*

trance. 20

A-kang explained that the täng-ki and the deity interact in an interdependent
way. This tallies with comments I have heard from other people. The most general
comment is to assert that the degree of enhancement a deity’s reputation receives
depends on the quality of the täng-ki whom the deity chooses. For instance, “if the
20 I have one example to show this situation. One day I asked A-kang whether he needed to
learn Chinese medicine by himself, in addition to being taught by the deity. He responded, “When
an öng-iä is detailing the prescription, it is the öng-iä who is doing it, not the human being, and the
deity will also adjust the prescriptions to the environment when necessary.” However, on another
occasion, he explained the relationship between täng-ki and the deity as ‘interactive’ when I asked
why people said täng-ki could not perform properly when they were getting old. He explained to me,
“During the seance, the täng-ki and the deity are supposed to borrow each other’s strength. Once the
täng-ki is too old, his body can no longer afford to take too much of the deity’s strength any more.”
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täng-ki is ‘mh-pat-lT

illiterate or low-educated), the deity will have

difficulties teaching much,” they normally say. Chong-han, a junior täng-ki of the
deity Png-hü-täi-te of the temple Leng-che-tiän, admitted to me privately that
sometimes he had to ‘handle things by himself’ when the deity or the soldiers were
too busy and had decided to stay away from the seance. He went on “what else can
you do if you see people have waited to ask questions?” All this helps emphasise
that learning is the important part of being a täng-ki in the context of enhancing a
deity’s efficacy.

Hong-eng spoke of the importance of learning to be a proper täng-ki as a way
to express the idea of jim-hün (recognising the responsibility). But I did not ask
Hong-eng about this learning process until 1999 when invited to a dinner with his
family members. It was a death anniversary of Hong-eng's father. After dinner, he
showed me something that he thought I did not know yet: two books, of which the
pages had already turned brown. One was a traditional Chinese almanac (thong-su
M ir),21 given by a stranger in the (Miäu-siü-keng's) temple yard more than two
decades before. That stranger was over eighty and had traveled to Taiwan (passing
by An-pf) from the Mainland. He liked Hong-eng at first sight, so he gave the
almanac to him. It was published in Hong Kong in 1970. Unlike the annual

21 The main content of a thong-su ( j i |( r ) > Universal Book, is a calendar based on a cycle of
sixty years in which recommendations are set out in detail concerning the actions that are lucky or
unlucky on any particular day. Thong-su, together with a simplified almanac called a Peasantry
Almanac (nong2-min2-li4 H J^jif), are both very popular books in Taiwan. A survey shows 86%
families in Taiwan have a Peasantry Almanac and use it (Lu 1985: 103). Compared to Peasantry
Almanac, a thong-su is tended to be used by professionals, such as geomancers and fortunetellers.
For more information, see Lu Li-zheng’s research (Lu 1991).
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almanac designed for family usage, this almanac was based on a cycle of sixty
years, normally used by religious specialists or geomancers, for professional
purposes.

Another

book,

entitled

The

Golden

Mirror

of

Medicine

(Yu^-zuan^-yi'-zhong'-jin'-jian4 fäfl K §§ th sk lm ), was missing the pages of
information on its author and publication. This medical book was given by
Hong-eng's uncle (mother’s brother) before he died. It was supposed to be three
volumes, but Hong-eng only received one of them. He told me the other two were
destroyed mysteriously soon after his uncle died. His uncle’s son was jealous about
his father’s intention to give this three-volume book to Hong-eng. He insisted on
only giving one volume, instead. When Hong-eng received this single volume
from his uncle, the other two were immediately destroyed in an accidental fire. He
particularly remembered when his uncle had held his hands and encouraged him to
be a good tang-ki to che-sü (to relieve people in need in the secular world) before
dying.

Later on I found out the author’s name and year of the production of the
book. 22 Surely Hong-eng did not know these details: this missing information
seems to have increased the mystery of how he got the book. Hong-eng perceived
both these book-giving events as arrangements made by the temple’s chief deity
22 The Golden Mirror of Medicine, in 90 volumes, is one of the best treatises on general
medicine, written by a staff of 80 persons headed by Wu Qian
Wu2 Qian1) in compliance with
an imperial order. A considerable part of the book is made up of extracts, revisions, and corrections
of previous works. The book was published in 1742 BCE (Dictionary of Traditional Chinese
Medicine 1984: 391).
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Pö-se'-täi-te: the stranger he met was the deity Pö-se'-täi-te, and the accidental fire
was Heaven’s will. Both inspired in him a strong motivation to play this role well,
as he was the one chosen by Heaven to learn and transmit the local tradition. This
comment was made by Hong-eng in the context of a family Memorial Day, but also
can be understood as an annotation of his idea on ‘recognizing the responsibility’,
that emphasised the importance of self-learning.

Three deities often came to Hong-eng's seances. Separately as a Chinese
doctor, a geomancer and a master of ‘boxing’ (phah-kün), their specialties were
respectively focused on io'k-hong

, prescriptions); hong-chüi-te-U (®,7jcifeSI,

geomancy); and kin-lö ($!$§, a Chinese perspective on the network of passages in
the body). Hong-eng told me his knowledge of geomancy and of Chinese medicine
had been taught by the three deities. Nevertheless, I think other agencies must have
assisted. For instance, in spite of laying stress on the teaching of boxing as given by
the deity, he also learnt these skills from his uncle whom he mentioned and from a
short training course. The course certificate was displayed on the ground floor wall
in his house. This deity taught him not only boxing, but also how to set a fracture. It
might be reasonable to assume that his earlier experience with horses was helpful
in learning this skill, as he commented that to shoe a horse, “one needs to know
very well about the structure of leg bones.” In addition, because boxing was a
prevalent male activity in Hong-eng's generation,23 the deity’s role as a boxing
specialist would fit into this social context and be accepted by local residents.
231 have quoted A-kang 's comment and indicated in Chapter Four that this activity was
always practiced by men at the temple. A-kang is only one year younger than Hong-eng. They are of
the same generation.
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Through performance, a group’s common experience had been marked out.

His previous work as a cement worker (chok-tha-chui-e

f^ihzRf?) and

his

present occupation as a geomancy worker (chok-hong-chui-e f^jlUKfp) reflect an
interaction between his life experience and his tdng-ki role. These two terms have
one syllable different in Taiwanese, the first term indicating an occupation relevant
to the cement aspect of any construction, the second term, that of making a tomb.
Because it is believed that the location of a house or tomb is supposed to have an
influence on the fortune of a family—the idea of geomancy (hong-chüi)—a tomb
maker will normally have some knowledge of geomancy. In addition, a person also
needs to know how to handle cement to be a geomancy worker. I was told there
were some four persons locally who were famous consultants for tomb geomancy.
Two of them were täng-ki', the other two were the Taoist priests Giam-e and A-ho.
But Hong-eng was the only one who was really involved in tomb making because
of his past experience.

The abilities Hong-eng acquired as a distinguished täng-ki were thus an
embodiment of his everyday life practices. Being a täng-ki is regarded as an
honourable career. It represents Hong-eng's and Hong-eng’s family’s ‘bin-chu
(face) in An-pf. The prestige and reputation he has gained from being a täng-ki has
helped the enhancement of his social position. This is evident in the fact that he has
been a U-tiöng (the Head of the Sub-district) for over twenty years. An emphasis
on a particularistic tie linked between Hong-eng's patron deity Toä-so-öng (the
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First Senior Lord with surname So) at the temple Miäu-siü-keng and the chief
territorial deity Pö-se'-täi-te of the Kioh-thäu gives Phek-hoa-sT a basic legitimacy.
Kau-poe alliances increase the recognition of Phek-hoa-si both in this Kioh-thäu
and in An-pf.

Situating the Shrine, Phek-Hoä-Si

To set up (or open) an altar (khui-toän pflfj), means that a deity descends to
che-sü (relieve people in need in the secular world) in a more regular way through
healing rituals. Accordingly, it can also mean ‘holding a healing ritual’ (Khui-toa
A deity will not set up an altar without the permission of the Jade Emperor. He
must obtain the Jade Emperor’s decree for this mission as a license to che-se.
Otherwise the ‘board inscribed with the altar name’ cannot be hung up.24

‘ijfi’ (Toa1) is the deity’s location in the physical world, which can be an altar,
a shrine or a temple in different social contexts. For example, there is a very
well-known public temple to the Jade Emperor which uses ‘toa'’ as its temple
name Thian-toa (^ ijl, Altar of the Heaven) in Tainan City, 25 whereas in A n-pf,
toa tends to refer to tö-toa (xBJfi, Altar of the Tao) or sin-toa (|$fM, Altar of the

24 There is a special ritual ‘Hanging Up an Inscribed Board’ (Seng-pidn PrM.) for this
important moment. The ritual itself is not particularly complex, but is considered as a necessary step
in any rebuilding or establishment of a temple.
25 This temple is famous for a ritual called ‘Patching Fate,’ which will be discussed more in
Chapter Seven.
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Deity). The former term indicates a shrine set up by the Taoist priest;26 the latter,
one owned by a person or a small group of people, connoting more private-ness
compared to the public-ness of a ‘temple’ (that is, a Kioh-thäu-miäu or Kong-miäü).
Sin-toä is a common term used all over Taiwan. However, because a lot of news
reports describe how sin-toä deceive the public, their trustworthiness and
private-ness both cause suspicion. To call a religious unit sin-toä can be taken
negatively.

I remember that at an early stage of my fieldwork, when I was observing the
healing ritual at Hong-eng's shrine, people emphasized the point that “Phek-hoä-sT
is not a sin-toä. It has a temple in Tainan City. It is not a private shrine.” Later on,
I realized that in this circle, people were very concerned not to violate the law;
someone had previously been accused of prescribing medicine without a license to
practice. Similar more serious cases that had occurred in other areas were
occasionally gossiped about in An-pf. Once in the beginning, I was inexplicably
warned by Hong-eng's wife in an unfriendly way, not to report the content of the
healing ritual to the police, action which could seriously ruin his life. In 1999 when
I proposed the idea of writing a history of Phek-hoä-si to Hong-eng, and afterwards
sought symbolic permission from a specific deity in a healing ritual, the deity
reminded me not to write anything about the deity’s role as a Chinese herbal doctor
or the prescriptions if the booklet was to be widely passed around to outsiders.27
26 A tö-toa1 ( M S ) is not a public sanctuary. Kristofer Schipper regards it as a Taoist priest’s
‘office’, a room in the center of his residence where the family household altar is found along with
the statues or painting of Lao Zi
Lao3 Zi3) and the first Heavenly Master, both considered the
patron saints and keepers of the liturgical tradition of Taoism (Schipper 1993: 73).
27 The deity explained to me that any prescription would not be accurate unless a doctor had
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All these interactions indicate the worries and potential risk tang-ki encounter
when setting up a sin-toa nowadays. Good social connections can add a form of
protection. This was one of the reasons, I was told by Hong-eng, for displaying a
number of relevant memorial plaques and a certificate on the ground floor of the
household. What I was told about the history of Phek-hoa-sJ clearly defines a
social setting for its legitimacy and public image. This discourse reflected two
statements.

One

was

to

stress

Phek-hoä-sT s

chief

executive

deity

Sa-hu-chhian-sde as a deity of the temple Miäu-siü-keng. The other was to lay
emphasis on the ability in completing the construction of a temple Phek-liong-kong
over a decade ago, as evidence of the efficacy of the deities at Phek-hoa-sJ. The
seating arrangements of deities at Phek-liong-kong and Phek-hoa-sJ exemplified
these points. These seating arrangements basically followed the rules that I have
already discussed: the center is the principal deity; the deity on the right side is
more prominent than that on the left side (refer to Figure 4-1).

The Seating Arrangements of Deities at Phek-Hoa-STand Phek-Liong-Kong

Twelve deities were worshipped at Phek-hoa-sJ in 1999. Among them, three
deities: Si-hio'h-san-läu-cho

Old Ancestor of the Chinese Unicom

Mountain); Liöng-ha-san-läu-cho (Ü^lJLf^iÜi., Old Ancestor of the Dragon and
Tiger Mountain) and Höng-höng-san-läu-cha

Old Ancestor of the

also felt the pulse and noticed each patient’s physical condition. Another reason, I guess, was
related to the disappearance o f a prescription notebook from the shrine at about that time. They did
not have any evidence to prove who did it, but for various reasons, they suspected a specific person
who sometimes came to the healing ritual. If the booklet included a record of the prescriptions that
I had observed in the healing rituals, it might cause other unnecessary trouble.
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Phoenix Mountain) form a group, called Sam-san-läu-cha (H[_U^iÜä, Old
Ancestors of three Mountains).28 The five deities Sa-hü-chhian-söe
Lord with surname Sa)\ Thia'-hü-chhian-söe (fMifT^PSS, Lord with surname
Thia')\ Hän-hü-chhian-söe (

jfT

, Lord with surname Hän)\

Thiö-hü-chhian-söe (® L P P jit Lord with surname Thiö)\ and Kim-hü-chhian-söe
( äz if? P1 j§c , Lord with surname Kim) form another group, called
Gö’-hü-chhian-söe

Lords with five surnames) ,29 Beside these two

groups consisting of eight deities, is the tablet of Pö-sen-täi-te, and three statues of
the deities Thäi-pe1h-chhian-söe

Lord with name Thäi-pe'h), Nah-chhe

(fflfU-p, The Third Prince) and Chiam-ka-cha

Female Ancestor of

surname Chiam) are worshipped at Hong-eng's shrine. The following Figure
shows their seating positions.

The two groups of eight deities,(see Figure 5-1), Sam-san-läu-cha (Old
Ancestors of three Mountains) and Gö’-hü-chhian-söe (Lords of five surnames),
are placed in the chief position on the High and Low Altar Tables (A and C),
constituting Phek-hoa-sTs main pantheon. The female deity Chiam-ka-cha is a
junior, self-cultivated apprentice of the three Old Ancestors, and did not have a
state at the shrine until 1995, when it was placed near the three Old Ancestors on
28 To refer to each Old Ancestor, there are also abbreviations: Liöng-ho-san-läu-cho (iif^lJLj
= g H , Old Ancestor of the Dragon and Tiger Mountain) is called Liöng-san ( f l [ l | , Dragon
Mountain); Si-hio1h-san-läu-cha
Old Ancestor of the Chinese Unicorn Mountain) is
called Si-hio'h-san (||$j®Sf[l|, Chinese Unicorn Mountain); Höng-höng-san-läu-cha ( M M lil^ lä ,
Old Ancestor of the Phoenix Mountain) is called Höng-san (M ill, Phoenix Mountain).
29 For calling each Lord, the abbreviations are Sa-hu (ipjfT, surname So), Tiö-hü
surname Tiö), Thiän-hü (fMüfT, surname Thiän), Kim-hü ( t^0 , surmane Kim) and Hän-hü
surname Hän).
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the High Altar Table (B) to show her connection with them.

Nah-chhe,

the Guardian

Figure 5-1 Deity Seating Position at the Altars of Phek-Hoa-Si

(

A

ZD

®

A: Höng-höng-san—Si-hio'h-san—Pö-sen-täi-te—Liöng-ha-san
B: Chtam-ka-cha
C: Kirn-Ini—Hän-hu—Sa-hii—Thian-hu—Tiö-hu
D: Nah-chhe— Thai-pe'h

TO

of the Central Altar, is placed on the left hand side near the incense pot of the
Low Altar Table (D), next to another deity, the tiger-figured Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde,
on the right hand side. The tablet of Pö-sen-täi-te is placed together with the deity
Si-hio'h-san (,Si-hio'h-san-läu-cha for short) in the middle of the seating
arrangement on the High Altar Table (A).

To place P6-sen-täi-te and Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde at the altar is to recall the
connection with. Miäu-siü-keng. Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde chose Hong-eng to be his
spirit medium in 1961. But afterwards, Hong-eng became a regular tang-ki of
Sa-hü-chhian-sde (Toä-sa-öng), the main deity of Gö'-hü. In the past this

30 For details of this deity, see Chapter Four, note 61.
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Kioh-thäu had only vague ideas about Toä-sa-öng: compared to other deities at
Miäu-siü-keng, Toä-sa-öng rarely descended unless there was serious disaster in
the locality. If this deity came, he would always call himself the ‘Sa-hu from
Heaven’. It was not until Hong-eng became this deity’s täng-ki, that the local
residents started to know Toä-sa-öng better.

In contrast, the tiger-imaged Thai-pe' h-chhian-söe has had a unique story
transmitted from generation to generation within the Kioh-thäu, and has been
known to An-pil from time immemorial. This story is about the origin of his
non-human aspect, an ambiguity which resulted in Thai-pe'h-chhian-söe always
being mistaken for the deity Ha-iä

(fftfS,

The Tiger). It is said that when

Thai-pe'h-chhian-söe brought the Jade Emperor’s decree to A n -p f, he entered a
statue when the ‘Dotting Eye’ ritual of this statue was about to finish at
M iä u -s iü -k e n g However, after taking off the red paper covering on this statue, he
realized he had entered the wrong figure, and wanted to leave. To persuade
Thäi-pe'h to stay and to comfort him, the chief deity, Pö-sen-täi-te, not only
promised him an Eight Diagram costume (pat-koä-i

A&SO as an official uniform

and a pair of golden flowers to wear on his head, but also placed him in charge of
Pö-sen-täi-te s Official Seal and Order. Furthermore, his position was arranged on

31 The ritual ‘Dotting Eye’ (Tiäm-gän
is also called ‘Opening to the Light’ (Khai-kong
HU7^). It is a ritual of consecration of the deity, involving dotting the eyes with blood or red ink to
open them to the light (Dean 1993: 4). ‘Opening to the light’ is frequently practiced by Taoist priests,
Ritual Masters (Dean 1993; Lagerwey 1987; Hensen 1990; McCreery 1973), or by täng-ki (Elliott
1955; Sutton 1990b). David Jordan also connects ‘Opening to the Light,’ base on a conversation
with an interviewee, to a täng-ki's initiation (Jordan 1985: 72). From what he later wrote about this
täng-ki's initiation; however, it seems his interviewee was only borrowing this term and used it in a
more general way to help the conversation. I suspect a 'täng-ki's initiation’ might not be called
‘Opening to the Light’ in normal circumstances
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the altar table differently from Ha-iä (The Tiger), whose position is normally under
the table.' In addition, his tiger image was also slightly different from Ha-ia s:
Ha-ia s head is turned to the left side of the body, whereas Thai-pe'Ks is stretched
out to the front.

People frequently explained the uniqueness of this particular tiger image at
Miäu-siü-keng. In addition to the term Thäi-pe1h-chhian-soe, this deity is also
called Li-oän-söe (^x&tb Marshal or Guardian with surname Li), who is thought
of as the warrior officer of Pö-sel-täi-te, relative to another deity, Läu-hü-oän-söe
(Marshal with surname Lau), who is a document officer.33 Despite the fact that the
description of Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde appears to relate to, or be borrowed from, that
of Ha-iä,

34

he has become a localised deity with a unique character.

Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde even appears in vernacular tales illustrating Kid 1-a-keng’’s
kau-pde relationships with another two Kioh-thäu (Ong-sid'-sai and Hioh-hoe) . 7,5

However, because of the ‘twin tang-ki event’ that took place between

32 The Eight Diagrams are famous for expelling evil heterodoxy and demon ghosts. A pair of
golden flowers on the head symbolizes the acquisition of a higher official position in ancient times.
The Official Seal and Order stands for legitimacy and power. Any position arranged under the altar
table shows its insignificance in the pantheon hierarchy.
33 For information on this deity Läu-hü-oän-söe, see Chapter Four.
34 A-kang told me there are two kinds of deities with the tiger image: the one with the head
stretching out belongs to Pö-sen-täi-te's Ha-iä, whereas the one with the head turning to the left side
is the Ha-iä in charge of the troops of the ‘Lower Altar’. Hong-eng also mentioned a legend of how
Pö-sen-täi-te saved Ha-iä's life, and, as a result, Ha-iä became his subordinate. It seems to be a
quite popular story transmitted among some temple networks in Tainan city. Although I have not
done any survey on it, the legend of Thäi-pe1h-chhian-sde seems to have developed based on this
Pö-sen-täi-te/Ha-iä story.
35 For details, see Chapter Three.
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Hong-eng and another medium, Toä-tln, in the beginning, and happened again in
the 1970s,36 this eventually reduced the chances for people to see Hong-eng
possessed by Thäi-pe'h-chhian-sde in public. Some devotees do not even know
that Hong-eng used to be a täng-ki of Thäi-pe'h-chhian-soe. The first time I asked
about the process of Hong-eng’s täng-ki role in switching from täng-ki for
Thäi-pe'h to täng-ki for Toä-sa-öng, I was given a reason that focused on the
characteristic differences between these two deities:

Because Thäi-pe'h is a warrior officer, without the basic training to learn
Chinese medical prescriptions, Pö-sen-täi-te discussed with a scholarly
deity, Toä-sa-öng, who is Thäi-pe'h's good friend, to spend more time at
Miäu-siü-keng che-sü, so the Chinese medical prescriptions can be
transmitted. (O-tö’)
Later on, I found that täng-ki Toä-tln had used a similar explanation when another
Sa-hu-chhian-sde (Ji-sa-ong) had appeared earlier.37 Obviously it is an acceptable
statement for the local residents.

36 In the 1970s, another ‘twin täng-ki event’ happened. A third person was possessed and
claimed to be the täng-ki of Thäi-pe1h-chhian-söe. When I asked Hong-eng how he reacted to this,
he said he gave the deity’s foster son name list to this new täng-ki afterwards. I am not sure how he
really felt about this. Hong-eng only commented, “what can you do? This person is my relative.” I
was told by A-kang that this person gave up this role very soon after because he was not able to
attract any devotees for some reason. In the previous chapter, I have noted that
Thäi-pe'h-chhian-söe's statue is situated on the right hand side of area F (see Figure 4-2). This
statue image has changed from a tiger to a human being. Although this change failed to gain the
support of most residents, (I have heard some negative comments about it,) no one intends to make
another change at this moment, to avoid unnecessary conflicts.
37 There are two Sa-hü-chhian-sde at Miäu-siü-keng. One is Hong-eng's Sa-hu, called
Toä-sa-öng (Lord of the most senior, surname So). The other is Toä-tln's Sa-hu, called Ji-sa-ong
(Lord of the second senior, surname Sa). There is no connection between these two deities. It is said
that Toä-sa-öng was a deity at the temple a long time ago, whereas Ji-sa-ong appeared at the temple
only in the period of Japanese occupation when Toä-tln was the chief täng-ki at the temple. The
reason Ji-sa-ong came to Miäu-siü-keng was because there was no scholarly deity at the temple to
learn Chinese medical prescriptions from the chief deity Pö-sen-täi-te.
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The tiger figure of Thai-pe'h-chhian-sde was first worshipped in a side room
of the temple Phek-liöng-kong, but is now placed in the most insignificant position
at the Lower Altar Table of Phek-hoä-si. The story of the tiger image and the origin
of this Kioh-thäu s kau-poe relationships are more often discussed than the
conflicts and controversies among people caused by this deity. After a period of
transition, Hong-eng successfully became a regular tang-ki of Toä-sa-öng, and
linked this deity to serve other deities to constitute a pantheon with Sam-san and
Gö’-hü. Based on the pantheon, a temple, Phek-liöng-kong

(If flllO, 38 was

completed in 1976 and had a Chid two years later.

A memorial photograph taken in 1978 during Phek-liöng-kong's first Chid
hangs on the wall of Phek-hoä-si. Beside this, there is also a list of the birth dates of
the deities at Phek-liöng-kong on the wall of the corridor. Quite a few people I met
at this shrine suggested that 1 visit Phek-liöng-kong in Tainan, so I would
understand that ‘Phek-hoä-si is not a private shrine.’ After I visited there, they
wanted to confirm that I had seen the eight deities Sam-san and Gö’-hü. They
showed me the connection between Phek-hoä-si and Phek-liöng-kong. Meanwhile,
a female devotee whom I met briefly at Phek-liöng-kong also informed me that this
temple had been built by An-pf people, and the deities were from there.

At Phek-liöng-kong, I found a list of the deity birth dates similar to the one I
saw at Hong-eng's shrine. Basically, the dates were written according to the order

38 This temple name can be pronounced as Phek-leng-keng or Phek-liöng-kong.
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that matches the temple’s position arrangement. On the list there were the birthdays
of the Sam-san (Si-hio'h-san, Liöng-ha-san-läu and Höng-höng-san), then of the
Gö'-hü (Sa, Thiä, Han, Tiö and Kim), and finally of several deities according to the
deity

arrangement

at Miäu-siü-keng:

Pö-sen-täi-te,

Thäi-pe1h-chhian-söe,

Chü-chhe11-niü-niü (The Lady Who Registers All Births), Tha-te-kong (Tutelary
God of the Earth) and Nah-chhe. The following is the deity seating position at
Phek-liöng-kong.
Figure 5-2 Deity Seating Position at Phek-Liöng-Kong

fc/Rpic Oooss

A: Höng-höng-san Si-hio'h-san Liöng-ha-san-läu
—

—

B: Chü-chhe"-niü-niü Chü-chhe"-niü-niü Chü-chhe"-niü-niü
—

—

C: Thä-te-kong
D: Kim-hü Hän-hü Sa-hü Thiä"-hü Tiö-hü
—

—

—

—

E: (empty)—Jade Emperor (tablet) Pö-se"-täi-te (tablet)
—

F: Nah-chhe
G: Thäi-pe1h-chhian-söe

The central area of this temple extends into A and D (see Figure 5-2), where
Sam-san and Gö’-hü are situated. As in Miäu-siü-keng, the tablet of the Jade
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Emperor is placed in Area E; and the two siäu-kang (B and C), Chii-chhe'-niü-niü
and Tha-te-kong are worshipped.' Thäi-pe h-chhian-sde has a separate room (G)
as his ‘villa’. Nah-chhe is customarily arranged to protect the incense pot at Area F
of the Lower Altar Table; whereas Miäu-siü-keng's Pö-sen-täi-te is placed at a very
respectful position in Area E of the Higher Altar Table, symbolically inferior only
to the Jade Emperor. After reading the verses written on more than ten pairs of
pillars at the temple, one will also get the impression that not only the words
‘Sam-san and ‘Gö"-hu show up, but also the words ‘Miäu-siü-keng’ and
‘Phek-hoa-s7. This was explained to me by Chin-song:
Since this temple’s incense fire was from Miäu-siü-keng, by way of
Toä-sa-ön, the characters Miäu-siü-keng are written in the verses, so
people will not forget this connection. (Chin-song)
The pantheon seating arrangements at Phek-hoa-si and Phek-liong-kong
reveal a kind of traditionality. According to the local custom, a täng-ki has to be a
spirit medium chosen from the temple.40 The connection between the deity
Toä-sa-öng and the deity Pö-sen-täi-te in the pantheon represents this legitimacy.
Meanwhile, the duplicate seating arrangement of Sam-san and Gö'-hü in both units
reinforces the ‘temple image’ of Phek-hoa-si. This image is further intensified
through the Phek-hoa-si-centered kau-poe network.

391 have mentioned in Chapter Four that the ‘Chü-chhen-niü-niülTha-te-kong' arrangement o f
siäu-käng might be a tendency all over the Tainan area.
40 My previous field site, Greed Island, does not have this limitation; the temple is not a very
important religious unit. Most of the täng-ki tend to set up a shrine and conduct services at home.
But in An-pi", all täng-ki belong to either Kong-miäu or Kioh-thäu-miäu, with a few exceptions.
This really depends on local tradition.
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The Kau-Poe Alliance of Phek-Hoa-ST
A few years after Hong-eng returned and set up Phek-hoä-si in An-pi\ the
temple committee of Miäu-siü-keng invited him to assist in the completion of the
temple refurbishment and the subsequent Chid (which was held in 1989). In the
locality this meant that he had already obtained a respected social position within
the Kioh-thäu, and most importantly, his shrine was thought to have acquired
strong support through many devotees. His influence was also reflected in the
committee’s decision that a larger newly carved statue of Toä-sa-öng was to be
placed in the temple’s central area. The idea of displaying this new statue in a
procession in An-pf was raised by Hong-eng's most crucial assistant, O-tö’ (J|
Ht),41 and was agreed to by the temple committee. O-tö’ told me his motivation was
to make Phek-hoä-si famous in An-pf1. In that procession, Phek-hoä-si pioneered
the establishment of kau-pöe relationships with several religious units. Before that,
it was only Kioh-thäu temples that built kau-pöe relationships.

Establishing kau-pöe relationships with other religious units was a way to
further enhance the recognition of Phek-hoä-si in the context of the ‘Six Kioh-thäu
An-pf". The 1988 procession represented the first step in building these relations.
This procession was taken as a Kioh-thäu event, therefore Miäu-siü-keng's two
kau-pöe Kioh-thäu (Öng-sia'-sai and Hio'h-boe), and one kau-pöe unit outside
A n-pf all took part in this activity by supporting sedans. This ritual also gave four

41 His nickname O-tö is short for a term, meaning ‘the man’ in Japanese. But the local people
use the similarly-pronounced CHI]±, ‘the black belly’) in Mandarin, as a way to make fun of him.
This joking attitude is quite normal in local people’s lives.
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intended kau-pöe units, which belong to the Kioh-thäu Häi-thäu and Käng-ä-böe,
the opportunity to be involved in and to support Phek-hoä-si sedans or to give other
assistance. Many years later, O-tö’ could still remembered how he felt when he was
unexpectedly offered delicious watermelons and cold drinks by two units in the
procession. Öng-ä also mentioned how a specific person from one of the units
showed his kau-pöe intention by burning a giant-sized stick of incense in the pot
for a whole week. As a result, the feeling of acquiring face (ü-bin-chü) was marked
and this led to further reciprocation at the next ritual occasion. Later, inquiries
about increasing kau-pöe were made through particular persons associated with
Phek-hoa-si. These connections were then confirmed after several interactions
during the next few years.

In 1992, when I first contacted the people of Phek-hoä-si, kau-pöe practice
had been formulated as a sequence in the deity’s annual birthday ritual. All seven
kau-pöe units came to bum incense and attend the banquet annually, as did the
shrine’s committee members. As revealed in the Chid, face and etiquette rules were
also key concerns for Phek-hoä-si to express and maintain its kau-pöe relationships
on occasions such as the deity’s birthday ceremony. O-tö’ was the key person to
decide the form of kau-pöe for Phek-hoä-si. He kept an account of all the activities
under the name of Phek-hoä-si since 1992, including the date, reason and cost of
items for each activity. The major records which relate to the interactions of
kau-pöe practice, focus on regular rituals such as deity’s annual ceremony, but also
include less regular and less religious ones. For instance, there are several records
of floral wreaths sent for funerals; and even one to congratulate the opening of a
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tea-drinking club of a kau-pöe unit. O-tö' once looked proud when talking about
how he finally solved a problem relating to kau-pöe interactions which had
bothered him quite a lot: how he decided to start giving a ‘Pi'-an Banquet’ to pay
back the other kau-pöe units. Another time I heard he was having a conversation
with A-chai about the proper action Phek-hoä-sT should take to celebrate one
kau-pöe unit’s Orderly Seating (of the deity) activity. The kau-pöe unit had politely
declined Phek-hoä-sTs congratulatory movement, but O-tö’ convinced them to
accept by saying, “it is too late to reject because we have arranged everything
already.”

Four of the eleven sedans were offered by aspiring kau-pöe units of
Phek-hoä-sT in the 1988 Miäu-siü-keng's procession. In 1995, in Phek-hoä-sTs
own procession for ‘a newly carved divine statue ChTam-ka-cho, as well as the
deities of Sam-san and Gö’-hü returning from a trip on Mainland China,’42 seven of
the nine sedans were supported by the shrine’s own kau-pöe units. By then,
Phek-hoä-sTs procession had become quite competitive compared to the
procession I observed for Kioh-thäu Öng-siän-saTs Chid in 1992. The latter, to see
off the Taoist god Tiun-thian-su, only had ten sedans from other temples, whereas
Phek-hoä-sTs had as many as eight sedans, an impressive number given the fact it
was a shrine established less than two decades before.

42 People o f Phek-hoä-sT had three trips to visit the temple locations of Sam-san and Gö’-hü
on Mainland China in 1991, 1992 and 1995. Because of this contact, some guest deities started
coming in annual ceremonies (details see Chapter Seven), and a new female deity ChTam-ko-chd
was finally commissioned as a statue and worshiped in the shrine. The 1995’s procession was held
to celebrate this event.
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The formation of kau-pöe connections embodies a Phek-hoa-si-centved
An-pf locality, and further intensifies its recognition. However, on the other hand,
it also reveals a centrifugal process in its relationship with Miäu-siü-keng. For
example, the deity Toä-sa-öng does not play any role in this network.43 The
management and religious practices of Phek-hoa-si are quite autonomous, rather
than being arranged by the temple Miäu-siü-keng. The reputation that Phek-hoa-si
gains is meant to reinforce its ‘root image’ and group identity to its devotees. This
intention is exemplified in the temple’s full names.44

Two terms were added to Phek-liong-kong's and Phek-hoa-sVs names. For
Phek-liong-kong, the addition is Tai2-nan2-kai1-ji1’ (Tai-lam-khai-ki
the founder in Tainan. For Phek-hoa-si, it is ‘Nanjing’ (Lam-kid11

Narr-jing1),

a place name in Jiangsu province (Kang-sa-seng tCHUt, Jiang'-su'-sheng3) in
Mainland China. 1 was told, ‘the temple name, Phek-liong-kong, was given by two
deities, called Ji-ü-chhP-kun (Z lfuM ft, Two Star Monarchs or Star Monarchs of
the Southern Dipper and Northern Dipper),45 for they were Kim-hü's teachers. The
original temple of the deities Gö’-hü is in Nanjing of China.’ With this

43 All the kau-pöe relationships of Phek-hoa-si are not built under the name of Toa-so-ong.
Details of these kau-pöe interactions will be specified in Chapter Seven.
44 When a temple (or a shrine) is formally addressed, there is normally at least one extra term
put in front of the temple name for identification. This extra term can be a place name, another
temple name or terms meaning ‘the founder’. In A n-pf , in most situations, this extra term is a place
name. The place name of each Kioh-thäu temple is its Kioh-thäu name; whereas for each public
temple, it is ‘An-pf ’.
45 Ji-ü-chhf -kun (—
the Star Monarchs of Southern Dipper and Northern Dipper) is
usually abbreviated as 'Ji-ü' (The Two), to represent the deities or their jurisdiction, by the local
people. They are deities taking charge of people’s death and life. Their functional characteristics
will be specified in the following two chapters.
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identification, Phek-hoä-si therefore transmits a sense of authenticity. In the
Phek-liöng-kong period, ‘a founder of Tainan’ is emphasised; whereas in the
Phek-hoä-si period, a location name in the mainland is added to reveal its
uniqueness in An-pf. Both create contexts decoupling its connection with
Miäu-siü-keng and help to form a Phek-hoä-si-centred identity, where the Sam-san
and Gö’-hü worship marks out its own realm of collective experience.

The Enterprise of Phek-Hoa-ST

When Hong-eng became a tang-ki, there was serious competition among the
spirit mediums at Kioh-thau. Soon after the successful curing of a devotee’s wife
by the deity Toä-sa-öng in 1965, Hong-eng was recommended and offered a space
to set up an altar named Phek-liöng-kong in Tainan city. In 1969 the altar was
moved to another, larger, but still temporary, space. A temple was started in 1971,
and completed five years later. In 1985 Phek-hoä-si was set up in An-pf, and the
healing ritual has been practiced at Hong-eng's household since that time.

Although Toä-sa-öng was the main deity in charge of performing the healing
ritual nine times per month, the second senior deity, Thief -hü-chhian-söe of the
Gö'-hü, was the chief deity of Phek-liöng-kong. It was explained to me that,
because Toä-sa-öng had come to ‘prosper the temple’ (hin-keng) at Miäu-siü-keng,
it was improper to start a different temple under this same deity’s name. This
arrangement was said to have received Pö-sen-täi-te's agreement as well. Twenty
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years later, when the shrine Phek-hoa-sT was set up in A n-pf, Kim-hu-chhian-sde,
rather than Toä-so or Thia'-hu, became the chief deity for a similar reason. This is
consistent with the same linking and de-linking process mentioned above.

The Pantheon of Sam-San and Gff-Hu
Two stone inscriptions at Phek-liöng-kong describe the relationship between
the Sam-san and the Gö’-hü as ‘masters and pupils’ 46 The Sam-san are deities from
Sichuan province (Su-chhoan-seng [Z3j I[i=i\ Si4-chuan'-sheng3), and the Gö’-hü are
from Jiangsu province. According to the descriptions, the Sam-san and the Gö’-hü
are deities learning Buddhism cultivation. The Sam-san attained the Way (tek-tö flf
jM) in Sichuan, while the Gö’-hü learnt Buddhism from the Sam-san and are still
cultivating the Way (siu-tö i&'M)-

I was told the Sam-san would not have descended if it were not for a
troublesome matter which Toä-sa-öng could not handle effectively in the 1960s. A
devotee’s wife was seriously offended by a powerful spirit. Another deity Thia-hü
thus asked for help from his master, the Old Ancestor of Si-hio'h-san. However, it
still took a while because this Old Ancestor had a soft heart. It ended up that

46 They are ‘The Opening and Construction of Phek-Liöng-Kong Inscription
(Bi4-long2-gong1-kai1-jian4-bei'-ji4 |f f 1 [ P I $|| i d ) and ‘The Three Ancestors Inscription'
(San'-ziT-bei’-ji4
Chin-song told me these inscriptions were written in 1976 by Lin
Shen-sheng
Lin2 Shen’-sheng1), a member of the Tainan Historiography Committee at that
time, who was introduced to Chin-song for this purpose then. His action was not a special case.
When I did the temple survey in An-pf1, I noticed a few temple histories were written by scholars
outside this locality. These written texts sometimes emphasised different viewpoints and
perspectives from that of the devotees of the temple. The argument about the history of
Miäu-siü-keng that I mentioned in Chapter Four illustrates this point. Nevertheless, the content of
these two Inscriptions of Phek-liöng-kong generally fit the image I acquired from the people at

Phek-hoa-si.
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another deity with a forthright character, the Old Ancestor of Liöng-ha-san, came
to solve the problem. After that, a group of three Old Ancestors was asked to stay
to che-sü. The master and pupil relationship of Si-hio'h-san Old Ancestor and
Thial-hu was further expanded to that of the Sam-san and Gö’-hü. In order to honor
masters and respect the teachings, the position of the Sam-san is superior to that of
the Gö’-hü.

The classification of the Sam-san as Buddhist deities and the Gö’-hü as Taoist
deities is common for the people of Phek-hoä-si. It marks out the Sam-san's
uniqueness in relation to the major deity category to which the Gö’-hü belong in
An-pf. I remember when I started to visit Phek-hoa-si regularly, one night during
the healing ritual the Old Ancestor of Liong-ha-san asked me about the difference
between Buddhism (.Bu't f t) and Taoism (Tö Ui). I did not have any idea as to why
he addressed this issue, so replied that I did not know. The Old Ancestor explained
to me by using the idea ‘to cultivate’ (siu jjf£). He said:

The difference between Bu't and Tö is in ‘extricating oneself’(thoah-seng
\Bu'f s] extricating oneself means siu, siu and siu. (He also used
this idea to account for the menstruation taboo.) Taoist deities fear
menstruation because this will make what they have acquired in the
process of attaining the Way disappear; whereas Buddhist deities have
succeeded in cultivating [the Way], and thus do not pay attention to
taboos. (Liong-ha-san)
This explanation clearly indicates the superiority of Buddhist deities over the
Taoist ones in terms of their degree of ‘cultivating the Way’. The Buddhist idea of
liberating a person from the cycle of birth and death and achieving the Western
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Paradise has always been a preferable choice for local people when thinking of
where to go after death. In the Western Paradise, there is no suffering, no sickness
or worry, and a person has joy all the time. He or she will only become a human
being again if he or she wishes. The idea of ‘cultivating the Way’ implies a practice
to achieve such a goal, even for a deity. The three Old Ancestors are said to have
obtained the Way and to have stayed in the mountains of Sichuan province for a
long time.

Chin-song

described

how

the

divine

statues

were

visualised

and

commissioned:

We inquired of many sculptors but no one had an idea about how to make
the image after hearing that one of the deities was sitting on a two-headed
unicorn. After a while, we finally found the best camphorwood from
Ko-hiong (Kaohsiung), and a very well-known sculptor willing to take
this job. During the process, the sculptor worked at the temple to wait for
the deity’s indication through Hong-eng every now and then. If the
deities were not satisfied with any detail, this sculptor’s tools would be
broken immediately so as to interrupt the process. Finally three statues
were completed.
Each deity has hoat-pö

(S jJ,

Treasury of the Magic Method) and a

specific auspicious animal. The Old Ancestor of Si-hio' h-san is holding a
red-ink writing brush and an Eight Diagrams compass on a two-headed
unicorn. The Old Ancestor of Liong-ha-san is holding a sword and an
inkstone, riding a dragon subdued on the Töng-teng-ö' (JlsJjSfflj, The
Lake

of

Töng-teng,

Dong4-ting2-hu2).

The

Old

Ancestor

of

Höng-höng-san is holding a club with diamond-shaped blades and a
bottle gourd, riding a phoenix subdued on a mountain. (Chin-song)

The three Old Ancestors, all with big eyes, tremendously long eyebrows, dark face
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and bald heads, look quite dignified. People told me the three Old Ancestors were
good at both scholarly and warlike issues. For instance, they would take the
Shaolin

Shao4-lin2) monk’s Chinese boxing training as an example to

emphasize the Old Ancestors’ martial abilities.47 Their hoat-po, including writing
brush, Eight Diagrams compass, sword, inkstone, club and bottle gourd, also fit
these two images, despite no one being able to explain hoat-po's exact use. Some
famous past events relating to the deity’s abilities were transmitted among the
devotees of Phek-hoa-si. Without seeing their awe-inspiring side, the image I had
of the Old Ancestors (mainly the Old Ancestor of Liöng-ha-san-läu) was similar to
an ideal type of elders in Chinese culture: the Old Ancestor looks merciful, wise,
humourous and good-tempered.

People acquire a general understanding of each Old Ancestor’s che-sü ability.
The Old Ancestor of Si-hio'h-san is good at curing mental disease. But people are
not used to the way he speaks, so this deity seldom comes. The Old Ancestor of
Höng-höng-san also hardly descends because of his hard-to-understand Cantonese
dialect. Relatively speaking, people are more familiar with the ability of the Old
Ancestor of Liöng-ha-san: this deity performs geomancy and gives advice on
running businesses and political careers. When people address the ‘Old Ancestor’,
most of the time they mean the Old Ancestor of Liong-ha-san. It is said that unless
facing a nearly incurable disease, (Liöng-ha-san) Old Ancestor seldom prescribes
for a patient. One reason is because his prescriptions tend to be very strong and
47 The Buddhist Shaolin Temple (Shao 4 -lin 2-si4
a place for monks to cultivate the
Way, is famous for the teaching of Chinese boxing. This image has been transmitted by folk novels
as well as the mass media for a long time, thus has become a commonplace in Taiwan.
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therefore not suitable for everyone. Another reason is that most of the diseases
might also relate to issues of fate and fortune. The Old Ancestor is thought to be
extremely merciful, a characteristic of all the Buddhist deities. Issues in the cycle
of birth, death and re-birth are managed mainly by the so-called Taoist deities, the
Gö’-hü.

Despite the Sam-san being superior to the Gö’-hü in the pantheon, che-sü
work is based on sharing and cooperation among these deities. It is the Gö’-hü,
especially the deity Toä-sa-öng, who manages the routine healing ritual most of the
time. Like most deities in A n-pf, the Gö'-hü take care of dangers and disasters
relating to birth, sickness, aging and death. There is a local method to deal with
these issues: a deity will go to the Court of the Heaven and other jurisdictions to
solve these difficulties. Toä-sa-öng is the main deity among the Gö’-hü in charge of
the healing ritual; the other four deities assist him with his job, which particularly
applies to Hän-hü and Tiö-hü because they never descend. Compared to other
deities in An-pl, the specialty of the Gö’-hü is Chinese herbal prescriptions.
Accordingly, Toä-sa-öng is in charge of the departments of internal medicines
Cläi-khe
(hü-sän-khe

pediatrics {siau-ji-khe /hjnlf4) and gynecology and obstetrics
Thiel1-hü has a ka-se

kasaya) for protection from

blood pollution so he is a midwife (chö-sän-sü SÖHit:).48 Kirn-hü, the boxing
master, is in charge of the department of orthopedics (kut-khe fl44) as well as

48 Ka-se
kasaya) is a patchwork outer vestment worn by a Buddhist monk. Buddhism
does not consider the blood from a woman’s period or after-birth as pollution. A kasaya is thought
to be a hoat-po that protects any non-Buddhist deity from such bad influences.
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being a medical practitioner: he is reputed to be adept at setting bones and at curing
injuries caused by falls. He also knows kin-lö

the Chinese perspective on

the network of passages in the body.

‘Knowing how to prescribe’ is a crucial ability forjudging a deity’s reputation
in A n-pf. These two famous täng-ki before Hong-eng, Toä-tin and Chhäi-koän,
were both proficient in prescriptions. And when people recall their deeds on their
deities, their knowledge of how to prescribe is considered an indispensable reason
for their fame. One day A-chai spoke about the deities with prescriptions at

Miäu-siü-keng. He said:

Each deity’s prescription-knowledge must have been discussed with

Pö-sen-täi-te. Sometimes Pö-sen-täi-te teaches täng-ki in their dreams.
But being able to master such knowledge depends on the time and effort
they invest afterwards. This is not to say that deities do not know
prescriptions, but no deity is as professional as the divine doctor

P6-sen-täi-te. [If there are no prescription books at the temple, apart for
being taught by the main deity and Pö-sen-täi-te, how else can a täng-ki
learn? (I asked)] To be able to master such knowledge well, a täng-ki can
also possibly go and consult with people running Chinese herbal stores.
Take Uncle Toä-tin for example,49 in my view he was illiterate. To be able
to learn the prescriptions, he spent a lot of time in herbal stores for
learning. Everybody knows his diligence. (.A-chäi)

When Toä-so-öng descended to Miäu-siü-keng , one of the reasons was for

Pö-sen-täi-te to transmit the medical knowledge to a deity in a ‘civil official
position,’ because the deity Thäi-peh-chhian-söe had always been thought of as a

49 The ‘Uncle’ of Uncle Toa-tin ( Toa-tin-peh
likely to be in one’s father’s generation.
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warrior officer. The setup of the Gö’-hü can be seen as an expansion of this idea in
practice.

People describe Toä-sa-öng as a deity ‘not with the highest official rank but
with crucial power and lots of connections with other deities’ (.Koan-siau
khoän-tiöng kau-pde-khoah 'g ’/J\ ' |g|1j[ ' 5:PnHI)- He is the main deity of the
healing ritual, which is normally held at night nine times every lunar month. But
when close to his birthday (the 8th day of the 8th lunar month), he becomes much
busier dealing with various issues that devotees ask for, and need to have finished
by then. Therefore the healing ritual is only held six-times in the 7th lunar month, so
Toä-sa-öng can have more time to take charge of these other issues in the invisible
world.50 Furthermore, within these regular dates Toä-sa-öng will be unavailable
on two occasions when he is invited to attend the birthdays of the Jade Emperor
(the 9th day of the 1st lunar month), and the JT-ü-chhi1-kun (the 9th day of the 9th
lunar month). The (Liöng-ha-san) Old Ancestor will descend to the altar to take
charge of the healing ritual for him. In addition, there is a healing ritual on 26th of
the 12th lunar month, despite this being during the annual period when nearly all
deities are away from A n -p i1.51 I was told this is because “Toä-sa-öng is too busy to
take any break.” It is said that Toä-sa-öng's sister has an important position in
Lim-chui-kong

(^zR®, the Palace of the Madam Lim-chui).

It is also said that

50 These nine days are the 3rd, 6th, 9th, 13rd, 16th, 19th, 23rd, 26th and 29th of every lunar month.
In the 7lh lunar month, there is no healing ritual on the 6th, 16th, and 26th day.
51 According to local tradition, most deities will not be in An-pf between the 26th of the 12th
lunar month (the date for Seeing-off the Deity) and the following year’s 4th of the T1lunar month
(the date for Inviting the Deity). Most of the temple doors will be closed during this period. Like
human beings, deities are said to have a break during the Chinese New Year.
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Toä-sa-öng and one deity from one of Phek-hoä-sT s kau-poe units,
Heng-hü-chhian-sde ( JF|$ jfT

He, Lord with surname Heng) of the temple

Bün-liöng-tiän, are very close colleagues. Their office desks are opposite each
other’s. During the 6th and 7th lunar month, they cooperate together to take charge
of the supervision of the reports on the Royal Boats. Scr-hu studies, writes and
sends the official documents, whereas Heng-hu goes out to check the Royal Boats
and arrest deserting soldiers. These connections all relate to local solutions for
various life crises.52

The Person Who Listen-to-the-Words, Süi-Iä
To run a successful shrine, it is necessary to get people’s involvement at
different levels. Researchers tend to pay more attention to the role of the täng-ki as
the central figure of the ritual performance, and therefore give less attention to the
cooperation of his assistant, especially that of the süi-iä, who has an essential part
in any ‘successful’ tang-ki cult. A süi-iä is no less important than a täng-ki. Their
cooperation constitutes a perfect performance, which interprets local tradition. As
a result, their efforts convince and attract more devotees.

When a täng-ki is in a trance, his assistant, the süi-iä transmits the deity’s will
to the devotees. Ideally, it would be better if a süi-iä was selected when a new
täng-ki went into seclusion at the temple. The süi-iä candidate could then receive
training at the same time— he needs to be familiar with the deity’s speech so that

52 How the cooperation of the Sam-san and the Gö’-hü reflects an embodiment of the practice
of local tradition will be further illustrated in the next chapter.
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he can translate the deity’s words to the devotees properly. Thus the süi-lä is also
called ‘the person who listens-to-the-words’ (thia-hoä-e ÜÜS&Ö). Some people
differentiate between these two terms and understand süi-lä to mean a ‘qualified’
thia-hoä-e who has been formally admitted by the deity and received a license
from the Jade Emperor. But it is rare to have the right thlan-hoä-e or süi-lä initially.
I have witnessed several conflicts which were caused by the thid'-hoä-e being
unable to translate a deity’s words properly. One case even ended with the deity
punishing the thlan-hoä-e in public during a large-scale ritual process after he made
too many translation mistakes.

I also remember at the beginning of one healing

ritual when O-tö' asked Toä-sa-öng to persuade another deity Heng-hü-chhian-söe
(Toä-sa-öng's colleague) not be too harsh on his thla -hoä-e. This deity is famous
for his short temper and always hits his thia-hoä-e with incense whenever there is
any translation mistake.

When Hong-eng had Chin-song and O-tö’ as has two süi-lä at Phek-hoa-si, at
least five persons played this role. No one can clearly remember all of them, not
even Hong-eng himself can recall all their names. This shows the mobility of this
role. Some information shows that in the very beginning, when Hong-eng was the
täng-ki of Thai-pe'h-chhian-sde, two took turns, because their fishermen
occupation did not provide a full-time living.54 Afterwards, at least another two

53 This happened in 1998 when I did research on a famous deity’s birthday ritual in Tainan
County. The ritual process was disrupted by this punishment. Thousands of people attended this
event. I felt quite embarrassed for that person, but the local people told me this happened all the
time.
54 For information on the fisherman life style, see Chapter Two.
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helped with the translations during the period in Tainan. However, they were only
temporary because of the distance between An-pil and Tainan. Because this
frustrating situation seriously disturbed the healing ritual, Chin-song started to
learn how to ‘listen-to-the-words’ and became the deity’s translator.

After Hong-eng returned to An-pf and set up Phek-hoa-sT, there was a short
period when Hong-eng's son-in-law, Ba'k-e (7KfiP), played the role of thian-hoä-e.
Because of Ba'k-e s appearance, Chin-song stopped coming for quite a while.
Ba'k-e did not get along with most of the people, because he did not try to fit in
with their general attitude and way of doing things. Very soon O-tö’ replaced
Ba'k-e's position because he kept offending people. Chin-song then came back to
assist in the healing ritual after O-tö’ became the süi-iä. Since then Chin-song and
O-tö’ have worked together to translate the deity’s words in each healing ritual.
Their capabilities deeply impressed me at my first observation of the healing ritual
at Phek-hoa-si. At that time, Chin-song was in his seventies, O-tö’ was in his forties,
and Hong-eng was in his early sixties.

Chin-song is described as a person filled with the ‘Japanese spirit’
(,Ji't-pün-chfi-si

This means he does things politely but also properly,

always diligent, working hard and obeying the rules. This positive expression is
used to describe those bom in the period of the Japanese occupation who were
educated or influenced by the Japanese attitude of doing things. Except for
Hong-eng himself, Chin-song is the person who has devoted the longest time to
che-sü matters. He has become one of the core members who has assisted
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Hong-eng's tang-ki career since the 1960s.

Chin-song s Japanese spirit has assisted him to run a successful ironworking
business. He went into this at the right time, when ‘being a black hand’ became a
fashionable job in war.55 His character also makes Chin-song a trustworthy person.
He was in charge of various accounts until Phek-liong-kong's management
committee was organized on the completion of the temple. Chin-song told me the
main reason he left Phek-hoa-si during Ba'k-e s term was because Ba'k-e could not
keep clear financial accounts. This was contrary to Chin-song's Japanese spirit.
Afterwards, his return was related to the fact that he thought the new süi-iä, ö -tä ,
could keep clear accounts. To be able to render a correct prescription, he spent time
learning how to write the various herbal names in Chinese during the period of

Phek-liong-kong because he had received a Japanese education. Chin-song also
mentioned that Liöng-san-läu-cho wanted to pass on to him the knowledge of
geomancy, but he was not willing to learn because of a lack of interest. His job at

Phek-hoa-si mostly focused on explaining how to use the charms and prescriptions
for the devotees in the healing ritual, whereas writing down the prescriptions and
translating the deity’s words for the devotees in the healing ritual was handled by
another person, O-tö'.

O-tö 's ability to communicate with the deity and the devotees as well as
handling various shrine affairs is quite magnificent. Quite a few people agree that it
would not be an exaggeration to say that without O-tö', Phek-hoä-si could not be

55 For details see Chapter Two.
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such a well-organized shrine. He was bom when compulsory national education
had not yet been expanded from six to nine years. After finishing elementary
education, he discontinued his studies because of the family’s financial situation.
This was his big regret in life, which he mentions whenever he talks about what
happened in the past. He remembers vividly how he hid himself, weeping, after
hearing a conversation between his mother and his teacher: his teacher visited the
family because O-tö’ had been a promising pupil; but his parents still thought their
family could not afford to support O-tö ’s further study.

O-tö' showed his interest in temple affairs quite early. He started to learn how
to chant the Scriptures as a Ritual Apprentice while a teenager, under the training
of the most famous Ritual Master Tiän-höng (Ä^g). To be able to pass this training,
one needs to rely heavily on memory.56 According to my experience, O-tö 's
memory is at least above average. He surprised me several times by answering
questions immediately on figures (for example, the number of sedans in the 1988
procession), which I presumed would take longer for him to recall as it happened a
while ago.

When O-tö’ was learning Scripture chanting, Hong-eng was just about to start

56 The Ritual Apprentice (hoat-a) is an essential role at An-pt 1 temples. The basic job is to
chant the Scriptures during the ritual process. This has been mentioned partly in Chapter Four.
There are a lot of stories about this particular Ritual Master, Tiän-höng, mostly focusing on how
strictly he trains his pupils. Several persons mentioned they had to memorize each scripture every
few days while it was still written on paper pasted on the temple wall. Normally the paper with the
previous scripture would be torn off when learning the next one, so there would be no chance to be
lazy. In contrast, nowadays no one seems to memorize the whole Scriptures. Copied Scripture
books are always ready when there is a ritual ceremony.
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his täng-ki career. But they had no further connection until the Chid was held at
Phek-liong-kong in 1978, and a few people from Miäu-siü-keng were asked to
support this ceremony. O-tö’ was involved in this because he showed up at
Miäu-siü-keng quite often and was familiar with some aspects of temple affairs.
But the formal cooperative relationship was not established until a few years later,
after Hong-eng had set up Phek-hoä-sT in the 1980s.

O-tö’ is vested with significant power in the policy making of shrine affairs, so
he can handle issues quite independently. He is also quick-witted. For example, the
motivation to have a kau-pöe connection was originally his idea. He took charge of
the kau-pöe interactions in a very deliberate way. The idea of having the P i1-an
Banquet once a year was his proposal as well. In addition, his supple mind is
evident in his translations and communication between the deity and the devotees
in numerous cases of the healing ritual. He is particularly good at explaining things
clearly, retelling the deity’s rejection of devotees but in a subtle way, and assisting
the deity’s reply with other possible suggestions to the devotees.

In addition to süi-iä, extra labour resources are needed in order to handle
various shrine affairs on different occasions. For instance, about five or six persons
in addition to A-chäi, Öng-ä, O-tö’ and Chin-song act as representatives at the
banquets held by kau-pöe units every year. The family members of these core
promoters are inevitably involved in the preparation of activities by Phek-hoä-sT.
When the annual ceremonies come, three times per year, another temporary group
of people, through various connections made by these core promoters, show up to
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help during the ritual process.

Forming an Affinity, Te-Iän
On one occasion A-chai and O-tö' talked about the definition of a devotee.
They both agreed that as long as one came to bum incense (sufficient condition),
and inevitably made a donation to ‘form an affinity’ (te-iän fffiH), one was a
devotee.57 But they also stressed that te-ian was not compulsory but only one way
of showing one’s sincerity toward the deity. To be a devotee, one comes to bum
incense and te-iän in annual festivals; whenever a person has difficulties in life, he
comes to consult with the deity in the healing ritual. In addition to the regular
annual te-ian made by a devotee, there are also extra chances to te-iän on special
activities. Thus, for each individual, ‘forming an affinity’ with a specific deity
means a process to embody locality.

On another occasion, O-tö’ talked about the art of te-iän in relation to the
Phek-hoä-sT. He noted endless calls for te-iän could have negative effects and lead
to a decrease in devotee numbers, ö-tö’ asserted that one had to be very thoughtful
about when and how to address this issue. He said:
You can’t ask te-iän too many times, otherwise the devotees will all run
away by the end. Also, you must make them feel ready to te-iän rather
than being asked to do it. After spending the donations collected, the
revenue and expenditure details must be announced soon on the bulletin
57 ‘Forming an affinity’ (te-iän
is a vernacular term used in the context of Buddhism as
well as folk religion in Taiwan. It originally meant doing something tangible in order to form an
affinity with the deities. Because money is the most convenient medium, eventually in most
situations te-iän means making a monetary contribution.
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board of the shrine. Actually, in fact hardly any devotee checks accounts.
However,

by

doing

this

it

will

increase

Phek-hoa-sTs

public

acknowledgement. (Ö-tö')

Te-iän has always been one of the most sensitive issues in running any
religious unit in modem Taiwan. Phek-hoä-sT has been very careful in this matter,
which is one of the reasons it maintains a good reputation among devotees as well
as among outsiders. This shrine’s devotee population is quite stable— many
include three generations of a family. The chief deity, Toä-sa-öng, had nearly nine
hundred foster sons and daughters in 1993 when I first attended his annual festival
at Miäu-siü-keng, one of the largest numbers in A n -p f, according to a paper-money
seller Ek-chhial-a

Particularistic ties and kinship rules are always the way of operating in
gathering people together at Phek-hoa-si. This applies not only to the labour pool
of assistants, but also to acquiring devotees. When I tried to identify the
background of devotees one by one, I found that A-chai and ö-tö' both
remembered who the person was by pointing out his kinship relationship, and who
was the key devotee to first make this connection. It was usually much easier for
them to remember a person’s relationship than his name. After classifying people
into groups according to their connections, one finds another characteristic: the
larger the group, the more important are the key devotees. They keep healing
rituals active by raising various issues that happen in different life stages, and many

58 To acquire this kind of information from the Gold Paper (money) seller was extremely
sensitive because it relates not only to each sub-group’s ‘face’ but also to the commission that each
tang-ki takes from his activity.
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make considerable donations when necessary.

There is little written information about the background of the devotees at the
time of Phek-liöng-kong. According to the inscriptions at the temple, 20
individuals bought the temple land; the construction was carried out with the help
of another 36 people’s donations; the internal decoration and furniture of the
temple was funded by 110 people; the preparation for the Chid, by as many as 360
people. Chin-song mentioned many cases that showed how hard they tried to deal
with the financial problems when building the temple. According to him, at the
very beginning devotees consisted only of a few neighbours near the temporary
location of the shrine in Tainan. They were originally from A n-pf, but had
immigrated to the city some time previously. Within ten years, the majority of the
devotees were Tainan residents. In fact, financial support for building the temple
Phek-liöng-kong came mainly from non-An-pf residents.

The permanent temple was located in a new area that had been recently
transformed from a large-scale fishpond into housing land. The donor list also
reflects great concern to situate Phek-liöng-kong in the locality through acquiring
donations from the residents near the temple. On the other hand, there were still
devotees from An-pf every now and then. They had contact with Hong-eng in
everyday life because he did not move away from An-pf. Even during the most
prosperous period of Phek-liöng-kong, he still attended the healing ritual by
motorcycle. Chin-song remembered that there was a period when extra healing
rituals were held in An-pf for those who wanted to consult with Toä-sa-öng but
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could not make it because of the distance. But this situation did not last long
because Hong-eng severed the relationship with some committee members and left
Phek-liöng-kong.59

Based on the devotee name list of Phek-hoa-si,60 it is clear that a few people
have been devotees since the period of Phek-liöng-kong, while the majority come
from the local area. Some live in Kia -a-keng; others live in another Kioh-thaw,
some later move out to other areas, but still keep in contact with people in An-pf1.
Convenient transportation makes the problem of distance less serious. Quite often
devotees come from Kaohsiung with a maximum of an hour and a half drive
without any problem. According to Hong-eng and A-chäi, there are as many
devotees residing in Tainan or other areas as there are in An-pf1. But Chin-song told
me that at Phek-liöng-kong, the majority of devotees were Tainan people, while at
Phek-hoa-si, the majority were from An-pf1. His comment indicates a tendency to
focus on core members of Phek-hoa-si. They are all locals, and more importantly,
it is an embodiment of the locality. In this localising process, people share
experiences, as part of their group identity.

59 Hong-eng explained to me that the extra healing rituals in An-pf1 were for devotees’
convenience. However, it seems to me he wanted to make use of this opportunity to earn more
money without giving any to Phek-liöng-kong. This is one of the conflicts his leaving has caused.
60 This devotee name list is based on several types of data I collected from A-chäi, O-tö and
Hong-eng’s daughter. A-chäi had a mailing list for sending information to remind devotees of the
annual ceremony. O-tö’ had the money donor name lists for the annual ceremonies of the deities
Kim-hu and Sam-san. And the donor name list for the annual ceremony of Toä-so-öng is in
Hong-eng’s daughter’s hands. This name list took a while to build up because some of the data were
directly relevant to the income issue. The record kept by O-tö can be seen by anyone, whereas the
ones in Hong-eng’s daughter’s hands are extremely sensitive. Only very few people know how they
split up the shares in this part, not even O-tö knows it. To avoid unnecessary worries and suspicion,
I only kept a general record, enough information for me to make a devotee name list.
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This localisation is quite specific. A-chäi, Öng-ä, O-tö’ or Chin-song all
commented that, “it is relatively easy to have three generations of devotees but
hard to pass to the fourth.” Because “time changes, and people change. The
younger generation does not necessarily listen to the elders. They have their own
thoughts, ” they said. One night after the healing ritual, A-hong (M;£), a senior
devotee who was in his sixties, talked about a similar instance between his son and
himself. He said:
My son and daughter-in-law are both teachers. One day, their newborn
baby started crying all the time. After seeing the western doctor, it still
did not work. I thus suggested they come to Hong-eng for help. I also
explained that it was the infantile convulsions and should not be difficult
to cure. But my son still found a Chinese medical centre on the Mainland
through his friends and rang them up to ask about this. They replied there
was no such thing. Without being able to get further information from
either of these sources, they finally brought the baby to Toä-sa-öng. After
a very simple healing process, the baby stopped crying. They were too
stubborn to listen to me in the beginning. (.A-hong)
A-hong's case shows a different way of dealing with general differences, an issue
that seems to occur everywhere. Most of the time it reflects people using their own
cultural resources to respond to issues, not only through experience but also
locally- that is, according to their local custom. This might be one of the reasons
that prompted Hong-eng to leave Phek-liöng-kong, because one of the conflicts
described by Öng-ä was about a temple committee member who did not believe in
the effectiveness of the ‘ritual form’ that Hong-eng conducted for passing through
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life crises .61

On another night during a healing ritual, a female devotee, who was married
to a man from another area, came back to consult Toä-so-öng about a specific
custom that she was asked to follow. After clarification, the deity suggested she do
as her husband’s side asked, because “it is their etiquette .” 62 There were quite a few
times when a newcomer asked questions in the healing ritual to which the deity
initially adopted a more conservative attitude. The person would be asked to
consult the deities in the locality where he or she lived, or Toä-scr-öng's answer
would be indirect and suggestive, more like a reference. Unless this newcomer was
introduced by some key devotee from Phek-hoä-sT, there seemed to be little chance
of him becoming a devotee. Connections, reflecting trust, make people share and
accept similarity. This sharing and acceptance was also based on common
everyday life. Examining the information on the devotee backgrounds at
Phek-liöng-kong and Phek-hoä-si, shows that the majority, as Chin-song
commented, tended to be from the same locality. This points to me importance of
sharing in everyday life: specific ways of operating have been practiced, passed on
and gradually altered.

These issues relating to miä (rfp, fate), ün (31, fortune), and chhiong-hoän

61 Öng-ä told me one criticism that this person made was about the role of tang-ki. Another
was about the form o f the birthday ritual which had been adopted and used in An-pt' for quite a
while. Öng-ä commented that the person was from another area and had a different way of
consulting deities. This gave him a different perspective.
62 This was case 7 on the 20th, August 1993.
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JE, collision and offence) are fundamental in Chinese culture, but there can be
many ritual ways to approach them. For instance, they were crucial to the people of
Green Island, my previous field site , 6'1 but rituals of Green Island were not
practiced in Tainan city. Nor did I hear the islanders mention the terms that are
frequent and popular among the people of A n-pf and Tainan. The islanders have
different ways of handling similar matters according to their local tradition. So do
the people in A n-pf. In the next chapter, I will examine how the issues relating to

miä (fate), wi (fortune), and chhiong-hoän (collision and offence) are perceived at
Phek-hoä-si and dealt with through healing rituals, a process which forms a
specific collective memory based on local tradition.

62 This place is a small island, 15 km2 in area, located near the southeast Taiwan, which had
roughly 2,500 residents in 1989-1990.
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The beginning of the Altar-opening at Phek-hoa-si (2000).

Plate 6-1

People often exchange
daily information and
share their life
experiences in the
healing ritual,
Altar-opening (Plates
6-2 and 6-5~6, 1999).

Chin-song (right) and
Ö-tö (left) play a
crucial role in assisting
Hong-eng's
Altar-opening (Plates
6-3~4, 1999). They are
The persons who
Listen-to-the-Words’.

6-6
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6-5

The executive deity
Toä-sa-öng is a Chinese
doctor of internal
medicine.

Composing a herb
formula (Plate 6-10,
1999) through checking
the pulse (Plates 6-7~8,
1999) is often practiced
in the Altar-opening.

6-11

276-i

6-10

People also come to select
auspicious dates (Plate 6-12,
1999) or to have their
Eight-characters calculated.
This is especially important
for a newborn baby (Plate
6-13, 1999).
6-12

Toä-sa-öng is also a famous
doctor of paediatrics,
gynaecology and obstetrics
(Plate 6-15, 2000; Plates 6-14
and 6-16, 1999).

6-16

276-ii

6-15

The charms of
Toä-so-öng and
Liöng-san-läu-cha
vary according to
the person, purpose
and timing (Plates
6-17-23, 1998 and
2000 ).

6-17

6-19

276-iii

6-18
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Chapter Six
Prospering the Temple

When a deity comes to relieve people in need in the secular world by means of
a tang-ki, the locals think the deity comes to ‘prosper the temple’ (hin-keng).
A-häng and I had several conversations on the issue of what a deity can do for its
believers, and he made the following comment:

An öng-iä’s specialty is not dealing with secular affairs, but with illness
diagnosis, and in ‘collision and offence’ (chhiong-hoän '/t'JB),1healing
diseases caused by invisible and dirty things. An öng-iä is not
omnipotent, after all. Apart from minor ailments, the seriously ill need to
go to see a doctor. What an öng-iä can do is to dispel the invisible
dirtiness from a person’s body in order to maintain pf-an (peace and
security). As far as affairs relating to a person’s behaviour whether the
believer wants to drink excessively, have fights, go whoring or robbing,
an öng-iä can not change him too much.
A deity does not guarantee a person’s safety one hundred percent. What
he can do is to patch (pa
or to change (he HjO a person’s fortune (ün
)H) when necessary. To help them acquire even more prosperity when
fate (miä np) is in a good state, and to reduce bad fortune to a less serious
or average level. A person is not supposed to do nothing but wait for a
deity’s help. Every one has to make an effort. It is not until a person faces
difficulties which are hard to solve that a deity suggests a proper
direction for him. A person still needs to take full responsibility for what
he has done. A deity will not help when a person only does evil deeds.

1For details of ‘collision and offence’ (chhiong-hoän
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Despite the fact that the deity is thought to protect human beings, a
deity’s power is limited. It is just like when people believe a doctor can
cure a person; this does not mean a doctor can cure every disease.. .What
a doctor can treat is something visible; a deity something invisible. As
long as a person is not scheduled to die according to his fate, a deity will
always try his best to save that person. If what he faces is beyond this
deity’s ability, it is necessary to refer his case to other deities. The
situation is [also] similar to seeing a doctor. (A-käng)

A-kang's comment expresses a general understanding of a deity’s ability to assist
people in A n-pf; meanwhile, it also reflects the concern about 'miff (op, fate), ‘ürt

GIL

fortune), and ‘chhiong-hoän'

('^ JE ,

collision and offence). These views are

also quite common in other areas of Taiwan.

The deity’s ability in A-käng’s description is further expressed through idioms
in the annual birthday ceremony in A n-pf. Thus a relatively successful tang-ki
needs to know not only the cultural settings of his local tradition well, but also how
to situate his interpretations and expressions properly in the locality. In Chapter
Five, I have explored this point by examining how the deity’s reputation was
enhanced by setting up a legitimate shrine Phek-hoä-sT in A n-pf. In this and the
next chapter, I will further show how local tradition is practiced through the deity
Toä-sa-öng’s power in ‘relieving people in need in the secular world’ (che-se
at Phek-hoa-si. This includes two forms of rituals, equally important and highly
relevant to each other. The healing ritual (Altar-opening) provides a sphere where
people enact their lived experience in relation to birth, aging, illness and death.
When these particular concerns relate to fate, fortune, collision and offence, quite
often the healing process will be carried out on the occasion of a deity’s birthday
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ceremony. This chapter will focus on the ritual of Altar-opening (Khui-toa1Hfl®
first.

Altar-Opening, Khui-Toan

Khui-toa1(pflJS), Altar-opening, means the deity will descend more often to
allow devotees for consultations (chheng-kau fraifc).23In An-pi\ chheng-kau is
generally held either at a devotee’s residence or at a temple. So when Hong-eng set
up the shrine Phek-hoa-sT in the 1980s, this action was considered to be unusual.
Although there had been a couple of other similar cases of altar-openings within
this Kioh-thäu, Hong-eng's seems to have been the most organised. For example,
there were ‘set dates for altar-opening’ (Khui-toa1-ji11

normally nine

nights every lunar month between 8:00 pm and 10:00 pm. This was perceived as a
crucial condition to encourage devotees to visit this shrine. Convenience in terms
of time, frequency and fixed location were important considerations when I asked
why devotees chose this shrine. They also praised the executive members as ‘very
easy to get along with’. I remember how it felt after I had been in A n-pf for one
month and I found myself pacing up and down on the ground floor of Hong-eng's
house, wondering how to introduce myself. I met Hong-eng's son, A-chai, who
happened to have brought a new video cassette back home. He stopped to enquire

2 1 have indicated in Chapter Five that khui-toa1(HrjilD can be used in two contexts: to set up
a shrine to che-sü, and invite a deity for consultations. Here it means the latter.
3 For the regularity o f Khui-toän-ji't (HUJSH), see note 50 of Chapter Five.
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what I wanted with a friendly and generous attitude. It was a positive beginning for
a stranger trying to fit into a community where everybody seemed to know
everyone else.4 This attitude was also reflected in other aspects of this shrine, for
example Hong-eng's design of the first floor as a living and sleeping room, and his
conduct in the society.

There were some exceptions to the regularity of the Khui-toa1 dates at
Phek-hoä-sJ. But these were reasonable and, in fact, strengthened the impression of
the deities’ capacities at this shrine, particularly the chief executive deity
Toä-sa-öng, who is in charge of most of the Khui-toa1. One exception was that
there are only six nights Khui-toa1in the 7th lunar month (Ghost Month) because
Toä-sa-öng needed more time to deal with various issues raised by devotees, to be
able to get them done by his birthday (the 8th day of the 8th lunar month). Also
Toä-sa-öng was busier during this period, checking on ghosts who frequently
broke the rules by running away or fooling around before or after this month.5 For

4 Local people do not always accept a stranger that easily, especially when this stranger, like
an anthropologist, tends to inspect details of everything all the time. I was told by an anthropologist
about his fieldwork experience—it took him six months to be able to live in the village he wanted to
study for his Ph.D. thesis. His field site was somewhere in Tainan County. I also met similar but
very minor difficulties in gaining the acceptance of a few groups of local people during my stay in
An-pT. But it did not take that long to get through this situation.
5 Local people believe the 7th lunar month is the holiday period for ghosts. It is said they are
free to do whatever they want in this month. People hold Pha-td everywhere to feast the ghosts as
much as they can. After this month, ghosts are supposed to reside where they stay and keep away
from human beings. For more information on the various meanings of the ‘Ghost Festival’, see
Teiser Stephen’s book in 1988.
One time Toä-sa-öng mentioned that he had to rush to Guizhou (Jtj'H, Gui4-zhou*) province
(on the mainland) to catch an escaped ghost soldier during a devotee’s consultation. It would have
been too late to take any further action as the following day was the date for the ‘ghost doors’ to
open. All the ghosts would have been free from punishment by then. This is case 5 (08/16/1993,29th
day of the 6th lunar month).
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these reasons, there was no Khui-toa1 on the evening of the next day after his
annual ceremony, either.

Furthermore, it is said that most of the deities, like human beings, will return
home to have a break during the Chinese New Year. So normally there will be no
che-sü activity. But Toä-so-öng always stays longer and has an extra night’s
Khui-toa1 on the 26th (of the 12th lunar month) during the period between
Seeing-off the Deity (Säng-sin) and Inviting the Deity (Chiap-sin).6 This gives a
chance for those devotees who have forgotten to ask for the charms used to reopen
their business at the beginning of a year. In addition, there are two dates when
Toä-so-öng is invited to attend birthday gatherings, one for the deity Jade Emperor
(the 9th of the 1st lunar month), and another for the deities Ji-ü-chhi1-kun (the 9th of
the 9th lunar month). On these dates, another deity, Liöng-san-läu-cho, will
descend to take charge of the Khui-toa1instead. Some devotees are proud to tell me
that there is a seat for Toä-so-öng at the Jade Emperor’s birthday banquet, since
this emphasises the deity’s distinguished position. To ‘be able to attend
JI-ü-chhin-kuns birthday celebration’ also has a similar implication—Toä-so-öng's
connection with these two important deities is through the fact that they were
teachers of Kim-hu (one deity among the Gö’-hü). These relationships mean
something to the local people because visiting these deities has become a routine
occurrence whenever an annual birthday ceremony for a deity in An-pi1 is
conducted. In other words, these exceptions to the Khui-toa1-ji!t schedule highlight

6 For information ‘Seeing-off the Deity (Säng-sin) ’ and ‘Inviting the Deity (Chiap-sin)', see
note 51 o f Chapter Five.
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these events and connections as well as illustrate the deity’s che-se ability.

Sharing a Lived Experience
Usually the atmosphere surrounding the deity invitation process is casual.
People chat about issues happening in everyday life. Hong-eng is normally
involved in the conversation while waiting for a trance. Gradually he looks
different. A serious and slightly suffering expression shows up in his eyes and he
then stops talking. But the conversation among others may still continue. And
some devotees will choose the same time to show respect to the deity by burning
incense during Hong-eng's trance entrance process. When Hong-eng stands up to
allow the chair to be moved near the altar table, there is a brief silence, showing
people are aware of the deity’s descent.

Before the devotees start their consultation, there might first be some
discussion of affairs among the two süi-iä and, usually Toä-sa-öng. Issues can
include, for example, Phek-hoä-sTs annual ceremony and attendance at other
activities, or even discussions about kau-pöe practice. One night Toä-sa-öng
discussed issues of the kau-pöe temple Bün-liöng-tiän's (Royal Boat) Thiam-chäi
(^ * c) with the two süi-iä soon after he descended to the altar.7 After clarifying
with them the form of Kioh-thäu s custom for conducting Thiam-chäi, Toä-sa-öng
then suggested a way to meet this kau-pöe temple’s local custom, following the

7 Thiam-chäi
Royal Boat.

means to send things (of everyday use) to the soldiers in the deity’s
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proper etiquette (le-sa), which is so important, especially in the Chid ritual.8

Sometimes an announcement might be made to the people on the scene as
well. One night in another Khui-toa1, Toä-sa-öng particularly passed an urgent
message for the chief deity, Pö-sen-täi-te of Miäu-siü-keng, to warn the devotees
“people should be more aware of the on-going flu this time, because in Southeast
Asia a lot of people have died of it without receiving treatment within twenty-four
hours” . 9 Because the consequence could be so serious, the deity particularly
reminded the devotees who had a cold that night.

During the Khui-toän process there is often a lot of learning and sharing going
on. People make comments on the weather, the economic situation, and important
social events when chatting to each other at the beginning. Devotees seek advice
from the deity about their ways of doing things (mostly about eating something),
and also listen to the consultations of others as a reference, if necessary. Chin-song
and O-tö’ are used to clarifying the deity’s words, and sometimes even complement
Toä-sa-öng's message. I remember once seeing how persuasive O-tö' looked when
teaching a young mother to buy a special kind of garlic sauce (soän-thäu-koe
JH) to mix up with cooked rice for her child to eat, so the child would remain
healthy by having a good appetite all the time. She looked much happier after
hearing this information.

8 This was on the 20th August 1993.
9 It was on the 4th February 1999, the third day of the big cold current.
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Shared experience is embodied through a specific way to practice within
boundaries. However, the boundary itself is quite fluid, and its formation shows the
possibility of other ways of practice which address the same issues people are
concerned about. One example is the woman who came back from outside A n -p f
to consult Toä-sa-öng about a specific custom she was asked to practice by her
husband’s family side. After clarification, it was suggested she follow what they
asked, because, “it is their etiquette,” according to both Toä-sa-öng and O-tö’.]0 I
also had occasion to start a conversation with the deity Liöng-san-läu-cha, and
asked questions relating to the meaning of several symbols, one of which was the
different usage of a slip of black cloth in the ritual K ia -lo 'h -ko a i1among the Six
Kioh-thäu. Läu-cha expressed his uncertainty by saying “I am not sure, as the
reason [also] depends on the local tradition.” 11 This answer seemed to be quite a
normal and reasonable answer to the people present that night. Their attitude fits
into the saying often mentioned in their daily life, ‘kok-ho'nk-ki-chü ( ^ [ [ g Ä ^ ) ’,
meaning people only submit to the deity what they choose, to express their emotion.
Identities and feelings of belonging are remembered and reproduced through
practice. The attitude also reflects a multi-voiced possibility while interpreting
shared experiences in the local tradition.

Entering a Trance
Khui-toa starts with a process of inviting the deity and ends up with Gold

10This is case 7 (20/08/1993).
"This is case 12(04/10/1992).
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Paper burning. In between, devotees consult with the deity one by one, with the
assistance of two süi-lä, Chin-song and ö-tö\ O-tö’ usually stands on Hong-eng's
right side, together with the devotees, translating what the deity means, clarifying
the devotee’s questions, and dictating the prescriptions. Chin-song normally stands
on his left side, taking notes on the usage of the charms and explaining these to
each devotee after his or her consultation.

To invite the deity, some yellow papers, called ka-ä-choä CS'fPIR),12 need to
be rolled up and burnt one by one. A chair is moved to the centre, facing the altar
tables where Hong-eng purifies himself before calling upon the deity; he then sits
and waits for the trance. Later on, six large sticks of incense will be lit and handed
to Hong-eng during the series of actions that prepare him for entering into a trance.
When he finally stops by raising up his hands for few seconds, it indicates that
Toä-sa-öng is descending. The two süi-iä then move the chair forward while
Hong-eng finishes the invitation by walking to the altar table and sitting there.

Normally different deities have different ways of representing their descent.
Sometimes this even becomes part of the deity’s identification or character
whenever people talk about their understanding of him. For example, the initiation
of the trance for the deity Liöng-san-läu-chö is always completed by one devotee
kneeling and presenting him with his favourite food, betel nuts. Thus, I have seen
many times that betel nuts are prepared especially for Liöng-san-läu-chö in rituals.
12 Kö-ä-choä (’ä'fTIK) is a long and narrow strip of yellow paper that can be transformed into
a ritual object. It is used either when inviting the deity or as the smallest denomination of the Gold
Paper, called chod-chf (IftH , paper money).
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It even became a topic of discussion one night when the Khui-toa was chaired by
Liöng-san-läu-chö because Toä-sa-öng had gone to Ji-ü-chhin-kuns birthday
banquet on the 9th of the 9th lunar month.13 A woman, A-h'-e (M ffifF), in her forties
came to invite this deity to accompany her on a visit. Their conversation involved
the issue of the betel nuts, reflecting the acquaintance of the devotees with this
deity. A-li-e s invitation did not sound unexpected; neither did Läu-cha's
humourous joking attitude in his reply surprise the people. The world seems to be
looked at in a particular way— for the local people, there is no clear-cut distinction
but a blend of the sacred and the secular in everyday practices. The deity and
devotees actually share a lived experience together.

13 The following is the whole dialogue:
A-li-e: Läu-cha, last time you said that if I planned to go to XX [somewhere I did not hear
clearly], I needed to bring you also. I will go with my father soon. Please come with us.
Läu-cha-. I was just joking last time. It will be very troublesome if I really went with you.
A-li-e: No, no, not at all. I won’t feel troubled. Please do come.
Läu-cha: How will you prepare to be a good host? In terms of food, I bet you will think of
nothing but betel nuts to serve me. Have you learned how to recognise whether I have come
or not [to your house]? What will happen to the betel nuts if I come?
O-td: Turning soft means you did come, and turning dried-up means you didn’t. [O-ta
answered this question immediately.]
A-li-e: They will become dried-up. You don’t always come. Sometimes the betel nuts have
spots everywhere, and sometimes become smaller and dark. If the betel nuts become dried-up,
that means you did not come. When this happens, I will present new ones on the altar table. I
always buy double-grained betel nuts. Are you accustomed to them?
Läu-cha-. [Although] I have become an old man, I have nothing to show off but my teeth.
They are my strongest part. [Furthermore,] if I can’t bite the betel nuts, I will hit them before
chewing.
A-li-e: Actually I don’t think you need to use such a way to handle them. Anyway, I will burn
incense to inform you of our leaving when ready.
Läu-cha: Why don’t you burn incense every day, not just for this purpose? (he laughs.)
[Läu-cha pretends to mis-read her meaning on purpose.]
A-li-e: No, no. You misunderstand me! I meant I would inform you by burning incense then.
Of course, I worship you every day. There is one more thing. I am asking for charms for my
sister’s children. They always feel dizzy whenever travelling by car.
Läu-cha: Is my charm that useful? It seems I could start a business by only selling charms.
A-li-e: Yes, indeed. They are very helpful. [Everybody laughs. And the consultation switches
to next case.] (case 5, 23/10/1993)
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Beside these two deities, I was also told that performing ‘eating bowls’ is
Thia'-hus way of descending, and ‘performing a little boxing’ is Kim-hu s. When
people talk about Läu-cha, Thiän-hü, or Kim-hü's descending, they focus on their
uniqueness which underpins some of the more creative performances in An-pf.
Unlike Toä-sa-öng's, this is taken as important in the context of being identified as
a deity of the temple Miäu-siü-keng. Toä-sa-öng s performance transmits a
traditionality. After observing many täng-ki' s performances in this locality, I have
the impression that Kioh-thäu s täng-ki tend to have similar trance patterns. A-kang
has said:
In addition to talking, learning how to start, walk, sit and stand are all
considered to be the main part of a new täng-ki's initial trance training.
Meanwhile, there must be a senior täng-ki involved in the whole training
process, because the senior täng-ki's chief deity supervises everything.
After the temple doors are opened and the trance training finished, the
senior one will also bring the junior one to complete his first
Chin-kim-choa (Presenting the Gold Paper) at the temple, a situation
which usually attracts great attention. (A-käng)

Deity’s Specialty
I was told a deity’s ability to heal people is mainly through prescribing charms.
In such a Kioh-thäu-ctx\irzd locality, there have been very few täng-ki whose
reputation have spread beyond his Kioh-thäu. The common character of those
famous ones is the ability to prescribe medical treatment in addition to prescribing
charms.14 A-käng's comment on a deity’s limited ability to treat illness only

14 This is seen in the cases of Toä-tin (the täng-ki of the deity Jl-so-ong at
the
temple
Miäu-siü-keng), chhäi-koän (the täng-ki of the deity Chu-hu-chhian-sde at the temple
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indicates that knowing prescriptions is a rare occurrence among the täng-ki in
Ati-pf. This shortcoming has been used as an acceptable reason on at least two
occasions to legitimise a new deity’s appearance at the temple Miäu-siü-keng. One
time was to explain why Toä-tin' s deity Ji-so-ong came to Miäu-siü-keng’, another
time it applied to Hong-eng's Toä-so-öng, 15

Despite the limitations A -käng describes, each deity is still considered to have
different specialities in regard to illness diagnosis and the ‘collision and offence’
caused by invisible and dirty spirits. The most common explanation normally
draws an analogy with the ability of human beings. To ‘prosper a temple’ (hin-keng)
implies the same as another interchangeable term ‘to relieve people in need in the
secular world’ (che-se). Therefore, how to situate a person in a proper social
position peacefully and safely through the practice of local tradition is a deity’s
crucial concern at Khui-toän.

Phek-hoa-sTs pantheon is basically composed of a group of three deities, the
Sam-san (Three Mountains), and a group of five deities, the Gö’-hü (Five
Surnames). And Khui-toä1's work is based on sharing and cooperation among
these deities, which is led by Toä-so-öng most of the time. Gö -hu s specialties are
clearly identified according to medical skill. Toä-so-öng is a doctor of internal

Miäu-siü-keng), and Hong-e (the täng-ki of the deity Ti-hü-öng-iä at the temple Höng-che-ken).
15 According to A-kang, the chief deity for Toä-tin to be a täng-ki was originally the deity
Thäi-pe1h-chhian-soe, a military officer according to the local people’s image. Thus a new deity
Ji-sa-ong, good at prescriptions, descended to this temple. This happened during the Japanese
colonial period. Hong-eng's case has been mentioned in Chapter Five.
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medicines (läi-khe p3^4), pediatrics (siau-ji-khe /J4ti!44) and gynaedology and
obstetrics (hü-sän-khe

Thiän-hü-chhian-söe is a midwife (chö-sän-sü jJÖ

jÜdr); Kim-hü-chhian-sde, the boxing master, is a doctor of orthopaedics {kut-khe
as well as being a medical practitioner; Hän-hü and Tiö-hü function more as
Toä-sa-öng's assistants. And the Sam-san's specialties are more focused on
geomancy (hong-chui-te-li SWdfeBI) and political affairs (cheng-ti t$C/p), mainly
under the guidance of Liöng-san-Iäu-cha.

At Phek-hoä-sT, normally one night’s Khui-toa1 lasts at least two hours and
deals with an average of sixteen cases.16 The devotees come to consult with the
deity according to their registered number; and people from the same family tend
to ask questions together. But this does not mean their questions are related. When
a devotee comes for the consultation, he (or she) will first classify the questions
into subjects such as ‘body’ (seng-the

Cshg-peh-ji Jf A ?),

JHH),

‘calculating the Eight-characters’

‘selecting (auspicious) dates’ (khoän-ji!t

5 B),

or simply

‘begging for charms’ (thö-hü-leng t'JSf'Ti')- These subjects are classified only to

16 When I began my participant observation at Phek-hoa-si, Hong-eng had entered his 31st
year as a tang-ki, so his tang-ki experience was quite senior in the locality then. During a nearly ten
year relationship, I attended Khui-toa eight-three times in total, and have collected completed
information on seventy-six nights during my two chief fieldwork stays, recording 2,138 questions
from 1,198 cases.
Here I mean records of a completed Khui-toan , with video camera and tape recorder, in
addition to written notes. These 76-night’s Khui-toa1were held on the following dates: 01/10,04/10,
08/10, 14/10, 18/10, 24/10, 31/10, 10/11, 22/12, and 26/12 in 1992; 08/01, 11/01, 28/01, 31/01,
08/02, 14/02, 23/02, 26/02, 01/03, 05/03, 08/03, 11/03, 18/03, 21/03, 28/03, 31/03, 04/04, 10/04,
14/04, 17/04, 24/04, 07/05, 10/05, 14/05, 18/06, 05/07, 15/07, 16/07, 18/07, 24/07, 10/08, 16/08,
20/08, 05/09, 15/09, 18/09, 21/09, 25/09, 28/09, 14/10, 23/10, 28/12, and 31/12 in 1993; 27/11,
07/12, 17/12, and 31/12 in 1998; 06/01, 07/01, 16/01, 19/01, 29/01, 04/02, 08/02, 24/02, 03/03,
10/03, 23/08, 29/08, 02/09, 08/09, 12/09, 22/09, 28/09, and 31/10 in 1999. In addition to
Toä-so-öng (sixty-six times), these healing rituals were also chaired by Liöng-san-läu-cho (nine
times), and Kim-hü-chhian-sde (once).
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assist the beginning of a consultation because often the curing methods for these
subjects overlap. For example, the most favourable subject, ‘body’, is not only
nominated in relation to a purely physical problem, but might also involve issues of
mia, ün and chhiong-hoän.

Within the category of the body issue, I recorded 207

cases that relate ‘body’ to ‘fortune/offence (or attack)’ problems. Such cases occur
on average two to three times in each Khui-toa1.

Normally a person will start with pulse checking. But when he (or she)
suspects something else beside a physical problem is affecting the body, one might
further ask whether fortune or attacks by invisible spirits are included. Meanwhile,
Toä-sa-öng might also check the problem by calculating this person’s
Eight-characters to decide a suitable treatment. In my total Khui-toa1 records,
‘fortune/offence (or attack)’ is the second most popular issue, mentioned an
average of five to six times in each Khui-toa.

Next I will further explore several features of the Khui-toä at Phek-hoa-sVs in
order to illustrate how people’s problems are dealt with individually and
collectively through healing rituals and everyday life practice. They are also
embedded as the themes of a deity’s annual birthday ceremony. These features,

17 Chhiong-hoän ('/4^ß, collision and offence) is the most common type of supernatural
problem causing a person’s illness. According to Jean DeBemardi, chhiong ('/40 means to annoy or
collide with a certain spirit resulting from the forces of two entities which do not agree; hoän (<fß)
means to bother or offend a particular deity (DeBemardi 1986: 71-72). However, these two terms
are often used interchangeably by the people I know in An-pi1. A person may have chhiong-hoän by
bumping into spirits, by being born at a certain time, or by doing something in the wrong place or at
the wrong time. When this happens, the main healing step is taken to persuade the offending to
leave this person alone. This might involve placing an offering as an exchange (Debernardi 1986:
72; Gould-martin 1975: 125). But most of the time, Toä-sa-öng's method is to ask the devotee to
burn a charm facing a specific direction, indicating that Toä-so-öng will go and deal with it.
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marking out the abilities of deities at Khui-toä, are discussed in four sections:
writing charms/prescribing charms ((siä-hü-leng

or (khui-hü-leng

Tj- )), feeling the pulse (<chiam-me'h £ M ), composing a herb formula
(Khui-io1k-hong

and calculating the Eight-characters (shg-peh-jJ J f /V ?)-

Each section provides a scene of relevant concerns that occur at Khui-toä.
Meanwhile, some tactics practiced by Toä-sa-öng are also discussed under these
sections. They are the skills of releasing infantile convulsions (päng-kia1MM),
acknowledging a contract relationship (Päi-khe

^ ), giving Toä-scr-öng

HI

) especially the P f -an

prescriptions (Toä-sa-öng-io1k-hong ^ M- zE

Prescription (P f -an-io1k-hong ^ S rljl^ J), and Entrusting the Treasury (Kia-kho

wmr

Prescribing Charms, Khui-Hu-Leng

Prescribing charms (khui-hü-leng

or writing charms (siä-hü-leng %

frjpp), is a basic ability of any deity coming to prosper the temple by means of a
tang-ki. According to local tradition, there are three kinds of religious specialist
who know how to prescribe charms: Taoist priests, Ritual Masters as well as
possessed tang-ki.1* People call the charms of the täng-ki sin-btn-hü(-leng)
öng-iä-hü(-leng) (Ti I S ^ t T)), which is less readable and explainable.

18 Here I do not separate Ritual Masters and Taoist priests as two categories because their way
of writing charms derives from the same Taoism tradition. For information on the differences of
these religious specialists, see note 1 of Chapter Four.
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Several basic rules on the use of charms make sin-bin-hu or öng-iä-hü
communicable. Accordingly, diversities in the combinations and writings of the
charms are the result of differences in deity, individual, time and issue.

The Taoist charm is more comprehensible in terms of its structure. Eng-siü
( H t F), a chief Taoist priest, once explained to me his understanding of charms. He
said:

A charm is a kind of magical indication. When writing a charm, no matter
whether the writer be a Taoist priest or a täng-ki, he has to concentrate
very hard on completing it. As the inner state of a täng-ki in a trance is
totally out of my understanding, it’s hard for me to make any comment on
their charm writings. But from my knowledge of Taoist charms, one has
to write a charm intently, and sometimes it also needs a pithy formula. All
the words have to be written clearly. It is a kind of character-like picture.
Unlike a täng-ki s charm, which is impossible to analyse, all the Taoist
charms share a basic structure. Nevertheless, it is still hard to judge
whether a charm is written well or badly because different schools have
different interpretations and expressions. (Eng-siü)

What Eng-siü meant by ‘the structure’ shared by most Taoist charms generally
includes the ‘charm head’ (fu 2-tou 2 fifWl) to show a specific deity’s command; the
‘charm body’ (ftT-shen 1
feet’ (fu 2-jiao 3

to announce the purpose of the charm; the ‘charm

and the relevant incantations chanted to make the charm

function; and the ‘charm guts’ (fu 2-dan 3 ^ j # ) to increase the power of the charm.
Once a person knows these rules, a Taoist charm is quite communicable.

On the other hand, the purpose of a deity’s charm is unpredictable. Apart from
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being told in a trance, such a charm does not have a consistent structure like the
Taoist charm does. A-kang, based on his täng-ki experience, has talked about how
he perceived charms, especially on öng-iä-hü. He said:

A charm is like a name card. Carrying a deity’s charm is to show who is
protecting this person in the invisible world. If the deity is very powerful,
by showing this name card, other spirits dare not offend this person. I
can’t say how to judge whether the charm is written well or badly,
because it is written to be understood by the spirits in the invisible world.
Each has its meaning or secret signal, so we are not able to understand.
Öng-iä-hü vary all the time. Despite two persons having the same disease,
and the same number of charms, the charm itself still looks different.
Moreover, even a charm to cure the same disease will be different each
time since the charm is written according to each person’s body condition
at a specific time. It is like a doctor’s prescription: the flu prescription
varies according to the person. A Taoist charm is like medicine already
prepared by a pharmacy. No matter who comes, he/she will take the same
one. There is no special treatment. {A-kang)
A-käng's viewpoint that ‘each charm is different’ is also evident at Phek-hoa-si. At
one stage, I took photos of all the charms that Toä-sa-öng wrote in several
Khui-toa for comparison, and came to a similar conclusion: Toä-sa-öng's
handwriting is identifiable, but the charms in the same category with a similar
function do not look the same.

Phek-hoä-sVs deity charms are written by two deities: Toä-sa-öng and
Liöng-san-läu-cha. Following the öng-iä-hü tradition in this locality, Toä-sa-öng's
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charm is written on the back of Longevity Gold (siü-kim

with black ink,19

whereas Liöng-san-läu-cha's is written on ka-ä-choä with red ink. When issues
need to be dealt with specifically, Toä-sa-öng emphasises this by prescribing more
charms, and Liöng-san-läu-cha by prescribing charms with his left hand. Some
senior devotees particularly favour the left-hand charm. They believe such a charm
is more powerful because of the rare way it is written. No matter which of the two
deities prescribe the charm, the handwriting pattern makes it look like a Taoist
charm in the way that it has the charm head and the charm body.
Liöng-san-läu-cha's charm head often begins with a legible character

‘f i ’ (Hong)',

whereas Toä-sa-öng’s are more like readable words often used in the Taoist charm
tradition. I remember hearing Teh-kim

a local person who shows a great

interest in talking about various religious topics, comment on the beauty of
Hong-eng's handwriting on charms, which was exceptional, considering the
general image of a tang-ki in this locality was either of an illiterate or a person with
low education. According to his viewpoint, a beautiful handwriting charm
inevitably makes people think the deity is powerful.

The Use of the Charm
There are three methods to process a deity’s charm when used: ‘hoä-höe' ( f t
f t , fire-transformation), ‘hoä-chüi' (ft.7j<, hydro-transformation), and ‘pö' ( ß ,
preservation). Hoä-höe implies two methods: to leave/send a message in/to a

19 Siü-kim
is the most commonly used Gold Paper money. In addition to being money
for the deities, it also has numerous subsidiary uses, such as serving as a purifying insulator
between the sacred images and the table or floor, being used by täng-ki to write charms or being lit
to purify images. These uses will be discussed in this and the next chapters.
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specific place/a spirit; or to bum the charm, waving it around the body for
purification (abbreviated to hoä-höe-seng

Hoä-chüi also indicates two

purposes: one is to bum the charm then drink water, like taking medicine for
various reasons; or to bum the charm, put it into water, and then wash in the water
for purification. Po is to preserve the charm to make a protection for something,
such as body protection (pö-seng ß i j ') , car protection (po-chhia ß Jji), etc. These
methods of use define sin-bin-hü at a basic communicable level. How far each
deity applies these rules when prescribing charms depends on each one’s
interpretation.

Nearly everyone who comes to Phek-hoa-si for Khui-toa1 will end up with
several sheets of charms as one of the treatments. When asked about the
effectiveness of charms, people always give a very similar answer by emphasising
their psychological function to make someone feel ‘peace and security’. An
extreme case is a woman Hü-tin

who came to Khui-toa1 for charms at

regular intervals. Each time Toä-sa-öng gave her five charms to take. When I asked
how A-chäi, Öng-e or O-tö’ perceived this, their answers focused on the charm’s
psychological function despite agreeing that Hü-tin s dependence was a bit
unreasonable and exaggerated. Nevertheless Toä-sa-öng does occasionally give a
patient charms for nothing special but to help psychologically.

Charms for hydro-transformation (hoä-chüi) are the most multi-purposed and
a frequently-used type for Toä-sa-öng. Normally a set of three hoä-chüi charms is
given to devotees coming to consult about disease. Sometimes the charm needs to
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be burned and put inside the boiled medicine and drunk together to increase the
medicine’s effectiveness. If there is pathological ‘fire’ (hoe Jjc) inside the body, a
charm for ‘transforming the fire’ (hoä-höe) will be added, either to replace one of
the hoä-chüi charms or as a fourth charm. This means that while purifying the body,
the fire will be purged as well.

When one’s disease is caused by one’s low fortune, in addition to hoä-chüi
charms, fire-transformation (hoä-höe) and body protection (pö-seng) charms are
also important since one can easily offend invisible spirits at such times. A set of
hoä-chüi, hoä-höe, and pö-seng charms are always given to a person with low
fortune, having chhiong-hoän trouble or a person coming to relieve convulsions.
But there is one difference in the use of a charm for convulsion-relief from that of
low fortune or chhiong-hoä cases: the hoä-höe charm needs to be held and waved
up and down several times in the front and the back of the body before being burnt
for purification. Whenever I asked people the reason for this ‘waving up and
down,’ I was told a very popular Taiwanese idiom
Kid1-tö-bö-täi-chi

Cheng-sa-ha-si

meaning (to wave up and down)

three times in the front and four times in the back, eliminates all symptoms caused
by intimidation. A-chai s wife, Sa-iän told me that in her home town (a rural area
of Tainan County) she often saw the elder generation doing this to children as a
way of driving away such intimidation.20 When asked whether this was useful, she
answered “I have no idea, but this is the way we were brought up.”
20 Because o f its simple form (McCreery 1973: 127), Siu-kian can be also performed by some
elder generations in addition to religious specialists (see note 32). On the other hand, A-kang
emphasises that Siu-kian is not so easy as the idiom suggests that everybody can practice it.
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This waving action has several variations: ‘seven times’ in the front and ‘nine
times’ in the back, nine (in the front)/fifteen (in the back), twelve/twenty-four or
twelve/nine. No one questions the differences, but there is a feeling that the higher
the number, the more serious the patient’s situation seems to be. Furthermore,
when

the intimidation is caused by invisible

spirits,

one

additional

fire-transformation charm will be used in an appointed direction first. Burning this
extra charm sends Toä-sa-öng's message to dispel this unpleasantness.

Other deities do not necessarily advise their devotees to do the waving up and
down action as Toä-sa-öng does. For instance, when A-käng mentioned how his
patron deity Sam-öng deals with this issue, it did not include this action, despite
A-käng himself talking about and explaining the idiom “cheng-scT-ha-si Kia-tobö-täi-chi” to me. A-käng said:
When a person is frightened, the öng-iä of Gö’-tek-keng will prescribe a
fright charm for them to have with water. This charm is to dispel the
intimidation and bring down the heat. When frightened, a person will
have a fever. This is why the charm has two functions. After recovering
the charm, a person’s body won’t feel uncomfortable any more. (A-käng)

Unlike Toä-sa-öng, the deity of Gö’-tek-keng has less deliberate treatment. But this
actually implies flexibility in charm-prescribing when it is expressed by each deity
(through tang-ki). The charms written by the deities of Phek-hoä-si have to be
understood in the context of the Khui-toan, where the meaning and use of the charm
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is explained. Compared to a Taoist charm, a deity’s charm does not embody much
information about itself in the written characters. What matters is how it is used.
On the one hand, a deity’s charm generalises its relationship with a group, as the
charm is a basic object that a devotee will acquire from each consultation. On the
other hand, it specifies each individual’s connection with the deity by
differentiating its use in each case, so group members can transform their personal
life experiences into a collective one.

Feeling the Pulse, Chiam-Me'h

Toä-sa-öng’s image as a Chinese doctor especially on pediatrics, gynecology
and obstetrics, are examined in this section. A general attitude at Phek-hoa-si
towards Chinese and western medical systems is to use both to supplement each
other. But when the issues come to Toä-sa-öng's specialties, pediatrics,
gynecology and obstetrics, the resource of the Chinese system tends to be a
preferable choice. Furthermore, it will also involve a process dealing with the
issues in läng-chiu

(JH'J'H) and Lim-chui (EStR) of the invisible

world. These are

two specific jurisdictions that affect each female’s fertility and her children’s
maturity. The case of ‘releasing infantile convulsions’ (pang-kid1

fjf )

exemplifies the way that the Khui-toa1 creates an occasion for shaping lived
experience. The ways of parenting are transmitted according to personal
experience as well as local tradition, among which, ‘acknowledging a contract
relationship with a deity’ (Päi-khe

is highly recommended and delicately
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expressed. It is an important tactic that helps to reproduce a Phek-hoa-si-centred
belief circle.

‘Proposing treatment rules in accordance with the clinical pattem ’
(bian4-zheng4 lun4-zhi4

has always been a basic principle of traditional

Chinese medicine. To be able to differentiate clinical patterns for diagnosis, four
examination techniques are employed: ‘observing (wang4 ü i ) , ‘listening and
smelling’ (wen2 fM), ‘inquiry’ (wen4 fcj) and ‘palpation’ (qie1 tf]).21 Feeling the
pulse (chiam-me'h £ M ) is an important method in the technique of palpation.
Because of its unique way of diagnosis— the practitioner uses three fingertips to
feel both the left and right wrist pulses of the patient, chiam-me'h has become the
most popular image of a Chinese doctor. This skill is learned by observing and
following how a master does it, then practicing it every now and then. Any person
who trains to be a Chinese doctor but does not know how to do a pulse examination
is likely to have his professional ability questioned.

In my 76 Khui-toa1 records, 1190 questions (more than half of the total
number, 2138) focus on health issues. It is quite common to see the consultation
start with checking the pulse. Whenever Toä-sa-öng feels the pulse, instead of
three fingertips, he uses three sticks of incense. When Liöng-san-läu-chö acts on

21 ‘Observing’ includes spirit (here corresponding to the external spiritual manifestations of a
patient’s physical being), facial colour and tongue. ‘Listening and smelling’ means listening to the
body sounds and smelling the body odours. ‘Inquiry’ includes ten questions: chills and fevers,
perspiration, pain, stool and urine, food and drinks, sleep, menstruation, history of signs and
symptoms, lifestyle, and presenting signs and symptoms. ‘Palpation’ includes two major techniques:
one is feeling the pulse and the other is palpation of various regions of the body surface. These
techniques are mentioned in most Chinese doctor training books.
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behalf of him at the Khui-toa1, his way of feeling the pulse is to lower his head a
little bit, close his eyes and puts his two hands held together on the table, while a
Gold Paper was put on top of the patient’s wrist. I was told by several persons that
Läu-cha's pulse examination is thought to be more brilliant because “it is as
difficult as using a silk line to feel a female patient’s pulse in ancient times”.
However, Läu-cha does not prescribe Chinese herbal drugs that much because
quite often the body problem is also related to ün and chhiong-hoän, issues
supposed to be dealt with by Toä-sa-öng rather than Läu-cha at Phek-hoa-si. This
functional classification also echoes matters are supposed to be according to local
tradition.

The first case on the body subject which I observed was a woman in her late
twenties, pregnant and ill with flu. She came to Toä-sa-öng to let him check her
health. They had the following conversation in the consultation, lasting about five
minutes. (G stands for Toä-sa-öng\ W stands for this female patient; Ö stands for
O-tä)
G: (Feels her pulse.) How long have you had this flu?
W: Four to five days.
O: Give the exact duration, if possible.
W: A week.
G: Did you see a western doctor and take the medicine?
W: Yes, I did.
G: Is it all right with you to have some hän-io'k ('/j§|j|, Chinese herbal
medicines)?
W: It is all right. I am three months pregnant, and just had an ultrasound.
G: Don’t change the position of anything large in your room.
G: (toward O-tä) Write these down: P f -an-io1k-hong
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prescription) without moä-höng (JSJif), but add chio'h-ko

three

ch? ( ü ) , 22 bi't-chha-hd’ (3^cfi§) three chi1, bi't-ngäu-cheh (83)110)
five chi1, bi't-song-pe'h (§£lfl[=3) slx chi1, jin-sam-hio'h (A l^ S D three
chi1, tek-ji (tfS n ) two chi \ chhin-te (fk ifi) five chi1, and three slices of
kiun-bü (MM)- Eat three doses. But when you take the last set, mix the
recipe of cha'p-sa1-bi ( A H f t ) together with it.
O: You go and buy this han-io'k according to this prescription. Eat three
sets of them. Mix the last set together with another recipe, cha!p-sa1-bi.
cha!p-sa1-bi is to prevent miscarriage. It includes anti-flu ingredients. If
you have flu, it’s better not to take western medicine without asking.
Keep taking cha1p-sa'1-bi during the first four months of pregnancy. After
that, twice every month will be fine.
G: (Prescribes three charms for her.) Take them together with the
medicine.
[Then her mother-in-law asks another unrelated question.] (case 3,
01/10/1992)

This case illustrates the basic pattern of how Toä-so-öng plays the role of a
Chinese doctor: he starts by feeling the pulse, then, prescribes proper Chinese
herbal drugs, and ends up by prescribing three charms for this patient. O-tö’ helps
with the communication by explaining more about the Chinese medicine if he
thinks this patient might not be familiar with it. He also expands on the deity’s
words, clarifying any implied messages, thus adding an important perspective. For
instance, when Toä-sa-öng asked the patient’s opinion about taking Chinese herbal
drugs, he actually indirectly commented on ‘not taking western medicine during
pregnancy’. O-tö’ made this point more explicitly when explaining how to take the
herbal drugs.23

22 Chi' (fal) is a unit for measuring the weight of the medicine.
23 In addition, I have seen cases when O-ta helps the patient to argue with Toä-sa-öng.
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An Attitude towards Western Medicine
Not all the suggestions about the western medical system are negative. The
following is a case on November 10th of 1992, shows how Toä-sa-öng persuaded
the patient to accept the treatment suggested by a western doctor. A man (M) in his
forties came with his wife (W) and mother (M) to seek advice on his health. His
wife also asked a question afterwards.

G: (Feels the pulse.) How long has it been since you went to the doctor?
M: About four to five months.
G: What does the doctor say?
W: The doctor says he needs to have kidney dialysis. Now he has flu...he
even had very serious vomiting yesterday.
G: (Touches the acupuncture points on his belly.) How do you feel? Does
it hurt?
M: (Knocks his head.) Yes.
G: Did the doctor mention anything else except for the kidney problem?
W: No, he did not say anything else. (In addition to this,) everything
looks fine.
G: Did the doctor suggest kidney dialysis?

O : Yes, he did.
W: He feels pain all the time. I wonder, is there any herbal drug to take?
G: (But) he can’t avoid having kidney dialysis as the treatment.

G: You need to see the doctor and start to have the dialysis.
W&M: Toä-sa-öng, please prescribe the most effective herbal drugs for
us.
G: It seems at this moment, dialysis will still be the most effective way.
To take the herbal drugs is much slower. (Prescribes three charms for
him.)

G\ (Explains again.)
(His wife then puts her wrist on the table and starts to have the pulse
examination.)
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G: (Feels the pulse.)
W: Because I am too busy with my husband’s health situation. My belly
does not feel comfortable, either.
G: One reason is a lack of sleep, and another is that you are too worried.
Otherwise you are fine. Nothing bad will happen to you.
G: (toward O-tä) Write these down: P? -an-io1k-hong without moä-höng

(JSIt), but

add chio'h-ko

hong-hong

(RSÜL) three

(Hit) four

chi \ chio'h-o'h

(®P) two

chi',

chP, pin-nhg Offtf® two chi', iu -sam

four chi'. Take three doses. (Prescribes two charms for him.)
W: Is it possible to ask Toä-sa-öng to write us a prescription that can help
relieve my husband’s suffering a little bit?
G: (toward O-tö) Write this down: gin-hoe (8172) three chi', kam-chhau
( ■y*Ip!) four chi', and le'k-täu-höng ( ISS3S) one liong ( pg) for
detoxification.24
G: His problem in the beginning was simply flu. Afterwards he had
trouble passing water. Ignoring this symptom led to his uric acid
increasing.

O: People should not ignore flu— it might cause a serious problem in the
end.
C ( Chin-song): For example, the pathogen of a lot of liver problems is
also because of ‘the flu’, (case 8, 10/11/1992)

Unlike the previous case, this man’s illness had gone too far to be effectively cured
with Chinese herbal drugs. Toä-sa-öng mentioned this point in a subtle way. He
reminded them “the western doctor’s way is more effective”. In addition to that,

Toä-sa-öng used this case to alert people to how serious the result of ignoring flu
can be, a point further illustrated by the comments of both Chin-son and O-tö’.

There is a general attitude at Phek-hoä-si towards choosing between the
western and Chinese medical system when one faces a health problem. One basic

24 Liong (Pi) is also a unit for measuring the weight of medicine.
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tendency is to use both as complementary. One day O-to’ explained to me:

One point that needs to be remembered is that western drugs and Chinese
herbal drugs can not be taken at the same time...When first aid or an
operation is needed in an urgent situation, the western way is more
effective; when it comes to how topö-iö ({S Ä , nurse) the body in normal
times or after an operation or a serious disease, the Chinese way tends to
be more useful. (O-tö’)

Another tendency is that when issues relate to Toä-sa-öng's specialties— that is,
internal medicine, pediatrics, gynecology and obstetrics— there seem to be clearer
rules or ways to deal with issues. For example, I have seen many times, as in the
first case, a pregnant woman discouraged from taking western medicine in order to
protect a baby’s health. Furthermore, a specific Chinese herbal recipe, cha'p-san-bT,
passed down from generation to generation since ancient times, is also often
presented, especially in the first four months of pregnancy. In addition, one is not
supposed to move furniture before a baby is delivered in case this causes a
miscarriage. People believe such movement might offend the Foetus Deity
(Thai-sin

) . 25 This negative sanction is followed carefully, and even

Toä-sa-öng is unwilling to break it with charms. On another night, a pregnant
woman came for a protective charm because she was planning a house renovation.
Toä-sa-öng replied to her, “the deity’s charm is not as powerful as you imagine. It’s
better to postpone this activity until you have delivered,” as a way to reject her

25 Thai-sin (Hoff), the Foetus Deity, is believed to come into being with pregnancy and is
associated with the infant until four months after birth. This deity is located in different places
according to time and space, information which is shown in calendars or almanacs. Because of this
characteristic, one must not move objects that have not been in daily use in case this injures Thai-sin
during the pregnancy.
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proposal.26 Another pregnant woman came to propose a television installation, but
was also rejected with a similar reason.27

An antenatal examination can include an ultrasound at a hospital as well as a
regular pulse examination by Toä-sa-öng. Sometimes supplicants consult with the
deity about potential problems: the position of a foetus may be too high or not in
the right position, the delivery process might be troublesome because the embryo is
too big, or the woman has previously had a miscarriage. After checking each
situation by feeling the pulse, Toä-sa-öng does not necessarily agree with what a
doctor has said. So in order to have a safe and peaceful delivery, people tend to ask
for charms when the time approaches, one form of which is to ask the midwife
deity, Thiän-hü-chhian-söe, to help the process.

All these consultations suggest that pregnancy is a critical period. A woman
might have trouble becoming pregnant because of her physique. She thus needs to
take the su-bu't

first, a recipe formulated and used since the beginning of the

3rd century CE, to regulate menstrual function.28 But she might still have trouble
having a child, according to her fate and fortune. One night a woman in her late
twenties came to ask for assistance in getting pregnant. Toä-sa-öng told her to
leave a red paper with her Eight-characters written on it, in front of his statue, so he

26 This is case 9 (15/07/1993).
27 This is case 12 (31/12/1993).
28 Su-bu't (|ZS$J) was suggested in cases of menstrual disorders twenty times in my Khui-toa1
data. Two cases were in the context of increasing the chance of pregnancy (cases 9 and 10 on
November 27th 1998).
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would be able to go to läng-chiu (jH'jjj) to check her flowers.29 Another woman
came to check whether she was pregnant or not. After feeling her pulse,
Toä-sa-öng gave her a positive answer, and the following reminder:
Leave your Eight-characters on the altar table. Later I will go to Lim-chui
and have a look, after I deal with others’ consultations. [Prescribes three
charms for her.] You may start to eat (the recipe of) cha'p-scT-bi. This is
for preventing miscarriage. If everything goes well, then there won’t be
any trouble during the rest of the pregnancy. Be careful not to carry heavy
objects, or to move things from higher positions.30 (Toä-sa-öng)
In these two cases, the deity mentioned specific jurisdictions, läng-chiu and
Lim-chui, where he would go to deal with the pregnancy issues. I was told
läng-chiu is the place where Hoe-oän (the Flower Garden in which people’s
offspring grow as flowers) is located,31 and Lim-chui is the place in charge of each
child’s reincarnation. These names are quite common in Tainan city—for example,
the temple Lim-chui-kong's Entering the Flower Garden (Li'p-Hoe-oän) is a
famous ritual that deals particularly with having offspring. In An-pi \ läng-chiu,
Lim-chüi and another location called Hoeh-o’ (ifllSJ, Lake of Blood), a place for
women who died in childbirth, are all jurisdictions that a deity visits during his
annual birthday ceremony if necessary. A-käng told me, except for (täng-ki)
Chhäi-koäri*s (patron deity) Chu-hu-chhian-sde, he rarely heard of any other deity
going to Hoeh-d’ because “most of them fear the blood pollution”. Toä-sa-öng does
29 This case happened on August 16th 1993 (case 24).
30 This is case 3 (18/10/1993).
31 I asked people the difference between Hoe-oän and läng-chiu, and was often told
“Hoe-oän is located in läng-chiu”. For local people, there does not seem to be any functional
difference— both are jurisdictions related to a person’s fertility.
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not go there either, but this does not hurt his reputation because his fellow deity,

Thia -hu-chhian-sde, has a treasure kasaya (ka-se) designed for going to the
delivery room and Hoeh-o' as well. Beside that, Toä-sa-öng visits Lim-chui every
year in the annual ceremony. I was told by Chin-song and others that,

“Toä-sa-öng’s sister is working in Lim-chüi, so it will be more convenient when
dealing with some difficult things,” to illustrate his ability.

After a baby is

delivered safely and peacefully, parents come with another set of problems.

Releasing Infantile Convulsions, Pang-Kian
The Khui-toa ' night is often filled with crying that comes ‘noisily and hotly’
0nau-jia't), whenever there are small children or babies around. They are brought
by parents or grandparents seeking advice about strange behaviours: no appetite,
sleeplessness, crying for no reason, having fever or diarrhoea, being naughty, being
short-tempered, etc. When facing such situations, Toä-so-öng normally looks at the
baby or child’s face first. Then, instead of examining the pulse, he releases the
infantile convulsions (pang-kid1 Sfcjjf) by putting two fingers inside the baby’s
mouth to rub the gums as well as placing pressure on the acupuncture points on
hands, shoulders, underarms, and vertebrae.32 Although it looks simple, this

32 The most popular situation for Toä-so-öng to release infantile convulsions (pang-kian) is
when a child is ‘frightened’ (kian-td
This, in the most serious situation, can result in its soul
leaving the body. Ethnographic evidence in other areas (McCreery 1973; Gould-Martin 1975;
Schipper 1993; Potter 1974) shows the ritual ‘Collecting Frights’ (Siu-kian if^Sf) deals with this
issue o f being frightened in a general way. And when it becomes serious, a further relevant healing
rite, ‘Collecting Souls’ (Siu-hun Ij£z$|), is conducted. They are both conducted by religious
specialists (Taoist priest, Ritual Master or tang-ki). But how to ‘collect frights’ varies. I did not see
any specific ritual of Siu-kian or Siu-hün held by the deities of Phek-hoa-sl. The most popular way
is to build a fictive relationship between the child and the patron deity, called Pai-khe
to get
through the difficulties. (Päi-khe will be discussed in the next section.) In Katherine
Gould-Martin’s field site, the ritual ‘Covering Soul’ is a choice (Gould-Martin 1975: 127). The
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treatment was used 244 times (in my record) and was thought quite effective. In
addition, I also met people in daily life coming to Hong-eng for this kind of
massage on underarms and vertebrae. I myself went to Hong-eng one afternoon
after experiencing a major earthquake on September 21st 1998; he gave me the
same treatment and I felt much better later.

This skill plays a major role in the impression that Hong-eng makes on people.
He is also the only one person I know among other tang-ki who practices this skill
every now and then. One day Hong-eng talked about his experience of pang-kid1.
He said:

There are normally about three chances for infantile convulsions to occur
in the first month after a baby is bom. It is a very natural phenomenon,
and all you need to do is to pang-kid1. But absolutely no injection,
otherwise the baby will die. Ka-tiong

who trained as a western

doctor, did not know how to handle this situation [in the beginning], so it
happened twice that the baby died of mistreatment. Both cases were kept
secret and he ended up paying an indemnity. Afterwards, he came to ask
my experience. He thus decided to refer all similar cases to me from that
time. (.Hong-eng)

With this method, Hong-eng has rescued a baby’s life many times. “One night
around 2:00 am, a dying baby was brought to me for a last chance treatment before

ritual dealing with various ‘koain (Hfl, barrier)’, connected with the cult of Madam Lim-chui, is also
another possibility (See note 49).
According to John McCreery’s understanding acquired from his key informant, a Ritual
Master, the aim of Collecting Frights is to capture the fright and remove it from a person’s system,
so the system will again have the normal circulation of breath (McCreery 1973: 128). This
explanation meets the basic purpose of Toä-so-öng's päng-kia".
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the parents gave up. After pang-kid1, the baby finally breathed normally and
survived,” he recalled. Children are more likely to have convulsions than
adults— in 244 pang-kid ' cases, only 31 patients were adults; all the others were
babies, children and teenagers.

Accordingly, there are mainly three given reasons for convulsions: the first is
when a baby is suddenly intimidated; second is when a baby has pe-a (chhf-pe-a
zfeff'fP) before growing teeth;33 third is chhiong-hoän by invisible spirits. The
common symptom is that there will be ‘pathological fire’ (hoe) or heat flaring in
the body. Massaging several specific acupuncture points helps bring down the heat.
When it is caused by chhin-pe-a in a baby, Toä-sa-öng rubs the gums with his
fingers before massaging other acupuncture points, and suggests taking pe-a-io'k

Pe-a-io'k, formally written as bat-pö-hün ( A S ® ) or bat-po-san (ASF
f&), is a secret recipe handed down from ancestors of the läng (|f§) family, who run
the largest Chinese medicine store, Ek-sen-töng (jn£äl'§£) in An-pi I.34

Toä-sa-öng demonstrates his other specialty, pediatrics, not only by practicing
releasing infantile convulsions, but also by showing his experience in parenting
during the consultation process. Apart from sharing knowledge of the appetiser

soän-thäu-koe (a special kind of garlic sauce) with parents,

his advice may also

33 Pe-a (ffTP) is thrush, a disease usually of infants, with a milky-white adhesion in mouth
and throat and pus formation.
34 Bat-pö-hün
is a proven recipe. As this recipe is considered a business secret, I
never asked the contents from the owner of this Chinese medicine store.
35 This appetizer has been mentioned earlier as an example of how people share their
experience in Khui-toa". This special food was mentioned not only by O -td, but also by Chin-song
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cover questions such as the following few examples:

A couple (M & W) in their early thirties came to consult about their
young child’s behaviour.
W: He does not drink much milk.
G: (Releases its convulsions.) He likes playing all the time at the
moment.
M: Look at his second toe! It’s a bit funny.
G: (Has a look.) No problem. Don’t worry.
W: He is still not able to talk now.
G: It’s not the time yet. (Prescribes two charms for them.) (case 8,
23/08/1999)
A woman (W) in her thirties came to seek advice about her daughter’s
behaviour.
W: My daughter is too naughty. She cut another child’s hair, and
hurt her feet as well.
G: The children need to be taught! (Releases her convulsions and
prescribes her mother four charms as well.) (case 6, 26/12/1992)
A father (M) in his thirties brought two children to consult about the
following problems.
G: What happens to your baby?
M: He dreams a lot at nights. (Presents an Eight-characters paper.)
G: (Releases its convulsions.) What’s the point showing me the
Eight-characters? (What you should remember is) not to have too
much fun with him at nights! The more you play with him, the less
he is able to sleep. This is not a big deal (so it is not necessary to
check his Eight-characters).
G: (Prescribes three charms for him.) (case 2, 22/09/1999)
A father (M) in his thirties came to seek advice on his eldest son’s health
problem.

as well as Toä-scr-öng every now and then.
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M: I don’t know whether my son has a hernia. His belly feels pain
all the time.
G: (It should be fine.) Don’t eat things too icy. Wear larger trousers.
(Prescribes him two charms.) (case 6, 15/07/1993)
Another night he came with his wife (W&M) for their second child’s flu.
M: My child had a fever and then got pneumonia.
G: A fire due to excessive phlegm (thäm-höe
It’s important to
bring down the thäm-höe first when treat the recent flu; otherwise it
will become very troublesome.
M: The doctor has given him an intravenous glucose drip and an
injection to protect his lungs.
W: At this moment, no matter what he eats, he will vomit it
afterwards.
G: The thäm-höe comes from his lungs. (Releases his convulsions.)
M: The doctor said the phlegm was too excessive. That’s why he
needed to have a glucose drip.
G: This symptom is very common in Southeast Asia. The flu starts
from excessive phlegm, then develops as water stored up in the
lungs.
M: The doctor said the flu could be very serious this time. The body
was burning silently. I wonder whether there is any herbal medicine
for protecting the lungs.
G: Mix the powders of antelope horn and rhinoceros horn together
with water, then drink it.
M: Cold water?
G: That’s fine.
M: How much in weight?
G: Five hurt (ft) for each,36 and take twice. Do you still have the
protection charm?
M: No, not for a while.
G: (Prescribes three charms, including a protective one, for them.)
(case 2, 04/02/1999)
A man (M) in his early forties brought his eldest son (aged about eleven)
36 Hun (fr) is also a unit for measuring the weight of medicine.
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to ask about a health problem.
M: He has the flu, and coughs as well.
G: Don’t let him have too many icy drinks; otherwise his windpipe
will become very sensitive. Drink more water now. (Releases his
convulsions, and prescribes him three charms.) (case 1, 31/10/1999)
A woman (W) in her sixties came with two daughters (or
daughters-in-law) to ask about her granddaughter’s health situation.
W: How come her face looks a bit yellow?
G: (Has a look at her eyes and tongue, then feels the pulse. But the
little girl starts to cry.) How is her appetite?
W: Normal. She eats a lot.
G: Nothing special has happened to her. She is just intimidated.
(Releases her convulsions, and prescribes her four charms,
including the one for ke-ün.) (case 4, 04/02/1999)37
These above cases show how Toä-sa-öng transmits his philosophy of childhood
education to the parents or grandparents in the consultation. A-chäi’s eldest son
Koan-sin (rtläs) used to be very naughty when he was around four or five years old.
His father brought him to Toä-sa-öng because he was not willing to follow a proper
treatment for meningitis. Koan-sin looked as though he knew he had done
something wrong immediately after seeing Toä-sa-öng. A-chäi did not say much
except to tell him, likong-kong (£•&, grandpa) knows and is angry now.”38 O-tä

37 Toä-sa-öng dealt with this case more carefully than the others because one of the woman’s
sons is trained as a western doctor, running his personal clinic in Tainan city. They used to be
devotees of the deity Chu-hü-chhian-söe (whose täng-ki was Chhäi-koän), and only started to
consult Toä-sa-öng in 1999 after Chhäi-koän died. I suspect the careful treatment is either because
being a western medical doctor gives people the impression this family will not easily believe in
‘collision and offence,’ or because Toä-sa-öng does not want to put extra pressure on this woman.
Since fortune and fate are her favourite topics, the deity prescribed her a charm for ke-ün, but
meanwhile told these inquirers “she is ‘just’ intimated”.
38 The term kong-kong ( £ - £ n grandpa) is used for young children to address a deity whose
täng-ki is quite aged. There is another interchangeable term, a-kong (ßäJÄ), but this is used toward
human beings, at least by the group of people I know in An-pF.
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and others present all tried to emphasise this point with a serious voice. Koan-sin
was very silent and looked very regretful. A similar situation happened several
times with other children as well.

Acknowledging a Contract Relationship with the Deity, Päi-Khe
Päi-khe is one important feature as well as a form of treatment used in
Toä-scr-öng's healing ritual. On average, three to four cases in each Khui-toa1relate
to an issue about a younger child.

During the consultation, Toä-sa-ön would

always check whether a specific relationship, called Päi-khe ( ^ ^ ) , 39 had been
acknowledged. This is familiar behaviour in Taiwan; it is the imitation of a kinship
tie by adopting a special person or deity as ‘contract father’ (khe-pe ^ 5 0 or
‘contract mother’ (khe-biö $ ^ 5 ) . People believe it will help the infant to pass
easily through various difficulties, especially when young.

One night a mother (W) in her early thirties came to seek advice about the
behaviour of her newborn baby. Its cries sounded very weak. They had the
following dialogue:

G: (Has a look at the baby and feels the pulse.) Did the baby päi-khe any
deity?
0 \ Did the baby päi-khe ?
W: No.
G: Where do you live?
W: (Says her address.)
G: Is there any deity in your locality that you can consult with?

39 Päi-khe

can be used as a name of ritual or as a verb.
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W: No.
a: No.
G: The baby has been attacked by a ‘wandering spirit’ (iü-lo'h-e 2SS-&5)
of the ‘Seventh Palace’ (Chhit-keng - t® ’).40
Ö: Yes, it must be. [ö-tö' sounds as if he suspected this and it has proved
to be right.]
G: It’s better to ask the deity in your locality to deal with this issue.
W: I remember this baby did päi-khe to P6-sen-tai-te in Tainan city. I
need to double check with my mother-in-law. She handled it.
G: How did she conduct the päi-khe then?
0\ How was the päi-khe relationship established? Maybe it was by
poa'h-poe ( h H , throwing a pair of blocks),41 wasn’t it?
W: I am not sure. Maybe it was. I need to check with my mother-in-law.
G: You have to check. (Toward ö-tö ) It sounds like poa'h-poe. You
should ask the päi-khe deity to solve your problem.
Ö: Yes, maybe by poa'h-poe. (Toward the mother) You must ask your
mother-in-law whether there was any ritual for Päi-khe? If it was
conducted by poa'h-poe, you have to ask through poa'h-poe. If there was
a formal ritual for Päi-khe, it means the deity should take responsibility
for the baby’s safety and peace. Since the deity has accepted päi-khe, that
means he will take the responsibility. This is very important.
G: This baby easily gets a fever. Be very careful with this situation.
0\ Turn the baby around toward Toä-sa-öng.
G: (Releases its convulsions, then prescribes five charms for this
mother.)
Ö: The baby looks different from other children. Listen to her crying...
G: (toward ö-tö ) Write this down: ko-le-chhiu (rSBIS) two chi, a-cho

40 See note 52.
41 Poe (Ü ) is a pair o f half-moon-shaped wooden blocks, each of which is flat on one side and
rounded on the other. The main action of poa'h-poe ( h ® is to throw them on the floor to see how
they land. To have ‘a rounded-side-up and a flat-side-down’ represents a positive answer from the
deity; ‘both sides down’ means a negative answer; and ‘both sides up’ means the question is not
expressed clearly and thus needs to be asked again. Poa'h-poe is considered to be the simplest way
of divination routinely practiced in temples or at home in Taiwan. However, the communication of
poa'h-poe with the deity is quite limited, and sometimes of questionable reliability, such as the
päi-khe issue mentioned here. For more information on poa'h-poe, see David Jordan (1982) or
Emily Ahem (1981: 45-64).
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(HSI) six, liu-bün (y\$Q one chi, iu -sam C/^lp) two and a half chi, and
choa -chhäu

one chi. Drink them as a tea. (case 5, 14/04/1993)

Unlike the normal number of frightening charms, Toä-sa-öng prescribed five for
her: one was to be burnt facing south; one was to be burnt and left in the incense
stove of the temple Lim-chüi-kon (of Tainan city); two were to be taken with water
and prescription tea; the final one, wrapped with a certain evil-expelling plant
called ke-säi-tän-sim

(H®0tu), was t0

be usec* as a body protection. These

charms indicate the seriousness of the situation, judging by the fact that Toä-sa-öng
never needs to send messages to Lim-chüi-kon when dealing with this kind of case;
and there are very few cases of body protection charms which use evil-expelling
plants, such as ke-säi-tän-sim. A general anxiety always exists in the parents when
their children reach maturity, despite the fact that different people have different
standards on ‘how old’ is big enough.42 Päi-khe is a common way to help stop the
parents’ worrying.

People always commented that, except for rich families, Päi-khe was only
necessary in the past for a child who was ‘lo-so’ (I$ |^ > troublesome) and
4phäin-iö-chhT 0 ? jt|n], hard to raise). The easiest way to have Päi-khe is through
dropping (poa'h) two crescent-shaped blocks, called poe, onto the floor. It is
believed that a deity will promise a Päi-khe relationship by giving an affirmative
sign. But I also heard people criticising this process, because a person could never
42 According to A-kang, this is at the age of twelve; but to Hong-eng, it is by sixteen.
According to my observation, more questions were raised by parents whose children have not yet
finished elementary school. After that, the questions become far fewer and mostly focus on study
issues. According to a custom practiced in Tainan city, a child will be taken as an adult at sixteen
years old. There is a specific rite of passage, called Chok-cha'p-lak
to celebrate this.
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be certain of the deity’s agreement. “Once the baby gets into trouble, who is going
to be responsible for that?” O-lö’ said to me. Therefore, more and more people
choose a deity through a tang-ki for Päi-khe. It has become a way local people can
examine a deity’s power as well as embody a group’s social face. I remember the
first time I attended Toä-so-öng's annual birthday ceremony, A-chai wanted to
introduce me to something unique, a source of pride and worth mentioning about
this deity. He chose the khe-kan-pong

placard of the children contract).

The list of the names of contract children (khe-ka1

was written on a red

paper, called pong (|§, placard). This placard was pasted on the outer wall of the
temple. It is used in the Chid conducted by the Taoist priests on the day of the
deity’s birthday. Toä-so-öng's khe-ka -pong was striking in its length because it
was filled with nearly nine hundred names of contract children (all under the
surname So). In 1993, the figure represented the total number of khe-ka1 since
1961..

When I first stayed in An-pi \ Päi-khe had already become fashionable issue.
A-kang told me:
In my generation, as life has been getting better and better,43 Päi-khe had
become popular as well. In the beginning, it was only for those babies
who were lo-so, very phain-io-chhii, and often chhiong-hoän. But later,
once a child was bom, he/she would soon be brought to öng-iä for
Päi-khe. The cost is not much, and it is affordable for everybody. The
best benefit is that the person then feels psychologically ‘safe and
peaceful’. To päi-khe an öng-iä, all you need to do is to prepare those
43 A-kang was born in 1931. The period he referred to as the beginning of a better life roughly
started from the 1950s.
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things for päi-khe and a piece of red cloth. Go to the temple during the
ong-ia s annual birthday ceremony, ask the hoat-su-täu
Ritual
Master) to read aloud the Päi-khe Memorial,44 and get it signed by the
hoat-su-täu and tang-ki as intermediaries to complete the procedure.
Afterwards, you only need to spend fifty to sixty dollars or so buying
Gold Paper [in the birthday ceremony] every year. The procedure is very
simple and cheap. And by doing this, the baby will be taken care of very
well. So everybody is keen on päi-khe öng-iä. (.A-käng)

Päi-khe is a contractual relationship: once entered into, as O-tö' says, the deity has
to take responsibility. Meanwhile, as A-käng recognises, a person needs to came
annually and worship on the deity’s birthday.

At

Phek-hoä-si,

Thia -hü-chhian-säe,

the

deities

Toä-sa-öng,

Si-hio1h-san-läu-cha,

Liöng-san-läu-cha all have contract children {khe-kän

Kim-hü-chhian-söe,

Höng-san-läu-chö

and

But Toä-sa-öng is the

most active and has been accepting kh'e-kcC regularly. According to the local
tradition, a päi-khe relationship is formally announced at the deity’s annual
ceremony. However, if a baby is in a critical situation and needs to päi-khe sooner,
other deities such as Kim-hu or Thiän-hü will take the contract father position. But
this only happens occasionally.

At Phek-hoä-si, päi-khe is practiced in a detailed and thoughtful way. It
begins when parents bring a sheet of paper to ask Toä-sa-öng his opinion on
naming and advice on the fortune for the newborn baby. This paper records the

44 Hoat-su-täu (ÜBifrSfk the Head of the Ritual Master) is another local term for hoat-su. The
content of the Päi-khe Memorial will be discussed later in this chapter.
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‘Four- paired pillars’ (si-thiäu [Z9tt), another term for ‘Eight-characters’ (peh-jJ J \
of the horoscope.45 The Four- paired pillars are reckoned on the bases of the
Eight-characters, and give information about the baby’s general miä-ün (fate and
fortune) as foretold by Mr or Miss Öng (3:).46 Basically there are many ways to do
horoscope divination, but each might have a different emphasis. With this specific
calculation result, so-called khi-si-thiäu GElZSft, establishing Four- paired pillars)
by the people of Phek-hoä-sT, more attention is paid to the baby’s ün in the period
from birth until adulthood. Some crises are particularly noted in terms of a specific
‘

koain’ ( I f , barrier), a cleavage between the elements of the baby’s

Eight-characters. In addition, according to the si-thiau of the horoscope, several
suitable names will be suggested to the parents.

When browsing a baby’s si-thiau (of the horoscope), Toä-sa-öng will remind
the parents to be alert for crises (if there are any). The devotee will also make use of
this chance to request Toä-sa-öng's permission for Pai-khe. Toä-sa-öng normally
agrees, but sometimes will point out the resultant responsibility of the new comers.
For instance, on the 15th September 1993, a couple introduced by a senior devotee

45 The Eight-characters include (1) the year, (2) month, (3) date and (4) hour of a person’s
birth. Because each of these is written with two characters, Eight-characters can be also seen as four
terms. In Taiwanese, the ‘four pairs of pillars’ stands for these four terms, indicating that the
Eight-characters are as important to a person as pillars to a building.
46 Mr. Öng (3E) and his younger sister Miss Öng are two appointed fortunetellers handling the
Four-paired pillars o f the horoscope of quite a few devotees’ newborn babies at Phek-hoä-sT. O-td
always comments that their way of telling fortunes is closer to Toä-sa-öng's. Thus the devotees are
recommended to them for a newborn baby’s horoscope before further consulting with Toä-sa-öng.
According to ö-tö 's description, Mr. and Miss Öng are not from the local area in a strict sense,
because their parents moved to An-pP a few decades ago. The cooperative relationship between
them had lasted for a while before I did research in An-pP. Since it has not resulted in the devotees’
questioning Toä-sa-öng’s ability on astrological knowledge, this arrangement seems to work well.
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came to ask Päi-khe for their newborn baby. The two süi-iä, O-tö’ and Chin-song,
translated Toä-so-öng's words, which laid more stress on the contractual
relationship by asking whether they felt hesitation because '"Päi-khe is troublesome.
You have to worship every day, and come on his birthday yearly as well”.47

Once Toä-so-öng agrees to Päi-khe, this baby’s name and Eight-characters
will be written on a piece of red paper and left in front of his statue. Toä-so-öng will
then go to check whether there is any other hitch with this baby in the jurisdiction
of Lim-chui; meanwhile the devotee will need to prepare a brand new khe-pai (5c
fi$), a protection necklace. If the baby is suffering a certain koain (barrier),
Toä-so-öng will first manage this predestined fate before Päi-khe. According to
Baptandier-Berthier Brigitte’s survey, the number of various koain is about thirty,
twenty-seven of which were usual in her field site (Baptandier-Berthier 1994:
540-542). I only encountered a few of them during Khui-toa when parents or
grandparents were

showing

Toä-so-öng

the paper of establishing Four

paired-pillars of a newborn baby.48

47 This is case 7 (15/09/1993).
48 The idea of ‘koain (§! , barrier)’ is connected with the cult of Madam Lim-chüi, which is
becoming one of the largest three cults in northern Fujian, and is quite popular in Taiwan as well as
in Southeast Asia (Topley 1951; Baptandier-Berthier 1994). Brigitte Baptandier-Berthier’s research
in Tainan and in the region of Gutian, Fujian, shows the ritual of koain has been elaborately
practiced and transmitted by the Taoist priests and Ritual Masters. For instance, a specific ritual
called ‘the Opening of a Guan [Koain]' is performed for half a day in both places, where its structure
is exactly the same (Baptandier-Berthier 1994: 548). No similar situation exists in An-pi"s tang-ki
tradition. Nevertheless, various aspects of koain are still revealed in the locality. For instance, when
O-tö comments that Mr and Miss Öng's Four-paired pillars of the horoscope is closer to
Toä-so-öng's, I often found that he was actually emphasising that there was sufficient information
written on koain. Their cooperative relationship was more obvious on this occasion.
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Among them, the most serious ones are when a baby is described as bearing a
to (ZJ, sword) or a kiäm (jrj, arrow). This means his or her barrier(s) is or are heavy
to bear. This is serious because negative influences, resulting from to and kiäm, are
usually present not only for the rest of the baby’s life, but also spread to those of the
baby’s close relatives (usually the parents). Therefore, with either crisis, the sword
or arrow needs to be ‘pulled out’ or ‘taken back’ by Toä-sa-ötig. The process is
mainly done invisibly. Normally the devotee does nothing but wait for a further
indication to end this bad luck. For example, on August 16th of 1993, Toä-so-öng
finally indicated to a devotee the time to throw away into the river the small
wooden arrow symbol and the charms they had been given, as a way of putting an
end to the baby’s crisis. Before that, the devotee had prepared the following objects
and put them in front of Toä-sa-öng's statue: a sheet of red paper with the baby’s
Eight-characters written on it, a small pile of ‘Longevity Gold’ (siü-kim), seven
sheets of ‘Gold Money’ (kim-chf 1jzJj|)> a symbolic animal figure indicating the
birth year that stands for a person’s bü-miä ($ p p , Fundamental Destiny),49 and a
willow arrow of 3.2 chhiin (Ht[) in length.50 O-tö’ interpreted this as follows:

They [the objects] are for throwing away into the river. Do you remember
the custom at the Dragon Boat Festival? When holding the sacrifice
ritual, people usually put Golden Money into the river for the invisible
spirits. This has the same meaning. Apart from the red paper of the
Eight-Characters (of the horoscope), you have to throw away all the rest,

49 Bü-miä ( ^ n p ) is determined at birth by the stars and planets. It is often used
interchangeably with the Eight-characters. There are many religious objects which represent a
person’s Fundamental Destiny. The most popular one in An-pf1(also in other places of Taiwan) is
the animal figure of one’s birth-year. This is seen in a deity’s annual ceremony. For details, see
Chapter Seven.
50 1 chhuti (tbf) equals 2.54 cm.
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pasted with Toä-sa-öng'^ charm. This charm stands for his magic power.
It will protect people from getting hurt by this sword...If the sword is
without the charm, anyone who touches it will be hurt. It is an invisible
threat.51 (O-to)

There are other situations which keep Toä-sa-öng busy visiting the
jurisdictions of Lim-chüi and läng-chiu before his birthday for issues related to
pai-khe. One is when a baby is easily chhiong-hoän by invisible spirits, like the
case of the baby who offended a ‘wandering spirit’ (iü-lo'h-e) of the ‘Seventh
Palace’ (Chhit-keng). These spirits might also be from other locations such as the
‘Fifth Palace’ (Gä-keng 2K ) or the ‘Ninth Palace’ {Kiu-keng f i'g ) . Additionally,
when the baby ‘acts like a monkey’ {tiö-käu ^-® ), it is said to offend the monkey
spirits. These cases all offend the jurisdiction of Lim-chüi (chhiong-hoän
Lim-chui) . 52 Furthermore, when the birth of a male infant is desired, Toä-sa-öng
makes an effort by either getting the order of the flowers changed at the Flower
Garden (in läng-chiu) or by asking Lim-chüi for a special reincarnation. Normally
this kind of baby will be very hard to take care of. Therefore, Päi-khe becomes
even more crucial. The parents need to prepare extra offerings to thank the Male
Flower Respected Elder {Hoe-gong

) and the Female Flower Respected Elder

51 This case is like a simplified version o f a sequence, called the Taking of the Arrow, of ‘the
Opening o f a Guan [Koain]' in Brigitte Baptandier-Berthier’s description (Baptandier-Berthier 1994:
571-72). In both cases, the arrow, together with other items and the deity’s charm, are thrown away
at the end.
52 ‘Seventh Palace’ (Chhit-keng), ‘Fifth Palace’ {Gä-keng 5 Ü D or ‘Ninth Palace’ (Kiü-keng
f i'B ) all belong to the Thirty-six Palaces o f the jurisdiction o f Lim-chüi. Each Palace is overseen
by a female divinity, called po-che (H#fL the Lady or the Nurse). It is said these po-ch e work for
Madam Lim-chüi to protect the children after being surrendered by her. However, according to
Brigitte Baptandier-Berthier’s research, when the child bears any sort o f barrier, these po -che will
on the contrary come in turn to harm it by, for instance, killing the child or taking its soul to
reincarnate into another woman (Baptandier-Berthier 1994: 543-544). This is why there are specific
rituals dealing with Koain.
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CHoe-po' f£H ), or offer more Gold Paper to buy off the baby’s connection with
Lim-chui.

I was told that when Päi-khe is conducted at the public temple, Koan-im-pi,
the relationship is announced by a senior executive of the temple affairs by reading
aloud the Khe-ka -so

8 , Contract Child Memorial) or Päi-khe-so

Päi-khe Memorial) after obtaining the deity’s permission by poa'h-poe.53 At the
temple Miäu-siü-keng, except for a necessary procedure as a ritual sequence of the
diety’s birthday ceremony through täng-ki, a similar announcement used to be
made in the 1990s by a famous Ritual Master, Tiän-höng, before he died. He
changed the Päi-khe-so from a handwritten to a photocopied version, the text of
which has been continuously used in this Kioh-thäu. Its content is as follows:

Scrolls XX year, YY month, ZZ date Päi-khe-so
I live in (place) and have a (gender) baby, (name), bom on (date in the
lunar calendar). Since fate is not favourable, and luck is bad in such
unpropitious months, I discussed this concern with my wife (name) and
we decided to come to Miäu-siü-keng, to ask the deity Pö-sen-täi-te
sincerely as intermediary, to provide evidence of a päi-khe relationship
between our baby and the deity (name). I will praise and honor the deity
(name) often, and come on his birthday with fragrant incense forever,
without regrets or delegation. From now on, for all four seasons there
will be no crisis; in the eight periods of the year, there will be blessings;
and my baby’s body will be at peace.

53 This ‘reading aloud’ procedure is a characteristic of the Chinese contract. It relates not only
to the written but also to the oral component of a contract. This oral tradition is derived from the
blood covenants of the 6th and 7 th centuries CE: when an agreement set up between two parties was
not binding until a prescribed ritual had been conducted and the deities had witnessed it by hearing
the agreement read out (Hansen 1995: 6-7).
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Both sides agree to this contract, without changing the words. I am afraid
that simply words alone will not suffice, so I now write them down on a
length of silk as an offering. So, at a later date, this will act as evidence of
this contract.
XX year, YY month, ZZ date Siäu-hoat: (name)
Intermediary: Pö-sen-täi-te
Female parent: (name)
Male parent:

(name)

Written by:

(name)
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O-tö’ is the person who is normally in charge of the announcement part of
Päi-khe during the morning of the Birthday Chid in Toä-sa-öng’s annual ceremony.
He always reminds those parents of the importance of maintaining this relationship
through practice after Päi-khe. One day we had a conversation about this, and O-tö’
particularly recited the phrase “forever without regrets and delegation” written in
the Pai-khe-sa to emphasise the fulfilment of the pledge. He said:
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(But) according to Toä-so-öng's attitude, the most important thing for
Päi-khe is the ‘ritual’. It is like signing a business contract. It is not
compulsory. It is an agreement between both sides. Did you remember
the content of the red document for Päi-khe? “Forever without regrets
and delegation”...But a formal Päi-khe relationship also depends on the
ritual on his birthday. On that morning, the believers holding the babies,
together with incense, kneel in front of the deity [Pö-sen-täi-te] while I
read the Päi-khe-so, which says who provides the evidence, who the
täng-ki is, and what the temple is, etc. The baby’s necklace for Päi-khe
has to be put in front of Toä-so-öng's statue during the Chid to increase
its protective power. That night, after Toä-so-öng has sent the Gold Paper
to the Court of the Heaven, he purifies the necklace with his
blood.. .Then (after sending the Gold Paper,) Toä-so-öng puts the khe-päi
(necklace) on the babies...Some might ignore this ritual because of its
simplicity. However, I think it is very important. People come with their
sincerity. There is no doubt they believe in it. But some might not take
that Päi-khe-so seriously. I always tell them, “you have to read it
carefully before you fold it up. And the best place to put it is in your
cabinet [meaning to keep it carefully]. (ö -tö )
After a khe-päi (necklace) has been put on a baby, a formal Päi-khe
relationship is established. The necklace khe-päi stands for the mark of a special
deity. It is believed that if the invisible spirits see it, they will not dare offend the
child. When the necklace is taken off or broken off by accident, it is often seen as a
warning that the parents need to consult with Toä-so-öng soon to see whether there
is anything wrong. The necklace will be purified by burning sandalwood incense
before it can be worn again.

Each deity might have a different design of khe-päi. Toä-so-öng's is written
with ‘contract child protector’ (gi-cM-pö-seng

It/AfSl!') together with the deity

and temple names on one side, and a mark of Eight Trigrams (pat-koä A^F) on the
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other side. The necklace has 108 links within the chain— O-tö’ told me it “stands for

San-cha1p-la1k-thian-kong
Chhit-cha1p-ß-te-soä

Thirty-six Celestial Stars) and
Seventy-two Terrestrial Stars), all of whom

protect human beings”.54 The pendant is 1.36 chhün in length and 0.8 chhün in
thickness,

which

are

auspicious

numbers

according

to

the

measure

bün-gong-chhioh ( J ^ R ) ”. 55 O-tö’ also said “when a person goes to the
Ek-chhia-a [Gold Paper] store and asks for ‘size 0.8 Protective Trigrams’, they
will know it relates to Toä-sa-öng's khe-pai".56 According to his experience, those
figures plus Toä-sa-öng's birthday (the 8th day of 8th lunar month) relate to each
other and are really something “profound and mysterious.” When a contract child
has passed through the difficulties of his or her fate and fortune, Toä-sa-öng will
take back the necklace by making it unfindable. The issues relating to Pai-khe were

5“ Sa -cha1p-la1k-thian-kong ( £ f A ^ S > Thirty-six Celestial Stars) and
Chhit-cha1p-ß-te-soä - t ( S e v e n t y - t w o Terrestrial Stars) are two groups of Taoist deities.
They are normally invited to the altar to dispel evils when Taoist priests conduct the Chid. The
connection of the figures ’36,’ ’72,’ and ‘108’ transmits an image of ‘covering and containing
everything’. For example, a very famous picaresque novel The Water Margin ( 7k
fl|
Shui3-hu3-zhuan4), written in the 14th century CE, mentions a militia, the Song4-jiang'-zhen4 (5^'ZE
P$), which was a martial arts group of a hundred and eight people designed to stand for the
‘Thirty-six Celestial Stars’ and the ‘Seventy-two Terrestrial Stars’. In Taiwan, Song4-jiang‘ militia
is particularly well known in the areas of Tainan and Kaohsiung, and functioned as a self-defense
group organised by the local people to protect their community in the past. Nowadays it is still an
eye-catching troupe in various temple activities. The significance of the figures ‘36, 72, and 108’
seemed to be obvious to the people I met in An-pf1. This phenomena also accords with the
observation made by Kristofer Schipper, “Chinese numerological series constitute a system to
describe a continuous and ever-expanding universe. Individually, each mathematical series is
applied to a complete spatiotemporal continuum within which operate the rules of mathematical
games” (Schipper 1993: 223).
55 Bün-gong-chhioh (A£££/£) and another measure, called teng-lan-chhioh (TflfJ/R), are
normally used for geomancy purposes in various situations. They are like a normal measure but
mark out certain auspicious and inauspicious lengths to remind people what they are good/bad for.
Basically anything relevant to the deity and life is measured by bün-gong-chhioh', anything relating
to death is measured by teng-lan-chhioh.
56 For more information on various designs of khe-pai, see Jian Rong-cong (1995).
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raised 106 times in my Khui-toa1 data, that is, an average of 1-2 times on each
occasion.

Composing a Herb Formula, Khui-Io'k-Hong

A few named recipes, such as cha'p-san-bi, su-bu't, and bat-pö-hün are
‘proven recipes’ in the context of Chinese herbal medicines because they have
circulated among people in other areas since ancient times. Taking them transmits
a sense of traditionality. This characteristic is also revealed in the internal
medicines prescribed by Toä-sa-öng. Besides well-tried recipes, there are a few
exclusive ones, all named after Toä-sa-öng. They are taken by the devotees of
Phek-hoä-si. Each recipe was originally a prescription for a specific devotee in the
time of Phek-leng-keng. Afterwards when circulated among others, the recipe
became a proven recipe of this group. Among these recipes, the most famous one
during my research period was called ‘Pf-an Prescription’ (Pf-an-io1k-hong), the
Medicine for Peace and Security. By examining the use and the component of
Pf-an Prescription, I wish to show how a basic understanding of the Chinese way
of acquiring health is practiced by the devotees of Phek-hoa-si. The Pt-an
Prescription also reflects a sense of traditionality as well as representing a specific
group’s collective memory.

As mentioned, Toä-sa-öng marks out the fact that he is one of the few deities
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capable of composing herb formulae in An-pi1.51 This is the main reason for him to
descend to che-se. In addition, as a specialist in paediatrics as well as in
gynaecology and obstetrics, he fully exploits his knowledge of internal medicine
by composing various herb formulas for devotees. According to my Khui-toa data,
of 1190 questions about health issues, more than 130 kinds of Chinese herbal
medicines58 were cited in 667 prescriptions. In addition to these, less familiar
herbal medicines kept appearing during my observations. But they were not
necessarily used except for the specific treatment of rare diseases.

57 The art of ‘composing a herb formula’ (khui-io'k-hong HfjlÜ^j) to fit a particular clinical
pattern has evolved in China over several thousand years. Each herb has its inclination, classified
according to four properties (i.e., cold, hot, warm and cool), five tastes (pungent, sweet, sour, bitter
and salty), acting-direction (ascending, descending, floating and sinking) and toxicity (high grade,
medium grade and low grade). Each taste selectively acts on different viscera, which accords with
an ancient hypothesis in Chinese pharmacology based upon the theory of Five Elements (wu3 -xing2
E f j ) . The Five Elements (wu3-xing2 H f j ) are metal, wood, water, fire and earth, held by the
ancients to compose the physical universe and later used in traditional Chinese medicine to explain
various physiological and pathological phenomena.

Therefore, the Chinese medical classification is based on the channel(s) through which
therapeutic action is manifested. It is the knowledge of each herb’s inclination that determines
which other herbs it should be combined with to fit a particular clinical pattern. According to long
term observation and practice, it was discovered that combining individual herbs with their
individual inclinations brought about clinical change. For example, some herbs used together can
increase or decrease the therapeutic efficacy of other herbs; some can enhance or decrease the toxic
effects or the side effects of others, and so on. A body of knowledge on prescribing a safe,
therapeutic and effective herbal formulae has always been part of the basic training for being a
Chinese doctor.
58 The Chinese herbal medicines (tiong-chhö-io'k n b ^ H ! ) mentioned in Toä-sa-öng's
prescriptions include not only Chinese traditional medicine (tiong-io'k b3^ ) recorded in the
Chinese Materia Medica, but also medical herbs (chho-io'k Jp^HI), which are usually used in folk
medicine but not recorded in Chinese Materia Medica. The difference between them is far from
clear-cut, since the Chinese herbal medicines used to be frequently-used herbal medicines.

In An-pf1 (and most other places in Taiwan as well), Chinese traditional medicine stores
usually do not sell medical herbs. Neither are they familiar with these kinds of herbs. Some question
the function and use of medical herbs because most of them are used as simple recipes, but are quite
often exaggeratedly described as an elixir of life among local people.
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The Medicines Prescribed by Toü-So-Öng
People of Phek-hoa-si told me that before Toä-so-öng came to Miäu-siü-keng,
he already had medical skill. Because of his bases, the chief territorial deity
P6-sen-tai-te, a deity very famous for his art in healing, was able to teach him more
medical knowledge. Toä-sa-öng is known as one of very few deities at
Miäu-siü-keng who knows prescriptions.

Of Toä-sa-öng's 667 prescriptions, over two-thirds were named recipes (See
Table 6-1).59 They include: simple recipes based on Chinese traditional medicine
höng-chö (ffiS ) (or iu-sam

or ko-le jUH), mentioned over 110 times, and

sek-kioh

8 times; contemporary recipes of sü-bu't (0 % )

(or leng-iöng

59 There are also different terms to specify the characteristic of the prescriptions. A ‘simple
recipe’ (dan'-fang1 W-Jii) normally consists of one or two medical substances for treating a
particular illness in uncomplicated conditions; whereas a ‘compound recipe’ (fu4-fang' $ l f j ) is
formed either by two (or more) sets of recipes or one recipe with additional ingredients. There are
‘classical recipes’ (jing'-fang1
which consist of prescriptions recorded in the work of Zhang
Zhong-jing
Zhang1 Zhong4-jing3) in the 3rd century BCE; and ‘contemporary recipes’
(shi2-fang’
meaning prescriptions introduced by physicians after Zhang Zhong-jing.
When a recipe is handed down from the ancestors, it normally becomes a ‘secret recipe’
(zu3-chuan2-mi4-fang‘
with exclusive inheritors. When a prescription is taken by many
patients and has acquired a reputation, it becomes a ‘proven recipe’ (yan4-fang’
or ‘well-tried
recipe’ (liang2-fang‘
Furthermore, there might be an effective ‘folk recipe’ or ‘folk remedy’
(tu3-fang*
about which it is hard to find information from any written medical books. In
addition, according to its effect, a prescription can be also classified as a ‘major or heavy recipe’
(da4-fang‘
a ‘minor or mild recipe’ (xian^fang1/J\^f), a ‘slow-acting recipe’ (huan3-fang‘
~fj) or a ‘quick-acting recipe’ (ji2-fang!
etc.
Zhang Zhong-jing
Zhang1Zhong4-jing3) was one of the most influential physicians
in the history of Chinese medicine. He was the first to advocate the methods of analysing the
differing pathological conditions in accordance with the Six Channels and the Eight Principal
Syndromes, and is considered the founder of the principle of treating diseases according to the
method of differentiating symptoms and signs. To him is ascribed the authorship of several medical
books on various topics, the most important of which was ‘Treatise on Febrile and Miscellaneous
Diseases' (Shang‘-han2-za2-bing4-lun4
This book was rearranged later on, and was
again further divided into two books, Treaties on Febrile Diseases (Shang'-han2-lun4
and
Synopsis of Prescriptions o f the Golden Chamber (Jin1-kui4-yao4-liie4-fang’-lun4
in
the Song Dynasty (960 BCE-1279 CE).
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mentioned 20 times, cha'p-sa'-bT (-pHft) 12 times, sip-chöan-täi-pa
7 times, liu-bi-te-höng-oän

(AftJftJIcA) 9 times and thong-hoeh-oän (MlMA) 4

times; compound recipes Toä-sa-öng-pf-an-io1k-hong

$ U

mentioned 139 times, Toä-sa-öng-üi-io'k-hong

14 times,

Toä-so-öng-thöe-höng-tng

(

^

I

£

I

S I

)

4

)

times,

Toä-sa-öng-chöng-kin-kut-io'k-hong (^ I^ H iT lilS ii’l ilA ) 9 times, liu-bün ( / \
3Q/hang-kiok (trC^D-based recipes 37 times and gin-hoe

kam-chhäu (A

J=pL)-based recipes 8 times; and secret recipes (of the läng family) pe-a-io'k

HI) mentioned 6

(fAf?

times. In addition, some medical herbs like chu-lu't (~FW-) are

mentioned 24 times, kim-sda1-lian
7 times and chhoä-pi't-chhö

(^zlJcUD 6 times, höng-tin-ä-chhö (JflHifFJpL)

(IjlJtfLlpL) 6 times, etc.

Table 6-1 Named Recipes in Toä-Sa-Öng's 667 Prescriptions
M e n tio n e d

R e c ip e

N o te

tim e s

1. S u -b u 't

20

C o n tem p o ra ry rec ip e

2. C h a 1p - s a n- b i

12

//

3. S ip - c h ö a n - tä i- p a

7

//

4 . L iu -b J -te -h ö n g -o ä n

9

n

5 . T h o n g -h o e h -o ä n

4

//

6. P e -a -io 'k

6

7. H ö n g -c h ö (or iun-s a m or k o -le )

+110

A n c e s to r ’s se c r e t rec ip e
S im p le r e c ip e

8

//

24

H erb al m e d ic in e

10. K im -s o a n-lia n

6

//

11. C h h o a -p i't-c h h o

6

//

12. H ö n g -tin -ä -c h h ö

7

n

13. G in -h o e lk a m -c h h ä u

8

C o m p o u n d r e c ip e

14. L iu -b ü n lh ä n g -k io k

37

//

15. T o ä -s a - ö n g -p i1-a n -io 'k -h o n g

8. S e k -k io h (o r le n g - iö n g )
9 . C h u -lu 't

139

//

16. T o ä -s a -ö n g -ü i-io 'k -h o n g

14

//

17. T o ä -s o -ö n g -th ö e -h ö n g -tn g

4

//

18. T o ä -s a -ö n g -c h ö n g -k in -k u t-io 'k -h o n g

9

//

T otal

+430
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The following five contemporary recipes are all popularly used and well
known in Taiwan. (1) Su-bu't (Decoction of Four Medicines) is a reduced formula
of one of the classical recipes ka-gaT-tng ( B x f H , Decoction of [the Chinese
medicines] a-ka M W and gai-chhö 30SQ,60 and has been taken as a basis for many
other compound recipes since the 12th century CE. It is used to replenish blood,
promote circulation and normalise menstruation. I was told by O-tö' that if a
woman started to take su-bu't regularly the first time she menstruated, she would
hardly have any woman’s disease in her life. (2) cha'p-san-bi

Decoction

of Thirteen Medicines) is short for pö-sän-cha1p-sa -thäi-pö-hong ( ß f S i+ H A 'S :

Jj, Decoction of Highly Authoritative Thirteen Medicines for Safe Delivery),61
mostly used among the ordinary people in Fujian and Taiwan areas. Its formal
name is written as bao3-chan3-wu2-you1-fang1

Decoction of Safe

Delivery without Worries), as recorded in a medical book of the 17th century CE. It
is highly recommended

for preventing

miscarriage

at Phek-hoa-si.

(3)

Sip-chöan-täi-pa (“h ^ A S t , Far-reaching Tonic Pills of Ten Medicines) is an
extended compound recipe of su-bu't and sü-kun-chü

Decoction of Four

Gentlemen),62 plus another two medicines, first formulated in the 17th century CE

60 Su-bu't (IZ 3 1 % ) includes four medicines: sek-te-höng ( ^ f t f j j f ) , peh-chiok ( Ö ^ j ) , tng-kui
(HH?) and chhoan-kin (j I[*=[). (The dosage of each medicine is omitted.)
61 Cha'p-sa'-bT (-FH>5k) includes the medicines tng-kui (#Ü§), chhoan-pöe (j1| J |), chhen-kt
(WHf), tha-si-chi
kau-phoh (jp^fO, hicT-hio'h (3tH ), kiu-käi (${J7F), cht-khak (tR^S),
chhoan-kin (jl[^§), kiun-ho'ah (^,t!§)* kam-chhäu (jEfTPA peh-chiok (Ö^j)and sin-kiun (zfc.ll).
(The dosage of each medicine is omitted.)
62 Sip-chöan-täi-pa (-p ^ A M ) includes the medicines jin-sam (A l? ), sek-te-hong (iftife
H ), chhen-ki Fptf^H), peh-sut (0 7 ft), tng-kui ( # § § ) , peh-chiok (Ö ^ j), chhoan-kin ( j l[ ^ ) ,
peh-ho'nk-leng (ÖtTi^r), kam-chhäu ( t t ^ ) and jio'k-küi (|^ fi). Sü-kun-chü (IZHft-f1), including
the medicines jin-sam (A H A peh-sut (07ft), ho'nk-leng (f^ ^ ) and kam-chhäu (1=fjpA was
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as well. It is used to replenish both vital energy and blood for general debility after
illness. Together with the following recipe, these recipes are mostly recommended
to female patients. (4) Liu-bi-te-höng-oän (A ftifeS S A » Pills of Six Medicines
with Rehmannia) is a reduced compound formula of one of the classical recipes

siän-khi-oän (W I&A, Pills for Restoring Kidney Energy),63 written down in the
12th century CE. It is used to replenish vital essences of both the liver and the
kidney for the treatment of related deficiencies in chronic diseases. (5)

Thong-hoeh-oan (jM lfilA , Pills of Blood Activating) does not have a static
ingredient set, and is found in various female medical books in the 18th century CE.
It is used to invigorate blood circulation, stimulate blood flow, and relieve pain by
removing blood-stasis.

The secret recipe, (6) pe-a-io'k (£Ff?iÜ), written as bat-pö-hün (AÄI&) or

bat-pö-sän (A Ä 1& , Eight Treasures Powder), is like cha'p-scT-bl, mostly used
among the ordinary people in Fujian and Taiwan areas. This recipe has mainly
been handed down from the ancestors, so there is no ‘standard’ version of

bat-pö-sän in terms of its ingredients.64 In An-pf1, pe-a-io'k is made by the läng

formulated at the same time as su-bu't in the 12th century. It is the basic recipe for a tonic to treat the
deficiency of vital energy of the spleen and stomach. (The dosage of each medicine is omitted.)
63 Liu-bT-te-höng-oän ( A ^ % f t A ) includes medicines of sek-te-hong ( ^
soan-chu-hi ( f L l ^ | i | ) , ta-soan-iok ( Ijiz; [_L| D U ), te'k-sia ( MM) , ba-tan-phe (
f
peh-ho1nk-leng (Ö A ^ r)- Siän-khi-oän (|? |i,;A ) includes medicines of ta-te-hong

S)

J f ),
and

soan-iok ((LlH ), soan-chu-hi ([JL (||Ü ), tek-siä (MM), ho'nk-leng ( A ^ ) > ba-tan-phe (4 U T i£ ).
küi-ki (fjlfiÜO and hii-chi (ßffTO- (The dosage of each medicine is omitted.)
64 Bat-pö-sän (Aff i£) is considered to be a quite expensive medicine because some of its
ingredients such as hö-pit (t^jQ, amber), tin-chu (%>%£, pearl), gü-hhg (4^3t> ox gallstone),
hiöng-tän (tjsjjlf, bear gall) are rare.
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family, who are the owners of the largest Chinese medicine store Ek-sen-tong. For
the whole Tainan area (Tainan County and Tainan City), A-kang told me the most
famous version was from another Chinese medicine store called Ek-chhun-tong
GnfcS'lg'). This recipe is mainly used to cure infantile convulsions due to high fever,
flatulence and skin infections of newborn infants such as boils, blisters, eczema,
etc., considered to be caused by febrile toxins inherited from the mother. Because
one of its ingredients, chu-soa

can be very dangerous when processed

improperly,65 it is always on the discussion list of medical issues raised by the
public with Chinese doctors. One common hesitation of new mothers is whether
they should take advice from elders to feed the baby bat-pö-sän since this advice is
only based on life experience. This, however, shows bat-pö-sän’s popularity.

In addition to these recipes, simple recipes based on some Chinese traditional
medicines such as (7) höng-cho

(&IIH),

iün-sam

or ko-le

(iHiHS)

were

suggested over 110 times, reflecting their wide use. In the earliest Materia Medica
The Herbal (Shen2-nong2-ben3-cao3-jing1

or Shen2-nong2's Herbal)

these medicines are categorised as superior grade medicines,66 and are supposed to
be non-toxic, to possess rejuvenating properties, and can be taken frequently or for

65 Chu-soa
consists o f a mineral composed of red mercuric sulphide. It is used as a
sedative and tranquiliser for the treatment o f palpitation, insomnia, and infantile convulsions due to
high fever. It is also used as a detoxicant for the treatment of boils, furuncles and carbuncles.
However, when processed improperly, it will deposit a lot of heavy metal which can damage the
functions of liver and kidney.
66 The Herbal (or Shen2-nong2’s Herbal, Shen2-nong2-ben3-cao3-jing' ^ H $ ]| l ) is
believed to be a product of the 1st century CE with its authorship attributed to the ancient emperor
and ‘the Divine Peasant’, Shen2-nong2. In it are listed 365 kinds of herbs, which are divided into
three classes: superior, common and inferior. The superior grade medicines include 120 kinds, the
common 120 kinds, and the inferior 125 kinds.
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long periods of time without harm. Höng-chö, iun-sam or ko-le are often made as a
tea to replenish the vital essence and stimulate the formation of blood. They are
also found in a lot of Chinese medical meals. The other common simple recipe
include the precious Chinese traditional medicines (8) sek-kioh (j§!^, rhinoceros
horn) or leng-iöng

antelope’s horn) which are believed to be effective in

eliminating pathological heat from the blood in a short time. These recipes are
always suggested to child patients with a serious fever as an urgent remedy.

Some herbal medicines such as (9) chu-lu't (^pfljt), (10) kim-söa -lian
Ht(, (11) chhoa-pi!t-chho (Jj|J||j§L)and (12) höng-tin-ä-chhö ( | I ^ f P ^ ) are often
used as a simple recipe, especially for treating high blood pressure, pathological
fire (in channels and collaterals), urinary, and trachea problems. Among them,
chu-lu't is acquired exclusively through Phek-hoä-si. Chin-song told me this herb
information was given by Toä-so-öng in the 1970s. He and Hong-eng had followed
the deity’s indication and gone to the eastern part of Taiwan to find the herb. I also
checked with the Chinese medicine stores in An-pf, and realised they have no idea
what this herb was. There are two simple compound recipes often used by
Toä-so-öng: one is (13) gin-hoe (§§.fä)/kam-chhäu (iEflp!), normally plus
le'k-täu-höng ( ^ l i l t ) or even sen-te or hhg-peh (3 ftt), which is simply used for
clearing the noxious fire; the other one is (14) liu-bün (r\~$Qlhäng-kiok (trßÜD,
normally plus höng-chö (|D R ), iu-sam ( # |P ) or ko-le (iSM ) used for clearing
away heat, and replenishing vital essence and vital energy at the same time.
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Toä-So-Öng Prescriptions, ToCi-So'-Öng-lok-Hong

Similar to the case of chü-lu't

fll), there are four other recipes which

reflect Phek-hoa-sVs uniqueness in composing herb formulas. The names of
recipes all include the name "Toä-sa-öng': (15) Toä-sa-öng-pf-an-io1k-hong
3 i2P:ä:iilS \ Toä-Sa-Öng P f -an Prescription), (16) Toä-so-öng-üi-io'k-hong ( ^
Toä-Sa-Öng Stomach Prescription), (17) Toä-so-öng-thöe-höng-tng
jß lf , Toä-Sa-Öng Decoction for Purging Yellow Discoloration), and
(18) Toä-sa-öng-chöng-kin-kut-io'k-hong (;A;|^3 i ^ ! S # I S J j, Prescription for
Strengthening Sinew). Each one consists of 11-27 kinds of medicine. They are all
compound recipes and formed from practice. Chin-song told me:

These were all proven formulas in the 1970s. For instance, the Stomach
Prescription was originally a prescription for healing my stomach trouble
over the years. After proving the achievement of its curative effect, this
formula became a recipe suggested to other patients. But there is one
medicine, täi-höng ( ^ i f ) , used in this recipe, which needs to be
removed when Toä-sa-öng thinks it is not necessary for the patient.
(Chin-song)

In addition to the “Toä-sa-öng” recipes, Chin-song also showed me his written
personal notes which included several other recipes: for strengthening sinew (by
the deity Kim-hu-chhian-sde), regulating the flow of vital energy (by Toä-sa-öng),
reducing intense internal heat (by Toä-sa-öng), and healing puerperal fever (by
Toä-sa-öng),

whooping

cough

(by

Toä-sa-öng), and haemorrhoids

(by

Si-hio'h-san-läu-cha), etc. I only heard two of these: the external application for
reducing intense internal heat, called bat-bi-tiäu-hün (Aft^$&)> and Kim-hu s
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medicine for strengthening sinew, mentioned a couple of times by several senior
devotees. All the others were unlikely to have been used for a while. Chin-song told
me, “when no one asks for it, then it will seldom be used”.

This reflects the fact that these recipes all belong to the category of proven
recipes, generated from situations of need, thus the timing of their use particularly
echoes the whole environment. For instance, during my second long-term stay in
A n-pf (1998-2000), as a result of the Asia economic crisis, Taiwan’s economy was
becoming worse. At the same time, the government was making an effort to
introduce a complusory health insurance policy. The number of patients coming
for Chinese herbal medicines at Phek-hoä-si began to diminish. A-chäi and O-tö’
had a similar explanation for this situation. They said:
The new health insurance policy is compulsory. It not only makes
patients go to some appointed hospitals more, but also recommends
taking ‘scientific’ Chinese medicine [meaning medicines all made as
powder] more than the ‘boiled’ traditional form. Calculating the cost,
emphasis clearly shows the difference. If a person chooses the hospital,
he only needs to pay NT$100-150 dollars for the procedure because most
of the medicines are covered by the insurance. However, if he/she
chooses to take the ‘boiled’ traditional medicine, say, for instance, a dose
of Pf-an Prescription, this will usually cost about NT$250 dollars, and
you need to take three or four doses to recover. That means NT$ 1,000
dollars to buy the medicine in a store. This does not include the money
donation for thanking the deity. Although this part is not compulsory, a
devotee will normally donate at least NT$ 100-200 dollars as a le-sa each
time. When the economic situation is so bad, everybody wants to choose
a cheaper way to save as many daily expenses as possible. This is why
you do not see people taking PP-an Prescription that often. {A-chäi and
O-to)
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Nevertheless, Toa-sa-ong's attitude toward the treatment of the diseases was still
quite consistent.

In the

practice

of Chinese

medicine,

strengthening

genuine-energy

(zheng4-qi4 IE H ) to eliminate evil-energy (xie2-qi4 Jß fa,) is a universal principle
of treatment for all diseases because the pathological generalities of all diseases
involve a struggle between two energies, and the waxing and waning of yin and
yang. Based on this principle, some concrete methods, such as invigorating energy,
nourishing yin, replenishing blood and invigorating yang are used to strengthen
genuine-energy; whereas methods like diaphoresis, emesis, purgation and clearing
eliminate the evil-energy. Almost every medical book will mention concrete
application

of

shi2-ze2-bu3-zhi'

the

principle

of

treatment

by

citing

‘xu1-ze2-bu3-zhi1

’ J tM J S f e V meaning ‘to replenish genuine-energy in

the cases of deficiency syndrome; to purge evil-energy in the case of excess
syndrome’. But since the relationship between these two varies with the
pathological changes during the course of a disease, and does not remain constant,
the principle of strengthening and elimination is applied in several ways, including
‘strengthening genuine-energy to dispel evil-energy’, ‘removing evil-energy to
help genuine-energy’, ‘eliminating first and then replenishing’, ‘replenishing first
and then eliminating’, and the most commonly used

‘elimination

and

reinforcement in combination’.

Accordingly, recipes based on herbs such as (7) hong-cho, iu-sam or ko-le,
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replenishing the vital essence and stimulating the mechanism of blood formation;
(13) gin-hoe/kam-chhau, clearing the noxious fire; and (14) liu-bün/häng-kiok,
cleaning away deficiency fire as well as replenishing the vital essence and vital
energy, are all examples of treatment ‘to replenish genuine-energy in the cases of
deficiency syndrome; or to purge evil-energy in the case of excess syndrome’.
Meanwhile, the recipes are also combined with the approach of ‘elimination and
reinforcement in combination’. Beside detailing these recipes, O-tö' himself
always explains to people during Khui-toa the crucial rule for nourishing the body
by emphasising that “unless the ‘excess fire’ (si't-hoe Ifik .) is purged from the
body,67 you can’t start ‘replenishment’ (pa ® ); but if it is ‘deficiency fire’ (hi-höe

iMl}O,68 that’s fine”.

Among Toä-sa-öng's prescriptions, the most popular, appearing 137 times in
my record, is a set recipe, named the ‘Medicine of Peace and Security’ (Pi'-an
Prescription). A copy of this recipe had been made in the local Chinese medicine
store before I started fieldwork at Phek-hoa-sJ. Pi'-an Prescription does not only
reflect the basic treatment rules mentioned above, but also shows people’s attitudes
toward, and perception of, pathological disease.

67 Si't-höe fMlK, excess fire) describes fire symptoms caused by excessive pathogenic factors,
including blood-shot eyes, bitterness in the mouth, thirst, irritability, constipation, etc. (Dictionary
of Traditional Chinese Medicine, 1985: 84)
68 Hi-hoe (jSttk, deficiency fire) describes fire symptoms caused by consumption of vital
essence, which are marked by afternoon fever, heat sensation in palms and soles, thirst, night sweats,
reddened tongue, fine and rapid pulse. (Dictionary of Traditional Chinese Medicine 1985: 83-4).
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P f -An Prescription, P f -An-lo'k-Hong
According to Chin-song , Pf-an Prescription {Pf -an-io1k-hong 2 p ^ | j |
was developed on the 1970s when there was a serious outbreak of meningitis.
Afterwards, it developed as a basic recipe, adding other herbs to cure flu. Pf-an
Prescription is composed of 27 kinds of herbs,69 including 1) diaphoretic herb
(jie3-biao3-yao4 M i z M ) 5 kinds; 2) febrifuge herb (qing’-re4-yao4 '/iflSIl) 6 kinds;
3) phlegm-expelling and cough-relieving herb (hua4-tan2-zhi3-ke2-yao4
§g) 8 kinds; 4) vital energy-regulating herb (li3-qi4-yao4 M M ^ M ) 2 kinds; 5)
blood-regulating herb (li3-xie3-yao4 J ! ifO. HI ) 2 kinds; 6) tonifying herb
(zi'-bm’-yao4 M W M ) 1 kind; 7) desiccating herb (li4-shui3-shen4-shi'-yao4
M M ) 1 kind; 8) astringent herb (shouklian^yao4

(1 kind); and

9)

purgative herb (xie4-xia4-yao4 j S T i j l ) 1 kind. In other words, Pf-an Prescription
itself is a recipe focused on clearing up internal heat, dispelling pathogenic factors
from the exterior of the body by diaphoresis, resolving phlegm and relieving cough.

To the people of Phek-hoa-si, Pf-an Prescription is considered as a ‘Medicine
of Four Seasons’ {sü-küi-io'k

O-td explained that “it cures a person’s

illness when necessary, and maintains one’s ‘peace and security’ (pf-an) when
taking it for no reason”. However, on the other hand, O-td also mentioned that
when a person is really sick, he has to come and ask for a further ‘compound recipe’

69 They are moä-höng ( f t j f ) , peh-clü (Ö 2D , peh-kiok-hoe
bi't-chhä-hö
pö-hö (^f
moä-chi-kd
ti-bii (£üf3), chhin-te (QitfZ), mä-te-kin (JSS^r^), pi't-ä-chhö
lian-hio (jHUlk hhg-khiau
thong-chho
tim-hiun (föH ), kam-phe
chhoan-kin (jl[7§), bi't-ngäu-cheh
kiat-ken (fpfÜ), tek-ji
chhoan-pde
hio'h-ä-chhö
bi't-song-pe'h (Ü:IÜÖ), heng-jtn
kam-chhdu
bi't-pah-lia'p
( f H p ) , a-ka (MW), lian-cM (iHTO- (The dosage of each medicine is omitted.)
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rather than taking P i1-an Prescription only. This more specific recipe includes a few
other herbs in addition to the original P i1-an Prescription, the composition
depending on Toä-sa-öng feeling the pulse. Among 139 P i1-an Prescription related
recipes, 90 per cent were ‘compound’ ones. The extra herbs (added to the Pf-an
Prescription) included 1) diaphoretic herb (95 times); 2) febrifugal herb (109 times);
3)

phlegm-expelling

and

cough-relieving

herb

(72

times);

4)

vital

energy-regulating herb (26 times); 5) blood-regulating herb (45 times); 6) tonifying
herb (45 times); 7) desiccating herb (2 times); 8) astringent herb (8 times); 9)
purgative herb (16 times); 10) sedative or tranquilising herb (11 times); 11)
anthelmintics (4 times); and 12) others (14 times).70 The majority of these enriched
medicines also focused on elimination. As with Pf -an Prescription; the main
functions of the extra herb are to act as antipyretics (109 times) and diaphoretics
(95 times), and also as antitussives and expectorants (72 times). Regulating blood
conditions (45 times) and the flow of vital energy (26 times) are more emphasised
as a way to eliminate evil-energy. The idea of reinforcement (45 times), such as
nourishing the blood and replenishing vital energy, is combined with the
elimination of heat.

The diseases caused by the six climatic evils are mostly related to the seasons
and the living or working environment.71 In most cases, they get into the body and

70 Some herb names are used only by Toä-sa-öng. I have not been able to clarify what these
are, so here I use ‘others’ to represent them.
71 Despite the various kinds o f etiological factors that have been developed in the Chinese
medical system, the six natural climatic variations, including wind, cold, summer heat, dampness,
dryness and fire have always been thought o f as crucial causes of disease. When used in this context,
these six variations are often addressed as the six climatic ‘evils’ (xie 2 J|$). According to Plain
Questions (Su4 -wen 4 ^sfcfl): ‘Wind is the origin of all diseases’ (feng^zhe 3 bin4 -zhi'-shi3-ye 3 JK
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cause disease through the skin and muscle, or the mouth and nose, or through both.
‘Fever’ often is the main symptom. ‘Fever’ is described as a pathological ‘fire’ {he

ikf). I frequently heard Toä-sa-öng explain that the illness was due to excessive
internal heat of at least twelve kinds, including noxious fire {to'k-hoe
fire {kocT-hoe

stomach fire {üi-höe W'X), chest fire (pat-koä-höe

liver
h^C),72

and fire of eyes, ears, nose and mouth {chhit-khong-hoe -t:?L^C)-73 This attitude
reflects a general understanding of disease. Moreover, P ix-an Prescription, the
four-season medicine, can be expanded to recipes treating various types of
excessive internal heat. This flexibility indicates a shared understanding that health
is maintained by preventing diseases caused by exogenous pathogenic factors. The
basic approach is to treat flu seriously, an attitude shown in the second case in the
section of Feeling the Pulse: a patient ended up on kidney dialysis, a most

% ’

and ‘Wind is the primary evil of all diseases’ (feng'-zhe3 bai3-bin4-zhi’-zhang3-ye3
Other evils such as cold, dampness, dryness and heat typically attach
themselves to wind in most cases when they launch invasions against the human body. Thus there is
wind and cold, wind and heat, wind and dampness. Because the ‘wind evil’ (feng’-xie2 HlJfS) is
considered to be the most important factor causing exogenous diseases, it has become a very
commonly-used term in Chinese medical books. The ancient Chinese physicians named all the
exogenous evils after wind. For example, in Chinese, ‘flu’ is called shang'-feng1 ( f § § J H ) , meaning
‘being hurt by wind’.

Plain Questions (Su4-wen4 ^ fn i) is part of the Canon of Medicine (Huang2-di4-nei4-jing’ H
the oldest and greatest medical classic extant in China, with its authorship ascribed to the
Ancient Emperor Huang2-di4 (jlt'n?, 2698-2589 BCE). Actually the work was a product of various
unknown authors in the Warring States Period (475-221 BCE). Plain Questions includes a variety
of subjects, such as human anatomy and physiology, causes of diseases, pathology, diagnosis,
differentiation o f symptoms and signs, treatment, disease prevention, health preservation, man and
nature, the application of the theories of yin and yang and of the Five Elements in medicine, the
theory of the promotion o f the flow of vital energy, etc. This book has been prized by physicians of
all generations.
72 Pat-koa-he (
to chest fire.

the Eight Diagrams fire, is a special term used by Toä-sa-öng to refer

73 Chhit-khong-he (-tr?L^C), seven-hole fire, is also a special term used by Toä-sa-öng to
stand for the fire of eyes (two holes), ears (two holes), nose (two holes), and mouth (one hole).
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unfavourable outcome, because flu treatment was ignored in the very beginning,
(see the case on pp.20-21)

In addition to explaining illness in terms of pathological fire, Toä-sa-öng often
checks whether chhiong-hoän (collision and offence) or bad fortune is the original
reason for a person to fall ill. The following are two typical examples:

A woman (W) in her fifties came to seek advice on her health problem.
G: (Feels the pulse.)
W: I come to check my body. I was not able to sleep on Saturday.
G: ‘Flaring of pathological fire in your cranial nerve’ (näu-sin-höe
(Starts to prescribe three charms to her.)
W: I don’t feel like eating anything, and couldn’t sleep well since
last week. My arms and legs don’t have energy either.
G: (Calculates her Eight-characters.) Don’t worry. You did not
collide and offend anything.
G: (toward O-tö) Write this down: chio'h-ko (Tqflf) three chi1,
höng-hong (ß/jjll) three chi1, chö-jin (Ulfll) three chi1, chhin-te ( ^
Ife) one and a half chi', kok-chia1( ^ f jf ) three chi', kam-chhäu (U
two chi1, te'k-ji (t5r55) two chi1, peh-cfu ( 0 i £ ) three and
tan-sam (fl*^) two and a half chi1. Take five doses. (Prescribes her
j| l)

three charms.)
M: My legs feel sore as well.
G: Ask Kim-hu (another deity) about treatment for this. The
prescription I am giving you is to lower he and to invigorate your
energy and blood a little.
M: When will Kim-hu be available?
G: They will inform you when there is a special Khui-toa1 for
Kim-hü. (case 5, 24/10/1992)
A woman (W) in her fifties came for a check up.
G: (Feels her pulse.) How long has this situation lasted?
W: Three months.
G: Have you ever consulted any deity for this problem?
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W: No, I didn’t know I should.
G: (Calculates her Eight-characters.) Your body’s problem is caused
by your ün (fortune). Have you ever felt headache in everyday life?
W: Yes. But I went to the doctor to check my head. He could not find
any problem.
G: It can’t be found through a check-up, because the real problem
originates from your ün (fortune), rather than any other cause of
disease. (Keeps checking her Eight-characters.) You have felt
uncomfortable since the 5th lunar month. You should have come
then.
O: (Explains again.)
W: Please try to deal with this.
G: Leave your Eight-characters here. I will deal with this. D on’t
visit sick people or go to funerals. (Prescribes four charms for her.)
(case 4, 18/09/1993)

It is believed that when a person’s ün (fortune) is low, he or she is subject to
chhiong-hoän as well as falling ill.

Toä-so-öng normally calculates the

Eight-characters (sng-peh-ji) to diagnose the ün problem. Apart from giving a
prescription,

Toä-so-öng will also ask the patient to leave his or her

Eight-characters under the statue for Toä-so-öng so that he can deal with it. Just as
Pai-khe is the way for an infant or child to change his or her ün; for an adult,
methods such as to patch (po) or change (ke) one’s fortune rituals at a deity’s annual
ceremony is the way to deal with such problems. These ««-related issues were
raised an average of 5-6 times per Khui-toa1in my records, reflecting people’s deep
concern about this issue.
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Calculating the Eight-Characters, Sng-Peh-Jl

This section will focus on another ability of Toä-sa-öng, calculating the
Eight-characters {sng-peh-ji J f A ? ) as a crucial means of knowing one’s fate and
fortune. Normally ‘collision and offence’ (chhiong-hoän '/4^E) occur easily when a
person has an unfavourable fate and a low fortune. According to A n -p f tradition,
fate and fortune issues are further dealt with by patron deities in jurisdictions of the
Court of the Heaven ( Thian-chö ^ U ) , the Two (Ji-ü Z lfiO , the East Peak
( Tang-ge'k ifUR) and Underworld Offices ( Te-hü ffeifT) in the invisible world.
Usually the deities Jade Emperor and the Two Star Monarchs are in charge of them;
whereas the deities, the Great Emperor of the East Peak and the Great Emperor of
the Underworld Offices, are occasionally involved. This forms one of the themes of
a deity’s birthday ceremony. At Phek-hoa-si, there are several tactics for facing
these issues, including an emphasis on tomb-making, a local way of ritual practice
for Toä-sa-öng's annual ceremony and a conduction of an innovative ritual for the
deities Sam-san-läu-cha.

Once a woman in her fifties came to ask about someone’s health during

Khui-toa . This person just had an operation but was recovering surprisingly
slowly. O-tä pointed out that she had not come for charms before the operation,
thus the deity had no idea what had happened to this person. The woman suspected
the reason for the slow recovery was due to the death of someone else because the
patient had seen the corpse. Toä-sa-öng then asked for his Eight-characters, but this

74 This is case 14(28/09/1993).
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woman answered she only knew the hospital’s name. O-lö’ and Chin-song
explained that the hospital name did not help, “What’s important for a person is his
peh-ji', the sickrooms are available for anyone,” which means they can not be used
as an distinguishable feature to identify a person. As a result, on that occasion,
Toä-sa-öng could not help except for prescribing her three charms.

The importance of a person’s peh-ji is reflected in its synonym ‘si-thiäu’
(mentioned in Päi-khe), meaning ‘four pair of pillars’. I remember O-tö' explaining
the implication of using the word ‘pillars’ for a person’s peh-ji by using the analogy
“peh-ji to a person is like pillars to a building”. Because of its importance, parents
are encouraged to ask the fortune teller to khi-si-thiäu (establish Four-paired pillars)
after an infant is bom. Thus they will have a general idea about what the infant’s
future might be; what the advantages and disadvantages are likely to be in his or her
life; and most importantly, what methods can be chosen to improve the baby’s life
chances. For example, at Phek-hoa-si, the two most popular methods are to have an
auspicious name (given by the appointed fortune teller as a reference and suggested
by Toä-sa-öng), and to Päi-khe.

Fate and Fortune, Miä-Ün

A person’s fate (miä) and fortune (ün) is reckoned according to the result of a
peh-ji calculation. When asked about the difference between miä and ün\ and how
they are related to a deity’s ability, A-käng explained:
Miä and ün are two different things. Each person has a fate, but one fate
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only; however, a person might have many fortunes, changing according
to time and one’s cultivation. There are good fortunes and bad fortunes.
Say, if a person studies well, always does things successfully and lives
with others’ help, etc., these are good fortunes. [However,] if a person
easily falls ill, always does things with a hitch or an accident, and offends
mean persons, etc., they are bad fortunes.
The difference between miä and ün is that miä accompanies a person all
the way through life, whereas ün only stays temporarily. There is an old
saying ‘Lok-tha-si Peh-ji-miä G SiB vf » J \ ^ np),’ meaning a person’s
good fate or bad fate is destined at the moment when one drops to earth.
People named Li Teng-hui [^;H :)S Li Teng-hui] or Tan Chüi-pf [ßfcfc
JH Chen Shui-bian] have different fates :75 some struggle for three meals
a day, whereas some do not need to worry about living. This is miä. Ün
changes— the good fortune and bad fortune takes turns. Like walking on
a road, it is impossible to stay on smooth roads all the time. Sometimes
the roads might be rugged. But no matter whether rugged or smooth, a
person will pass over in the end.
An öng-iä can not completely change a person’s miä , but can reduce the
negative aspects from a serious level to a light level, as well as from less
serious to smooth. Öng-iä cannot change a person’s fate, but will save his
or her life as best as he can, otherwise the fortune means nothing if there
is no life anymore. Therefore, when dealing with an illness or anything
that threatens a person’s life, öng-iä will do their best. If the disease is out
of a deity’s healing ability, it is necessary to solve the problem with
modem medical science; meanwhile, öng-iä help to change this person’s
bad fortune with regard to illness. Miä and ün relate to each other very
m uch... Although öng-iä can not guarantee it, they will assist to enhance
the good fortune, and to dissolve the bad fortune to acquire p f-a n [peace
and security]. (A-käng )

75 Li Teng-hui
Li3 Teng'-hui1) is the previous President of the Republic of China in
Taiwan; Chen Shui-bian ($t7R Ü , Chen2 shui3-bian3) is the current President.
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On other occasions, I also heard people making very similar comments on miä-ün
to what A-kang told me. Additionally, people tend to talk about ün more than miä in
most contexts. When discussing ün, another term ün-tö'

GIIjUX the road of

ün, is

used interchangeably. This is also reflected in A-kang's explanation.

According to observations on Phek-hoa-sTs Khui-toa1, a person’s ün-tö is also
considered within a broader category, called ka-ün

the ün of a family).

Ka-ün is the joint result between family members and their residence. Once the
deity Liöng-san-läu-cha explained to me ‘a person has the ün of a person; a house
has the ün of a house; and a family has the ün of a family. If the house’s ün does not
go with the person’s ün, this person can be sick ’ .76 Because of this connection, quite
a few devotees ask Toä-sa-öng to check their ka-ün by listing the peh-ji of all the
family members together on a red sheet of paper. They normally inquire about this
on the first few occasions of Khui-toän soon after each Chinese New Year.
Toä-sa-öng will have a look at each family member’s peh-ji and remind those with
unfavourable ün-tö' about any particular period and negative sanction they need to
be aware of. Their peh-ji then will be written separately on another sheet of red
paper to keep under the statue of the deity, so Toä-sa-öng can further deal with it.
Those persons whose ün-tö’ problems can be easily solved will soon be informed
that things have been arranged. As for more serious cases, they have to attend the
Taoist style Pa-ün

(ffijlL Patching Fortune) or the Buddhist style Siau-chai

76 This was from a conversation I had with the deity Liöng-san-läu-chä on the 21st March
1993.
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Eliminating Calamity) . 77

In addition to these two rituals (Pa-ün and Siau-chai), chok-hong-chüi (f^JH
7R, tomb-making) is another way often practiced at Phek-hoa-si to improve a
person’s and a family’s ün-tö. I sometimes met people who came to consult
Toä-so-öng on the issue of tomb-making. This includes not only matters of the
mortuary ritual, but also of ‘picking up the bones’ (khioh-kut fp“# ) , at least several
no

decades later after a person has died.

It is believed a proper geomancy of the

ancestor’s tomb will bring the descendants various rewards, such as many offspring,
wealth or outstanding success. In the conversation I had with the deity
Liöng-san-läu-cho,
te-nng-chhü-the’

I also

learned

the

popular

proverb

‘Te-it-hong-chüi

’ Ifl—Sf®l, The first [important] is geomancy; and the

second is the living place); his explanation was:

Hong-chüi can protect for a period of three generations. A proper family
living place has to suit the birth year of all the residents. The reason to
choose the right direction when talking about hong-chüi is for the
purpose of coordinating with the te-leng (tfe® , earth energy). Te-leng is
moveable, and only protects the offspring for a period of three
generations, but on the condition that the members live in a ‘proper’
place. (Liöng-san-läu-cho)

His words point out the connection between the geomancy (hong-chüi) and the

77 On the details on these two rituals, see Chapter Seven.
78 The second burial of an ancestor’s bones is commonly practiced in south China, notably
Fujian, Kwangtung, Hong Kong, and Taiwan (see Watson, James 1988; Watson, Rubie 1988; Baity
1975; Ahern 1973; Potter 1974). This custom is called Khioh-kut in Taiwanese. It is normally
conducted after a period of time when the corpse has been disinterred, so the bones can be arranged
in a ceramic pot and reburied in a permanent tomb.
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road of fortune (ün-tö’). Therefore, ‘being familiar with the issue of hong-chui' is
also one of the distinguishing features of the deities at Phek-hoä-sT. Those devotees
who know the history of Phek-liong-kong are familiar with Liöng-san-läu-cho's
geomancy ability through various practice experiences. I was told Toä-so-öng's
geomancy was taught by Liöng-san-läu-cho, and so was Hong-eng's. That’s why
Toä-so-öng is able to handle this issue. When I met Hong-eng, his main occupation
was tomb-making. Normally this job is done case by case, and there might be times
without any work. But I do not remember seeing Hong-eng taking a rest unless he
was sick or during the period of Chinese New Year. According to A-kang, he is also
one of the few tang-ki who knows how to chok-hong-chüi in An-pf.

Jurisdictions of the Court of the Heaven (Thian-Chö) and the Two (JT-Ü)
The most popular jurisdictions the deity visits for patching the fortune (Pö-ün)
in his birthday ritual are the Court of the Heaven (Thian-chö

and the Two

(JI-Ü Hi\L). Thian-chö is the place where the Jade Emperor stays. Most of the Gold
Paper present here is for normal fortune-patching reasons.79 Ji-ü is the place where
Ji-ü-chhin-kun (The Two Star Monarchs) stay. Ji-ü-chhin-kun is a group of two
deities: Pak-to-chhin-kun (the Star Monarch of Northern Dipper), and its
counterpart Lam-to-chhin-kun (the Star Monarch of Southern Dipper). These two
deities are associated respectively with good fortune and longevity, reflected in the
following two proverbs they often mentioned: Läm-to-chü-seng Pak-to-chu-si (|5

79 ‘The character ‘I f ’ is likely to be a mistake for 4j|T , according to some of the local people.
But they also explain that this term
is the way that previous generations passed on the term
despite the fact that it might be wrong in a written context. What is important is the pronunciation
Thian-chö (in Taiwanese) rather than how to write it correctly.
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4 I £ 4 ’ 4 t 4 t B € ) > meaning ‘the Star Monarch of Southern Dipper is in charge of
births; whereas Northern Dipper is in charge of deaths’, and Bi-chü-seng
seng-chü-si (4^1£4. ’

E), meaning ‘the death date is decided before the birth

date’. These proverbs indicate that people’s life span (siü-oän), and their belief that
the time of death is pre-determined.80 When examining Phek-hoä-sTs various
connections with the deities Ji-ü-chhin-kun, the fact that the temple name of
Phek-liöng-kong was given by the Ji-ü-chhi*1-kun because they were Kim-hu s
teachers; and the fact that Toä-sa-öng always attends Ji-ü-chhi'1-kun's annual
birthday gathering reinforce Toä-sa-öng's che-se ability.

When it comes to the issue of death, despite the belief that it is the most
unchangeable part of one’s fate, Toä-sa-öng suggests a positive outlook on life, as
revealed in the following case. One day a man (M) in his fifties came urgently to
consult about his younger brother’s health because he had been staying in the
isolation ward of the hospital. Toä-sa-öng calculated his peh-ji and asked when the
illness happened. When he found out the consultation was too late. Toä-sa-öng
blamed the delay for this. The two had the following dialogue:

80 Usually, at each temple there is a religious item called the täu-teng
Dipper Lamp)
referring to these Two Star Monarchs. Täu-teng is a purified wooden bucket filled with rice and
other objects such as a ruler, a scale, a sword, a mirror, a pair of scissors, and a saucer with oil and a
wick used to represent the ‘lamp of destiny’ of all the devotees. Kristopher Schipper (1993: 72) has
explained the meanings of these symbols. It is considered one of the central items in the Chid ritual.
I have heard several conflicts caused by täu-teng during the Chid in An-pf, showing its importance
in people’s minds.
Furthermore, a very popular ritual called ‘Worshipping the Dipper,’ conducted by Taoist
priests or Ritual Masters in some areas, is relevant to the deities JI-ü-chhin-kun (McCreery 1990:
14-15; Baity 1975: 157-158). In Philip Baity’s ethnographic description, this ritual, as a way to
patch the fate, takes place in most temples once or twice a year in northern Taiwan. If celebrated
once a year, it is normally held during the chief deity’s birthday ceremony; otherwise, it may occur
towards the end of the Chinese New Year as a way to offer thanks to the deities (Baity 1975:
157-159).
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G: You should have come earlier. The time is so limited, and not enough
to go to JT-ü to check the situation. According to his Eight-characters, the
situation is very dangerous. It does not look good.
O: Although the deity might be angry at your delay, you are a person who
believes in a deity. If anything happens, you should still come and ask.
When a person is in a dangerous situation, although you have asked for
help from the doctor, it is still necessary to consult with a deity. There is
an idiom which says ‘Äi-jin äi-sin d c A i ? ? $ ) ’ (literally meaning
needing [assistance from] a deity, and needing [assistance from] a human
being). This means that in addition to seeing a doctor, a person also asks
help from a deity— to solve the problem from both sides.
G: What did the doctor say?
M: The doctor did not see it optimistic. He felt there was nearly no hope.
So he told us we might decide to discharge [my brother] from the hospital
whenever we wanted.
G: (Toä-sa-öng keeps blaming him.)
M: I hope Toä-sa-öng can still help us. During that period my mum was
also in the hospital, which kept everybody busy. On the same date, my
brother had an operation on his brain.
G: It is encephalitis.
O: The doctor used another term, cerebral hemorrhage.
G: He would have recovered if you had known to cure him with bat-bi-tiau-hun (external application for reducing intense internal heat) and he
then took rhinoceros horn powder afterwards.
O: (Repeats this.)
G: Now his brain is filled with blood. He is in a state of unconsciousness.
M: Is there any other real reason to cause his sickness?
G: It is nothing to do with his fate and fortune. It is simply because you
doesn’t know how to deal with this situation. There are two reasons for
his brain problem: one is that he uses his brain too much but is not aware
how to take good care of his health; another is that the fire caused by the
flu hasn’t gone yet, but he has already started to drink.
Chin-song: You should have consulted earlier when this happened.
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0 \ This is common sense.
M: I beg all the deities to do me a favour.
G: Facing such a situation, even the doctor dares not to do anything
further. Leave the Eight-Character here and I will send a message to
Kim-hu and ask him to beg Ji-ü-chhi'1-kun for you now. He will come
back later.
(Thirty minutes later)
G: The [death] decree has been sent out from Ji-ü. Everything is too late.
Please restrain your grief, (case 1, 31/12/1993)

This case implies Toä-sa-öng could have saved this person’s life from Jl-ü-chhin-ku
if he had known about the situation earlier. This devotee was blamed for his
irresponsibility since he did not “solve the problem from both sides”.

Another night, a woman in her twenties consulted with Toä-sa-öng about her
mother’s illness. She thought it was caused by chhiong-hoän, a certain invisible
spirit or something wrong with the living place. But Toä-sa-öng diagnosed it as a
life span problem and said there was nearly no hope to get through it. However,
despite telling her this, Toä-sa-öng still suggested they try a surgical option
recommended by the doctor since this daughter was desperately eager to try it.81
There are a few other cases relevant to death which also show Toä-sa-öng's concern
about the inquirers’ emotional reactions toward the dead— by giving a convincing
reason to explain a death or adding extra actions in the process of the funeral to help
release the regrets and grief of the living, etc. Sometimes regrets or grief last for
years, and the ancestors become a reason to cause one’s ün-td to be miserable.
Until then, the situation needs to be dealt with in the jurisdictions of Eastern Peak

81 This is case 4 (17/12/1998). In the end, her mother died.
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{Tang-ge'k) or the Underworld Offices (Te-hu).

Jurisdictions of the East Peak (Tang-Ge'k) and the Underworld Offices
(.Te-Hü)
Problems with person’s ün-td are possibly caused by an offence to a certain
unjust spirit; therefore, the problem needs to be dealt with at the jurisdiction of the
Eastern Peak (Tang-ge'k

with Tang-ge'k-täi-te. But this situation rarely

occurs. There is only one case (among 1198) in my Khui-toa observations. A-käng
also noted that a special ritual has been developed to deal with Tang-ge'k-related
matters in Tainan city. This is The Attack on the Castle’ (Phah-seng JhM) at
temple Tang-ge'k-tiän, but this has not been performed in An-pf yet. The situation
is similar with the Underworld Offices (Te-hü ifejftf). “Most of the öng-iä do not go
to Te-hü in the annual birthday ritual,” A-käng said.

It is common sense for An-pf people to know that Te-hü (the Underworld
Offices) is the place where people go after death. At the temple Tang-ge'k-tiän,
religious specialists try to deal with issues in Te-hü by means of The Attack on the
Castle ritual in order to regain the peace and security of a person (or a family)
caused by their suffering ancestor spirit(s). In An-pf, according to my observation,
it is as A-käng perceives: the form of presenting Gold Paper to the Great Emperor
of the Underworld Offices (Te-hü-täi-te
largely omitted from rituals.
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It is common for the local people to think that a preferable solution for a
person after death is to stay with the deity or go to the ‘Western Paradise’ to avoid
reincarnation. The former is more a local perspective, while the latter is more a
Buddhist view which has become fashionable recently.

I heard people from

different Kioh-thäu talking about some deceased person who had been chosen to be
a sailor on a Royal Boat by an öng-iä or simply mentioning that someone who was
staying with a specific deity. This idea has been developed as part of the ritual
sequence practiced in the annual ceremony. For instance, I know it is the case, at
least at the temple Miäu-siü-keng, Gö’-tek-keng, and Bün-liöng-tiän, that the sailors
will take a break and return home to see their offspring during a special annual feast
for banqueting the Royal Boat’s soldiers.

At Phek-hoa-sT, staying with Toä-sa-öng or Liöng-san-läu-cha after death is
taken as a very honourable favour given by the deity. It is offered only to those
whom the deity knows well, such as temple executives or senior devotees or their
very close relatives. In several dialogues during Khui-toa 1 I heard people use the
term ‘khoai-oah O R '® )’, meaning ‘to live happily’, to describe this situation,
because either way will help to liberate a person from the cycle of birth and death.
The following is a consultation dialogue that shows how Toä-sa-öng reacted to a

82 This phenomenon is influenced by the prosperity o f Buddhism in Taiwan. It is also taken as
an explanation of the reason why the number of devotees at the temple Koan-im-pf is increasing
dramatically. I have indicated this point in Chapter Four.
Myron Cohen pointed out a contradiction between Buddhism’s notion o f rebirth in the
Western Paradise and other ideas such as reincarnation, close interaction of the living with the dead,
multiple souls, as the reason why Chinese popular religion did not place much emphasis on
salvation (Cohen 1988). I would have collected relevant information in A n-pf to examine his
argument if I had read Cohen’s article earlier. His assertion does not seem to fit with what I have
experienced in An-pf, and will need further clarification in the future.
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woman about her husband’s coming death by promising to bring this senior devotee
to him.

G: Any further news?
W: (It’s the news about) my husband’s health...
G: He has ‘inflammation of passages’ (kin-iäm H j^ ) .
W: He looks to be in great pain, as if there are thousands of sharpened
knives penetrating his body.
G: He does not have much time left.
W: Toä-sa-öng, please tell me how much time there is, so I can prepare.
G: Be aware of the period from the 29th to the 1st.
O: That means these few days.
W: I want to contribute a Chid to Läu-cha. [According to her husband’s
will.]
G: There is no hurry to talk about this. Leave this issue until later. Now I
am prescribing you three charms. If it happens, remember to bum these,
so I will come to bring him with me.
W: (Weeping tears.) All right. I appreciate that.
G: The inflammation of the passages causes his hurt. You may start the
(funeral) preparation now. (The deity prescribes three charms and
explains a special preparation of ceremony as well.) (case 1, 15/07/1993)

For a while after her husband died, this woman came to ask about him in K hui-toa1.
She was one of the few persons I knew inquiring after the dead from Toä-sa-öng.
No matter who raised this issue, a common reaction I got from them was the great
relief and consolation they felt from the knowledge that this particular ancestor
was doing fine. A ritual called Kiä-khä (Irpjljl, Entrusting the Treasury) carried out
by Toa-sa-ong is especially meaningful if examined in this context.

83 Without doubt, the idea of exchange between the living and the dead is very important in
Chinese culture. In funerals and post burial mortuary practices, it is clearly revealed that the transfer
of food, money and goods to the deceased is done in the expectation of receiving material benefits,
such as luck, wealth, and progeny for the living. This is possibly also the intention for Kiä-kha , but
the cases I encountered were more for emotional purposes.
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Entrusting the Treasury, Kiä-Kh&

The action to transfer food, money, and goods from the living to the dead is
always important in the funeral. 84 In Taiwan, it is particularly represented in a
funeral rite, Ritual of Merits—one of its sequences, called Filling the Treasury
(Thiäm-kha JjJJjI}l), is

t0

send Treasury Money (kha-chf

and paper models

of necessities to be used in the afterlife (such as house, furniture, vehicles, clothes,
etc.) to the deceased. 85 Therefore, despite difference in terms, Kiä-kha
Entrusting the Treasury) is still communicable in its basic meaning to those who
hear this term for the first time.

Similarly to Filling the Treasury, the items that the devotees entrusted to
Toä-sa-öng for ancestors are mainly Treasury Money, plus basic things used for the
body, such as clothes, shoes, hats, and socks. In fact, the idea of Kiä-kha is also
adapted to other ritual occasions. For instance, in the ritual The Attack on the
Castle (Phah-seng) at the temple Tang-ge1k-tiän of Tainan city, ‘Filling the
Treasury’ is conducted after the suffering ancestor is rescued from the Citadel of
Wrongful Death in Hell. But in An-pi\ it is only practiced in Toä-sa-öng’s birthday
ceremony when the deity visits the jurisdiction of Te-hü (the Underworld Offices).

84 According to James Watson, this action was actually the main feature o f a standardised
funeral ritual in late imperial China (Watson 1988: 12). For more details, also see Stuart Thompson
1988.
85 According to John Lagerwey, the shortest form of Ritual of Merit contains only the rituals
o f Opening a Road and Filling the Treasury (Lagerwey 1987: 173). This shows the importance of
Filling the Treasury. For details of Ritual of Merit, see his book (Lagerwey 1987).
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One month before Toä-sa-öng'^, birthday ceremony, those devotees intending
to Kiä-kha will start asking what their ancestors need. So Toä-sa-öng will go and
have a look, then tell the devotees next time. If the ancestor has died of illness,
Toä-sa-öng will check whether he or she has recovered from the disease;
sometimes it needs further treatment. The ancestor might also have words or needs
to pass on, so the devotee will get the message from Toä-sa-öng, together with
information about the things to prepare for Kiä-kha. Apart from a certain amount
of Gold Paper, the list might include hats, clothes, underwear, socks, slippers,
shoes, or quilts for winter and summer use. These will be listed in writing on a
sheet of white paper as a formal document. This entrusting document reads:
Toä-sa-öng is entrusted by the senders (name list) to pass things (list) to the
receivers (name list) through Te-hü-täi-te (the Great Emperor of the Underworld
Offices). Together with Toä-sa-öng’s charm,86 the everything will be burned to the
ancestors on the evening of the 8th day of the 8th lunar calendar. After that, the
devotees will come again to confirm this with Toä-sa-öng and inquire whether
there has been any other indication.

Sometimes this will be a further reply from the ancestor to the offspring. For
example, one night before the deity’s annual ceremony, a man in his fifties, named
Chhong-bin-a (I§HfJf?), came for Kiä-kha. Toä-sa-öng told him that his deceased
father was worried to see that every time he passed by the home, he had heard

86 Toä-sa-öng's charm is to see that the Treasury is duly transferred. In Filling the Treasury,
there are six important figures, called Officers o f the Treasury, to ensure the Treasury safely arrives
(Lagerwey 1987: 188). In Kiä-kha, this is substituted by Toä-sa-öng's charm.
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unpleasant arguments relating to business issues among the brothers.
Chhong-bin-a gave a sort of promise to make an effort to run the business
transmitted by his father no matter whether his brothers cared or not.87 After the
ceremony, he came again to ask how things had gone. Toä-sa-öng told him Kia-kha
had gone well but his father was still concerned about business matters and the
disharmony existing among his sons. He thus replied in a more determined tone:

To improve the harmony among the brothers, I have done my best to
persuade the younger one. In the beginning when I took charge of the
business, there was $NT7-8,000,000 dollars income per month. But after
he took charge, this has reduced to $NT 1-2,000,000 dollars only.
Although I try my best to help, he does not see my good intentions. Now
I have decided to take the business back and pass it from generation to
generation on my side. I will ask my sons to inherit it. I promise not to
close this business. Please pass on my promise and ask him to feel
relieved.88 (Chhong-bin-a)

From related cases I have observed at Phek-hoä-si, Kiä-khö is a psychological
means of compensation made by the living toward their ancestors because of
regrets or mourning. This activity has become a creative ritual behaviour at the
local birthday ceremony of Toä-sa-öng since the 1980s. I remember seeing
Eng-läm 0jgj^j), also a tang-ki (of the temple Bün-chu-tiän), watch carefully how
Hong-eng conducted this sequence in 1993 while I was filming them. Later, O-tö'
commented that this was quite normal because täng-ki also needed to learn from
each other. To insert a sequence like Kiä-kha into such a context helps enhance the

87 This is case 21 (05/09/1993).
88 This is case 24 (28/09/1993).
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deity’s che-se ability among the people.

At Phek-hoa-si, by means of Khui-toa\issues such as birth, aging, illness and
death are dealt with according to local tradition. This ‘local tradition’ comprises
not only the part shared by people in A n-pf, but also the part re-interpreted and
created by each individual. In this chapter, I have noted that the ‘birth’ of a deity
brings forth a group’s portrayal of their life experience. In the following chapter, I
will explore how people’s concerns shown at Khui-toa1 are ritualised as themes in
the celebration of a deity’s ‘birthday’. This annual ceremony is itself a
commemorisation of everyday life. As a ritual, it also involves and inscription of
locality.
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Plate 7-1

Hong-eng in trance presenting the tray o f Gold Paper in Toa-sa-ong's annual
ceremony at the temple Miäu-siü-keng in 1999.

The tray of Gold Paper
(Plate 7-2, 1999) is the
main ritual object in the
deity’s annual ceremony
in An-pf.

The ritual starts with
the sequence of
Inviting the Deities
(Plate 7-5, 1999); it
normally takes a
couple of hours to
properly arrange the
trays of Gold Paper
(Plates 7-3, 1999; 7-4
and 7-6,1999).
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Hong-eng*s trance begins with the
practice o f a unique way of walking
before he becomes fully possessed
by Toä-so-öng (Plate 7-7, 1999).

Presenting the tray
of Gold Paper to
relevant deities for
each family or
individual to
'patch’ their
fortune is the
climax of
Hong-eng's
performance
(Plates 7-8-11,
1999).

7-11
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7-10

After Patching the
Fortune,
Toä-scr-öng starts
the sequence of
Changing the
Fortune.

7-12

Devotees line up
waiting for their
turn (Plates

7- 12- 15, 1999).

7-13

7-14
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Hong-eng's body
movements always attract
people’s attention (Plates

7- 16- 17, 1999).

Entrusting the Treasury is a
particular ritual sequence
conducted by the group of
Phek-hoa-sJ at the deity’s
birthday ceremony (Plates

7- 18- 19, 1999).

7-19
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Acknowledging a Contract
Relationship with
Toä-sa-öng involves two
ritual sequences.

In one ritual, parents have to
bring special offerings (Plate
7-20, 1999) and their baby to
Miäu-siü-keng’s incense
burning, where O-tö
announces the relationship
by reading aloud the Contract
Child Memorial in front of
the chief territorial deity
Pö-sen-täi-te (Plate 7-21,
1999; Plate 7-22, 1993).

A long list of the contract
children’s names signifies
Toä-sa-öng’s capacity and
reputation in this locality
(Plate 7-23, 1993)

7-23
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In another ritual sequence for
Acknowledging a Contract
Relationship with Toä-sa-öng
a brand new protection
necklace (Plate 7-24, 1999)
has to be purified and marked
with Hong-eng's blood while
he is in trance during the
evening’s Patching the

7-24

Fortune before being hung on
the baby (Plates 7-25-26,
1999).

7-25

This specific necklace, which
stands for the protection of
Toä-sa-öng, has to be worn all
the time until signs show there
is no more need (Plate 7-27,
1999).

7-27
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The Taoist priests’ Birthday
chid (Plate 7-28, 1999), goods
for the poor families (Plate
7-29, 1999), devotees’ burning
incense at the temple (Plate
7-30, 1999), the performance of
a popular singing and dancing
troupe (Plate 7-32, 1999), and
making a contribution by
devotees (Plate 7-31, 1999) are
all included as a part of
Toa-sa-ong's annual ceremony
at Miäu-siü-keng.

7-32
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7-31

The most ‘hot and
noisy* ritual ceremony
held at Phek-hoa-si is
the anniversary for the
deities Sam-san, where
most of this shrine’s
kau-pöe relationships
are commemorated
through incense burning
(Plates 7-34-35, 2000).

7-34

7-37
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7-36

In addition to the kau-pöe
practice, the anniversary
for the deities Sam-san
includes other two
activities.

One is the deity
Liong-san-lau-cha's
Eliminating Calamity for
devotees. A tray of
devotees’ ‘original
spirits' (Plates 7-39-40,
2000)and a bucket of
‘charm water' (Plate
7-38. 2000) are two ritual
objects to prepare before
Hong-eng conducts the
performative part of
Eliminating Calamity.

Afterwards, the charm
water will be given to the
attendants to drink for
‘peace and security’
(Plate 7-41, 2000).

7-41
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After Liöng-san-läu-cha
descends (Plate 7-42, 2000),
Hong-eng's performance of
Eliminating Calamity
includes scripture-chanting
(Plate 7-43, 1999) and
blessing and purification
(Plates 7-44-46, 2000).

7-43

7-46
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7-45

Another activity at this
anniversary is to hold a banquet,
attended by representatives of
Phek-hoa-sTs kau-pöe alliance,
temple committee members from
Miäu-siü-keng, members of
Hong-eng's other social networks,
and devotees (Plates 7-47-48,
1999).

Some devotees are keen on
pouring the wine for the guest
deities during the banquet (Plate
7-49, 1999).
The visit by a well known
politician, Su Nan-cheng, made
the 1999 celebration a big event
(Plates 7-50-51, 1999).
7-49

7-51

7-50
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The book Temple History o f
G ö -Tek-Keng (Plate 7-52,
1999).

Certain questions relating to
the history of the temple
were answered through
Altar-openings (Plate 7-53,
1999).

7-53

The launch of the temple
history book was included as
a special event at the chief
deity’s birthday ceremony
(Plates 7-54-55, taken by
Kok-hui in 19991.

7-54

7-55
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A novel ‘Contract-signing’
was held on the eve of the
birthday to place the writing
of the history in the context of
the transformation of three
specific guest deities into the
deities of Gö -tek-keng.

7-56

Devotee representatives were
asked to participate as
witnesses (Plates 7-56—58,
taken by Kok-hui in 1999).

7-57

The celebration of the book
launch was arranged as part of
the banqueting for the
kau-poe alliance in the
evening of the annual
ceremony (Plates 7-59-60,
taken by Kok-hui in 1999).
7-58

7-60
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7-59

Photographs of A-käng with his
brothers (Plate 7-62, by Kok-hui in
1999) and an elderly Ritual Master
who was involved in Gö -tek-keng's
temple affairs for a long time (Plate
7-64, by Kok-hui in 1999).
News of A-käng in the mass media
(Plates 7-61 and 7-63, 1999)
Outsiders visit A-käng (Plate 7-65,
1999).
Kok-hui with his visual records at the
event (Plate 7-66, 1999).

7-66
7-65
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Three-Tenths Is Divine, Seven-Tenths Is Human

It was in the late evening of the 4th December, on the eve of the Universal
Salvation ceremony (Pha-tö) for the temple Leng-che-tiän's Chid ritual in 1993. A
group of men from the locality, aged between twenty and forty, stayed overnight to
prepare the decoration of the ‘offering stand’ (pha-tö'-pi) for the Chief Sacrificer

(Chü-pha) Häi-thäu. According to local tradition, all the kau-pöe Kioh-thäu are
expected to contribute their offering stands as a way of supporting the host
tem ple’s Chid ritual. But normally all the attention will be focused on the support
of the Chief Sacrificer. Since it relates crucially to face, these young men had
worked very hard. The committee members of Häi-thäu had made an effort to find
new ideas for the presentation of the offering stand, and had ended up placing these
men in charge of it.

Conceived as one of the three main sequences of the local Chid in An-pi1} the
purpose of Universal Salvation is to feast the ghosts with a sumptuous banquet.
Meanwhile, most of the households involved in the Chid will also give a banquet
for as many guests as possible to celebrate the ritual. Therefore, the display on the
offering stands is not only food for the ghosts, but represents an exhibition
presented to the guests, together with various kinds of popular shows, to depict a

1 For the details of ritual sequence, see Chapter Three, pp.22-3.
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‘noisy and hot’ atmosphere for the whole ceremony. I remember that the offering
stand exhibition designed by those young men was very creative and inspiring in
terms of combining something familiar from the local area with something familiar
from a broader Chinese cultural context. For instance, they made a group of
cartoon characters using materials based on a meaningful set of offerings (salt,
ginger, mung beans, and ormosia), often given by the local people; together with a
special area designed to present several scenes from historical stories familiar to
many people.

To me, the most memorable theme of their design was a row of five trains on a
circular rail. The trains had the names of the five temples (Khg-che-keng,

Bün-chu-tiän, Bün-liöng-tiän, Kim-liöng-tiän, and Chiu-liöng-tiän) of the Chief
Sacrificer. They represented the kau-poe of Kioh-thäu. In addition, there were four
stops on the circular rail, named after the jurisdictions of Thian-cho (the Court of
the Heaven), Ji-ü (the Two), Tang-ge'k (the East Peak), and Te-hü (the Underworld
Offices). I was told by the designer Liong-e ( f l f ? , who was a deity statue carver in
his late twenties when we met) that Thian-chö and Ji-ü were used to imply the
world of yang; whereas Tang-ge'k, and Te-hü, the world of yin. He said the whole
image, including the trains, the railway and the four stops, was trying to express the
purpose of Pha-tö”. the Chief Sacrificer welcomed and brought all the guest spirits
to the feast. Based on the contrast between yin and yang, he further expanded into
another contrast between evil and justice, as the theme of one of the historical
stories presented in another area on the same offering stand. Any local person who
saw the train names would think of Kioh-thäu\ and anyone who saw the four stops
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would also unavoidably make a connection with the issue of fate and fortune. This
special design was transmitting something about the locality, and the collective
memory of An-pf.

‘Three-tenths

Chhit-hun-jin

is
’

divine,

and

seven-tenths

is

human’ (San-hun-sin

Tr^A) is a new proverb which has become popular as the

number of täng-ki has increased in this locality. It gives a negative image of the
authenticity of a trance, when the täng-ki's performance reveals nothing but
obvious manipulation. Although some people criticise this proverb as misleading,
because similar remarks are made on the basis of subjective judgement and
prejudice, it reflects an important point with regard to the täng-ki's role.

An entranced täng-ki is an actualisation of his understanding of local tradition.
In other words, what is revealed in this proverb is the sociality of a täng-ki's
performance in convincing people. A deity’s birthday ceremony is a people’s group
expression of sociality. It presents and represents themes concerning locality and
the collective past. It defines the locality, and passes on a local way of dealing with
fate and fortune by presenting trays of Gold Paper to the jurisdictions of Thian-chö,

JI-U, Tang-ge'k, and Te-hü, in annual ceremonies.

This chapter analyses this process by examining how a birthday ceremony is
conducted at Phek-hoa-si as one among many examples of such ceremonies in

A n-pf. One will see how local tradition is transmitted through individuals
repetitively and innovatively. Moreover, the continuity of the local tradition is
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composed of numerous discontinuities owing to each individual’s limited life span.
Thus local tradition embodies unarticulated social creativity, whose authorship is
always plural and passed on in a dialectical process. This multiplicity of
representations of the past is also reflected in the case of A-käng 's temple history
writing project in this chapter.

The Deity’s Birthday Ceremony

When I started paying attention to birthday activity, nearly all the deities had
had some kind of annual ceremony, of which the largest involvement, breaking the
boundaries among sub-groups, was usually the one held for the chief deity of each
temple. For the deities whose functional positions are relatively low at a temple,
the celebration can be done in a very simple way by worshipping the deities with
more abundant offerings than at normal times. The biggest difference between
deity’s annual ceremonies depends on whether there is an active tang-ki.

For those deities with täng-ki, the anniversary normally lasts two evenings
and one day, including the basic activities of Offering Birthday Congratulations
( Chiok-siü M W ) on the eve, the Birthday chid (chhin-ji1t-chio ^ 0 Ü ) for most of
the following day,2 and Kian-lo'h-koain (fc$& ^)/C hin-kim -choa ( j Ul f el f t )

2 The Birthday chid {chhin-ji't-chid
0 Ü ) is formally called ‘pure chid of offering birthday
congratulations and praying for peace and security’ (zhu4-shou4-qi2-an'-qing1-jiao4
by the Taoist priests. According to Eng-siü, it includes the following sequences: Announcement
(fa’-biao3
Invocation (qing3-sheng4 I r IÜ), and Reciting-scriptures (song4-chan4 U tic) in the
morning, Noon-offering (wu3-gong4
as well as Reciting-scriptures (song4-chan4
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(Walking through the Road Barriers/Presenting the Gold Paper) on the evening of
the birthday.3 The activities might include Rewarding the Soldiers (Khd-kun), and
Banqueting to feast the guest deities {Än-öng) or to banquet the quest (pm-toh
^Q. The Taoist priests are in charge of the Birthday chid part; the tang-ki is in
charge of the K iä 1-lo1h-koain/Chin-kim-choä part; and the Ritual Master plus his
apprentices are in charge of the Rewarding the Soldiers part, as well as reciting the
scripture for incantations to invite the deities to ‘Descend to the Altar’ (Lo'k-toa')
during the Offering Birthday Congratulations.

The Offering Birthday Congratulations used to be held only for the temple’s
chief deity, which provided an opportunity for the representatives of the kau-pöe
Kioh-thäu to come to pay respects to the chief deity. But since kau-pöe practice
was extended beyond the temple level and become fashionable among sub-groups,
the importance of this activity has increased. It is a chance to express kau-pöe
relationships through a more complicated etiquette practice, such as presenting
special offerings as well as conducting a particular form of bowing and kneeling
toward the deity. Additionally, there might be some variations in the sequence. For
instance, a local scripture-chanting group {siöng-ki -thoa

JÜMH) was invited to

Thanking-dismissal of the Three Realms (xie4-san‘-jie4
Concert (nao4-ting‘ fü H ) and
Orthodox Offering (ru4-jiao4 A§1) in the afternoon. Here I use the common term, used by the locals,
to address it.
3 Brigitte Baptandier-Berthier takes ‘koai'" (HU, barrier) as the cleavage of a child’s destiny in
the context to emphasise the metaphorical meaning o f the construction of a child’s identity
(Baptandier-Berthier 1994: 545). I have discussed a similar idea later in Chapter Six (see note 44).
‘'Koai'" in the context of Kian-lo'h-koain (fj5§HU) does not seem to imply the same meaning as
Baptandier-Berthier suggests. There are two occasions where Art-pi1people use the term llo'h-koain
(5&IÜ1)’- One is to call the ‘stops’ of a procession; and another is used in the Kian-lo'h-koain of a
deity’s annual ceremony to describe the roads that the deity walks through to present the Gold Paper
for the devotees. These two situations are not relevant to the issue of one’s fate and fortune.
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several temples to conduct a performance of Offering Birthday Congratulations.4
In addition, I saw that (the Ritual Apprentices’) Descending to the Altar was
chaired by Bau-a, a tang-ki of the deity Hän-thian-täi-te at temple Leng-che-tiän.
In this ritual sequence he played the role of a Ritual Master leading a group of
pupils reciting similar scriptures. His performance included a lot of actions related
to offering and presenting, quite impressive for the audience.

I was told that the Birthday chid became popular in the 1960s when people’s
standard of living began to improve. Simultaneously, the number of Taoist priests
in charge of this ritual increased from one person to three persons. Before this, to
save money, it was held only for the temple’s chief deity. Usually the Birthday chid
starts at 8:00 am on the day of the birthday and is largely finished by 4:00 pm,
except for one sequence called Orthodox Offering (Li'p-chio

ASS),

meaning

worshipping the Jade Emperor, which is postponed until the täng-ki pays his
respects to the Jade Emperor in the evening’s Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä. In
addition to the Orthodox Offering, local people are involved in another sequence
‘Reading Out the Written M emorial’ (Täu-sa I f f ® in the afternoon, when the
Taoist priests read out each devotee’s name to the deities to acquire their blessings.

4 This siöng-kin-thoän (H IM IS ) is a new voluntary organisation of the public temple
Thian-hö-kong, formed around 1991, and made up of more than ten women from the local area.
These women are trained to chant the scriptures for Offering Ma-cha Birthday Congratulations.
Because the form o f their performance is different from Ritual Apprentices’ Lok-toa\ they are
occasionally invited to chant the scriptures for other deities’ birthdays.
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On Walking through the Road Barriers/Presenting the Gold Paper,
Kmn-Lo'h-KoainIChin-Kim-Choa
I heard a few local people mention that there were temples in Tainan city that
were famous for conducting rituals, such as Patching Fortune (Pö-ün
Attack on the Castle (Pha'h-Seng J h M )

(Li'p-Hoe-oän

A72BI). The

the

or Entering the Flower Garden

first ritual is held at Thian-toa 1 (A®» Altar of the

Heaven), a temple for worshipping the Jade Emperor; the second is held at

Tang-ge'k-tian (j^!RM£, Palace of the Eastern Peak), a temple for Tang-ge'k-täi-te
(JitIRA'S?, the Great Emperor of the Eastern Peak); and the third at Lim-chui-kong
(Bt&tRIIi , the Palace of the Mandam Lim-chüi), a temple for Lim-chui-hu-jin (g§j7j<

A A, Madam at the Edge of Water).5 All these rituals deal with issues of miä (fate),
ün (fortune), and chhiong-hoän (collision and offence).

For instance, when a female has had repeated miscarriages or is unable to
become pregnant, she might need to check with the deity Lim-chui-hu-jin to see
whether the flowers standing for her reproductive ability grow well in the Flower
Garden; when a person is ill for a long time or falls sick unexpectedly, this may be
interpreted as a chhiong-hoän resulting from a spirit who died inauspiciously and
is imprisoned in a Castle of Wrongful Death, a problem which might be solved
through specific rituals at the temple Tang-ge'k-tian. When a person’s fortune goes
badly for a length of time, he or she might go to the most respectable deity, the Jade

([§|!i7j<AA,

5 Quite a few worshippers turn to Lim-chui-hu-jin
Madam at the Edge of Water)
as Chü-seng-niü-niü
The Lady Who Registers All Births), a confusion which has not
yet been clarified (Mio 1995b). Both deities are thought to take care of women and children. For
information on the deity Lim-chui-hu-jin, see Brigitte Baptandier-Berthier (1996).
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Emperor to ask for help. In Art-pi1, these concerns are the themes of the deity’s
annual ceremony K id 1-lo 1h-koain/ Chin-kim-choa.

Many local people told me that their K id 1-lolh-koain/Chin-kim-choa for
celebrating a deity’s birthday is ‘unique, and not to be found in other places’. For
example, A-käng explained:

As far as I know, the annual birthday ritual held in chhi-läi (Tainan city)
normally includes ‘Rewarding the Soldiers’ (Khd-kun) and ‘Banqueting
the D eity’ (An-ong). In the counties, ‘Crossing the Fire {Koe-he

is

often held ,6 whereas K id 1-lo 1h-koai' 1 is only seen in An-pi \ (A-käng)

It is also important to hold K id 1-lo'h-koai11IChin-kim-choä as a formal
announcement after the completion of a new tang-kVs initial trance training.7*But
afterwards I realised this statement reflects people’s identification more than a fact.

6 The basic meaning of Koe-he (iiaL^C, also pronounced as Koe-höe), Crossing the Fire or Fire
Walking, is a rite of community renewal and purification. It was held to cleanse the deities and
make them efficacious, as well as to show sufficient faith in the protecting powers of the deities by
way of a large crowd running over a burning charcoal path. It was an important sequence of the
deity’s annual ceremony in my previous field site (the Green Island). Ethnographic evidence of this
ritual in all parts of Taiwan is also available, as for example, Kenneth Dean (1993), Steven Sangren
(1987) and Alvin Cohen (1992). Because Koe-he needs an open space, only rural areas continue
doing it, as A-käng suggested. In Singapore, it is not frequently practiced because of the high cost of
charcoal (Elliott 1955: 153). Whereas in Malaysia, it is a ritual sequence of a nine-day annual
festival of the Nine Emperor Gods, which attracts a lot of participants (Cheu 1988).
7 During the ritual process, by presenting the Gold Paper to several places in the invisible
world, the new täng-ki will be introduced to the Jade Emperor as well as other relevant deities. If
this is not done, this new täng-ki might not be acceptable.
A-käng mentioned several cases of failed täng-ki at temple Miäu-siü-keng in the past fifty
years. One was considered to be unsuccessful because of the lack of this ritual. Very recently, in
2002, A-käng's second son, Eng-lo'k ( tJcH c), was chosen to be a new täng-ki of Gd-tek-keng.. His
training process proved again the importance of holding this ritual properly to assure a new
täng-ki's position. However, in other areas, there are different ways to mark out this completion.
According to Sutton Donald’s survey, in and near Tainan city, täng-ki of small shrines go to the
temples of Heaven and the Underworld to receive a ‘flag of command’, or in one rural area a new
täng-ki has to climb a sword ladder on his bare feet to be acknowledged as a specific deity’s full
medium (Sutton 1990b: 107).
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For instance, referring to an article written by Lü Li-zheng,

o

I found the

Kicf-lo'h-koaf (tU ’&H, Walking through the Road Barriers) part of A n-pf's deity
annual ceremony is also performed in another ritual, Phah-seng (The Attack on the
Castle) held at the temple Tang-ge1k-tiän in Tainan city:89 Ritual Master and tang-ki
bring the soldiers walking through the road barriers from the jurisdictions of Te-hü
to Tang-ge1k in Phah-seng (Lü: 1990). Although the contexts are different, what
has been described during the walking process is almost the same due to the use of
a similar scripture for incantation.

At the temple Tang-ge1k-tiän, Kiän-lo'h-koain is the most amusing part of the
ritual sequences in The Attack on the Castle {Phah-seng), performed mainly by the
Ritual Master, sometimes involving the tang-ki's cooperation (Lü 1990: 30). In
An-pf, Kicf-lo'h-koaf is performed mainly by täng-ki, with drums and gongs
beating as well as the Ritual Apprentices chanting the scripture for incantations at
the temple. The content of the scripture is also shared by those who are interested
in being involved in temple affairs. Repeating terms from the incantations, such as
the place Cha!p-ji-koe-thau (+.111ij§M, The Start of the Twelfth Street) in the
conversations is a commonplace for the locals.

8 Alvin Cohen (1992), Donald Sutton (1989), as well as Richard Kagan and Anna Wasescha
(1982) have also mentioned this temple in their articles. But they do not provide enough
information about this ritual for comparative purposes (Cohen 1992; Sutton 1989; Kagan and
Wasescha 1982).
9 The Attack on the Castle, also called the Destruction of Hell (Po4-yu4 fij£ftK), is also a
sequence of the ‘Ritual of Merit’ at a funeral. According to John Lagerwey, this ritual was criticised
in the 13th century for its theatrical aspect. It is the emotional highpoint of the Ritual of Merit, the
moment when family members most directly confront their loss and the necessity of achieving their
own detachment from the deceased (Lagerwey 1988: 216-218).
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Kia -lo'h-koai’1is used interchangeably with another term, Chin-kim-choä (j|t
jfe®;), meaning Presenting the Gold Paper to the deities of the jurisdictions. But
the idea of Chin-kim-choä is also not uniquely conducted in A n-pf as they thought.
Kristofer M. Schipper in one of his articles writes:
In a rite called Presenting Money for the Restoration of Luck, Cin-ci:
po-uo [Chin-kim: pö-ün], large sums of paper money are transferred to
the Treasury of Fate to offset deficiencies in a person’s destiny. The ritual,
in vernacular, describes the journey of the divine messenger charged with
the transfer. The same text is used throughout Taiwan (and also in the
Pescadores), by Tou-su [tö-sü, Taoist priest] and Huat-su [hoat-su, Ritual
Master] alike. But there is a significant difference in execution: the
Tou-su [tö-sü] includes a written memorial, which is presented with its
own ritual context of several hymns and the libation of wine. The Huat-su
[hoat-su], who presents no memorial, often has a medium take his place
at the altar, and it is the spirit of the medium that makes the journey and
effects the transfer of funds. (Schipper 1974: 310-311)

Despite Schipper’s observation that this particular ritual is common in An-pi V° he
indicates that in the Taoism tradition, the text of “Cin-ci: po-uo is used throughout
Taiwan”, and is likely to be performed by different religious specialists. His
research shows that in a purely Taoist ceremony, written prayers are necessary and
essential in terms of performance and transmission.

10 There are two reasons I suspect that the place Kristofer Schipper mentioned is An-pf1: one
is because most of his fieldwork sites are located in the Tainan area; another reason is that I also
have asked several Taoist priests whether they have seen Chin-kim-choä taken as a birthday
ceremony in places beside An-pf1. They all told me no, and their comments on the uniqueness of the
deity’s birthday ceremony in An-pf 1 is very similar to what A-kang says in Chapter Five.
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In An-pf, the täng-kis Kiän-lo'h-koai’1/Chin-kim-choä is always the focus of
the deity’s annual ceremony. The scripture of the Lo'h-Koai Incantations, called
Lo'h-koai1-chiii ({£§ i f

), is considered an important aid to the täng-ki s

performance. The texts of Lo'h-koai1-chiü are long ballads in the vernacular. It is
divided into two parts. The first part is a description about the journey, which is
constituted of many road-barriers followed one by one. The deity gives some
choä-chi1(Iftisl,the smallest denomination Gold Paper) to get through each barrier.
After that, it comes to the second part: presenting the Gold Paper (money) to each
jurisdiction. The ballads take the form of epics that describe what each jurisdiction
looks like and the purposes for presenting the Gold Paper.

Lo'h-koai’1-chiü is written in a Ritual Master’s tone, implying that the process
relies on the Ritual Master’s magical power to make it possible. However, several
täng-ki told me they had never seen any Ritual Master lead a täng-ki in
Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä, as the Scripture suggested. They perceived the
interaction

between

the

Ritual

Apprentices

and

the

täng-ki

in

Kia 1-lo'h-koai’1/Chin-kim-choä as being more cooperative: the täng-ki s keeps pace
with the musical rhythm made by the Ritual Apprentices when they, beating drums
and gongs, recite the Lo'h-koai1-chiü.

The annual ceremony is understood to deal with the problems of the devotees’
ün-to (road of fortune) by presenting the Gold Paper to a number of jurisdictions,
such as Thian-chö, Ji-ü, Tang-ge'k, Te-hü, läng-chiu, Hoe-oän, Lim-chüi, Hoeh-o’,
Chhit-keng and Chüi-hü in the invisible world. The Gold Paper is sent to Thian-cho
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to ‘patch’ (pa f$f) blessings to one’s ün-tö’ and to announce a formal Pai-khe
relationship; to Ji-ü to get through a crisis in one’s life; to Tang-ge'k because one’s
ün-tö’ has been offended by a certain unjust spirit; to Chüi-hü for issues of the
drowned spirits; and to Te-hü to deal with interactions with the ancestors. As for
Iäng-chiu, Hoe-oän, Lim-chui, Hoeh-o’ or Chhit-keng, the money is sent for issues
such as fertility and reproduction. Thian-chö and Jl-ü are the regular jurisdictions
to visit in Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä. The others depend on each deity’s
specialty.

The content of each Kioh-thäus Scripture of the Lo'h-koain Incantations is
much the same. Only the melody is slightly different. Generally it can be divided
into three sections. Take the example of the temple Miäu-siü-keng,u the first
section starts with invoking the deity Sam-thäi-chü (The Third Prince) and
Koan-chiong-ia (Officials and Generals), followed by a long incantation bringing
the deity to the Start of the Twelfth Street (Cha1p-ji-koe-thau), from where the deity
can visit Thian-chö and Ji-ü. The length of the second section depends on the
number of destinations that the deity needs to go to. Each destination involves two
incantations: one for bringing the deity there and the other for presenting the Gold
Paper. After completing his mission, the last section involves returning. 12

It takes at least two hours to recite this scripture. The deity pays respects to the
Jade Emperor, as the Taoist priest conducts the last part of the Birthday chid, the
11 For the whole text in Chinese, see appendix iv.
12 For an introduction to these deities, see Chapter Four.
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Orthodox Offering. At the same time, a popular ‘singing and dancing troupe’
(koa-bü-toa1 I R U H ) starts its performance.13 After seeing the Jade Emperor, the
deity needs to deal with two issues: one is to hang a necklace on each contract child
to announce a formal Päi-khe relationship; and the other is to present a number of
trays of Gold Paper to the Jade Emperor and the Two Star Monarchs on behalf of
the devotees. After visiting these two regular places, the other destinations depend
on each deity’s situation. Before the last section starts, the deity might also conduct
another sequence, called Ke-ün © d H , To Change the Fortune), as a supplement to
Kia-lo'h-koaPlChin-kim-choä. And the most ‘hot and noisy’ scene is usually the
Thian-chö and Jl-ü part of the second section. In addition to participating in the
popular show and the Taoist priest’s Orthodox Offering, the devotees will also
follow the täng-ki' s movement when the deity is paying respects to the Jade
Emperor.

Normally Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä is conducted with an entranced
täng-ki ( täi-ki

but it might be executed without a täng-ki ( bö-täi-ki 'fT'rFTtSL)

in part or right from the beginning. I was told that when a deity needed to spend
more time in a specific destination or visit somewhere else, he might decide to go
without the täng-ki. Therefore, some part of the ritual sequence might be
accomplished with only the recitation of the scripture by the Ritual Apprentices.

13 This ‘singing and dancing troupe’ (koa-bu-toa1
in contrast to tin-thau flSfigjf, a
term I mentioned in Chapter Three and translated as ‘troupe’), is not normally involved in the
deity’s procession, but performs on a fixed theatre stand in front of the temple. Such performances
have become a popular substitution for Taiwanese opera or glove puppet theatre for various
religious activities during the past two decades in Taiwan.
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Furthermore,

I

saw

several

occasions

when

the

whole

Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä was carried out without a täng-ki, where the
täng-ki's role was replaced by the deity’s statue. This happened to deities, such as
Mä-hü-täi-te of the temple Sam-leng-tiän and Si-hü-täi-te of the temple
Leng-che-tiän, for a number of reasons, because of the lack of an active täng-ki or
the unavailability of the täng-ki. It is an acceptable but not a favoured choice,
especially when Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choa is an opportunity for competition
among sub-groups.

I was told that, like the Birthday chid, Kia -lo1h-koain/Chin-kim-choa has
been commonly held for deities since the late 1950s or early 1960s when the
economy was prospering and the living standard in An-pix much better. Some
people compare Kiän-lo'h-koain to a deity’s ‘ostentation and extravagance’ while
traveling:
Öng-iä might take a sedan or ride a horse. In the front we need people
beating drums and gongs to lead the way in order to inform others of who
is coming. On the way, they describe what has been seen, where to take a
rest, and whom they meet. They pay some Gold Paper on the way. In
brief, to have Kia1-lo!h-koai means öng-iä gets his things done in a very
formal way; if not, it means dealing with them privately, without
ostentation and extravagance.

They also make a comparison between the täng-ki's various gestures in the ritual
process, as well as paying attention to who is superior in numbers in relation to
contract children and the tray of Gold Paper. Therefore, despite being told that
without a täng-ki's Kia -lo1h-koain, “Chin-kim-choa still has the same effect by
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presenting Gold Paper in trays in front of the temple, and igniting it afterwards,” I
found that this method does have a weakness. As A-käng commented in a
conversation:
To increase numbers of devotees and acquire their confidence, an öng-iä
has to reveal his ability. He not only solves their problems, but also
expresses the process with an ‘actual action’. The birthday ceremony
held by an entranced täng-ki is to actualise the process of presenting Gold
Paper to the Court of the Heaven. If not, what the devotees see is a
number of trays of Gold Paper sitting still on long benches in front of the
temple without any other movement. They are not sure whether the Gold
Paper has been transferred or not. To acquire their recognition, an öng-iä
needs to adjust himself to the new environment, sometimes to follow the
fashion a little bit, and be aware of devotees’ concerns in their everyday
life. When people are used to the birthday ceremony being conducted
through an entranced täng-ki, but the öng-iä does not want to follow this
pattern, people will assume this öng-iä knows nothing, and transfer to
another öng-iä who carries out the birthday ceremony through an
entranced täng-ki. As a result, there will be no devotees left. To keep the
devotees, an öng-iä can’t be too stubborn and insist on his assertions all
the time. He has to be flexible sometimes. Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä
is not a ‘show,’ but an actualisation. An öng-iä is invisible so the devotees
can’t see him. An öng-iä expresses things by means of a täng-ki. He
performs the blessing action, so people will be convinced by seeing it.
Otherwise, their confidence will gradually disappear. This öng-iä will
end up with no devotees at all. (A-käng)

I also heard several täng-ki of different Kioh-thäu express a similar attitude
toward Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chm-kim-choä, “If we don’t appear on the stage to walk for
a while, how can we convince the devotees, considering this really works for some
of them,” I once heard Chong-han say. On the other hand, because of its
preformatted character, KicP-lo'h-komlChin-kim-choa sometimes does look like a
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‘show,’ especially when the tang-ki has acting talent. I remember seeing the most
dramatic performance conducted by Chhin-thoän, the deity Hän-thian-ß-te's
täng-ki, at the temple Leng-che-tiän in 1993. His body language was extremely
vivid when he acted out the content of the scripture of the Lo'h-Koai Incantations.
For instance, when it came to crossing the bridge, he walked very carefully to
avoid dropping into the water; when it came to the Start of the Twelfth Street, he
would tidy himself up for a while before paying respects to the Jade Emperor.
Additionally, compared to others, he also had a much more complicated way to
execute the sequence of Ke-ün (To Change the Fortune).14 However, despite the
fact that Chhin-thoän s performance impressed the audience, I was told it did not
guarantee that he would keep his devotees. Later on, his devotees expressed a
strong aversion to him when they realised two things, one of which was that he
always looked entranced when drunk, and the other was that he asked for money
donations from the devotees all the time. Therefore, Chhin-thoän did not earn
much respect from the residents within the Kioh-thäu. His case underlines
A-käng's comment: liKiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä is not a ‘show’, but an
actualisation.”

In brief, because of the improvement in living standards, the frequency of the
deity’s birthday ceremony has increased since the 1960s; meanwhile, the whole

14 His Ke-ün includes two extra designs. Before conducting the local version of
Fortune-changing, he first breaks a huge gate (made of black cloth) to symbolise the barrier (koain)
will not function. Furthermore, his performance also includes praying out loud in front of each
oil-lamp, each o f which stands for a worshipper’s fundamental destiny. His performance reminds
people a lot of the image that Taoist or Buddhist Ritual Masters practice to eliminate disasters.
These actions made his intention understandable and communicable, though more complicated than
others’ in terms of expression.
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birthday ritual is more elaborate as a response to growing competition among
sub-groups. This elaboration is revealed not only in Offering Birthday
Congratulations, but also in changes to Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä. As people
believe

‘a

deity

will

not

prosper without

promoters’

support’

(Sin-äi-jin-läi-hü-chäi-äi-hin), 15 together with a successful ‘noisy and hot’
ceremony to illustrate the deity’s reputation, a lot of attention is paid to meeting
these cultural aesthetics in the deity’s annual ceremony. For instance, the loud
noises at the popular show or an open-air film by means of microphones on the eve
of the birthday or the ceremony night, as well as the noises of the Birthday chid, are
designed to enhance a basic ritual atmosphere. In addition to these, a successful
annual ceremony from the local viewpoint depends on the involvement of the
devotees and social networks, revealed in the number of floral wreaths, normally
sent by various kau-poe units and put in the temple yard; the number of the devotee
trays of Gold Paper for Kiän-lo{h-koainICliin-kim-choä\ the number of money
contributors; and the number of feast attendants. The annual birthday ceremony
marks out not only a deity’s achievement on che-se, but also a locality that is
constituted by kau-pöe practice. In other words, it actualises a group’s
understanding of their local tradition as well as the past. The deity’s annual
ceremony at Phek-hoa-si is a good example of this ‘actualisation’.

Deity’s Annual Ceremony at Phek-Hoa-ST

Every year, there are four ceremonies for deities at Phek-hoa-si: birthday
151 have mentioned this proverb in Chapter Four.
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ceremonies for Kim-hu-chhian-sde, Toä-sa-öng and Liöng-san-läu-chcr, as well as
a Buddha-promoting Memorial Day for Sam-san-läu-cha. People at Phek-hoa-si
are used to dividing these ceremonies into two types: local tradition’s
Kia-lo'h-koaPlChin-kim-choa belongs to the Taoist style; and the other, more
recently invented ritual Siau-chai (Forestalling Calamity), belongs to the Buddhist
style. The former is conducted by Kim-hü-chhian-sde on the 6th day of the tenth
month of the lunar calendar, and by Toä-sa-öng on the 8th day of the eighth month.
The latter is chaired by Liöng-san-läu-cha on the 19th day of the first month in the
celebration

of

Sam-san-läu-chö'% ‘Buddha-promoting

(Seng-hu1t-ki-liäm-jit #

Memorial

Day’

^ 0 ). This arrangement reflects the deity’s

functional cooperative relationships in Khui-toa . I remember being told by
A-chai\
Unlike Liöng-san-läu-cha's softhearted nature, a common characteristic
of Buddhist deities, Toä-sa-öng is impartial and incorruptible, thus is
more suitable to handle most of the issue in Khui-toa \ particularly when
the process involves the invisible spirits. {A-chai)
Compared to these three ceremonies, Liöng-san-läu-cha's birthday celebration on
the 9th day of the sixth month is held for a relatively simple reason. It is an occasion
for the believers to give thanks to this deity. This celebration contains the basic
segments of a Phek-hoa-sT annual celebration, and includes the devotees who all
pay respect to Liöng-san-läu-cha on the eve (Offering Birthday Congratulations);
a special Offering conducted by the Taoist priests (Birthday chid); and
philanthropic acts toward poor families (Goods-relieving, chm-che füg?) during
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the day (see Table 7-1). It also involves screening films and a performance by a
singing and dancing troupe, the two currently most popular amusements to
increase the ‘hot and noisy’ atmosphere in the evenings; as well as the devotees’
donation of money to form an affinity with the deity, or the giving of floral wreaths
to commemorate this special date.

As to the Taoist and Buddhist forms of anniversary, these reflect the formation of
this shrine’s locality, as well as issues relating to a person’s fate and fortune. These
are the main themes expressed in a deity’s annual ceremony when the deity has an
active tang-ki in A n-pf. In terms of the attendance of devotees, the most
magnificent sequence is K id1-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä by Toä-sa-öng at the

L iö n g - s a n - I ä u - c h ä
L u n ar c a le n d a r ( D a y /M o n th )
R itu a l lo c a tio n

K im - h u - c h h ia n - s d e

8th-9 th/6
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P h e k -h o ä -si

P h e k -h o ä -si
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18 th- 1 9 th/!

M iä u - s iü - k e n g

P h e k -h o ä -si

O ffe r in g B irth d a y
C o n g r a tu la tio n s
Incense-burning by K a u -p o units

V

V
~ r
~ r

B ir th d a y c h id
A n n o u n c in g P ä i- k h e
G o o d s - r e lie v in g

~T~

V

V

~T~

~T~

~T~
~T~

~T~

~T~

~T~

~T~

B a n q u e tin g D e it ie s
P f - a n B anquet
Kiä"-lo'h-koai"/ C hin-kim -choä

~T~
~T~
a n d s in g in g to u p e
~T~
~T~
F lo r a l w rea th
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~T~
~T~
M o n e y d o n a tio n
~T~
~T~
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Table 7-1 Activities of the Deity’s Annual Ceremony at Phek-Hoa-ST
S ia u -c h a i

F ilm s c r e e n in g

D a n c in g

~T~

temple Miäu-siü-keng\ whereas in terms of the attendance of the kau-poe units, the
most ‘hot and noisy’ scene is the P il-an Banquet of the Sam-san-lau-chd s
Buddha-promoting Memorial Day at Phek-hoä-si. As regards the birthday
ceremony of the chief deity, Kim-M-chhian-soe, it is held at Phek-hoä-si and
incorporates both K id1-lo‘h-koai'1/ Chin-kim-choä and Incense-burning by kau-pöe
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units. Table 7-1 summarises the activities of the annual ceremonies at Phek-hoä-si.

The Practice of Kau-Pöe Network
Kau-pöe practice has been adopted at the non-temple level since several allied
connections were established with Phek-hoä-si in the 1980s. These started with
Bau-a's Giö-hin-töng, then involved another two religious units, A-liong's
Häng-chiu-bän-siü-tiän

( {ft jt[ M i f fflt ) and Bak-kiän-e s ( S M f? )

Chüi-sian-ü-te-hö (7?fllji§|;? 'it').16 Their deities are all from the chief Kioh-thäu
temple Leng-che-tiän, of Käng-ä-böe. The other four units are all from different
temples of the Kioh-thäu Häi-thäu, including Teh-kinis Käm-käi-kong, Eng-lam s
Tang-liäu-kong (jfCSFcIO, K a-pins (M W ) Liöng-bün-toa1

and Kat-a’s

(Inf?) Bün-liöng-tiän}1 Because all these allied relationships are irrelevant to the
temple Miäu-siü-keng\ the timing and location for these kau-pöe units to come to
bum incense are all arranged at Phek-hoä-si. Among them, the representatives of
two units, (Bau-ä's) Giö-hin-töng and of (Bak-kiän-e s) Chüi-sian-ü-te-hö,
normally come on the eve of Kim-M-chhian-sde's birthday, O-tö explained to me
this was because in the beginning, when Gid-hin-tong had a Royal Chid in the 1987,

16 Bau-a runs a shrine, Giö-hin-tön, worshipping Hän-thian-täi-te
the First Great
Emperor of Hän-thian). A-liöng's Häng-chiu-bän-siü-tiän (f/L 'jtlH ii IS) worships the deity
Si-hü-täi-te (Great Emperor of surname SC). Bak-kidn-e's ([=1 £fi{?) religious unit is a deity
association called the Association of (the deity) Chüi-sian-ü-te (Chüi-sian-ü-te-höe 7.Kf[l]i§|;u!r|!"),
worshipping Chüi-sian-ü-te. Both Bau-a and A-liong are tang-ki, whereas Ba k-kidn-e is a promoter.
The Association does not have a formal täng-ki yet. All these three deities came from different
religious units before being incorporated as the deities of the temple Leng-che-tiän.
17 Teh-kitns Kam-kai-kong is a very controversial shrine. I have mentioned the reason for this
in Chapter Three. Eng-lam is a täng-ki at the temple Bün-chu-tiän and Tang-liäu-kong (jfCUF'iO is
the location of his patron deity. Ka-pin (M$Z) is a täng-ki at the temple Chiu-liöng-tiän, whereas
Liöng-bün-toän (fi3 £ i5 l) is the name of his personal shrine. Kat-d (|p f? ) is a täng-ki of
Bün-liöng-tiän. Actually each of Phek-hoa-sTs kau-pöe units has a different way of locating its
social position in its own Kioh-thäu. But here I will not go further into details.
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the statue of the chief deity Kim-hu-chhian-sde was invited to attend their
ceremony, plus Bak-kia-e was a good friend of Bau-a, affinities which became a
reason for them to chose to come at the time. For the remaining five units, the eve
of Sam-san-läu-cha’s Buddha-promoting Memorial Day is the appointed evening
to come for incense-burning. This arrangement marks out a Phek-hoä-si-centred
locality.

The kau-pöe unit’s Incense-burning is arranged in the first part of the Offering
Birthday Congratulations ceremony. When they come to Phek-hoa-sT, there is
always a series of greetings and sendings-off rituals conducted by both sides. The
host side will light firecrackers when they see that the guests will soon arrive. The
guests might also make a very loud noise with gongs and drums on their way to
Phek-hoä-sJ, so people will pay attention and even come to have a look. Cigarettes
and betel nuts are passed around when the people shake hands.

The basic items that the guests bring for incense-burning are a set of Gold
Paper (kim ^ ) , incense (hiun § ) , firecrackers (phäu 'J© and candles (chek ®); a
set of four (kinds of) fruits (sü-koe [ZiHI); two bunches of flowers (hoe-ki
and a red tapestry (höng-chhäi 03j^). Chin-song told me these items were used
whenever incense-burning was practiced at the Kioh-thäu temples for the annual
ceremony in the past. But as this expression gradually became important to show
the kau-pöe relationship as well as to reflect the face of the guest side, these
offerings were considered too normal for kau-pöe practice at Phek-hoä-si. Each
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unit eventually added extra offerings, and displayed them on the altar table for a
while.

In the beginning when I was taught how to become familiar with all the
religious practices in An-pF, the conversations that local people had with me
always came rand to discussing the uniqueness of the offerings brought by these
groups of people, and its influence in the whole area. The most impressive items
they frequently mentioned were two sets of cakes, each constituted of four flavours

(su-ko

and sü-piän IZHffif); and four kinds of fruit tea (sü-koe-te

They

look impressive, not only due to the price, but also because of the display
occupying most of the table— eight plates of cakes and sixteen cups of fruit tea.
When these are presented to the deities, a person first needs to pour hot water into
each cup to make fresh tea, and to open the lid of each cup to invite the deities to
have the tea afterwards. I noticed they also paid attention to the presentation of four
kinds of fruits, even the design of the fruit plates. It was about the time when
several expensive fruits from Southeast Asia were sold on the market, and some
religious facilities made on the mainland were more available and popular.
Fashionable items attract people’s attention by being different and special, so that
both sides feel they are gaining face in this greeting and sending-off interaction.
The variety of offerings makes incense-burning an information sharing occasion as
well.

There is another offering category which serves mainly for making an
announcement about the intimate relationship between the sender and the receiver.
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The offering includes such items as a basket of cans (koän-thäu-nä-ä
and three kinds of floral wreath: the upright style (hoe-khoän 7ESX the two-level
basket style (hoe-nä-ä TbUfP), and the altar table style (hoe-chiän

Except

for the upright floral wreath, which was the traditional style used among temple
level interactions in the past, all the others are fairly new. These are exhibited in
prominent positions to mark out a ceremonial area (see Figure 7-1). So when
looking at the sender’s name and his title written on the sheet of red paper on each
item, people will gain an impression of Phek-hoä-sVs network connections.

Figure 7-1 The Position of the Floral Wreath
in the Evening of Offering Birthday Congratulations
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Floral wreaths can also be used as a means to express a kau-pöe relationship
or a desired relationship. One day I asked O-tö several questions about kau-pöe
issues, and in his explanation, floral wreath sending was always taken as a sign of
good relationships or kau-pöe intention. He said:
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Three years ago [1996], A-liong and Ka-pin came separately to raise the
issue of simplifying kau-pöe practice, as a result of their financial
difficulties. We agreed that only floral wreath sending would take place
in the annual ceremonies... Very recently, Phek-leng-keng and
Phek-hoa-si started sending floral wreaths to each other again, This
happened after the Head of their temple committee members was no
longer Bin-ho
[Bin-ho was the key person who had a conflict with
Hong-eng, and made him leave Phek-leng-keng to set up this shrine.]
A-siü ( H ^) wanted to kau-pöe,n so she started to send a pair of floral
wreaths and attended the P f -an Banquet. We returned the wreaths with
similar etiquette on her deity’s annual ceremony. Next year, she sent
floral wreaths again. We thus realised her intention. To avoid kau-pöe, we
stopped floral wreath sending...We used to hand this [floral wreath
sending] business to Toä-thäu-teng-bin
But after he once
forgot to send a pair of upright style floral wreaths to Bün-liöng-tiän for
us, I decided to end our business relationship with him. This is not a
forgivable mistake. (O-tö)
In addition to the kau-pöe unit, the senders of wreaths could also be devotees,
friends or colleagues of Hong-eng. During election periods, certain political
candidates even make use of this opportunity to enhance their reputations. People
have, however, already learned how to tell the quality of these relationships and
further perceive the real motivations behind them.

Apart from preparing special offerings, people also worship on bent knees

18 A-siü is a female tang-ki of the deity Sün-häi-oän-sde ( ^ $ 1 7 ClE![f], Marshal of Inspecting
the Sea) at the temple Ttn-hai-kong
in An-pP. Ttn-hai-kong, located in the Kioh-thäu
Käng-ä-böe, was a new temple just established not long before I started fieldwork in 1992. I was
told the deity was originally a wandering spirit in the sea, who then became a Marshal, and had
A-siü che-se. But the number of the devotees has always been limited. I suppose it is relevant to
A-siü’s gender and the originality o f her patron deity, an assumption which needs to be further
examined in the future. To promote the deity, A-siü is trying very hard to make connections with
other religious units, such as the interaction with Phek-hoa-si.
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according to a specific rhythm to express their most sincere respect to the deity. A
master of ceremonies usually directs the representatives’ actions to make the
respect-paying process formal. His sonorous voice focuses people’s attention on
their movements, thus always creating a serious atmosphere. After the worship, the
host side serves the guests with seafood porridge and soft drinks. To have seafood
porridge in religious activities is said to be a local custom in A n -p f.19

People chat everywhere after paying respect to the deity. The display of the
offerings and the kneeling gestures are always two favourite topics. People
comment and discuss them. These new developments in deity worshipping
etiquette originally occurred only in Tainan city, but then became popular among
Kioh-thäu temples in An-pf due to the influence of the kau-poe units of
Phek-hoä-sJ. Bau-a told me this change was introduced in the 1980s by him; and
Sün-ki OIplÜ, who is A-liong's son) also commented that it was first used at their
Kioh-thäu temple, Leng-che-tiän. On other occasions, I heard several temple
committee members (in their sixties or seventies from different Kioh-thäu)
complain about these changes which they considered to have led to chaos in the
existing kau-poe order. They also thought that the deity-worshipping etiquette was
too superficial if over-emphasised. However, these new ideas have become the
prevailing fashion in Chid.

19 I was also told, according to the custom of Tainan city, that when the host side offered the
seafood porridge in religious activities to the guest side, it was intended to build a kau-poe
relationship. The locals liked to tell me several stories relevant to how An-pf people learned this
implication from Tainan city by making mistakes in the past. Nowadays to have seafood porridge in
religious activities generally signified the maintenance of a good relationship in An-pf.
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When the guests are having seafood porridge and chatting to each other, part
of the offerings and some extra gifts, such as cigarettes, soft drinks and beer, are
prepared in return. The sending-off is very simple: people shake hands when
leaving; and firecrackers are lit as a farewell. Based on various other intimate
interactions in everyday life,20 the offerings sent by Bün-liöng-tiän are especially
kept on the altar table to be used in the incense burning by the host devotees
afterwards. In addition, Bün-liöng-tiän's Ritual Apprentices are in charge of
‘Descending to the Altar’ in Kim-hu's and Sam-san s annual ceremonies at
Phek-hoä-si as well.

Phek-hoä-si practices similar incense-burning etiquette on the occasion of the
annual ceremony of their kau-pöe unit’s deity. Their incense-burning
representatives include Hong-eng's two sons A-chäi and Ong-e, two süi-iä O-tö
and Chin-song, and several executives such as A-hong, A-lim ((fäjf$0, Iang-e (til
fip), Koeh-e (JPf?), Süi-hoat (Jrfij#), and Siäu-li-e (/J\$£p). The number is
normally maintained at eight to ten to make it look presentable whenever attending
the kau-pöe unit’s dinner banquet.

Phek-hoä-si started its annual dinner feast,

P i1-an Banquet, in 1992 after Siäu-li-e suggested this idea to O-tö as a way to
relieve their sense of obligation—“We can’t keep attending kau-pöe units’ dinner
feasts without thinking about pay back,” he explained.

20 These include the fact that the tang-ki Kat-a used to work with Hong-eng, A-chai and O-td\
Kat-a is also a good friend of Hong-eng's daughter Le-hoa (j|§lj§); and O-tö also knows the temple
committee members of Bün-liöng-tiän very well.
21 Usually there are ten seats at each banquet table. If the number of attendees for each table
reaches eight, this would be thought of as nearly full.
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The P f-an Banquet is arranged in the evening of the Sam-san-läu-ch&'s
Buddha-promoting Memorial Day. Over eight years (1992-1999), the scale of the
banquet itself has slowly grown from 29 to 34 tables, roughly 290 to 340 attendees:
8 tables are for the seven kau-poe units and the Kioh-thäu temple Miäu-siü-keng\
the rest are booked under the names of Hong-eng, Phek-hoa-sT s executives or
other senior devotees, in addition to one or two tables being available for any one
who wants to attend but does not make a booking in advance. The total table
number also includes another one to three tables for the guest deities of the

Sam-san and the G ö-M.

The banquet area, comprising two lines of tables, is situated on the right-hand
side of Phek-hoa-si, facing toward a temporary platform for the performance of the
Figure 7-2 The Lay out o f a Pf-An

IDe,?!/ Tab1«]
Pi'-an Banquet

Chinese music orchestra on the shrine’s left side (see Figure 7-2).22 In between,

22 O-td told me that the first year they started this activity, the entertainment part was still a
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near the altar, are tables for guest deities. All the floral wreaths are relocated to a
new position in the late afternoon after a temporary shed has been set up in the
banquet table area, in the middle of Ka-po Street (Ka-po-koe

This design,

illustrated in Figure 7-2, creates a space that is centred around Phek-hoa-sTs altar,
where Liöng-san-läu-cha will conduct the ritual of Forestalling Calamity for the
devotees before the feast starts. This is why it has a special name, the PP-an
Banquet (Peaceful and Secure Banquet). O-tö explained, “After attending the
Forestalling Calamity ritual, people stay for the dinner banquet, a meal which is
eaten to acquire peace and security.”

The eight tables for the kau-pöe units and Miäu-siü-keng are always arranged
in the front part of the feast area, which is supposed to be the best position. The
most prominent one, the first table on the right hand side facing the performing
stage, is given to the representatives of Miäu-siü-keng. The seating precedence
order of the seven kau-pöe units is also planned according to their level of intimacy,
with the right side showing superiority. Next to this section, the major body is the
devotee section, particularly supported by several members who are often involved
in the shrine affairs. There is no difference in terms of the seating positions in this
section. All are equally important. Hong-eng himself, as the U-tiöng of Miäu-siü-U,
also has two or three tables of guests invited to this banquet, most of whom are
colleagues of the District Administration Office, or from other administrative units
such as the local police office, the branch of the Kuomintang in An-pP, as well as
singing and dancing troupe performance. They have followed this idea since 1993, when their
kau-pöe Bün-liöng-tiän hired the Chinese music orchestra in the annual dinner feast and established
a good reputation.
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the Tainan City Legislative Assembly.

The P f-an Banquet presents Phek-hoä-sTs network connections in different
contexts. Firstly, the kau-pöe section shows this shrine’s self-orientation— its
legitimacy in this Kia -ä-keng Kioh-thäu (through having connections with
Miäu-siü-keng), as well as in An-pil (through having a kau-pöe network). Secondly,
the devotee section shows Phek-hoa-sVs strong solidarity among its believers. The
number of attendees has grown each year, and all the items of this evening
gathering, such as beer, wine, soft drinks, the cooking crew of the banquet, the cost
of the banquet, the entertainment show, and the banquet for the deities are all
automatically funded by the devotees. During the feast, some devotees even stay in
the deity table area pouring wine respectfully for guest deities every now and then,
an activity which is conducted spontaneously. Lastly, the attendance of Hong-eng' s
guests also increases this shrine’s reputation. This effect reached a peak in 1999
when a famous politician, Su Nan-cheng (So Läm-chhia1

^ fS , Su1

Nan -cheng ), stopped by Phek-hoä-si and gave a short speech at the Pi -an
Banquet.

Su Nan-cheng had a connection with Hong-eng in the 1970s when he was an
ordinary member of the Tainan City Legislative Assembly. He helped build the
temple Phek-leng-keng at that time. Because of this, the deity also started giving
him advice on his political career. To avoid unnecessary trouble and criticism, he
usually had a private consultation with Liöng-san-läu-cho at home, which has
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always been the case since he became the Tainan Mayor. Hong-eng himself does
not particularly mention this to others. Some people have heard about Su
Nan-cheng’s special connection with Phek-hoa-si, but no one sees him at
Khui-toa or in annual ceremonies. In 1999, Su Nan-cheng was elected as the
Speaker of the National Assembly. Soon after that news, A-chäi told me he might
be able to attend the P f - a n Banquet this time on his way to deal with some public
affairs in Tainan County. But A-chäi wanted me to keep this information secret
until it really happened; in case he was unable to make it, they did not want to lose
face in front of others. Su Nan-cheng did come as he promised, though briefly.
After paying respect to the deities, he was invited to give a short speech on stage.

At the beginning of his talk, Su Nan-cheng first called himself “a devotee” of
Liöng-san-läu-cha. Then he described how the affinity he had with this deity
began after experiencing a magic event 27 years ago. He knew Liöng-san-läu-cha
as “a great and righteous Buddhist deity” (Chiän-tö-e toä-sin-hu't
whom people could only ask for favours with good motives. He mentioned two
personal examples, the election campaigns for the Tainan M ayor’s position in the
earlier period and for the Speaker position recently, to prove this point. His
anti-bribery attitude always attracted Liöng-san-läu-cha’s mercy, and won the
election. He also emphasised his full support of Phek-hoa-sTs activities, and
promised he would give assistance whenever needed. He then finished his talk with
greetings.

Su Nan-cheng stayed less than half an hour. But his arrival, both Hong-eng
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and A-chai commented afterwards, “made it the happiest day of Hong-eng's life, as
it gave lustre to deity and human being as well.” Although this politician’s words
also revealed his purpose in acclaiming himself, what mattered was that he praised

Hong-eng's accomplishments in his tang-ki role in a very public place when Su
Nan-cheng bore witness to the deity’s ability and announced his special
relationship with this group of people. This was the third affirmation Hong-eng
acquired after becoming a representative of the Model Father of A n -p f District in
1996 and an Outstanding U-tiong in 1997. To commemorate this event, A-chäi
later asked me for several photographs I had taken and then, framed them and hung
them near the bulletin board on the third floor, so people could see these pictures at
the Khui-toa1. It was also the first time, after so many years, that my activities
appeared useful to the shrine.

Phek-hoa-sTs local position is produced and reproduced by means of different
levels of kau-poe networks, and so is its public image and its recognition in An-pf.
At the same time, Hong-eng's personal achievement is embedded in Phek-hoa-sTs,
becoming inseparable in many ways. This is especially so when one perceives a

täng-ki as the actualisation of the local tradition in which he belongs.

As I have just illustrated the actualisation of local tradition is practiced and
understood as a deity’s che-se in the context of the Khui-toa1. So too is this local
tradition, taken as a theme in the deity’s annual ceremony, repeatedly
commemorated, while being presented as a performance filled with individual
interpretation.
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Toä-Sa-Öng's Kiän-Lo 'h-KoainICh in-Kim -Ch oa
Phek-hoä-sTs annual ceremony of Kia-lo'h-koaPlChin-kim-choä, as a
Taoist-style celebration, is conducted twice a year. To emphasise this shrine’s
public image, the most magnificent ceremony, for the deity Toä-sa-öng, is held at
the temple Miäu-siü-keng. Whereas to emphasise this shrine’s autonomy, the
birthday ceremony for the chief deity Kim-hu-chhian-sde is held at Phek-hoä-si.
Except for the sequence involving incense-burning by two kau-poe units, the
shrine ceremony is a brief version of the temple ceremony.

The most time-consuming preparation for celebrating Toä-sa-öng's annual
birthday ceremony is sorting out the arrangement of each ‘tray of Gold Paper’
{thöng-poa1

for the use of the deity’s Kia -lo'h-koai"IChm-kim-choaP The

Gold Paper seller Ek-chhia -a once told me:
Compared to others, the preparation of Toä-sa-öng's thöng-poa1is quite
time-consuming. One reason is because the Gold Paper combination of
each single thöng-poa1 varies; another reason is because this deity has
too many devotees. Thus, it takes at least five working days to complete.
{Ek-chhiä1-a)

To increase the efficacy of the preparation process, Ek-chhia -a usually comes to
write down the thöng-poa1details at Khui-toa on the 3rd day of the eighth lunar
month. Toä-sa-öng, depending on the issues he needs to deal with for the year’s

23 The locals could not explain why 4 the tray of Gold Paper’ was called "thong-poa1,’ which
simply means ‘the tray’. Neither were they sure of the Chinese characters for those two words were
‘JÜjÜ’- To make the meaning explicit, here I translate it as ‘the tray of Gold Paper’.
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devotees, will first announce the destinations for Kia1-lo‘h-koain/Chln-kim-choa.
He can then further assign the amount of thöng-poa11to different categories.

The first category consists of two groups of thöng-poa1. One stands for
Phek-hoä-sT as a whole and another stands for the total number of old contract
children. Normally each destination that Toä-sa-öng plans to visit will prepare two
trays of thöng-poa1 of this category. The second category consists of devotee
thöng-poa \ of which the household is the basic unit. The amount of Gold Paper of
each household depends on the number of family members.24 The third category is
the individual thong-poan: each new contract child needs to prepare a tray for
Päi-khe\ and those who have a special issue to deal with must also prepare an
individual thöng-poa1to give thanks. In addition to these different categories, there
is a fixed thöng-poa1under the name of Thiän-pö-liöng (fMJIffl), which is the full
name of Phek-leng-keng's chief deity Thiän-hü-chhian-söe, for his old contract
sons and daughters to be tranferred the Jade Emperor through Toä-sa-öng since
Hong-eng left the temple Phek-leng-keng.

Toä-sa-öng's Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä is considered to be a follow-up
to the healing ritual of Khui-toän. After consultation, a person knows whether he or
she needs to entrust Toä-sa-öng with a certain amount of Gold Paper to offset
deficiencies in his or her fortune, on this deity’s annual trip for ‘turning in the
decree’ {kidu-chi

§3 ) to the Jade Emperor. Normally this kind of inquiry starts at

the Khui-toa1from the middle of the 7th month to deal with issues such as Päi-khe,
24 There are four ranges: 1-5 persons, 6-8 persons, 9-12 persons, and over 13 persons.
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asking for baby boys, or Kiä-kha to ancestors.

The devotees all know that every year this is the busiest period for Toä-sa-öng,
because the deity needs to visit several jurisdictions for them a few times before his
birthday. For instance, he goes to läng-chiu to check the inquirers’ (fertility)
flowers, or to bargain for them; he goes to Lim-chüi to deal with each new bom
baby’s fate and fortune before a formal Pai-khe relationship is acknowledged; or
he might go to Te-hü to ask what their ancestors need for the Kiä-kha. Meanwhile,
some devotees remember to have an extra thöng-poa for a specific family member
whose ün is especially low. Normally they will already have been told to remember
to do this at the beginning of the year when Toä-sa-öng checks ka-ün (the fortune
of a whole family) for them. Each deity’s attitude to the distribution of the Gold
Paper might be different. Every year the total number of Toä-sa-öng'’s thöng-poa1
exceeds over 100 trays. Ek-chhia -a also said this is one of the highest figures he
knows in An-pf.

According to local tradition, a thöng-poa1may consist of three to four kinds
of Gold Paper. Apart from the most commonly used siü-kim (Longevity Gold),
there are also chäi-chü (M tP, Wealth Offspring), ün-kim
thäi-ke'k

(^cH?,

Fortune Gold) and

Great Ultimate). I was told that thäi-ke'k (Great Ultimate),

chäi-chü (Wealth Offspring), and siü-kim (Longevity Gold) stand for different
denominations. The highest face value thäi-ke'k, Great Ultimate, is used
exclusively for the Jade Emperor. The sum stated on chäi-chü, Wealth Offspring, is
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larger than that on siü-kim, Longevity Gold. Generally people do not seem to pay
attention to the face value of ün-kim, Fortune Gold (money), except in emphasising
its use in protecting one’s ün-tö’.

Although the design, name and use of Gold Paper varies according to
locality,25 it still reveals similar expectations shared by people all over Taiwan. For
instance, the character ‘j/w’ of siü-kim stands for ‘longevity’ (If); and the design as
well as the name of ‘chäi-chu (Wealth Offspring,

indicates secular success

in life. The term thäi-ke'k reminds people of cosmological diagram, which, like the
Eight Diagrams, is believed to be very powerful. This is why the Gold Paper of
thäi-ke'k is used by the Jade Emperor only. In addition, the design of ün-kim is
based on that of siü-kim, but with a few lines running through the middle of each
sheet.

Apart from an appointed amount of Gold Paper, a completed thong-poa also
includes bü-miä C$pp, a symbolic animal figure standing for the year one is bom),
peh-ji (Eight-characters), a strip of black cloth and a transfer memorial written on a
sheet of red paper. Liöng-san-läu-chö once answered my question about the reason
for putting a ‘strip of black cloth’ over the bü-miä on top of the Gold Paper. He
explained it was to protect this person because his or her ün was very low. A similar

25 The use of paper money is a complicated issue in Taiwan. I joined a two-month trip
collecting various kinds of paper money in the middle of Taiwan in 1992. We had interviews with
the sellers, devotees we met at temples, and the Gold Paper manufacturers, etc, and had a general
understanding that the money varies according to the locality. For example, I found quite a few
kinds of paper money that are either called by different names or are not being used in the Tainan
area. For more information on paper money, also see note 25 of Chapter Three.
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reply was also given by others several times when I chatted with people at the
temple. Basically, the content of each Kioh-thäu s thong-poa looks the same,
except for minor differences. For example, in Kioh-thäu Käng-ä-böe, thong-poa1
includes an extra five sheets of paper in the colours of red, yellow, blue, white and
black, which are put between the tray and the pile of Gold Paper. While in
Kioh-thäu Kiän-ä-keng, where Hong-eng stays, each thöng-poän is decorated with
two clusters of coloured paper in strips. People rarely know the reasons or
meanings of the differences except to comment that this is their ‘local custom’.

Each thong-poa1 relates to a story of ün-tö as well as everyday life. It also
reflects shared cultural expectations of these stories and practices: longevity,
richness, and posterity—that is, if not a good fate, at least a smooth-going fortune.
These thöng-poän produce and reproduce the existence of Phek-hoa-siby means of
locating each individual either as a family member or as a deity’s contract son or
daughter. In addition, the action of presenting Thiän-hü-chhian-sde's thöng-poa \
overcomes the discontinuity of Phek-leng-keng and Phek-hoä-si and maintains the
wholeness of Gö -hü-chhian-söe's che-se image which is centred on Hong-eng.

All these thong-pocP are placed in rows in the centre of the temple yard, near
the Jade Emperor stove area, facing the same direction as the temple. A makeshift
26 A-kang told me that the two clusters o f colour paper in strips are called ‘Five-colour
Money’ (gd-sek-chf i f f e i i ) - The five sheets of paper put under the Gold Paper used to be a set of
three-coloured cloths with the same design as the protector (see note 55 of Chapter Four). But for
convenience o f preparation, the Gold Paper sellers gradually substituted the set of three-coloured
cloths with a set o f five-coloured papers, used at all Kioh-thäu. This change has not brought any
disagreement from the local people. When tracing back the meanings of these symbols, I always got
the answer that this was their local tradition. I found that, for them, these symbols seemed to signify
nothing but decoration.
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altar is erected behind. During Kia-lolh-koainIChin-kim-choä, five to six Ritual
Apprentices are supposed to stand on both sides of the altar, chanting the Scripture
of the Lo'h-Koai Incantations. Behind the altar table, the space nearest the temple
body (tiu in Figure 7-3), is the starting point where tang-ki conducts his
performance.

Figure 7-3 The Space Arrangement of Toa-So-Öng's

Kian-Lo1h-KoainIChin-Kim-Choa at Miäu-Siü-Keng
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Again, the whole arrangement might be slightly different among temples or
sub-groups. For example, in two Kioh-thäu, Kiän-ä-keng and Öng-sid'-sai, I have
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seen that the altar is placed where the temple doors are located, so the tang-kVs
performance is basically conducted in the temple rather than in the temple yard.
Nevertheless, the positioning of tang-ki, altar, thöng-poa1 and even the platform
for the singing and dancing troupe performance is fixed. Aside from these,
Toä-sa-öng's unique activity, Kiä-kha, takes place in the car park, at a distance
from the temple area. This is to avoid the disapproval of others who may think that
by burning this special kind of Gold Paper, which is supposed to be used only for
funeral-related purposse, an impure feeling is being created.

1. The Crowd

Toä-sa-öng's birthday involves different participants. Over 100 trays of
thöng-poän reflect the involvement of 200 to 300 devotees each birthday. Most of
them are present in the evening after dinner. Some have already brought their new
bom babies in the morning for Pai-khe. According to local tradition, a Päi-khe
relationship needs to be signed into a contract, the Contract Child Memorial
(khe-kan-sa), and read aloud in front of the chief deity Pö-sen-täi-te (as an
intermediary) by O-tö .28 Kia-lo'h-komlChin-kim-choa usually starts around 7:30
pm, but devotees usually come an hour earlier, so they will have plenty time to
bum incense, make a money donation to form an affinity (te-ian |®£§:), and pay the
fee for thöng-poa1. Some of them might also prepare envelopes to Hong-eng as a

27 Kiä-kha used to be located on the side of Ka-po Street, much closer to the temple. But a
near-by merchant owner was against this position because he believed this kind of impurity would
bring his business bad luck. They thus changed to the car park area, with more space but no
residents, for Kiä-kha.
28 For the content o f the Contract Child Memorial, see Chapter Six.
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way of saying thanks to his Chin-kim-choa. The devotees also interact with
Hong-eng every now and then during the day. 29

In addition to devotees, quite a number of visitors from other Kioh-thäu or
other sub-groups come to ‘observe the occasion’. In 1993, I remember seeing
several tang-ki from different temples stop by Miäu-siü-keng to have a look. On
"3A

a

one occasion, one of them (Eng-lam) even observed the Kia-kha sequence. There
are also visitors who come only to enjoy the ‘hot and noisy’ atmosphere or watch
the singing and dancing performance. Besides these, the Goods-relieving (chm-che)
brings approximately 50-60 representatives of A n -p f’s poor families to
Miäu-siü-keng during the daytime.31 All these people, appearing for different
purposes, make the temple very crowded, particularly in the evening.

2. The Prologue
Normally around 7:00 pm, the Kia-lo'h-koaF!Chin-kim-choä site is ready.
Each thong-poa1has three sticks of lit incense inserted in it while several executive
members take turns purifying this section with a lit sandalwood powder stove,
called a purifying stove (cheng-ld’ ®IB). After seeing this, the devotees stand on
both sides, waiting for the ritual to commence; while chatting or listening to the

29 The most common scene I have seen is when Hong-eng ‘releases infantile convulsions’
(pang-kian), for infants most of the time, but occasionally for adults. Once I was called to help write
down a prescription while O-tö was busy with other things. I thus realised some inquiries relate to
medical knowledge.
301 have mentioned this case in Chapter Six.
31 Usually one share of the relieving goods includes a pack of rice (or a bottle of cooking oil)
and a red envelope with NT$300-500 dollars in cash (around $15-25 AUD).
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background music played by the troupe band. The sandalwood powder stove
belongs to the temporary altar, where three divine statues sit in order
‘Toä-sa-öng—Pö-sen-täi-te—Chu-hü-chhian-söe', the same seating arrangement
as that in the central zone of Miäu-siü-keng. This setting marks Toä-sa-öng's
position at this temple.

On the altar there are several copies of the Scripture of the Lo'h-Koai
Incantations for the use of the Ritual Apprentices later on. The devotees take their
seats once the time is confirmed by means of poa'h-poe (dropping two
crescent-shaped blocks). Hong-eng also wears his ritual black shorts in the evening.
These black shorts, together with a traditional child’s cummerbund called köan-tö
are like a ‘tang-ki uniform,’ worn while attending ceremonies in public. To
wear ‘black’ shorts is to follow this Kioh-thaus local tradition. It might be longer
white shorts in other Kioh-thäu, such as Käng-ä-böe.

The basic structure of Kia-lo'h-koaPlChin-kim-choa includes three stages: it
begins with invoking soldiers and generals to lead the way to the Start of Twelfth
Street (Cha!p-ji-koe-thau); the second stage is to present thöng-poa1to Thian-cho
and other destinations; and finally, all the troops quickly return. It takes about
30-40 minutes to reach Choip-ji-koe-thau, then the rest depends on how busy the
deity is. Toä-sa-öng's Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä is normally accomplished by
10:30 pm.

Not until he has arrived at Cha!p-ji-koe-thäu does Hong-eng start to enter a
trance. This pattern tends to be a privilege only given to ‘senior’ täng-ki, as they
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usually need to enter a trance right from the beginning, I was told. Hong-eng might
Figure 7-4 Hong-eng Seance Movement Positions at Miau-Siü-Keng

Toä-so-6ng/P6-sen-täi-tö/Chu-hü-chhian-sde

lAlooden Railings

lAlooden Railings
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Tem ole doors

i

Tem ple Doors

Tem ple Doors

still talk to people while the Ritual Apprentices are chanting the Scripture, but
when the time for the ritual is drawing near, he walks into the temple calmly and
unhurriedly. There is a break when the scripture is chanted to The Start of Twelfth
Street. It is also about the moment that Hong-eng comes up to the statues of
‘Toä-sa-öng— Pö-sen-täi-te— Chu-hü-chhian-söe’ in the central area of the temple
(A in Figure 7-4).32 He nods his head toward the statues, then immediately goes to
a trance state within seconds ( ö l marks his position in Figure 7-4).

321 have used this figure in Chapter Four. For details of A to E2, see Figure 4-2.
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O-tö, A-chäi and Öng-e stand nearby to assist him in the trance. Unlike the
normal process at Khui-toa, before sitting on the bench in front of the altar table
(E2 in Figure 7-4), Hong-eng will first practice a unique way of walking for a while
in the space near the temple doors (ii2 in Figure 7-4).33 In 1993 I saw O-tö’
spontaneously give signs to Ritual Apprentices to help the rhythm with
drum-beating to enhance this atmosphere. The pattern of his gestures was similar
to those of other täng-ki in the same Kioh-thäu,34 although at the same time this
pattern is also considered to be unique. According to A-kang and Kok-hui, this
similarity is usually learned during trance training seclusion as a ‘rite of passage’
before becoming a formal täng-ki. Whereas the uniqueness of the gestures relates
to identifying a specific deity from others. For instance, the voice pattern of
Hong-eng's exhalations and inhalations in his performance is expressed differently
to other täng-ki. His performance reminds people of the chief deity
Kim-hü-chhian-söe's boxing technique.

After this performance, Toä-sa-öng is in full possession of Hong-eng's body
and begins to speak, sitting on a bench and facing toward the Low Altar Table (see
Figure 7-4). The proceedings begin with an announcement of the purpose of the
evening’s activity: it is to celebrate the birthday ceremony of ‘So-hü-chhian-söe at
Miäu-siü-keng of Kia-ä-keng-siä'. This terminology has been discussed with the

331 have mentioned in Chapter Five that this boxing is identified as a typical characteristic of

Kim-hu-chhian-sde.
341 found a similarity between his gestures and at least two others’: those of Li-hü-chhian-sde
(Lord o f surname Li) and o f Sam-ong. Actually there also exists a ‘master and pupil’ relationship
among them. Hong-eng’s was taught by A-käng's (Sam-öng) as well as Chhäi-koän's
( Chu-hü-chhian-sde); whereas Ong-e's ( f t f ? ) (Li-hü-chhian-sde) was taught by Hong-eng.
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core members of Phek-hoä-sT beforehand. The music is loud enough to cover the
deity’s voice, which results in devotees swarming forward to Toä-sa-öng with their
consultations. No one seems to be bothered by the deafening volume of the popular
songs, as the tempo suits the situation very well and supports the ‘hot and noisy’
environment. O-tö told me they once tried to replace this with the same orchestra
which they had invited to the P il-an Banquet (playing the classical Chinese music),
but found it did not go very well, so they changed back the following year.

To save time, O-tö’ always stops the devotees from asking too many questions
and soon after Toä-sa-öng prescribes them some charms. Then, he bends his body
close to the deity to be able to clearly hear the deity’s words regarding how to
conduct the ritual process later on. The content usually includes confirmation of
the destinations that Toä-sa-öng will visit that evening, and whether this will be
‘with or without täng-ki' . For instance, in 1993 Toä-sa-öng confirmed the
destinations were Thian-cho, Tang-ge'k, Te-hü, and läng-chiu. So the thong-pocP
for Ji-ü and for Lim-chui were to be transferred through Tang-ge'k because he did
not plan to visit Ji-ü and Lim-chüi. Furthermore, he needed to stay longer at the last
stop läng-chiu but ‘without bringing a täng-ki' and with ‘no return’. This means
the täng-ki's part of the seance would be completed after leaving Te-hü, and travel
to the last stop of Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä was to be conducted by the Ritual
Apprentices’s scripture-chanting only. The Ritual Apprentices did not need to
finish the last part of the scripture, as Toä-sa-öng would not return immediately.

3. Acknowledging a Contract Relationship (Pai-Khe), Patching the Fortune
(Pa-Ün) and Changing the Fortune (Ke-Ürt)
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After prescribing charms to Hong-eng,35 Toä-so-öng is put on köan-tö, given a
black flag and three sticks of thick incense, and walks outside the temple. The
Ritual Apprentices start chanting the Scripture again. Each devotee is already
holding incense and waiting for his appearance in the temple yard (i£ in Figure
7-3). According to local tradition, a chair or a table is placed near the altar as a
‘temporary stage’ to show the audience what happens when the täng-ki steps up to
Thian-chö and calls on the Jade Emperor. As etiquette for this part of the
performance, all the official gowns of the divine statues on the temporary altar will
be removed. A yellow-coloured paper ‘Light Pedestal’ (teng-chö

standing

for Thian-cho, and a written memorial of the Birthday chid will be placed together
in front of the statues. Meanwhile, a Taoist priest executes the last sequence
‘Orthodox Offering’ of the Chid inside the temple.

When Hong-eng steps onto the chair, everybody can see how Toä-sa-öng pays
respect to the Jade Emperor. He, following local tradition, kneels and strikes
himself with a ‘club with diamond-shaped blades’ (teng-küng £jfü) or a ‘nail-ball’
(chhi-kiu $[)££) on such an occasion.36 Then he stains all the new Pai-khe
necklaces with his blood to demonstrate that each contract child is under his

35 Toä-so-öng always prescribes some charms for Hong-eng to use after the ritual to heal his
self-flagellation.
36 These two items are identified as part of a tang-ki's Five ‘Treasures of the Magic Method’
(hoat-po): sword, nail-ball, swordfish blade, axe, and a club with diamond-shaped blades. They are
used to perform the rite o f exorcism or self-mortification.
In An-pt \ except for a deity’s birthday ceremony, a procession is another occasion at which a
täng-ki will need to flagellate himself. According to Donald, some of the Tainan temples have
täng-ki conduct ‘Opening to the light’, a process which involves self-mortification (Sutton 1990b:
101). For the meaning of these self-mortifying rituals of the täng-ki, see Donald Sutton (1990b).
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protection. Then starts presenting relevant thong-poa 1 to the Jade Emperor as the
beginning of the section Pa-ün (Patching the Fortune). He does this one by one.
The members who have provided the thong-poa 1 also have to kneel in front of

Toä-sa-öng to pay their respect to the Jade Emperor when they see Hong-eng hold
thong-poa 1 up and wave it several times for them. A few assistants line up, on both
sides, passing each thöng-poä 1 to Hong-eng , from his left side to the right side.
Each group of devotees also follows this flow after hearing O -tö, A-chai and

Ba'k-e yell their serial number. Before each thong-poa 1 is sent away for burning,
O-tö checks it to take out the sheets of Eight-characters to be returned to the
owners. This scene is the busiest moment of the ritual.

After presenting most of the thong-poa 1 to the Jade Emperor, Hong-eng
comes down from the chair. Those parents with newborn babies are waiting on one
side to be called to receive a Päi-khe necklace. Formal Päi-khe is thus
acknowledged after Toä-so-öng puts it on each contract child. Afterwards, a group
of devotees line up again for Toä-sa-öng’s Ke-ün (Changing the Fortune) ritual.
Each holds a set of items, including bü-miä (the animal figure standing for one’s
year of birth), three sticks of incense, and a few sheets of Gold Paper. They have to
drop the animal figure (bü-miä) and the Gold Paper on the com er of the altar table
before kneeling in front of Toä-sa-öng for the next step of Ke-ün : Toä-sa-öng uses
his black flag to cover the person’s face while waving the flag in front of and
behind his or her body. Both actions are understood to represent that the person’s
bad luck has been cast off and changed for the better. Sometimes the devotees even
bring their family members’ used clothes to ask for Ke-ün, which is believed to
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have the same effectiveness. The crowd gradually disperses by the end of this ritual.
Not every devotee stays if there is no further participation in the rest of the
Kia1-lo'h-koain/Chm-kim-choä.

4. Entrusting the Treasury, Kia-Khfr

In the 1993 ceremony, when Toä-so-öng headed for the second destination,
Tang-ge'k, it was 9:17 pm. There were still eleven households, approximately
40-50 persons, waiting for Toä-scr-öng to arrive at the next destination, Te-hü
(Underworld Offices), for Kiä-kho. Some of the other devotees were watching the
singing show, or preparing to leave. In addition to two thong-poa, standing for all
the members of Phek-hoa-si and Toä-scr-öng's old contract sons and daughters,
there were two individual ones for Tang-ge'k. Hong-eng repeated similar actions as
he did to the Jade Emperor: he kneeled, struck himself, and presented thong-poan
one by one to the deity Tang-ge'k-täi-te.

Hong-eng then took a few minutes’ rest, sitting still on the chair with the black
flag covering his face, ö-tö’ and A-chai were waiting on one side for an indication
from Toä-scr-öng. They said Toä-so-öng was dealing with other issues or sending
regards to other colleagues, so he had left the täng-ki for a while. Five minutes later,
Hong-eng asked for his eyes to be covered with a strip of black cloth,

so

Toä-so-öng could start heading for Te-hü. The time was 9:38 pm.

371 was told the strip o f black cloth here is to protect the ‘body’ of the täng-ki, as he might be
bothered by his ancestors or other spirits on the way to Te-hü. Another reason is to prevent the
täng-ki from seeing things that might cause him fear. For these two reasons, a more popular way is
to cover the tang-kis eyes right from the beginning of the trance as protection; however, this is not
necessary for a senior täng-ki.
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Toä-sa-öng, followed by the members of the eleven households, walked
toward the car park area. First he indicated that each group should bum incense and
insert the sticks into their own Treasury pile. Then, together with Toä-sa-öng's
charm, each group of participants lit the Treasury, calling the recipients by name to
show how the living were related to them. They believed Toä-sa-öng's charm
would protect the Treasury sent to their ancestors so that it arrives safely and
peacefully.

After inspecting each case, the deity returned to the temple at 9:54 pm. He
kneeled and struck himself again; then he presented the thong-poa standing for all
members of Phek-hoa-si to the deity Te-hü-täi-te. The trance was finished at 10:04
pm. O-tö’ reminded the Ritual Apprentices to keep chanting the Scripture to

Iang-chiu, but there was no need to chant the part of returning. The ritual was
finished at 10:30 pm. Everybody present was invited to have traditional seafood
porridge. The executive members were still busy cleaning up the surroundings.
Meanwhile, several persons in charge of the finances went to Hong-eng's place to
settle accounts.

5. The Climax of the Performance
The climax of Hong-eng's performance occurs with the section calling on the
Jade Emperor. Hong-eng's gestures are unlike the garishness of Chhln-thoan, the
most dramatic täng-ki I have ever seen in An-pi \ 38 Instead, he attracts attention by

381 have mentioned this person earlier in this chapter. For a description of his performance,
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getting devotees involved in his performance. Ddevotees take turns kneeling in
front of him while Hong-eng presents thöng-poa1 for them.39 Furthermore the
‘routine waving’ he does when holding each thöng-poa1has a powerful rhythm,
reflected in the movement of his muscles. Together with the changes in his facial
expression, it transmits a sense of sincerity and traditionality.

It will become harder and harder to perform this waving part of the ritual,
considering the increasing numbers of trays of thöng-poa1and the täng-ki' s age.
The

first

time

I

saw

Hong-eng

conduct

Toä-so-öng's

Kia1-lo‘h-koai1/Chin-kim-choa, he was going to be 65 years old in two months’
time, and the last time I saw this ritual was in 1999. He still looked as if he had no
trouble doing it even at an age over 70. In people’s eyes, he never stops working in
daily life, which is why he is known as the ‘Iron Man’ (Thih-lang). When one sees
his dexterity and quickness of action in presenting each thöng-poa1, the Iron Man
image—his attitude towards life—is projected through his physical strength.

Hong-eng's facial expression changes according to which deity he meets and
what issues he is dealing with. For instance, he smiles and looks respectful
whenever calling on the Jade Emperor. But he looked serious, for instance, when
see pp. 389-390 and note 14.
39 It is not necessary to present the thong-poa1one by one. I have seen several cases in which
the täng-ki does it differently. For instance, when Chong-han conducted Chin-kim-choä at the
temple Leng-che-tiän, he did not wave, nor did each devotee kneel in front of (his tutelary deity)
Png-hü-täi-te
during the process. When Ka-pin conducted the ritual at the temple
Chiu-liöng-tiän, his devotees were asked to kneel together with him when the chief deity
Thong-hu-chhian-sde was calling on the Jade Emperor. And he presented only the thöng-poän for
all the devotees o f the temple Chiu-liöng-tiän. Whereas at both temples (Miäu-siü-keng and
Gd-tek-keng) of this Kioh-thäu, all täng-ki wave the thöng-poänbut without the devotees’ kneeling.
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bargaining to purchase a newborn baby’s original affinity from Lim-chui in 1993. A
devotee prayed for a baby boy and finally got one. However, the baby was not
distributed from the normal place, Iäng-chiu, but from Lim-chüi. Toä-sa-öng thus
needed to show ‘his power’ in order to buy out this previous relationship:40 he
stood, with a tough attitude and a serious voice, at the kneeling devotee’s right
hand side making a bargain. A while later, he looked softer, showing they had
reached an agreement. Finally the devotee was asked to present thong-poa1with a
black flag placed over his face by Toä-sa-öng, as a sign of the accomplishment of
this bargain. In 1998, a case concerning a person’s longevity showed Toä-sa-öng's
different interaction with Ji-U-chhin-kun. He looked as if he was making a sincere
effort to ask for pf-an for this devotee, who was slowly recovering from a serious
fall.

Toä-sa-öng is accustomed to check the sheet of Eight-characters of each
thong-poa1before presenting it to the Jade Emperor. Some trivial changes in his
facial expression also show he is familiar with each household’s situation and
remembers how and what should be addressed to the Jade Emperor during
Chin-kim-choä. There is a sense of continuity connecting Khui-toa

and

Kia -lo1h-koaf/Chin-kim-choä, which reflects a process of practice shared by the
people of Phek-hoa-si. The practice itself conveys a common concern, shared by
people of the same culture and understood in vocabulary like miä-ün or ün-tö’. In
An-pi1, it has obviously become part of local tradition, used to celebrate most of the

40 I was told that if they did not, the baby would be very hard to raise or might even die before
adulthood.
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deities’ birthdays.

However, Kiän-lo‘h-koain/Chin-kim-choä is only one of many ways to
demonstrate this common concern. It is defined as a ‘Taoist-style’ annual
ceremony by the people of Phek-hoä-si, in contrast to the more creative
‘Buddhist-style’ one: the Siau-cha ritual, chaired by the deity Liöng-san-läu-cha in
the early evening of Sam-san-läu-cha's Buddha-promoting Memorial Day. The
meaning of this ritual, Eliminating Calamity, is not far from that of
Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä: in brief, both are for seeking p f -an. According to
what O-tö’ explained to me, the motivation to name the banquet after the Siau-cha
the ‘Pf-an Banquet’ indicates this point. Despite the term itself and its meaning
being self explanatory for most of the local people, the ritual itself, however, is
practiced uniquely by this group of people at Phek-hoä-si.

Liöng-San-Läu-Ch&\ Siau-Cha
On the eve of the Sam-san-läu-cha's Buddha-promoting Memorial Day in
1999, Hong-eng recited to me a poem of two verses given by Liöng-san-läu-cha,
which can be translated as follows: descending to the secular world to hear
[people’s] sufferings in life; [due to] Buddhist affinity, to chant the scriptures to
reach the Western Paradise (Jiang4-sheng1-fan2-chen2-shou4-ku3-su4| ^ ^ / ;L S 5!
’ Fo^yuan^nian^jing^du^x^-fang1

These two verses

not only indicate the merciful and compassionate image of Liöng-san-läu-cha but
also how Buddhism is conceived of in people’s minds: one image is of chanting
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scriptures to dispel one’s karma and the other is liberating one from the cycle of
birth-and-death to go to the Western Paradise after death.

In Taiwan, orthodox Buddhism emphasises the importance of self-cultivation
in order to reach the Western Paradise. However, for the devotees of Phek-hoä-sJ,
this transforms into an expectation of assistance from Liöng-san-läu-cha: they
believe Liöng-san-läu-cha has the ability to lead a person to the Western Paradise
as well to eliminate difficulties for devotees. These are beliefs revealed in the
Sam-san-läu-chä's ‘Buddha-promoting Memorial Day’. In addition to Siau-cha,
several devotees are also advised to prepare special offerings at their homes during
this period, because their ancestors who have been brought to Liöng-san-läu-cha
after death will make use of this chance to come back to visit them.

I remember being corrected several times in the beginning when I mistook
this ceremony for a ‘birthday’. Their emphasis on ‘Seng-hu't’ (becoming Buddha)
highlights the sense of immortality and the difference of the Sam-san-läu-chä,
compared to the general image of the pantheon in An-pf. Once Liöng-san-läu-cha
illustrated this point by using the idea of ‘cultivating the way’ to explain the
different outlook of Buddhism and Taoism. 41 As a matter of fact,
Liöng-san-läu-cha's knowledge of geomancy and the possibility of influencing
where a person goes after death can both be taken as a supplement to Toä-sa-öng's
specialty. This would situate Phek-hoa-sTs che-se activity in a more extensive
context in dealing with devotees’ fate and destiny. Therefore, in addition to the
41 A case I have mentioned Liöng-san-läu-cha ’s explanation in Chapter Five.
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annual Kia -lo'h-koai'/Chin-kim-choa, quite a few devotees also attend the
Buddhist ritual Siau-cha.

Siau-cha is chaired by Liöng-san-läu-cha first with the assistance of the deity
Höng-höng-san-läu-cha and, since 1993, with the deity Si-hio1h-san-läu-cha.
Later, after a group of devotees went to Sichuan province on the mainland to visit
the mountain area where Liöng-san-läu-cha became a Buddha, other deities began
to arrive and help.42 The scale of the deity involvement in Siau-cha thus expanded
from ‘the Three Mountains’ (the Sam-san) to ‘the Seven Mountains’ (the
Chhit-soa!1 - b [ J L f ) , 43 symbolising the cultivation of location as well as all the
connections made there through Liöng-san-läu-cha.44 Since 1993, the first time I
observed this ritual, there have always been six chairs in addition to
Liöng-san-läu-cha's to represent other deities.

Compared to the localised term Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä, ‘Siau-cha’
seems to be a common term used all over Taiwan. For example, Siau-cha-hoat-hoe
(?&$cÖc'ü‘) generally means the Buddhist ritual (Hoat-hoe) held for siau-cha. It is
unlike Taoist rituals, which are always filled with the ‘noisy and hot’ sounds of
suona horn, drums, cymbals and bell. The main activity of Siau-cha-hoat-hoe often
takes the form of scripture-chanting by the religious specialists (as well as the

42 For information on trips to the mainland, see note 42 of Chapter Five.
43 Here ‘Chhit-soa1 (Lr[JLf) is also pronounced as ‘Chhit-san'.
441 was told the place they went in Sü-chhoan was an area with seven mountains. When they
arrived there, Liöng-san-läu-cha even introduced these mountains to them one by one. This is the
reason for the term ‘Seven Mountains’.
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devotees) in a solemn and quiet way. Liöng-san-läu-cha'?, Siau-cha meets this
image: Liöng-san-läu-cha, with the assistance of other deities, descends to the altar
chanting scriptures to eliminate misfortune for devotees. Siau-cha normally lasts
less than an hour, starting at 6:15 pm and finishing by 7:15 pm. Then the ceremony
moves to another sequence, the Pf-an Banquet.

1. The Preparation
The main preparation for Siau-cha includes two items: a bucket of ‘charm
water’ and a tray of ‘oän-sin (tcW, original spirit). Both need to be ready on the
Memorial Day’s eve; and Liöng-san-läu-cha will specifically descend to prescribe
charms for this preparation on the 17th. The ‘charm water’, comprised of mineral
water and a number of hydro-transformed (hoä-chüi) charms, is put into a huge
plastic bucket. The top of the water bucket is then covered with three sheets of
cloth, red, yellow and black, in that order, from bottom to top (three-coloured cloth,
sa-sek-pa

:).45 This is bound with a red cotton thread, and then a rice sieve

(bi'-thä ^ 1 0 ) with four charms and a thick stick of incense is placed on top. This
bucket of charm water is placed on the ground at the altar table’s left-hand side, and
will be given to the devotees to take home after the Siau-cha ritual. I was told this
system only began to be used in 1990, as a replacement for the three hours of
routine work on charm-prescribing by Liöng-san-läu-cha. This deity used to
prescribe as many charms as the devotees wanted on the evening of the 17th.

45 San-sek-pa
is a general term for a piece of cloth with any three colours. In this
context, it means red, black and yellow, three sheets of cloth.
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The tray of ‘oän-sin' is a rice sieve on which is put each devotee’s bü-miä and
peh-ji. It is also covered with three-coloured cloths and three charms, then tied with
a red cotton thread. The devotees’ bü-miä and peh-ji are divided into two categories:
female and male. All the female bü-miä and peh-ji are put together, wrapped in a
red cloth; and the same with the male but in a yellow cloth. They are both tied with
red thread, have a charm pasted on them, and are left in the order of male ‘left’ and
female ‘right’ on the rice sieve.46 Then this item is placed on a short stool under the
altar table on the right-hand side.

Accordingly, the basic ingredients of these two items include three-coloured
cloth, a rice sieve, charms, bü-miä and peh-ji. The last two are the most important
symbols since they stand for a person’s life span, that is, an ‘original spirit’
(oän-sin), in Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä. Each household’s or individual’s
thöng-poa1is identified by the owner(s)’ bü-miä and peh-ji. These are the objects,
both equally significant, that Liöng-san-läu-chö deals with in the Siau-cha ritual.
Hong-eng once explained to me:
The Buddhist Siau-cha is like the Taoist Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä,
both are methods to take care of a person’s oän-sin. The importance of
oän-sin in life is the reason why there are rituals such as Siau-cha, Pa-ün
and Ke-ün. {Hong-eng)
Oän-sin might also be represented by other symbols, which play an important role
in rituals. For instance, the devotees’ oän-sin is transformed into an ‘oil lamp’ as

46 The order o f male left and female right is common in Chinese culture.
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one of the ingredients of tau-teng (Dipper Lamp) at each temple;47 and ‘to light up

tau-teng ’ is a crucial action in the sequence of Chid ritual. In the Ke-ün of the most
dramatic

Kia-lo'h-koai'lChin-kim-choä,

conducted

by

Chhin-thoän,

each

devotee’s oän-sin is also transformed into an oil lamp and becomes the main ritual
object. These cases illustrate how this ritual, Siau-cha, is communicable in terms of
its ritual theme.

The three-coloured cloths, rice sieve, and charms all imply a function of
protection. Firstly, an image of protection is transmitted mainly through the charms.
The charm on top of the black cloth of the oän-sin tray has been written by

Liöng-san-läu-chö since the first time it was used in the 1970s. In addition to this
one, all the other charms will be prescribed on the evening of the 17th. Although the
design of the bucket of charm water saves time and Liöng-san-läu-chö's energy, it
still takes about an hour to prescribe enough charms every time. They include
charms for the purification of the oän-sin tray, for the preservation of protection on
both items, and the hydro-transformed charms for the charm water. The most
time-consuming part is to write a group of 36 sheets of charms, and then another
group of 72 sheets in order to make the charm water. I was told by ö-tö’ and

Chin-song that this has the same intention as Toä-sa-öng’s Päi-khe necklace
(khe-päi), which has 108 circles within the chain—both stand for receiving full
protection from 36 stellar spirits and 72 terrestrial spirits.48

47 For the meaning of tau-teng (Dipper Lamp), see note 80 of Chapter Six.
48 For details of the 36 stellar spirits and 72 terrestrial spirits, see note 54 of Chapter Six.
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Secondly, the red, yellow and black colours also show protection in different
contexts.

For

example,

the

black

colour

is

repeatedly

revealed

in

Kiän-lo1h-koai /Chin-kim-choa: each devotee’s bü-miä of thöng-poa is covered
with a strip of black cloth; the täng-ki's eyes are hidden with a strip of black cloth
in the ritual process; and the tang-kis black flag is also used for covering himself
or devotees in some stages. I was told the yellow and red are propitious and
protective colours when I asked O-tö', Chin-song and A-chai. They gave many
examples to explain this point, such as the traditional Chinese wedding dress (in
red), the most popular ‘incense fire protector’ (in red), and the Miäu-siü-kengs
three-coloured protector (two of them are red and yellow) . 49 Apart from these
three-coloured cloths, I have indicated that the females’ and males' oän-sin for
Siau-cha are wrapped in red and yellow cloth. Moreover, each of the six deity
chairs is decorated with yellow cloth, and the tables for feasting deities in the
subsequent Pf-an Banquet are also covered with yellow and red cloth to represent
sacredness.

Lastly, the rice sieve, bi-thä gives protection. The bi-thä was originally used
for a bride to carry during the wedding process, according to the custom practiced
in Chhi-läi (Tainan city). It is considered to be powerful because of the Eight
Trigrams (pat-koä) marked on top, which also makes it different from a ‘normal
rice sieve’. Liöng-san-läu-chö once explained the use of bi-thä as ‘protection’ for
the bride when I inquired why a pregnant woman was not allowed to use bi-thä

49 For the information o f this three-coloured protector, see Chapter Four.
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when married.50 As a result, the purpose for adopting the bi-thä as protection in this
Siau-cha context is clearly represented.

Hong-eng, O-tö’ and Chin-song start to prepare the bucket of charm water and
the tray of oän-sin after the incense-burning of kau-poe units on the evening of the
18th. Both items are purified several times with charms and cheng-lo’ (purifying
stove) before being left in their proper positions for the next evening’s use. The
incense on the bi-thä of the water bucket is supposed to be continually burned until
then.

In the late afternoon, before Siau-cha starts, seven chairs are placed in the
porch, in front of the altar table. Except for the chair that is used by Hong-eng
(.Liöng-san-läu-cha) afterwards, all the rest will be represented with ‘deity chairs’
in a special design. This design includes a piece of yellow cloth spread on each
chair, a small pile of Longevity Gold (siü-kim) put on the seat, and a sheet of Gold
Paper put under each leg of the chair. This seems to be a common way in the
locality to signal that this is a special seat for deities rather than for human beings.
I have seen it used by other groups several times in An-pf. The chair area will be
purified with cheng-lo’several times, after which people will avoid passing through
this space.

50 This was a conversation I had with the deity Liöng-san-läu-cha on the 4th October, 1992.1
asked why the bi-tha was used in a wedding, and had a supplementary explanation on the
limitations of its use: because the bl-tha can only protect one subject, a pregnant woman will
miscarriage if she use it.
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Meanwhile, two Buddhist percussion instruments, ba'k-hi (7fcÄ, Wooden
Fish) and poa

bowl), a tray of fresh betel nuts, and a hü-poä

charmed

bowl) are put on the altar table.51 When the executive members are busy with these
preparations, Hong-eng goes upstairs to change his ritual clothes. Unlike the
normal

‘tang-ki

uniform’

that

he

wears

for

Toä-sa-öng’s

Kia'-lo'h-koai'/Chin-kim-choä, he wears traditional Chinese dress, also, in black
for Liöng-san-läu-cha's Siau-cha. Except for the colour, it looks the same as the
everyday gray coloured dress, worn by Buddhist nuns or monks in Taiwan.
Chin-song told me this ‘etiquette dress’ was made for the first Chid of
Phek-leng-keng in the 1970s, and has been used since then. Because of that, he,
like the other people I met, also emphasised the preciousness and protective power
of this dress. When he reappears again, Hong-eng sends a signal to inform
Liöng-san-läu-cha by writing a charm to bum. He soon purifies the chair and
himself, then sits on the chair waiting for a trance to start the ritual Siau-cha.

2. Eliminating Calamity, Siau-Cha
Liöng-san-läu-cha's trance induction is very quick, as in Khui-toa1,
completed with a devotee kneeling to present a tray of betel nuts, to which
Liöng-san-läu-cha smiles in reply. Then the deity prescribes one more charm to

51 A wooden Fish is a skull-shaped wooden drum which a Buddhist priest beats while
chanting.

The full name of the poa (££) is Yang3-zuo4-bo 1-shi'-li4-qing4
literally, a
sitting-bowled-musical pitch) in written Chinese. Because its shape looks like a bowl, this musical
pitch is often called a ‘bowl’ instead.

Hü-poä (^ F ^ , charmed bowl) is also called Jing4-yu 2
Chinese.
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bum and put inside the hü-poä for later use. Some devotees ask for charms if they
see that the deity has the time. Otherwise, Liöng-san-läu-cha asks the devotees to
hold incense and stand on both sides, male and female separately (see Figure 7-5).
O-tö’ and Chin-song repeat his words to the devotees. Then the Siau-cha starts.

Porch

Figure 7-5 The Space Arrangement of the Ritual Siau-Cha at Phek-Hoa-St

The scripture-chanting itself takes about 30 minutes and comprises three parts:
Altar-purifying, Scripture-chanting, and Devotee-purifying. Liöng-san-läu-cha
first purifies the ritual space, especially the areas around the bucket of charm water
and the tray of oän-sin, by sprinkling the charm water from the hü-poä with a piece
of cottonrose hibiscus (hü-iöng-sim 511?'I?)- This action is the most basic
sequence in many Taoist and Buddhist rituals. This space purification idea is also
quite familiar to the devotees, because when they have issues such as moving
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house, marriage or starting a business, they always come to ask for a charm for this
purpose at Khui-toa .52

After Altar-purifying for the first time, Liöng-san-läu-cha sits back and starts
his Scripture-chanting. The devotees stand silently behind him ,53 holding incense.
The content of his chanting is hard to understand. I have tried to record it with a
professional microphone, but still can not make out the content, except for hearing
a very popular Buddhist deity name ‘Läm-bü-a-bi-tö-hu'f
the term ‘chü-pi-sim

and

merciful heart) clearly repeated in his rhythmical

chanting. Surely no one present can hear the content either, as Hong-eng’s voice is
very low. People can only sense his thin voice together with the sound of the
Wooden Fish rhythmically beating during the process. Not until they hear him beat
the poa, do the attendees pass the incense to the executive members to complete
this Scripture-chanting. Liöng-san-läu-cha then stands up, and walks toward the
attendees. He uses the charm water in the hü-poä to purify each devotee as the final
step of Siau-cha.

Although Liöng-san-läu-cha might say them differently or in a different order
each time, the general meaning of Siau-cha is transmitted to the attendees by
reading aloud phases such as Giö-the-kiän-an ( j £ l ! $ !:£ :, Healthy body),

52 This kind of charm, after burning, is mixed with rice and salt, then scattered in the space to
be purified.
53 The standing order of the devotees, male right and female left in Figure 7.5, contradicts the
order of ‘male left and female right’ on the rice sieve. When ö -tä explained to me the ritual
arrangement, he still describes this standing order as ‘male left and female right’. I found he
perceived it from the context o f how Hong-eng conducts his performance, as this ritual sequence
requires that Hong-eng walk toward the attendees to transmit his blessings.
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Ka-ka-pi'-an ( ^ ^ ^
Hong-tiäu-hö'-sün

, Every household acquires peace and safety),

(SP§MJS> A timely

Kok-thai-bin-an

wind and rain for raising the crops),

The country is prosperous and at peace, and the

people live in happiness), Gö'-kok-hong-siu (Jll&illJfc The five major grains have
been harvested) ,54 La1k-cheng-hin-öng
growing prosperous

) ,55

The six domestic animals are

and Nt-ni-hong-siu

Bumper harvest for years

on end). All these phases mark the content of p f -an, indicating Siau-cha is not
distinctive from KicF-lo'h-koaFlChln-kim-choa in essence. This can also be judged
from the participant numbers in both rituals: the number of Eight-characters of the
thong-poa and that of the oän-sin are quite similar.

So far, I have illustrated how Siau-cha is considered to be a Buddhist ritual by
referring to its Buddhist characteristics. At the same time, it is also connected to the
localised Kia-lo'h-koaFlChin-kim-choa since both rituals deal with similar
concerns. Its uniqueness is not only because of its ‘difference’ in the ritual
performance of An-pF, but also due to it communicable-ness in Taiwanese society.
Siau-cha, together with the kau-poe units’ Incense-burning on the previous night
and the subsequent Pf-an Banquet in the evening, are activities for the annual
ceremony of the deities Sam-san-läu-chö. Incense-burning and feasts are often
found in An-pi"s annual deity celebrations.

54 The five major grains (variously listed) imply grains of all sorts.
55 The six domestic animals (horse, cattle, sheep, chicken, dog and hog) imply livestock in
general.
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The devotees who attend Siau-cha are largely the same as those attending
Kmn-lo'h-koainIChm-kim-choa. However, only roughly half of the attendees of the
Toä-sa-öng's annual ceremony are present for Liöng-san-läu-cha's as well,
judging from the list of names of the money donors in 1999.56 This does not mean
they do not believe in the effectiveness of Siau-cha, otherwise the numbers of
Eight-characters of thong-poa and that of oän-sin would not be similar. Rather, one
possibility is likely to be that not every one can afford the extra ritual expenditure.
Once a person physically attends Siau-cha or the following Pf-an Banquet, he or
she will unavoidably need to make a contribution as proper etiquette. I remember
asking O-to' and A-chai about this. They both made a similar guess by estimating
how much extra money a person would spend to attend this activity as a way to
explain this phenomenon.

Nevertheless, the fact that an average of 60-70 attendees physically come to
Siau-cha, and that they were able to consistently to support 30-37 tables of Pf-an
Banquet between 1992-1999,57 reveals the strong solidarity of devotees toward
this shrine. In contrast to the slow dispersal of the crowd at Toä-sa-öng's

561 discovered this the first time I observed this ritual, but rarely had the chance to get the
exact number of participants, especially for Toä-sa-öng's annual ceremony. The money donation
name list is one possibility to find the answer as, according to custom, most of the attendees will
also come with a financial contribution. But I never asked to have a look at this data until 1999
when I had the chance. I feel this issue is extremely sensitive. Even O-tff does not have charge of
the financial affairs of Toä-sa-öng's annual ceremony. The data I saw listed 157 persons making
contributions for Toä-sa-öng's, annual ceremony (after my promise not to write down the amount of
each devotee’s contribution), and 74 persons for Liöng-san-läu-cha's (this data is from O-tä's
account book, open to any one to have a look).
571 have data from 1992 to 1999. Earlier, I mentioned ‘29-34’ tables, but these do not include
the tables for feasting the deities since the aim was to estimate the number of attendees at the Pf-an
Banquet. But here the point is the expenditure for this banquet. The tables of the deity feast cost as
much as the others.
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Kiä'-lo'h-koai'/Chin-kim-choä, the crowd enlarges by the end of Siau-cha.
Devotees merge with the new comers who come because of Phek-hoa-sTs and
Hong-eng's kau-pöe connections, and together they become guests at the P il-an
Banquet. The Siau-cha ritual seems to bring back an emphasis on the local context,
where it illustrates a Phek-hoä-si-centred sociality.

By examining the practice of Phek-hoä-sTs kau-pöe network, Toä-so-öng's
Kian-lo1h-koai'1/Chin-kim-choa and Liöng-san-läu-chö's Siau-cha, this whole set
of cultural devices reveals a special way of perceiving local tradition as well as
inscribing the past. The local tradition is practiced in everyday life, and prescribed
in the form of religious idioms. The various religious practices of Phek-hoä-si
represent one of many statements about local tradition, authorised by those people
I met. Each statement is generated from a self-centred locality, and embodies a
group of people’s life practice. However, the authorship of local tradition is always
composed of multiple voices made by many sub-groups and, as in the past, is an
ever-altering resource, where individuals situate themselves in social context. A
case study on a temple-history writing, introduced in the next section, is an
illustration.

Authorising the Past of Gd-Tek-Keng

In November 1998, I was told by Hong-eng that A-käng had been trying to
contact me. After we met, I realised that he was writing something about the
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history of the temple Gö’-tek-keng, where he served as a tang-ki for more than fifty
years. He was hoping that I could help with the process of developing his
manuscript as a book for future generations. This project had actually started five
years before. Since his best friend Au-hai-ho'at

died in 1998, he had been

facing the difficulty of writing without making any progress. After listening to him,
I agreed to assist him. Later on I realised that there was a more important
consideration driving him to undertake this project. Confusion had arisen about the
histories of two temples. This development threatened the authority of A-käng's
Gö’-tek-keng.

The

temple

that

threatened

A-käng

Kim-müi-koän-gö'-tek-keng

was

a

new

temple,

called

at the Kioh-thäu Häi-thäu ($ § !!).58

This temple had originally developed from a shrine, supported by a group of
people from Häi-thäu. This new temple’s name reflected ‘a sense of history’ for
A n -p f people. However, because of the similarity between its name and that of
A-käng's temple Gö’-tek-keng, a conflict developed in 1999 between the groups
associated with these temples.

A Puzzle of Two Temple Names
The name of the new temple, Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng, had a familiar
resonance in A n -p i1. It reminded people of two local historical sites,
Kim-müi-koän

(sfeFüS!) and A-käng's Gö'-tek-keng. Kim-müi-koän was one of the

58 For details o f this temple, see note 6 of Chapter Four.
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five Halls (barracks) for the Qing Empire’s army;59 Gö’-tek-keng used to be one of
the two official temples in the area in the same period.60 When local people talk
about these historical sites, they feel proud because they symbolise the importance
of A n-pf's history in relation to the history of Taiwan. In other words, they
represent An-pf people’s uniqueness.

There is a common story about the relationship between Kim-müi-koän and
Gö’-tek-keng, which is well known in the locality. Due to the Japanese occupation
in An-pf, some deities from Kim-müi-koän were brought to Gö'-tek-keng by the
residents of Kiän-ä-keng and have been worshipped there since that time; while
others were taken away by the residents of Häi-thäu. Moreover, it is said that a
connection between Gö’-tek-keng of An-pf and Gö’-tek-keng of Kinmen (Kim-müi,
a small island between the Chinese Mainland and Taiwan) existed in the Qing
dynasty.

As this happened at least a hundred years ago, no one knows exactly, for
instance, which deities of Kim-müi-koän were worshipped at Gö’-tek-keng.
Because relations between the Gö’-tek-keng in A n-pf and Kinmen had been
severed for more than a hundred years, the relationships between Kim-müi-koän
and Gö’-tek-keng at the two places were quite unclear. Only a Temple Certification
(Si4-miao4-tai2-zhang4

SI

), registered during Japanese colonisation

59 For the names of the five Halls, see note 39 of Chapter Four.
60 Another official temple is the public temple Seng-höng-miäu. For information on

Seng-höng-miäu, see Chapter Four.
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(around 1916-1917), notes that the Gö’-tek-keng of An-pi1“has a connection with
the Gö’-tek-keng of Kinmen, but no social relationship is recorded”. As a result,
the people of the new temple Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng and of A-käng's
Gö’-tek-keng have totally different interpretations of this specific past. These
missing links actually create possibilities for diverse history telling on both sides.

In order to advertise the new temple, the group of Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng
wrote these accounts of their temple in the local newspaper. They emphasised its
legitimacy by recalling to people’s social memory the connection between
Kim-müi-koän and Gö’-tek-keng. The following general statement, written in the
China Daily News (Zhong1-hua2-ri4-bao4

by a journalist, Luo Yu-ru (H

3 l$P, L uo2 Yu4-ru2), is a summary of two news items written in 1998 and 1999:

This temple’s chief deity, Toä-öng (^ z E ) [literally, Lord of the Most
Senior], was originally from G ö -tek-keng of Kinmen, then came to
A n-pf, and is worshipped at Kim-müi-koän. Due to the Japanese
occupation, Toä-öng was taken by a group of people from Häi-täu-siä.
Meanwhile, one of the other deities, Ji-öng (Z13E) [literally, Lord of the
Second Senior], was also taken to be worshipped at a nearby temple
Gö’-tek-keng, where it is still worshipped. (29/09/1998 & 22/05/1999 by
Luo Yu-ru)

This statement was quite disturbing for members of Gö’-tek-keng, especially for
A-käng. One day, in my conversation with A-kang, talking about the spirit mediums
he knew in this locality, he said:

Chui-e (|? f? ) [the täng-ki of Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng] has suggested
to me many times a ‘kau-pöe relationship’ between his religious unit and
us, the group of Gö’-tek-keng. I told him, “if you want to set up a
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relationship with us, you must stop saying the deity you have been
serving is Toä-öng, and mine is Jl-ong. Is there any one who wants to be
‘the second senior’ all the time? If you hope to maintain a long-term
relationship, both sides should have an equal position.” He did agree.
[Nevertheless,] I still have no idea about why the deity he served in the
beginning, who I remember was called Sam-öng (HH) [literally, the
Lord of the Third Senior], afterwards became Toä-öngl61 (A-käng)
In A-käng's view, the way they talked about their temple history in public distorted
Gö’-tek-keng's. It questioned the orthodoxy of Gö'-tek-keng, not only by
emphasising that the chief deity of Kim-müi-koän, Toä-öng, was worshipped at
Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng, but also by claiming a connection between
Gö’-tek-keng of Kinmen and Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng. This claim sounded false
to A-käng. Hong-eng also commented to me at the time when people were
gossiping about this issue, ‘it is time for A-käng to take action in order to save his
temple, as it looks like a bunch of outsiders are changing the history of
Gö-tek-keng.’

Actually, to clarify the reputed connection between Gö'-tek-keng of Kinmen
and Gö'-tek-keng of An-pf, the temple committee members and A-käng visited
Kinmen three times between 1993-95. They found there were several points, such
as the names of deities, the deity’s birth date, and the written term for addressing
the deities, which all indicated the lack of relationship between these two temples.
Most importantly, the members of the two temples did not have any interaction
either. On the other hand, the name and birth date of the main deity of

61 Toä-öng, Jl-öng or Sam-öng are more like nicknames for each group’s patron deity. This is
a prevailing habit in Taiwan.
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Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng and Gö’-tek-keng of Kinmen remained the same. This
gave Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng a good reason to claim its connection to

Go'-tek-keng of Kinmen.

A-kang did not address this controversial issue the first time we met to discuss
the idea of writing a book on the temple history of Gö’-tek-keng. However, when he
kept emphasising that there was no connection between the Go'-tek-keng at the two
places, I realised that this was one of the reasons he wrote this book at that time. His
anxiety increased when Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng's version of its hisory appeared
in the local newspaper a third time as a way to attract the public’s attention to the
coming procession for the Orderly Seating (of the deity inside the new temple).
This news annoyed A-kang. He thus went to Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng and
openly showed his disagreement. Soon six temple committee members of

Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng came to A-kang's place to apologise and promised to
clarify this in the newspaper.

Afterwards, people from A-käng's side had a

Khui-toa1at the temple to deal with this issue.

On the night of 29th of May 1999,1 was invited to record the process of this
healing ritual. The temple committee members decided to ask A-käng's main
patron deity, Sam-ong (surname Chu), to clarify the past relationship between the

Gö’-tek-keng at A n -p f and Kinmen. The following is most of the conversation that

62 To have ‘six’ people come to apologise is taken as proper etiquette. A similar case that I will
mention in Chapter Three is about a conflict of etiquette rules (le-sa ) between the host temple and
the Chief Sacrificer in Universal Salvation— the host temple also organises a group of six
committee members to apologise their ignorance of le-sa.
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A-käng’s sui-ia Chu-tho'k (-psft), his son Eng-lo'k (^C/1§), a senior devotee
Hö-tiong

and other devotees (D) had with Sam-öng.

Sam-öng: The unpleasant things which have happened this year should
have been ended by now. What happened in the past is actually an
agreement made by the groups of Choän-chiu ( ^ jf[) ,63 Kim-müi
(Kinmen) and A n-pi\
Chu-tho'k: Yes, you have already mentioned this point last time.
Sam-öng: If the temple’s name is ‘Go’-tek-keng’, then the chief deity’s
surname must be So ® ) .
Chu-tho'k: They [the people of Kim-müi-koän Gö’-tek-keng] have a
different opinion on this. That’s their business. We do not want to argue
with them. But we have to be clear in our own mind.
Sam-öng: The chief deity of Go’-tek-keng is So-öng-iä (jpcTilS), under
any circumstance. They may identify themselves their way. Nevertheless,
no matter what extra words are put in front of Go’-tek-keng, the chief
deity’s surname must be So.
Chu-tho'k: Agree. Yes, we do not mind how they identify themselves by
putting extra words as part of the temple name. (Lots of believers
repeated the agreement.)
Sam-öng: Yes, you may set up temples called Gö’-tek-keng anywhere in
Tainan, but the chief deity must be So-öng-iä.
Chu-tho'k: We don’t have to argue too much with them. But we have to
be clear in our own mind.
Sam-öng: It does not matter how they identify themselves, except the
truth is that the chief deity of Go’-tek-keng is So-ong-ia.
Chu-tho'k: Yes, we don’t have to mind their business.
Sam-öng: It has been agreed that there are a group of five deities
worshipped at Gö’-tek-keng, the chief of which is So-öng-iä. This is a
truth that you have to believe.
Chu-tho'k: Yes, we totally agree. We all believe it.
Sam-öng: No matter who asks, you must reply with the same answer.

63 Most of the ancestors of the Taiwanese people are from Choän-chiu (
two places in Fujian province.

Chiang-chiu
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Chu-tho'k: Yes, we will do as you have said.
Sam-öng: All right, now I am going to tell you the real reason why
Sa-öng-iä at this temple has been called Ji-öng all the time. It is a reason
that hasn’t been told for hundreds of years. Actually, Sa-öng-iä can’t be
named Toä-öng. It has to be Ji-öng at most, as Toä-öng means the ‘oärC
( S , the origin)- but there is only ‘one’ oän. To show the respect to the
real oän, the highest deity, Sa-öng-iä is not willing to be called Toä-öng.
Eng-lo'k: Yes, the origin is the first, the T o«’, and the rest are lJT, the
second.
Sam-öng: Sa-öng-iä is showing respect to the oän, so is not willing to be
called Toä-öng.
Chu-tho'k: Yes, agree, totally agree.
Sam-öng: I did not tell you until now...
D: It is said that all the deities were worshipped at Kim-müi-koän of
A n -p f...
Sam-öng: No matter how these deities were invited to Gä-tek-keng in the
beginning, the chief deity of this temple is Sa-öng-iä, the Ji-öng. There is
no Toä-öng. Toä-öng is the oän.
Chu-tho'k: Here we have you to tell the truth. They don’t. [Chui-e had
just died a few months before.]
Sam-öng: Yes, so we have to make things clearer.
Chu-tho'k: But they still insist their deity is Toä-öng.
Sam-öng: Yes, they can always say that. But the real Toä-öng, the oän, is
in Heaven.
Eng-lo'k: Oh, you mean the Heaven (Jade Emperor)?
Sam-öng: Originally it was for the purpose of showing Sa-öng-iä's
respect to the Heaven.
Chu-tho'k: But why do they ‘broadcast’ their history in the newspaper,
and even change ours as a way of showing their importance? We actually
have nothing to do with their business.
Sam-öng: Now I am telling you the truth. As long as the temple’s name is
called Gö -tek-keng, the main deity is Sa-öng-iä. There is no Toä-öng at
Gä-tek-keng, as there is only one oän.
Chu-tho'k: You did not say it clearly in the past.
Sam-öng: No, I did not. But now I have told you the whole story. The
origin of Sa-öng-iä is all you have known, the Heaven. It would be
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meaningless to rename the deity Toä-öng. Every one should respect the
oan.
Chu-tho'k: Yes, totally agree. There is only one oän. How could there be
two? [Then the issue moved to the amount of Gold Paper for the
preparation of Sam-öng's annual ceremony.]
Sam-öng: Scr-hu (Sa-öng-iä) is a deity of the public, not a personal deity.
It’s time to call it an end.
After the night of this Khui-toa\ the anxiety seemed to lessen. In an early text
of the temple history, I put in an extra sentence to indicate that what had been
reported in the newspaper was different from what A.-kang knew from his
experience as an indirect way of showing his protest to the other side. But
afterwards, A-käng took the advice of other committee members, and decided to
delete this sentence. They were concerned that it sounded too critical and might
disrupt the community’s harmony again. In a later version of the book, for the sake
of its design as a whole, with A-kang's agreement, the differences between
Gö’-tek-keng in Kinmen and An-pi1 were described in a section on one of the temple
activities in the last part of the book. Thus an outsider is not reminded of these
happenings if he or she reads this book.

The Ritualisation of Writing the Gff-Tek-Keng History
Through this ‘social drama’, I acquired a further understanding of why A-kang
thought it crucial to record the differences between Gö’-tek-keng of Kinmen and
Gö’-tek-keng of A n-pf in his book. With this understanding, I also adjusted my
approach. Instead of trying to clarify the connections between A n-pf's
Kim-müi-koän, A-käng's Gö’-tek-keng, and Chüi-e's Kim-müi-koän-gö’-tek-keng as
a way of comprehending the past and providing legitimacy for A-käng's temple, I
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tried to comprehend how they authorised this temple history.

1. The Content
This book, Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi

The Temple Inscription of

Gö'-Tek-Keng), consisted mainly of the history and religious activities of
Gö'-tek-keng. A-käng’s original forty-page manuscript had been expanded to a
book of 83 pages, with around 11,000 words and more than 140 photographs.
A-kang's manuscript included the following headings:64

Table 7-2 The Content in A-Käng's Miäu-Chi Manuscript
a.

The origin of An-pf Gö’-tek-keng

b.
c.

Soldiers, merchants, and the deities of Gö’-tek-keng
Choän-chiu, Gö’-kang-sü Ö§jN'[(R, another name of Kinmen), and

d.
e.
f.

Taiwan
Taiwan, Gö’-kang-sü (Kinmen),and Choän-chiu
Gö’-kang-sü (Kim-müi) Gö’-tek-keng and An-pi1Gö’-tek-keng
The rise and decline of Gö’-tek-keng Öng-iä-koän (HifMlt)

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

The origins of the divine statues
The people who know the origins of the divine statues
The [temple] management
Tang-ki
The autobiography of siäu-hoat (/Jv/A, local term for täng-ki)

l.

The origin of the Royal Boat named Kim-tek-an (;fet§Sc)

After deleting the repetitive parts, the content of his forty-page manuscript was
reduced to about 2000 words, two-third of which focused on the description of the
64 These headings in Chinese are

O T ö«,

«*ih,

tiH E iflÄ «

3k
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connection between Gö’-tek-keng of An-pil and of Kinmen, which reflected
A-kang's deep concern about this issue. After revising the manuscript nearly ten
times in six months, the final content of Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi came to include
sixteen sections with the following headings:65
Table 7-3 The Final Content of Miäu-Chi
a.
b.
c.

Preface
The origin of Gö’-tek-keng's temple name
The origin of the construction of Gö’-tek-keng
i.

The Hall-like temple

ii.

The residents’ öng-iä-miäu

d. The deities of Gö’-tek-keng
e. The Royal Boat named Kim-tek-an
f. Several renovations to Gö’-tek-keng in the past
i.
Brief illustrations and photographs
g. The sidu-hoat of Gö’-tek-keng
i.
The autobiography of the sidu-hoat Lim Sidu-u (^/,hM )66
h. The temple property of Gö’-tek-keng
i.
Gö’-tek Kindergarten
i. The table of annual ceremonies of Gö’-tek-keng
i.
Illustrations and photographs of Gö’-tek-keng's annual
j.

ceremonies
On Gä-ma-cha of An-pf1-khai-täi-thian-hö’-kong

k.

Incense-presenting in Kinmen

l.

The table of events of Gö’-tek-keng between 1697-1999

m.
n.

The name list of contract children
Afterward: on the birth of Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi

65 These headings in Chinese are MW ,

^ ; Iis w T ii),

«gfifchöc
m

m m , aE is& iem
ip

»

m
(1697-1999),

66 A-kang is the nickname of Lim-siäu-ü.
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o.

The stele of Go'-tek-keng's history

p.

List of donors’ names for the stele and the Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi

The new content (see Table 2-2) was expanded to emphasise Gö’-tek-keng-centred
sociality: the temple (b-f, h), the people (g, m), and the religious activities in and
outside A n -p f (i-k). Apart from these, there was also information about the book
itself (a, n) as well as the new stele with a brief version of Go'-tek-keng history,
located in the temple yard (o-p). Several additions were written to illustrate the
contexts of various photographs taken between 1953 and 1999. The idea of putting
a considerable number of visual images in miäu-chi arose during the process when
A-käng found old photographs taken earlier by his elder brother.

We held discussions about the text more than ten times. Our communication
normally included the following steps: Firstly, I typed what he had written into the
computer, then polished the sentences to make them more comprehensible. After
A-käng read this draft, together with a list of my suggestions or questions, there
followed another meeting for us to clarify our understandings and what else needed
to be written. When he had more writing to add as a supplement, we started again.

It was a hard task for A-käng to write the manuscript, which was mostly
produced late at night. As for answering the most complex questions, which could
not be answered through mundane means, he would inquire of the temple deity
Sam-ong. When I first heard A-käng tell me this, I felt very awkward. When I
mentioned this behaviour to A-chai at Phek-hoä-si, I found that he was not
surprised at all. Later on, A-käng's role was identified as writing on the deity’s
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behalf in a process of ritualisation. This process took one year to complete.

2. The Ritualisation
The main design of the book was decided by Sam-öng: he assigned the colour
gold for the characters ‘Gö'-tek-keng-miäu-chV on the book cover, and the content
of the beginning page of the text. To do this, a healing ritual (Khui-toa1) was held at
the temple on the evening of 20th September 1999. Two deities took turns signing
their names to the draft, then Sam-öng wrote a poem of eight verses for this
miäu-chi:67

Five deities descend to protect numerous people. The devotees receive
good blessings of luck, longevity, and prosperity (from the deities). To
bum incense at the temple for acquiring pf-an (peace and security). The
temple names on the seal and on the charms are evidence (for
understanding the temple history); (The deity) So [the surname of Jl-otig]
comes through spirit seance to eliminating disasters (siau-chai) and to
save people from bad luck. (The deity) Chu [the surname of Sam-öng]
protects all living creatures in health and safety. May the people within
the boundaries be blessed with prosperity generation by generation.
(Written in) the Mid Autumn Festival of the year ki-bau (S 5 P ).
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By describing the deities’ abilities, this poem transmits a general belief that is

67 The eight verses o f this poem in Chinese are listed from right to left.
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widespread among the people of this religious practice. Meanwhile, the verse
which states ‘the temple names on the seal and on the charm are evidence (for
understanding the temple history)’ gives important clues that A-käng took as proof
to show the difference between this Gö’-tek-keng and that in Kinmen. Moreover, if
one reads the first character of each verse, it generates two phrases:
‘ Gö’-tek-keng-ln

and ‘Sa-chu-ha1p-thian

( ^ 7^ ^ ^ ) ’.

The former

happens to be the ‘Seal of Gö’-tek-keng'; and the latter, although less clear in
meaning, could imply the connection between the Heaven (thian) and the chief
deity Sa-öng-iä (his full name is Sa-chu), or that between the Heaven, Ji-ong {So),
and Sam-öng (Chu). Like the fourth verse, these eight characters more or less
remind people of the earlier conflict, and Sam-öng's explanation in that healing
ritual.

The style of these verses, the meanings and the special way of understanding
the poem by reading the first character of each verse, are quite familiar to local
people, as they are easily related to the verses written on the pillars of each
/:o

temple. This analogy is also represented in the order of the pictures of the eight
divine statues from page 14 to 21 of the miäu-chi. The book is in the western
format of an album of paintings, meaning the page numbers start from left to right.
However, despite this, A-käng still insisted on adopting the order of ‘right first’ at
the temple to arrange these photographs.69 Therefore, the deities in the pictures on

68 For further explanation, see note 3 o f Chapter Four.
69 This preference is normally seen in the arrangement of divine statues at temple. This issue
is discussed in Chapters Four and Five.
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the right hand page are higher in status than those on the left hand page.

In addition to these two examples, there were two more times that Sam-öng
descended to check the progress of the book’s layout and decide which pictures to
include. In the end, the book launch was arranged as a special event in the annual
ceremony of Sam-ong's birthday: all the printed books were kept at the temple for
Sam-öng's inspection and approval a few days before the birthday eve, then this
miäu-chi was formally introduced to the temple’s allied units (kau-pöe-keng) and
devotees at the annual banquet on the birthday evening.

The book launch actually took place in the context of a special ‘Orderly
Seating’ (An-chö 3cJÜ) for three guest deities, Ma-chö (#J§ijiH), Kng-ll-chun-ong
(Jg3plJ#i) and Chüi-sian-ü-te (7R{[lj1§ |;Sf), after a hundred years’ temporary stay
at Gö -tek-keng. These three deities had been separately invited from
Kim-müi-koän (Ma-chö), one of the five Halls, Hong-höe-koän ('fcf l}C
Kng-lT-chun-ong) and its kitchen Höe-päng

,

Chüi-sian-ü-te) a hundred years

before during the war between the Qing dynasty and the Japanese. This special
Orderly Seating was to transform their guest status into formal membership of
Gö'-tek-keng.

The ritual started with a novel ‘Contract-signing’ {li'p-chü-kü \L^rW) held by
Sam-öng on the birthday eve: a brief text written on a piece of red cloth noted when
these three deities Ma-chö, Kng-ll-chun-öng and Chüi-sian-ü-te, were invited to
Gö’-tek-keng and when the Orderly Seating was held. Some male and female
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devotee representatives were then asked to participate as witnesses by reading
aloud what had been written down and signing their names. No one seemed to
expect such an episode, but it did not take long for the attendees to figure out what
the deity wanted them to do, as similar contract-singings were routinely performed
in another ritual Pai-khe.

Afterwards, Sam-öng started writing charms and signing his name on quite a
few miäu-chi as gifts for specific persons. In this process, he also reminded the
devotees:

What has been written on the miäu-chi was something that happened in
the past. From now on, these three deities will be relocated as formal
members of Gö'-tek-keng. None of them will be called ‘guest deity’ any
more. They all are deities of this temple. (Sam-öng)

This Orderly Seating Contract was then presented to the Jade Emperor in the Ritual
Apprentices’ scripture-chanting. The locations of the deities Khg-li-chun-ong and

Chüi-sian-ü-te written on the contract-signing memorial were both replaced by the
location ‘Gö’-tek-keng ’ that evening. After Sam-öng's annual birthday ceremony ,70
this contract, like the earlier Contract Child Memorial ,71 was kept at the temple as a
record.

70 The most important anniversary o f Gd-tek-keng is held on the 21SI of the fourth month of
the lunar calendar, the temple chief deity Sa-öng-iä's birthday ceremony. Whereas Sam-öng's
annual celebration is normally conducted in the form of Ritual Apprentices’ scripture-chanting only,
without the tang-ki's performance. The focus o f Sam-öng's annual ceremony is the banquet in the
evening.
71 Gd-tek-keng still keeps several earlier Contract Child Memorialsat the temple. Each is a
red cloth, written like the one I mentioned in Chapter Six, with all contract children’s names on top.
These kept at the temple on the body o f the ‘Boy with Official Sword’ (Kiäm-täng).
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Apart from this new Contract-signing ritual, the Birthday chid on the
following day was expanded into an Orderly Seating chid ( Ü ) . 72 At the same time,
a red strip with golden words was hung in front of the orchestra platform during the
evening’s

banquet.

Thian-chhiu 1-seng-biö,

It

read:

‘The

Hong-hde-koan

Ceremony

Khg-lT-chun-ong

Kim-müi-koän

of

and

Höe-päng

Chüi-sian-ü-te Orderly Seating at Gö’-tek-keng,’ (as indicated by the deity
Sam-ong) and ‘The Book Launch of Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi,' (as suggested by
myself).

The writing of Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi was ritualised as a temple event and a
special issue for deity’s annual ceremony. This was reflected not only in the deity’s
deciding the content of the book but also in how the book was presented to the
public. However, neither A-käng nor I had predicted these happenings in the
beginning. When A-käng asked me for help, he simply wanted someone to polish
what he had written. He wanted the deity photographs to be included as an article
printed for local residents .73 When I agreed to assist, I thought this revision would
not take long, and I did not intend to become involved in the rest of the work. The
idea of producing a book came later when A-käng felt more and more confident
with several expanded versions of his written material. After experiencing
frustrating interactions with printers, A-käng's eldest son Kok-hui contacted me to

72 The details of the Taoist ritual Chid

(§i) are introduced in Chapter Four.

73 He did not consider getting it published as he felt it would be like ‘selling the deities’ if
photographs of the divine statues were enclosed.
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discuss further assistance. I thus played a more active role in the whole process.

3. Co-Authorising the Past
Conflicts with the printers were mainly due to the difficulty in communicating
with A-käng. A-käng normally presents a direct and stubborn image. I have heard
quite a few comments about him, all pointing out that ‘he is not a very easy-going
person’. In the last stage of the miäu-chi-writing, I was told by Hd-tiong, a senior
devotee as well as a friend of A-käng, that the reason A-käng ended up asking a
favour of me was because ‘very few qualified persons’, according to A-käng's
standard, would dare correct what he had written in case this would cause
unnecessary unpleasantness. Ho-tiong was one who had such a concern and thus
suggested A -käng contact outsiders.

Like most of the people I met in An-pi1and elsewhere in Taiwan, A-käng also
reacted to me with the respectful attitude for a ‘scholar’. I was aware of this
relationship but never meant to emphasise it when assisting A-käng writing up
what he wanted to say. I did suggest to him a content outline. However, he was
always the person who decided whether to follow it or not. In the whole process, I
seldom took over and wrote for him in order to make the writing process easier and
faster. By the end, when the journalists interviewed him, he recalled how strict I
had been and how much effort he had put into the writing. He said he always had to
find the right characters and terms from the newspaper. But at the same time, he
also acknowledged the great success resulting from this form of interaction.
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On the other hand, I did show my ‘scholarly authority’ sometimes when
necessary. Sam-öng's explanation of what had happened between the Gö’-tek-keng
of Kinmen and of A n-pf at that khui-toa1 did not prove Chüi-e s version was
wrong, but located A-kang's temple in a ‘kok-ho'nk-ki-chu

context.74

People only submit to the deity to whom they choose to express their social
emotions, identity and belonging, a point which shows the importance of social
practice to a group’s collective past. Based on this understanding, the main
suggestion I gave to A-käng was on how to express the ‘hot and noisy’ {näu-jia't BK
Ü&) atmosphere to show the deity’s ability and the prosperity of the temple. This
included written sections such as ‘The table of the annual ceremonies of
Gö’-tek-keng' ‘The table of events of Gö’-tek-keng between 1697-1999 CE’ and
‘The name list of contract children,’ as well as photographs showing various
activities.

Secondly, I suggested that it should be pointed out in the beginning of the
book that the temple was an official historical site (ka-chek) to show its importance
in Tainan city. This was achieved by presenting two photographs right after the
‘deity signatures’ page: one was a memorial plaque, sent by a certain officer in
1808, on which was written four characters

(bao3-he2-an1-ning2),

meaning ‘to protect safety and peace within the boundaries’; the other was an
inscription on an official heritage plague given by the Tainan city government.
This was to locate Gö’-tek-keng in a context that showed its uniqueness and priority

74 For more information on this idiom, see Chapter Six.
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by emphasising its antiquity.75

Thirdly, to dispel the increasing suspicions about A-käng's writing ability
among some of local people, I accepted a suggestion to write something for the
book. This was an afterword, explaining how this book had been written and the
importance of this project perceived from the context of different disciplines. To
prove A-käng did make an effort in writing, I asked the designer to place a
photograph of part of A-käng's manuscripts at the bottom of a page in the preface
of the book.

Lastly, the most prominent action I took during the process was during the last
stage when I suggested transmitting the news of Gö'-tek-keng-miäu-chi through the
mass media and presenting it in the form of book launch. I realised that A-käng
expected to see Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi in the news. I also needed to ‘heal’ his
habitual dissatisfaction with the production of this book.

ns

With his agreement, I gave information about the book and related temple
activities to the mass media. In the following days, A-käng was interviewed by
journalists from three newspapers, a radio station, and a local television station.
75 A similar perspective is also reflected in a specific form of An-pf1history writing, noted in a
previous section.
76 After I took charge o f the printing o f this book, we also changed the layout designer.
Although this new person, Hhg (Jlr), was much better in design ability, the process was still filled
with various conflicts between Hhg and A-käng, mainly due to the slowness of the work. By the end,
A-käng's dissatisfaction had increased because some photographs of his täng-ki performances were
deleted to avoid repetition. Normally, when this situation happened, he would make some unfair
comments and become very hard to communicate with. This is one of the reasons I became a
mediator.
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This publicity resulted in a crowd of outsiders visiting the miäu-chi and the temple.
It also attracted extra attention from the local people about what was going on at
the temple. More and more devotees began to participate in the ritual preparation
process because they noticed there was something different that Sam-ong needed
to deal with. As a result, these events all helped to promote a ‘hot and noisy’
atmosphere for the coming annual ceremony.

Based on the original schedule for Gö’-tek-keng's birthday celebration, the
book launch was arranged as a supplement to the evening banquet, the banquet
normally starting with a routine welcoming speech by Ho-tiong as a representative
of the host temple for guests with allied connections. The ‘announcement of the
completion of Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chV was mentioned by Hö-tiong, then introduced
by A-käng and myself,77 and supported by Khu-tiong, the highest administrator of
An-pf, as well as the chief editor of China Daily News, the largest newspaper in
south Taiwan.

A-kang showed his happiness and excitement when introducing the book to
the visitors. He also expressed to the journalists that he considered himself ‘a most
successful person’ after completing this miäu-chi’, otherwise he would have had to
‘lower his head’ (meaning losing face) in front of others for the rest of his life.
From the eve of Sam-ong’s birthday, Gö’-tek-keng was filled with flowers sent by
devotees. A-käng commented it was the most flowery moment the temple had ever

77 A-käng insisted that I stand on the platform to accept his thanks in public.
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had. During the sequence, Orthodox Offering of the Orderly Seating Chid, in the
no

late afternoon of the birthday,

the devotees came to bum incense, forming a long

line that streyched outside Gö'-tek-keng. Such a crowd, according to Kok-hui, had
rarely been seen before.

At the evening’s banquet, nearly all of A-käng's family members of the same
branch came to celebrate. His brothers told me A-käng's Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi
stood as a great honor of the Lim family. One of the elders, Au-thg (ifcfll), who was
over ninety years old and mentioned in A-käng's Preface, also sat in a wheelchair at
that evening’s gathering. Kok-hui was busy taking photographs of these people
holding the miäu-chi. That evening A-käng said to me, “it only happens once in
fifty years that we brothers gather together to take a photo. Today is the temple’s
most ‘noisy and hot ’ day since it was built 250 years ago. And it is also the
happiest day in my life.” Afterwards, outsiders kept visiting A-käng to ask for the

miäu-chi. His deed in writing of the Gö’-tek-keng-miäu-chi was reported, and he
received an order of commendation from the City Government. His son Kok-hui
made an album of these photographs and included all the news clippings as a visual
record for his father. And I have been a friend of Kok-hui's family ever since.

As this case shows, A-käng perceived the whole process as an actualisation of
local traditon by ritualising the issue as an event of the annual ceremony. This
ritualisation was endowed with a sense of sociality, reflecting the group’s identity

78 Because o f the Orderly Seating issue, Sam-ong changed the content of the written
memorial for the Birthday Chid a little, and called it an Orderly Seating Chid. As far as the ritual
sequences, they were the same.
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with their collective past and inscribing their understanding with the ritual practice.
This brief consideration of the writing of A-kang's temple history illustrates how
the idea of locality affects a group of people’s perception of the past.

Farewell to Hong-Eng: A Conclusion to a Full Life

The first conversation I had with Hong-eng was on the issue of the
popularity of a special kind of female deity, called cha-bo-bu't (rStScÄX
in Kinmen. To solve the problem of the disturbances made by female
ancestors toward their offspring, the local custom was to commission
statues for them. Hong-eng told me Toä-scr-öng does not usually allow
this situation to happen. He would make them reincarnate. Otherwise,
there would be too many deities to worship at home. [In addition,] it is
not that easy to be a deity: it requires special conditions. (Selected field
notes on 23/9/1993, the annual birthday ceremony of Toä-scr-öng)

Hong-eng passed away on the 15th of June 2002 (the 5th day of the fifth month
in the lunar calendar) while I was still writing this Ph.D. thesis in Australia, my
mind fully immersed in the memories of the times spent at Phek-hoä-si. I received
a brief email from Kok-hui on this unexpected news, then followed up by
telephoning A-chai several times during the mourning period and afterwards.

Instead of flying back for the funeral, I discussed with Kok-hui and his wife,
the form of etiquette I should follow to show my sincerity. They suggested that, in
addition to a gift of a reasonable amount of money made on the occasion of a
funeral, a pair of altar flower wreaths sent three days earlier than the normal time
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for the funeral farewell would be a good idea. They also reminded me that it was
important to emphasise my Ph.D. candidature on the flower wreaths because this
would enhance Hong-eng's social status in people’s minds.

Hong-eng died of stomach cancer, a week after A-chäi finally won the
Li-tiong election contest. Earlier when I visited them in May, Hong-eng was
already lying in bed suffering from stomach pains but he refused to see a doctor
during the campaign. On the phone, I was told by A-chäi's wife, Sa-iän, that after
finding out that they had won the campaign, “Father and son hugged each other
happily crying. Chäi-e said to her father-in-law ‘Let me bring you to see the doctor,
all right?’ He finally nodded his head.” A-chai said:
In the hospital, my father asked the doctor to tell him the truth. After
knowing there was no hope, he said to me “let’s go home. I have
something important to tell you.” But because of the effects of the drugs,
he was not able to tell me anything clearly, I only heard him praying to
[the chief territorial deity] Pö-sen-täi-te to end his life earlier. The
following night, he left. (A-chäi)
When Hong-eng passed away, he was in the black suit that he normally wore for
Liöng-san-läu-cha's Siau-chai. A-chäi said this happened before he had any time
to buy proper clothes, so they decided this decision was the best because these
clothes, he described, had ‘gone through the great Chid at Phek-leng-keng' as a
way to emphasise their preciousness and importance.

The geomancy of the tomb, the burial date, and the date for completion of the
funeral ceremony, were all chosen by A-käng's Sam-öng because this deity had the
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most senior tang-ki of this Kioh-thäu. This mission was arranged by the deity
Pö-sen-täi-te who passed on the message through the deity Hhg-hu-chhian-sde to
A-chai.19 A-kang thus was invited to A-chäi' s place four times for inquiry during
this period.

At Sam-öng's first descent, the attendees were told that both Toä-sa-öng and
Liöng-san-läu-cha wanted to keep Hong-eng. Pö-sen-täi-te finally decided
Hong-eng should stay at the temple Miäu-siü-keng because his connection with
Toä-sa-öng was built earlier than with Liöng-san-läu-cha. A-chäi said Hong-eng's
deity official rank was ‘wearing the General hat’, meaning he had started ‘queuing
up to assume a deity office’.

For this reason, Sam-öng also passed on Toä-sa-öng's request to conduct a
chib of Opening to the Light (Khai-kong-chiö

at Miäu-siü-keng soon after

the completion of the funeral period to announce his deity transformation.80 Unlike
the normal wooden divine statues used for the Light-opening chid, the one standing
for Hong-eng was a temporary paper one, which was burnt after the ritual. Kok-hui
told me that the Chief Taoist priest Giam-e, who conducted this ritual for Hong-eng,
explained the main purpose of this ritual was to change Hong-eng's secular figure
into a new one in order to be a deity. And according to Giam-e's experience,
Hong-eng's case was unique in An-pf.

79 This deity just had a new täng-ki, Kim-tek

in the late 1990s.

80 For details of the Eye-opening ritual, see Chapter Five.
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On the 6th September 2002,1 rang A-chäi to see how they planned to deal with
the coming Toä-sa-öng's annual ceremony this year (on the 14th). A-chai said
Sam-öng informed them earlier during the mortuary rite that it would cease this
year, and any suggestion or discussion of the deity’s anniversary could not occur
before lunar 15th/8 when the hundred days mortuary period expired. A-chäi also
told me there had been several executives and senior devotees considering the
proposal of an election of new täng-ki for Phek-hoä-si to restore their great loss.
But I took his words more as an expression of their emotional feeling. I remember
having conversation with A-kang on this issue in the past, which now appears as an
appropriate comment on this situation. He said:
If a täng-ki of Miäu-siü-keng died, it normally takes several decades to
find a new successor. During this period, the deity will leave the temple
for a while. After one to two decades, he will come back again. It is
believed to be more effective when a deity has a täng-ki. However, most
of the time, it will develop into the situation when devotees support the
deity, they also support the täng-ki at the same time. Therefore, if a
successor can not gain their confidence, the devotees will soon leave
after the senior täng-ki has died. In addition, the promoters of the new
täng-ki might also have conflicts with those of the previous one. In the
end, this will always produce problems of solidarity. This is why nearly
every deity will leave the temple for a while. When the deity returns
again, time has cleaned up the memories. Everything will start again.
(A-kang)
On the 22nd February 2003, nearly a month later after the Chinese New Year, I
rang A-chäi again to see how things had developed. Earlier Kok-hui told me that
Hong-eng were formally conferred a job as a chief head constable, with an official
title Chiu-chöng-pö’ (JcÖfSJfi, Chief Head Constable with surname Chiu) at
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Miau-siü-keng. It was announced in the evening of the 24th day of the twelfth
month, the annual Seeing-off the Deities (Säng-stn) of Miäu-siü-keng, by means of
the deity Sa-hü-chhian-sde (through täng-ki Eng-lo k).

A-chäi said he was called to Miäu-siü-keng in that evening by the deity
Sa-hu-chhian-sde to invite his father ‘Chiu-chöng-pö’' home between the period of
Säng-sin (Seeing-off the Deities) and Chiap-sin (Inviting the Deities). Afterwards,
on the 8th day of the first month, there was a Khui-toa1at Phek-hoä-si. Quite a few
devotees were informed to come. Eng-lo'k's Sa-hu-chhian-sde descended to the
altar to pass messages for Pö-sen-täi-te, Toä-sa-öng and Hong-eng. One issue was
about the ending of kau-poe practice for three years as a way to discontinue these
relationships with Phek-hoä-si, built through Hong-eng. The second issue was that
Hong-eng asked the brothers A-chai and Öng-e to convey the Chiu family’s thanks,
with three-year’s Birthday chid at Miäu-siü-keng, to the deity Toä-sa-öng. This was
to acknowledge this deity’s blessing on three generations of the Chiu family
{Hong-eng's mother, Hong-eng, and his children). Three years later, if
Miäu-siü-keng did not take over this annual offering, the brothers had to keep doing

81 Eng-lo'k (^<.#) is A-kang's second son. He was just chosen to be a täng-ki of the deity
Sa-hü-chhian-sde of the temple Gd-tek-keng in 2002. On the 15th day, the annual Seeing-off the
Deities of Gd-tek-keng, A-kang's patron deity Sam-ong announced his leaving this temple, and
handed che-se job to the chief deity Sa-hü-chhian-sde (Sa-öng-iä or Ji-ong) of Gd-tek-keng. This
also means A-kang has retired from temple affairs, and Eng-lo'k succeeds as an active täng-ki since
then.
According to Kian-a-keng tradition, the activities of the first primary Kioh-thäu temple
Miäu-siü-keng, especially relevant to those of the chief territorial deity Pö-sen-täi-te, always
involve the participation of different sub-groups. The most important thing of Miäu-siü-keng's
Säng-sin is to see off the chief territorial deity Pö-sen-täi-te. This is why people of Gd-tek-keng will
come to this occasion. I was told by Kok-hui that actually Eng-lo'k's Sa-hü-chhian-sde played an
important role that evening, compared to another two täng-ki of Miäu-siü-keng. This seems to me,
according to his description, to underline the competition that has been going among three of them.
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it once every three or every six years, until they died. The third issue was about a
specific chid to Hong-eng on the 5th day of the fifth month for three years. This was
to memorise Hong-eng acquiring the official title ‘Chiu-chöng-pö’\ The one in the
first two years was a chid for inauguration, and the last one was a chid for Orderly
Seating. Meanwhile, they had to invite the tiger-figured deity Thai-pe'h-chhian-soe
to attend these chid. In addition, Hong-eng reminded A-chäi that every year A-chäi
had to remember to invite Hong-eng home between the period of Säng-sin and
Chiap-sin at Miäu-siü-keng, otherwise he would never return to visit family
members again. In response to this reminder, A-chäi commented that his father was
still as ‘characteristic’ as when he was alive.

I asked why it was necessary to invite the deity Thai-pe'h-chhian-soe to the
chid for Hong-eng. A-chäi explained Hong-eng was first chosen to be a täng-ki of
this deity before being Toä-so-öng's, meaning Hong-eng had a deep connection
with this deity right from the beginning. It was similar to the case of another famous
täng-ki, Toä-tin, who also became Thai-pe'h-chhian-soe's spirit medium first
before being Ji-so-ong's more than half a century ago. Both cases reflected the
importance of this tiger-figured deity in this local tradition. Kok-hui also made a
similar comment, but with a slightly different emphasis. He asserted it was
Kiän-ä-keng's

custom

that

any

new

täng-ki

was

first

chosen

by

Thai-pe'h-chhian-soe, then was assigned to other deities, such as Ji-so-öng (in the
case of Toä-tin) and Toä-so-öng (in the case of Hong-eng). This is not always the
situation, however, I know two junior täng-ki of Miäu-siü-keng who were not
elected through Thai-pe'h-chhian-soe.
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At that Khui-toa1, the devotees of Phek-hoa-si also inquired when Toä-sa-öng
would return to che-se again. But the deity Sa-hü-chhian-söe gave an uncertain
answer, explaining that there was a need to take turns. He himself had waited for
twenty years before descending to che-se at G ä-tek-keng, and there was still not
any return news from Toä-tin's Ji-sa-ong after he left thirty years ago at
Miäu-siü-keng. Kok-hui took this as an obvious reply indicating that ‘Toä-sa-öng
was unlikely to return for the rest of A-chäi' s or Ong-e's life,’ a view more close to
a commonsense understanding in this locality. But A-chäi interpreted this from a
different perspective, emphasising ‘a deity is not efficacious without promoters’
(Sin-äi-jin-läi-hü-chäi-äi-hin). He said:
This depends on the Miäu-siü-keng temple committee members’ general
attitude towards Toä-sa-öng. If three years later, they take over the
Birthday chid and continue it every year. Toä-sa-öng might come back
sooner because of people’s sincerity. (A-chäi)
He also said he would not express this opinion to people running the temple affairs
at Miäu-siü-keng, otherwise it might be considered as a version of ‘the Chiu
family,’ and provoke criticism. Obviously for A-chäi, this issue was related to the
local evaluation of Hong-eng's reputation as a täng-ki, and was thus considered as
part of the practice of jin-cheng (human feelings) and koai -he (relationships).

At this stage, it is still too early for anyone to predict what will happen in three
years time. Developments on the return of Toä-sa-öng's che-se may follow local
82 For the discussion on jin-cheng

(Al!f> human feelings) and koain-he
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custom, as A-kang or Kok-hui suggested. Since local tradition is always interpreted
multi-vocally, it is possible that other developments may occur.

and other relevant terms, see Chapter Three, especially note 31.
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Chapter Eight
Conclusion

Although Hong-eng has passed away, the shrine Phek-hoä-si has gradually
ceased to function, and it is likely that I will have to end my research on this
particular group, nevertheless, the local tradition of täng-ki-centred religious
practice continues in people’s daily life in An-pi\ What has come to an end is
Phek-hoä-sTs expression of local tradition; other practices, including new versions,
are still being produced.

It was not surprising to see that the Altar-opening with three täng-ki,1was
used as a means to deal with Hong-eng's life. The statement about Hong-eng's
connection with the tiger-figured deity Thäi-pe1h-chhian-sde recalled an element
from the collective memory associated with Miäu-siü-keng to help contextualise
his transformation. From this there emerged another new täng-ki's religious
practice: Eng-lo'k became A-käng's successor taking over the temple affairs of
Gö’-tek-keng and occasionally those of Miäu-siü-keng. His patron deity So-öng-iä
(.Ji-öng) was one of those appointed by Pö-sen-täi-te at the annual ceremony of
Miäu-siü-keng to deal with this event. This starting point, together with A-käng's
supervision, provided a favourable context for the new täng-ki's career.

1 This includes the täng-ki o f Hng-hü-chhian-söe o f Miäu-siü-keng ( Kim-tek), and two
täng-ki o f Gö’-tek-keng (A-käng's and his son Eng-lo'k). For further information, see Chapter
Seven.
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Hong-eng’s deity-transformation will be remembered through various
specific but regular ritual practices, including a couple of chid, Toä-sa-öngs
birthday ritual and the Chiu family’s ancestor worship around Chinese New Year. It
reflects recognition of his achievement in actualising his understanding of local
tradition in An-pi \

A distinguished tang-ki like Hong-eng often shows that the abilities he
acquired for this role are related to his life experience and daily practice. For
instance, his knowledge as a tomb-maker and medical practitioner was taught by
deities, but his learning was based on his earlier life experiences as a ferrier and
cement worker.

The concerns of everyday life, which are fundamental in Chinese culture,
relate to matters such as miä (fate), ün (fortune), and chhiong-hoän (collision and
offence). These concerns are dealt with through various rituals on different
occasions in different areas. In An-pi \ they become the focus of a deity’s annual
ceremony (Kiän-lo'h-koain/Chin-kim-choä). This ceremony is regarded as a unique
local custom by the people of Ati-pf. A deity’s birthday ceremony is the local way
to confront such concerns by calling upon the patron deity to present trays of Gold
Paper to different jurisdictions such as Thian-cho, Jl-ü, Tang-ge'k, and Te-hü. At
Phek-hoä-sT, experiences in everyday life, such as birth, aging, illness and death
are shared and dealt with in Altar-opening {Khui-toa) and birthday rituals. This
local tradition comprises ritual aspect which are shared by most people in A n-pf,
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as well as aspect which are re-interpreted and created by individuals. The various
religious practices of Phek-hoä-si offer one of many statements on local tradition
as authorised by the local population.

In the Altar-opening ritual, in response to the devotees’ requests, the executive
deity Toä-sa-öng does various things such as prescribing charms, feeling the pulse
to compose a herb formula, and calculating the Eight-characters. Each of his
abilities is imbued with a sense of traditionality as well as distinctiveness. For
example, the use of charms, acknowledging a contract relationship with the deity,
and calculating the Eight-characters are familiar to residents in Tainan, whereas
releasing infantile convulsions, the use of several proven herb prescriptions, and
preparations for the rite ‘Entrusting the Treasury’ are all distinctive ways of
operating in An-pf.

The concerns of people’s everyday life reflected in Altar-openings are further
dealt with in two forms of annual ceremonies at Phek-hoä-si: the Taoist style of
Kiän-lo1h-koain/Chin-kim-choä\ and the Buddhist style of Siau-cha (Eliminating
Calamity). Both of these reveal innovation. For instance, the rite of Entrusting the
Treasury is added to Toä-sa-öng's Kia-lo'h-koaPtChin-kim-choa. The Buddhist
style of annual celebration, Eliminating Calamity, is uniquely practiced at
Phek-hoä-si. Nevertheless, the basic ritual meanings of this introduced rite are still
intelligible to locals either because of the similar performances on other religious
occasions

or

because

of

the

Kia -lo'h-koaPIChin-kim-choa.
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Altar-opening ritual and annual ceremonies commemorate everyday life
practice and reflect a täng-ki s actualisation of the notions of ‘prospering the
temple’ (hin-keng), and ‘three-tenths is divine, seven-tenths is human’ (San-hun-sin
Chhit-hun-jin) as well as ‘a deity is not efficacious without promoters’
(Sin-äi-jin-läi-hü-chäi-äi-hin). The history of a deity’s leng (effectiveness) records
a group’s collective memory; it also includes the people’s efforts, through various
social techniques, to enhance the deity’s reputation. Hong-eng's success rested not
only on the fact that he knew the cultural settings of his local tradition well, but
also on the fact that Phek-hoä-si was situated in A n-pf where his interpretations
and expressions would be acceptable.

Two levels of contextualisation are involved here: the level of the Kioh-thäu
and the level of the Six Kioh-thäu An-pP. The mediating entity in this relationship
is the temple Miäu-siü-keng. The deity statues’ seating arrangements at
Phek-hoä-si and its predecessor temple Phek-leng-keng show both centripetal and
centrifugal processes. The adoption of the kau-poe practice, which is customarily
utilised between Kioh-thäu, and interactions at a more personal level have helped
make Phek-hoä-si central to the locality. As a result, its public image and
recognition in An-pi1have been enhanced.

Hong-eng's personal

achievement was

embedded in Phek-hoä-sTs

achievement and become inseparable in many ways. He was finally transformed
into a deity of ‘Miäu-siü-keng’ rather than following the deity Liöng-san-läu-cho
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in cultivating the Way {siu-tö) to achieve the Western Paradise. This epilogue
echoes what I have pointed to by emphasising the importance of a Kioh-thäu
temple for storing a person’s and a family’s reputation within a group’s collective
memory. To be a deity of ‘Miäu-siü-keng' is the highest respect that could be given
to Hong-eng for his achievements as a tang-ki in this locality. The Kioh-thäu and
temple provide an idiom of fellowship, community and common identity for
An-pf people, by which they define themselves publicly and collectively within
the Six Kioh-thäu.

The idea of the Six Kioh-thäu as a locality owes its existence to the social
interaction, expressed through kau-poe practice. The sentiment associated with
kau-poe practice is a social thing and needs to be maintained and produced through
public practice. I have used the Chid ritual to illustrate this point, showing An-pf
as a locality represented through the exchange of gifts, favours, and banquets, and
through overlapping networks of Kioh-thäu-centred alliances and networks of
other kau-poe alliances made by subgroups. Although the Six Kioh-thäu owe their
existence to contextualised social interactions, there always exists a context for
emerging new relationships. Through tensions and alliances within and among
Kioh-thäu, the boundaries of the Six Kioh-thäu are perceived and continually
constructed.

In the Chid ritual, people bring forth different performances based on
different understandings of the past. A-kang's temple history writing project
records one of many group-centred expressions of sociality. Hong-eng's täng-ki
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career stands for an inscription of the social memory that is represented with the
seating order ‘Toä-sa—P o se 1—Chu-hu' at Miäu-siü-keng. Although this order
has been dominant at the temple for over two decades, this precedence varies on
different ritual occasions. Temple-centred social memory provides a sense of
history, whose authorship is multiple, whose concerns are local, and whose
transmission is embodied in participants’ daily life. It is in this sense that An-pf
society is filled with social creativity.

It has nearly been ten years since I began conducting research in An-pf1. Quite
a few changes relevant to historical reconstruction have happened since that time.
The Li where A-chäi serves as Li-tiöng (Head of the sub-district) is a new Li,
incorporating two non-kau-poe Kioh-thäu, Kian-a-keng and Käng-ä-böe. The
differences between these Kioh-thäu were used as an important strategy for
competition among candidates during the recent election. However, these
influences seemed to be less influential for the campaign result because one of
A-chäi's political strategies was to ‘break the boundaries between two Kioh-thäu .
At the same time several projects, such as the scheduling of An-pf1's old settlement
as an area of cultural heritage by the government in 2002, the excavation of the
Fort Zeelandia by archaeologists of the Academia Sinica in 2003, and the
maintenance of historical sites over the past ten years, have attracted increasing
tourism. Locals may disagree about plans for heritage maintenance, especially for
practical reasons; or they may react to these changes by increasing the number of
‘hundred year old’ snack bars. What these phenomena mean for the representation
of A n-pf's history warrant further exploration.
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*

*

*

I dreamt of Hong-eng soon after his funeral. I dreamt that a special
Altar-opening was held to request an extension of Hong-eng's life span from
Toä-sa-öng (who was still Hong-eng in trance). But Toä-sa-öng rejected this
request and heartlessly commented that “it was too late.” I could not accept this
answer, gazing at him for a reason. When he fixed his eyes on me in silence, I saw
that his wrinkled face looked sad. Then I awoke with tears. The last conversation I
had with Hong-eng was in May 2002, approximately a month before he passed
away. The conversation was about when my Ph.D. program would be finished. I
gave him an uncertain answer to which he replies with silence. For this reason, I
feel deep regret at the loss of this elder, since I shall never have the chance to
express my appreciation to him in person on the completion of my thesis. A-chai,
however, comforted me: “when you come back, you can bring your thesis to
Miäu-siü-keng to bum incense. He will be there”.
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The Chid of Temple Se-Lidng-Tian,Öng-Sial-Sai in 1992
D a te

O ffe rin g by
T aoist P riest

A c tiv ity by T ä n g -K i

10/ 16

A c tiv ity by
T em p le C o m m itte e o r
H o u se h o ld s
1. T e m p le w a s h e d b y fe m a le
r e s id e n ts
2 . D e itie s w e a rin g n e w
c lo th e s
3. A ll th e re s id e n ts a b s ta in
fr o m m e a t (3 d a y s )

10/ 18

1. In v itin g th e D e itie s (&
D ip p e r C o n s te lla tio n s
2 . (to in v ite th e d e itie s )

S e ttin g s

1. T h e s tre e t
la m p s a n d
d e c o ra te d
a rc h w a y s
h a v e b e e n se t
UP
1. T a iw a n e s e
O p e ra (1 3
d ay s)

I n s p e c tin g th e C h id
3. T e m p le d o o r s c lo s e d
1 0 / 19 H e -c h id :
[A fte rn o o n ]:

[A f te r n o o n ] :

[M o rn in g ] :

1. D e ity C h h o n g -h ü

1. P u ttin g u p th e L a m p

S ta r tin g u p th e D ru m /

in s p e c ts th is

L ig h tin g th e D ip p e r

ritu a l

P o le s
[A fte rn o o n ]:

C o n s te lla tio n s /

1. E a c h h o u s e h o ld tu rn s o f f

In v o c a tio n /

th e p o w e r s o u r c e w h ile

B a n q u e tin g th e F ir e

H e -c h io is c o n d u c te d

D e ity / D riv in g o u t th e
F ir e D is a s te rs
[N ig h t]:
F ir in g th e O il to D riv e
A w a y D irt/ C o n c e r t
1 0 /2 0

K h e n g -c h h ia '-c h id :
[M o rn in g ]:

1. D e ity C h h o n g -h ü
in s p e c ts th is

S ta r tin g u p th e D ru m /

ritu a l in th e firs t

A n n o u n c e m e n t/

b e g in n in g

1. S trin g P u p p e t
P e r f o rm a n c e
is c o n d u c tin g
w h ile th e

In v o c a tio n / T h ia n -su

ritu a l

E n te rin g th e H a ll/

‘E n s u rin g th e

M o r n in g A u d ie n c e /

B e n e fic e n c e

F la g - r a is in g / N o o n

o f th e L o c a l

A u d ie n c e / N o o n

S o il D e iti e s ’

O ffe rin g

is h e ld a t

[A fte rn o o n ]:

te m p le b y

R e c itin g th e L ita n ie s

T a o is t p rie s ts

o f R e p e n ta n c e (to th e
T e n P r e c io u s
H e a v e n s ) V ol. 1/
E lim in a tin g th e
M a lig n a n t D e itie s in
F iv e D ir e c tio n s /
R e c itin g L R V ol. 2 /
E n s u rin g th e
B e n e fic e n c e o f th e
L o c a l S o il D e itie s
[N ig h t]:
D iv is io n o f th e L a m p s
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D a te

1 0 /2 1

O ffe r in g by
T a o ist P r ie st

A ctiv ity by T ä n g -K i

[M o rn in g ]:

A c tiv ity by
T em p le C o m m itte e o r
H o u seh o ld s
1. A llie d T e rrito r ie s B u rn in g

L and o f W ay/

In c e n s e

M o r n in g A u d ie n c e /
R e c itin g L R V o ls. 3 -5 /
N o o n A u d ie n c e / N o o n
O ffe rin g
[A fte rn o o n ]:
R e c itin g L R V ols.
6 - 1 0 / In v o c a tio n o f
th e M a s te r s a n d
S a in ts / N ig h t
A u d ie n c e
[N ig h t]:
C o n c e r t/ S e a lin g th e
A lta r / n o c tu r n a l
In v o c a tio n
1 0 /2 2

[M o rn in g ]:

1. D e ity C h h o n g -h ü

R e n e w e d I n v o c a tio n /

in s p e c ts th e ritu a l

M o r n in g A u d ie n c e /

sequence

P r e s e n ta tio n o f th e

“ P re s e n ta tio n o f

M e m o r ia l/ N o o n

th e M e m o r ia l”

A u d ie n c e / N o o n

2 . A lo c a l w a y o f

In c e n s e
2. A lo c a l w a y o f
W o rs h ip p in g th e L o rd o f
H e a v e n ( b y th e te m p le
c o m m itte e )

O ffe rin g

W o rs h ip p in g th e

[A fte rn o o n ]:

L o rd o f H e a v e n

R e c itin g S c r ip tu r e s to

(b y th e d e ity

th e T h r e e O ffic ia ls

C h h o n g -h u )

a n d L R to th e th r e e
T a o is t O r ig in s /
T h a n k in g - d is m is s a l o f
th e T h r e e R e a lm s /
N ig h t A u d ie n c e
[N ig h t]:
O rth o d o x O ff e r in g
10/ 23

1. A llie d T e rrito r ie s B u rn in g

P f -a n -c h h e n g -c h id :
[M o rn in g ]:
A n n o u n c e m e n t/
In v o c a tio n / R e c itin g
S c rip tu re s to th e
T h r e e O f f ic ia ls / N o o n
O ffe rin g
[A fte rn o o n ]:
R e c itin g L R to th e
T h r e e T a o is t O r ig in s /
C o n c e r t/
T h a n k in g - d is m is s a l o f
th e T h r e e R e a lm s
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S e ttin g s

D a te

O f f e r in g b y

A c tiv ity b y

Tang-Ki

A c t iv it y b y

S e t t in g s

T e m p le C o m m itte e o r

T a o is t P r ie s t

H o u s e h o ld s
1 0 /2 4

P f -an-chheng-chid:
M o rn in g ]:
In v o c a tio n / R e c itin g
S c rip tu re s to th e
T h re e O ffic ia ls / N o o n
O ffe rin g
[A fte rn o o n ]:
R e c itin g L R to th e
T h r e e T a o is t O rig in s /
C o n c e r t/
T h a n k in g -d is m is s a l o f
th e T h r e e R e a lm s /
D iv is io n o f th e L a m p s

1 0 /2 5

P f -an-chheng-chid:
[M o rn in g ]:
R e c itin g S c rip tu re s to
th e T h r e e O ffic ia ls /
N o o n O ffe rin g
[A fte rn o o n ]:
R e c itin g L R to th e
T h r e e T a o is t O rig in s /
T h a n k in g -d is m is s a l o f
th e T h r e e R e a lm s /
C o n c e r t/ O rth o d o x
O ffe rin g
1. O p e n in g th e T e m p le

1. O p e n in g th e

1 0 /2 6

T e m p le D o o rs b y

D o o rs

th e d e ity

Chhong-hü
2. T h e d e ity

Chhong-hu

s

B irth d a y R itu a l
1. T a iw a n e s e

1 0 /2 7

O p e r a (1 3
d ay s)
1 0 /2 8

F lo a tin g th e W a te r
L am ps

1. D is trib u tin g F o o d
fo r

Pha-tö

and

C h a n g in g F a te
fo r b e lie v e rs (b y
th e d e ity

Chö-täi-te)
1 0 /2 9

1. E a c h h o u s e h o ld

U n iv e rs a l S a lv a tio n
( Phd-td )

b a n q u e tin g th e g u e s ts

1. P h a - tö S tan d
e x h ib itio n

2.

A m u sem en t
sh o w s

A ll

D a te

O ffe r in g by
T aoist P riest

A c tiv ity by T ä n g -K i

11/ 1
11/2

A ctiv ity by
T em p le C o m m itte e o r
H o u seh o ld s

1. Banqueting the Deities
1. Seeing off the Deities

S e ttin g s

1. Movie (11
days)

11/ 13

1. Täng-ki
participating

11/ 14

1. Orderly Seating (of all the 1. Taiwanese
Opera (1 day)
deities inside the temple)
2. Laying down the Lamp
1. The deity
Poles
Chhong-hu
3. Seeing off Thian-su by
inspect the
sea
process of Seeing
off T hian-su by
sea
1. Banqueting k au -pöeK ioh-th äu for celebrating
the success of the C hid
ritual

1. Procession for Seeing off
the Taoist Deity
Tiun-thian-su

11/ 15

Within
two
weeks

*. All the dates are marked according to lunar calendar
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The Chid of Temple Leng-Che-Tian,Kang-Ä-Böe in 1993
D a te

O f fe r in g b y

A c tiv ity b y T a n g -K i

A c tiv ity b y

S e tt in g s

T e m p le C o m m itte e o r

T a o ist P r ie s t

H o u s e h o ld s
1. T e m p le w a s h e d b y

1 0 /9

r e s id e n ts
2. S e n d in g th e L a m p P o le s
to K io h -th ä u

1. T h e s tre e t
la m p s a n d
d e c o r a te d
a rc h w a y s
h a v e b e e n se t
UP

1. D e itie s T e -ia a n d

10/ 11

1. P u ttin g u p th e L a m p
P o le s (a n d p u rify th e m )

S i- te in s p e c t th e
p ro c e s s

1. In v itin g th e D e itie s (&

10/ 14

D ip p e r C o n s te lla tio n s )
2 . (to in v ite th e d e itie s )

1. T a iw a n e s e
O p e ra ( 8
d ay s)

I n s p e c tin g th e C h id
3. In v itin g T iu n-th ia n -s u
f r o m H d i-ta u
1. T ä n g -k i M e e tin g in

10 / 15

1. C h in e s e

th e e v e n in g

O p e r a in th e
e v e n in g

1. T e m p le d o o r s

10/ 16

c lo s e d b y th e d e ity
T e -ia
1. A ll th e r e s id e n ts b e c o m e

10/ 17 H e -c h io :
[M o rn in g ]:

v e g e ta ria n s (3 d a y s )

S ta r tin g u p th e
D ru m /
A n n o u n c e m e n t/
In v o c a tio n / R e c itin g
S c rip tu re s to th e
T h r e e O ffic ia ls a n d
L ita n ie s o f
R e p e n ta n c e to th e
T h r e e T a o is t
O r ig in s / N o o n
O ffe rin g
[ A f te r n o o n ] :
T h a n k in g -d is m is s a l
o f th e T h re e R e a lm s
[N ig h t]:
B a n q u e tin g th e F ire d
D e itie s / D riv in g o u t
th e F ir e d D ia s ta s e /
T h ia n su E n te rin g
th e H a ll / C o n c e r t/
L ig h t th e D ip p e r
C o n s te lla tio n s /
F ir in g th e O il to
D r iv e a w a y D irt/
C o n c e rt
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1. A n tiq u e
e x h ib itio n at

2 . E a c h h o u s e h o ld tu r n s o f f

th e T h ia n -s u

th e p o w e r s o u r c e w h e n
H e - c h id is c o n d u c te d

a lta r o u ts id e
th e te m p le

D a te

O f f e r in g b y

A c tiv ity b y T ä n g - K i

T a o ist P r ie s t

A c tiv ity b y

S e tt in g s

T e m p le C o m m itte e o r
H o u s e h o ld s
1. A llie d T e rrito r ie s B u rn in g

10/ 18 K h e n g - c h h i a n- c h i d :
[M o rn in g ]:

In c e n s e s in c e th e

S ta r tin g u p th e

a fte rn o o n

D ru m /
A n n o u n c e m e n t/
M o r n in g A u d ie n c e /
R e c itin g L R (to th e
T e n P re c io u s
H e a v e n s ) V o ls. 1 -2 /
F la g - r a is in g / n o o n
A u d ie n c e / N o o n
O ffe rin g
[A fte rn o o n ]:
R e c itin g L R V ols.
3 -6 / E lim in a tin g th e
M a lig n a n t D e itie s in
F iv e D ir e c tio n s /
N ig h t A u d ie n c e
[N ig h t]:
E n s u rin g th e
b e n e f ic e n c e o f th e
L o c a l S o il D e itie s /
D iv is io n o f th e
L a m p s / S e a lin g th e
A lta r / N o c tu rn a l
I n v o c a tio n
10 / 19

[M o rn in g ]:
S ta r tin g u p th e
D ru m / L a n d o f W a y /
M o r n in g A u d ie n c e /

1. T e m p le d o o rs
o p e n e d b y d e itie s
T e - i a a n d S i - t e in
th e e v e n in g

1. E a c h h o u s e h o ld w o rs h ip s
th e L o r d o f H e a v e n
2. T e m p le d o o r s o p e n e d in
th e e v e n in g

1. S trin g P u p p e t
P e rfo rm a n c e
is c o n d u c te d
w h ile th e
ritu a l

R e c itin g L R V ols.
7 -8 / N o o n A u d ie n c e /

‘E n s u rin g th e

N o o n O ffe rin g

B e n e fic e n c e

[A fte rn o o n ]:

o f th e L o c a l

R e c itin g L R V ols.

S o il D e iti e s ’

9 - 1 0 / P re s e n ta tio n o f

is h e ld at

th e M e m o r ia l/

te m p le b y

T h a n k in g -d is m is s a l

T a o is t p rie s ts

o f th e T h r e e R e a lm s /
N ig h t A u d ie n c e
[N ig h t]:
O rth o d o x O ffe rin g
1 0 /2 0

F lo a tin g th e W a te r
L am ps

1 0 /2 1

U n iv e rs a l S a lv a tio n
(.P h a - t ö )

1. E a c h h o u s e h o ld b a n q u e ts

1. T h e d e ity T e - i ä
D is trib u tin g F o o d

th e g u e s ts

1.

P h a -tö

S ta n d

e x h ib it i o n
2.

fo r P h a - t ö

A m u sem en t
sh ow s

3.

S e i z i n g th e
H u n gry G h o sts
c o m p e titio n
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D ate

O ffering by
Taoist Priest

A ctivity by T äng -K i

A ctivity by
Temple C om m ittee or
H ouseholds

10/22

1. Taiwanese
Ppera (5 days)

10/25
10/26
10/28
11/7

Settings

1. Banqueting the Deities
1. Seeing off the Deities
1. Laying down the Lamps
Poles
1. Procession for Seeing off
the Taoist Deity

1. Täng-ki
participating

Tiun-thian-su

11/8

1. Orderly Seating the deity
Thian-su for Chu-phcr

11/9

1. Orderly Seating the
deities for this temple

11/10

1. Orderly Seating the
deities for kau-pöe
temples
1. Banqueting

H äi-täu

11/ 19

kau-pöe-K ioh-thäu for

celebrating the success of
the C hid ritual
*. All the dates are marked according to lunar calendar
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1. Taiwanese
Opera
2. Chinese
Opera

A ppendix II
Temple and Deity Survey in An-Pil Six Kioh-Thäu
I. H f F I I S i (Kid1-ä-keng-siä)
( Miäu-siü-keng)

1.

(chief territorial deity) '
deity) -

(A H 3 E )'

■Ä

f l '

7^

j?T

M (temple chief

'

- SHtMilS ■ A Ö M IS ' a

JWtg&Ii - Mifif g - ÜASfi' ±ffe&' Ü SÜ W '

-

IfeJfOA A - K £ M M ' g # A ± ■${H lM ' igflllM - Krftlite '

M
lllM' ftA
Ö
fi' Ä
7
U
&
|i -'M
ffS' äStüfsI' fr'tJK
fsi '

$mmm -ü'&
j
w
is-iä
s
s•

2.

fEt/sA

(Gö -tek-keng)

—3£(—

(temple chief deity) - A ifitrr' HzEJij - E H frj ■

sa§'
'7
jc
fiii#
i-±
*
fe
£' mm -tm
is-m
m b -sw
a
a-mm -^mm -£
*
s
gn. tSgSflth
1.

(Häi-thäu-siä)

JSSIK (

ng-chek )
K

■SIMLA'S (chief territorial deity) - til Hi 31 SS (temple chief

d
e
ity
)-%®m%
' ssa
s
s
'
2-

>lASSt (

' 'tü
fift-± ^m

- mm °

ün-chutiä)
B

riJtftfMÜ (temple chief deity)'
' {Eli A ® ' SelhFMiS '
—103 1 ' SSAIEjjfi ' Ü —B t t ' 101—311)1' 1013 HZxfh ' 10 ZC
i t s '

a sa o

3- JWIfiSS

? - m m - 'g j w t s '

a a s

?- m m -

(Chiu-liong-liän)
(temple chief deity) - IhJJKfMSI' M M A '

'tif j* -

4. A t l l S (

-e lfte m

'

w to fc A # -

Bün-liong-tiän)

JFIW M II (temple chief deity) • ± M £ ' ' H i t t M ! « ' O lfA T 'A ,'

i f IttB-M ' IfltiS iA ' M Jffgiii ' i f IffA A -
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- 'S

mm-

±°

5. M l i x (Kim-liöng-tian)
(temple chief deity)' ± W £ '

°

ni. SBffUjtt (Kang-ä-böe-sio )
1(Leng-che-tiän )
ffijfrEc,Ü(± (temple chief deity) >

'

^

'
' ST O ^aE '

>f f

M

IfcFf I I ' I f f i A c E 'i l '

' iffjG&f]' j f 7Ü

ßift' lÄEngrlf' Irfilifä ' d c ^ f S °
IV. +Hfüj/Ttt (Cha1p-ji-keng-siä)

1. H SH £ (Sam-leng-tiän )
M iffdC if (temple chief deity) '

' ±W A

V. Ec^MilE (Hioh-böe-siä)
1.
(Höng-che-keng )
tfe J fK fS (temple chief deity) ' dIJfdzEfS ' ffiiE fS ' — z E |ß '

SDffT'lSS ' UXi&fJ '
VI.

EfcfrHff

0

(Öng-siän-sai-siä )

1- S U I S (Se-liöng-tiän )
(temple chief deity) >

' E l itf i1

' rnm^m>su ?m s' * j r f « ' njfrFss*

a '
£SßJ6 °
VII. A^JÜ (Public temples)

1- MPMSI (Seng -hong-miau)
W Ü tS (temple chief deity) >

A '

tt±mm' m m ' mmm* £ # i
' Mts' ^ « ts '

>ä #

i

>

*4 * '

' ä # wi ' mawi >küw] >
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e«w i -

msm - mm - ü j # * w i -

-

mmm-

r] '

üf^w i' t® f W] - ffiSä] - ffJgW] • ÜäiWJ Bb*wi' x*w i - m m ' Enw] ■Ä üs] - iTjigw] - fäm
'

WJ °
2. iA/nH? (Thian-hö-kong)
A # S Ü (temple chief d e ity )' U M M ' Ü B ® ' S S ® ' S U

&•'
' JBHC'
' M i ' ffiS ' JfCSfü ' S S
tii>
s
s
ü
ü
'4
ts
s
ii'a
s
@
m
>&
'
'
mwAA' ^ i s ' a a i s °

mm

3.

&

(Koan-im-teng)
I S

(temple chief deity)' S Ü A ' H U T S ® '

' jÄffi '

jftftft (others) °
4. A ^ J Ü (Täi-chidng-miäu)
iÜflfffi (temple chief deity) >f f jf S A Ü '
Source: fieldwork survey in 1992
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Appendix III

The Scripture for Incantations (Miau-Siu-Keng Version)
AW-fcÄ-SSfBÄ
£ S £ Ä £ -® t
sU fS M ü H Ä

4>aWiF6^7E&fi

ffii®7C0f]®f£3l
M ,m m m = -m ,m
S S W W Ä S if !

S U S -g U f^

^ S M i t u J S if j i
XM üW As

M tw m m m
/NT
m m m m xm

MlfSI'ffcffiBJ®
A m m m m E

iö S f lC f t- f iim

mmmmmMB

xm m ^

mmmxMw

IS Ig ftlllf^ J i
m m h ± E m jL

'MAila'f&A'J. ) '
m am m m m

—Wftyy.'MW'fä

« B fc itiÖ D ^
^ h ^
sii
w im r /L m m

w h

'ffJJiTlfi otfTSS
‘X ytiiUW-Ti
^w m m m w n

m&xrmsLm

S lM M lJ l^ it

Am^mmwn
taT

ä

T

taT

O ^

J^PflSSItlitu

A ^ H ^ I?
» f - i t j l »

lllf^ 5 ö s * i» m

jK ffsaw afe^#*

mmAmxww
wmms%$8k
X ik tia & ii
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i=r«f££:ltl$£

mm&wmm

M ^ H Iflta E
I|iäDEnl5H|?-lm

wi&mmm
A T A T üliÄftj
A i:M f^

Hf]fä;AäI£#
«p-eijAHÄS

mmxmm^m
S m ü ^ Ä /lA
0 + E T ilö T i

immm&mm
HAliH&fiAAT
\& tim cffeTß,
XikM W ^

immxmm-%

AUHAA^SiJ
tm ^ Ä r n n

^?iN S±Ü E4
m \m m
H S i(S Ä )ll±
S frH ittS fffi
fc&fÄUi'saf
HttiflfffX#A

% ¥3m + R W

IfAffiiilPfKä

'fem m iim w i
xm m ^

^itiS T P fw ii
-b M ^ M A T
f J A f f iA il*

m m m m x it
j

>psm$k

& ±£H #+A ¥
js t a ^ h + s

mmxmmm

^ iP T T frE S
m m um m i
JBSiSfflr/iffi#

’f ä w m x m .m
S 4 3fi§f:T 0+®

±Wgp7>CÄM
—+A^ÖJfrifi5
«TJfTAIM ti
B T --L '* ¥ if

f jA f f iis w a

mmmmxmm
XikMW^t

lllf-fa ^ ig ig #

x^Mxmm
E te A « a ß ite )¥

TtÖUjJStUS'iS

Al'Ö^PUftStÜ

%,^—,mnm

iSASAjäPfß™

xm m xi

ISlfH+H^aiTcßiii

«fcÜAÄTjf*

^ it-flA P ^ H
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fitfeH itÄ gft
I'Iffl
HjügßmiffitA
«TEgllJillW«
sfiBaKSWcaisa
m s s rn a s
« s w a m im

mmaRW&w
3zmmn%3&

mmxs.mx,x
MXi&m&AX

JftfßDgj&fSM
A im s ® * »

xmm^s
xxmxm^m
g $ i.^r^gjs

SSScJSjfe®#

tfä—£ « ¥ »

^mmxwjzm
mxxmm'&vä

WÄAsI;®?^
rn s w s ^ E ®
BWffHÄ«&*it
4 fl5 « * s n

m^m\\wmm
mxwn^-iwm

iffijtiiS llilA

4 ,i® s ic m 4

Ü M M W Ä tS
SB^gi|J5lP$BI

%,x—‘imnm
X&MW^s
IIISÄfSig7£gili

tkm±m%.&i%
'KtS+Äll—*

m m M im s-m

Mr&WmmEM

S A H ilK IE ff
%=h~-L'SPflf

mwMmmföm
mxf'xummw„

‘Xik-MW-ri
lIlSfitfE^iSf?
E W Ä J ü ^ f?
¥3\% ÜMMM

BSä-faSESM
33MMUBMA
S Ä ^ I» fT i£
SSjE&iiäMSSi

smxmjjwn
x
IIIf»l*ÜJM*l»

xiummm

^fm7ngijiA3#S
T A ffiS fi

tftT i^ fi

± 04® ® 04±

xxpxm.
ä

« a s ts s -

XiSÜM^i
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^h

s

*

tnEPä

AW

smwjimmM.
SlS±i?*Bföim
fH1® '^UlAÄ
A&ifnftWSr^ll

&mmmanM

I IA IIic ^ S ^

H fA ftlg ä

wsmmix. a

A + A ffÜ -ö fi
S iS iü fjü A

AAMAfWF1!

mimm&wm

gngPSPAiffiiüt

mmmm.^i£±.

* ¥ « * 8 rfcA
©sSHiftJuN'KZr
3£ M » 5 *mr
IB A -'L '*^ lf

M Ä ü w sa » «
IIlf±^AB¥A!fi

w a»s§m «eaf

MmMmmmte
WffiWMikS&M

»ÄflllttSöÄW

JlMAfSAAÄR jf AÄÖ litu
MWH+A m M
-/tmUfSÄfW
H§A-AH^Iif

WÄA^SQ#^
AJE^gM
älßpglg^
IggAfLÜ*

üiinra^Z.~H£JS;
slicW S S
ÄSttSWE
iWSfe&A

SHAIfeA
ilißfüKA

AißgPtflS

mmmm

tHraSH®»®*
SlliHf hSfiÜSA
IÄ?£*5ttfN*K
AtlfirASSfW
pHA iS ff A A Iif
ilA^i'fcfS'Mftu

Ir HiSJSSB'ßftJfe

« h ^ tim s
®TA$IH AÄ
ü fN U f+ A tB
JgüKMAjffS

mm&mm

A±AA+-V-fi
Sfflf&SHHW*
ftfFis^^SföS
4tA Ü § A A 2B

säm h süp

l» hfö*S£Btt
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^■L-?,nlMiM'fT-')l\

EfcKHSMö®
HUSUM S
li&B'tGiigSftÄ
jsiüM na^wsa
#S'L'lSilil3p^5

IS h M f « K s

n&‘x m m ^

IIlSfrEf'PffiS^A
ä£Ä»fefc#7.R^
EPJItB^IEJPA

^ lA Ä H H A

tllSfsffiÜfflüji

)<gP!l€¥l®J!fT

ammmmm
mmmmmg

WMsAS: 1'AH

ISSB£SÄH-|-iiJ
TUjMHteWWr

W7£l«s!#5§£
3:1115 ei?ISA A
trF ^ & A J& k

mmm&mnA
AiHfiSPgitA
¥& +S^Ä «
£ J3 % B £ £ J1
IH EtltÜ S^iif

A S + H A S ifS

¥&-hAmim
AAtÜtägEHÜ
AAl/fAAASi

3 ?S fi4 ® A j5
IS H lS tß fflif

Mw&mm&B
»W fFA aW A

fc& W Jim ftP

nmmmnmm
w & x m m i?
ikWrMM&MX
Wmmmmm
m m m x^m fä

JlA W iM f#®

x m m m m ih

^AXUMW-Xs

illSH A IßSI«

AAüM AfW ?

m iw m m m
mmmmw

mmitm±mm

IWiHrffJfftM
^ $ ± A A ffc$ :
BWt&ÄflIJSl*

« S B B A tH q i

Ss'IE A -A A ^
l4L'M ä»ISW
ifeK isasfi® #

Ä tfiS A S g g J I«
A A A PW ft®
H IA itliW ^lS

A P^W E #*

J fS lS lfc ^
^±##® SSc

ffzkffcßA E #
4 T jt? £ ll® A

mN9tfm±.m
Sl ora/1AX-p:M )®iS
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x m x fe m m

Ammmmw»

f

ttzj«l§»$[M
®&ff£x&MP$Bg

m m m m -m -

Ä-I'JMli|#r£±
AA2:^ciB P$ßm

f^töS S I/lüS

A A A ^g^Ä
ASSHAHÖäf
H ifigiA gg'S

n® Ä «a^5t

A\m*mm»M^

^ # i Mwxmm
fflffiTIftfflftfWSBBs*

Ü$npfÄII)ffi
W Ä A isftm r

lilS H O l* a*
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^LUiii««?£±
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± A ff

«fiflS Ä A ^#
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A A tf A®]$
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Ä-ftÄJiT&AT
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fgajm stziff*
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±A2fc
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xm m m nm

K A K Ift

m m km m .m
‘XikMW^s

A A ^ fW lsE A

$ ^ ü H rsm ^
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SESAM S
H®SfiteAiM 6
A iM tA flA ^
tÜ A M # « (^ A
5Ö * A ¥ ^ M S

4t3 ?HTÄff£

xm xr^m m
xm m ^
llif f i MfefäM
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jfiSaMEIEff
X trT X M im
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Appendix IV

The Scripture of the Lo'h-Koai Incantations (Miau-Siü-Keng Version)

mWz&Tmm

M t-W A P ^
iR tf A Ä S f iS
Ig A - 'L 'S ^ ir a

« 3 E jg |! W S ^

‘m miumm
mmg#*»*
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